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ABSTRACT

.......,

This study is concerned with the Konkomba and the inter-ethnic conflicts in

northern Ghana. It begins from about 1900 to 1981. This period coincides with the

commencement of British colonial rule in the area and the aftermath of it.

Actually, Brutish occupation of the North took place in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. From the outset, the British embarked on a policy of

direct rule. This policy held sway from the inception of British rule in northern

Ghana until the early 1930s when it was changed to what became known as indirect

rule. British imperial presence resulted in a slower pace of economic and social

development of northern Ghana. The colonial policies pursued were not only

effective in keeping the North outside the main currents of Gold Coast politics, but

the incorporation and subordinating of subject groups of people, such as the

Konkomba, to the traditional states of Mamprugu, Dagbon, Nanun and Gonja were

further strengthened. These developments engendered inter-ethnic conflicts.

In this study, it is considered that in the aftermath of the independence of

Ghana, the Konkomba were counted among the subject groups of people in the

Northern Region of Ghana who did not own land, who paid tribute (particularly in

Nanun), and their traditional system of chieftaincy remained unrecognized at the

local, regional and national levels. Events and developments such as was produced

and promoted by Konkomba past disturbances among themselves, westernization,

and the formation of a Konkomba Youth Association created and elements of

conflict long before the real drama began. By the 1980s, inter-ethnic violence and

armed confrontations erupted in northern Ghana in which the Konkomba featured

prominently. In 1981, they took on the Nanumba. The course of that armed clash

has been outlined. Information for this study was gathered from oral traditions,

verbal interviews, semi-structured questionnaires, archival material and secondary

sources.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
There are a myriad of ideas or theories about the issue of conflict. These range from

the advent of civilization down to our time. Bad government, for instance, is an

issue in conflict causation. Also, the neo-Marxists consider that the socio-economic

differences between the "haves" and the "have-nots" is a crucial pre-condition of

conflict. I

In Africa, instability has become a characteristic of many of the new states.

Governments were toppled as the military intervened in national politics,

communal and ethnic strifes erupted, and economies stagnated or were marked by

galloping inflation and internal political conflicts led to violence and repression.'

Therefore, issues and occasions of conflict always exist, especially between and

among groups of people in our continent. "Indeed, it is possible to say that Africa

today, at the close of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century. is the

most conflict - ridden continent in the world" 3 Thus contestations and violent inter-

communal conflicts in Chad, La Cote d'Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of Congo,

Kenya, Liberia, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan and Zimbabwe,

the so-called "trouble spots" in Africa are evidence of the chasm and domestic

anarchy in countries that have been described as weak, failing or collapsed."

It was Clifford Geertz who drew attention to "primordial sentiments" in the

post - independent states. He stated various forms of primordial attachments such

as blood ties, race, language, region, religion and custom.f all of which was about

ethnicity. Actually, ethnicity is considered, perhaps, as the most popular concept

used in the analysis of African politics. While universally, ethnicity defies

definition, it has its own characteristics or unique features in Africa. What an ethnic

group is, equally defies definition. Melvin Tumin has defined an ethnic group as:

A social group which, within a larger cultural and social system, claims or is accorded a

special status in terms of a complex of traits ....which it exhibits or is believed to exhibit.

1
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Such traits are diverse ..... Prominent among them are those drawn from the religious and

linguistic characteristic of the social group."

Thus there must necessarily exist distinguishing characteristics between

ethnic groups, such as differences in language, religion, region, and custom.

Apart from it being a psycho-social phenomenon, ethnicity is conflictual. It

involves conflicts between diverse communal groups. Nnoli attributed four

characteristics to ethnicity, among which he specified that, "Ethnicity is

characterised by conflict,,7 Masipula Sithole concludes:" Thus ethnicity is a

conflictual psycho-social phenomena in which diverse ethnically concious groups

are competitively engaged.i" There is no gainsaying that ethnic relations or ethnic

differences in the world, Africa, Ghana and for that matter northern Ghana are

correlated with the incidence of inter-communal conflict or wars. This is puzzling,

for, long -time neighbours become enemies overnight based on ethnic affiliation or

loyalty." This needs to be academically addressed. Students of history and other

scholars tend to dismiss northern Ghana in an expanded sentence or in a few pages.

However, the people of this area deserve more than this treatment and it is on this

note that research should lend a helping hand. 10

Northern Ghana occupies about forty-one percent of the landmass of this

country. Its identity as a political entity did not take shape until the last decades of

the 19th century. Its boundaries have altered many times since British effective

occupation in 1898.11 By January, 1, 1902, the Gold Coast consisted of three

separate but related territories (the Colony, Ashanti, and the Northern Territories).

These areas were regarded as one fiscal and administrative unit under a government

stationed in Accra.

However, northern Ghana as now constituted is not synonymous with the

Northern Territories under British colonial administration. The Krachi District of

the Volta Region and the Yeji and Prang areas of the Brong - Ahafo Region were

administered as part of the Northern Territories between 1922 to 1950 and from

1907 to 1957 respectively. 12 Kintampo, now in the Brong Ahafo Region was made

the first capital of the Northern Territories when Lt Colonel H.P Northcott assumed

duty as Chief Commissioner and Commandment in1897. He later established his

-
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capital at Gambaga. In January, 1907 the millitary adminintration was replaced by a

civilian establishment.i" and the capital was transferred from Gambaga to Tamale.

The Northern Territories became Northern Ghana when the Gold Coast attained

statehood on 6th March, 1957. In 1960 the area was divided into the Northern and

Upper Regions, and in 1983 the Upper Region was re-organized into the Upper

East and Upper West Regions.

Approximately, northern Ghana lies between latitudes 11 degrees and 8

degrees 30 minutes north and longitudes 0 degrees and 3 degrees north. To the

north, east and west it shares boundaries with the Republics of Burkina Faso, Togo,

and La Cote d' Iviore respectively; and to the South it borders on the Brong-Ahafo

and Volta Regions of Ghana. It is that area which stretches from the forest belt of

Ghana to that part of the country below the Niger bend which is mostly drained by

the Black, White, Red Voltas and their tributaries; it can be conveniently referred to

as the "Voltaic" region.!"

The Konkonba inhabit mostly the area that lies between 0 degrees 20

minutes west and 0 degree 50 minutes east and between 10 degrees 15 minutes

north and 9 degrees 25 minutes north. IS According to Barker, the homeland of the

Konkonba is the area up to fifty kilometers wide and hundred and seventy-five

kilometres long from north to south of the Oti plain. It covers parts of East

Mamprugu and Gushiegu -Cheriponi Districts and nearly the entire Saboba-

Zabzugu District.16 The Konkomba have recently claimed that their traditional

homeland covers ninety percent of the Saboba- Cheriponi District Assembly area,

with Saboba as their capital town. 17 They assert that this area is independent of the

power, authority and influence of all other ethnic communities in the Northern

Region. They refer to it as "Kekpokpam" which means Konkombaland.

However, the Konkomba can be found in Eastern Dagbon, Mamprusi East,

East Gonja (Salaga), Karaga, Gushiegu, Kpandai, Nanumba, Saboba, Cheri pone

and Zabzugu- Tatale Disrict Assembly areas of the Northern Region. of Ghana.

Evidence from both documentary and oral traditions from these areas point at the

Konkomba as one of the autocthonous groups of people .

.l.4__
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The origins of the Konkomba however, are held in the greatest misgivings

by the Mamprusi, Dagomba, and Gonja groups of people. The doubts held by these

groups about Konkomba origins arise from the constant mobility of the latter from

the earliest times down to the 20th century. Movements of the Konkomba are

attributed to ecological hazards and uncertain farming techniques. 18

The Konkomba belong to the group of Gurma - speakers who occupy the

area that stretches from the Dakar River through the Oti Plain into northern Togo to

Farden Gurma in the Republic of Burkina Faso. It is from the Gurma belt that

Konkomba origins must be sought. There, they may have evolved in situ. Their

mobility along this corridor has raised such doubts about their origins to a point

that they are sometimes branded as non-Ghanaian. However, the Konkomba can be

counted among the vast congeries of peoples who are considered as the oboriginal

inhabitants of northern Ghana. Perhaps, outside the memory of ethnic tradition,

their neighbours may have been other small groups of Gur-speaking peoples such

as the "Black Dagomba", Kpareba, Gruma, and the Guan stock of Nawuri and

Nchumuru.19 Between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries, warrior new -

comers from the Central and Western Sudan arrived in northern Ghana. These were

the ancestors of the ruling estates that founded Dagbon, Mamprugu, Nanun and

Gonja in the present day Northern Region of Ghana. They were the Nakomse,

"possessors of political power," who established their lordship by force of arms

over the autochthonous, Tegbisi "the owners ofland.,,2o

The advent of the ancestors of the Mamprusi, Dagomba, and Gonja groups

III northern Ghana brought them in contact with the autochonous groups that

included the Vagala, Gurma, Gurunsi, Kusasi, Nchumuru, Tampluma, Nafena, and

Sissala. The new-comers conquered the Konkomba in particular because they had

superior weapons, especially the use of cavalry forces. The Konkomba had their

lands taken away from them. They were driven off to a zone of refuge stretching

from the Oti Plains to the Togo Hills, an area they have come to refer to as

"Kekpokpam" (Konkombaland). 21

In the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja Kingdoms that were founded, the

Konkomba became a subject people. The conquerors established states and

4
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introduced kingship or chieftainship that eclipsed the Konkomba traditional

political system. The two groups of people were not integrated as the Konkomba

were raided, enslaved, paid tribute, and provided military service for the new-

comers in the pre-colonial era.

It was a conflict-prone relationship, since, in the mam, it was rather a

marginalization. Such was the relationship between the Konkomba and the

Mamprusi, Dagomba, and Gonja groups, when the Mamprusi, when the Zabarima22

and Samory's/" activities erupted in northern Ghana. On the heels of their

activities, the Europeans arrived in the late nineteenth century during the Scramble

for territory and the subsequent partition of West Africa among the British, French

and Germans.24

European policies towards the inhabitants of northern Ghana provided

another dimension that contributed to the sour relations that developed between the

Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups on the one hand, and the subject groups of

people, such as the Nawuri, Nchumuru, and the Konkomba, on the other hand.

European treaty-making diplomacy apparently recognized the sovereignty of the

centralized states over the non-centralized "minority" groups that included in

Konkomba. The Europeans did not enter into any documentary treaties with the

latter group. European treaties with the centralized states were taken as having

covered their "subject" groups of people."

When the Germans set out on their "pacification" spree in the last decade of

the nineteenth century, the Konkomba were able to hold out on their own in the

defence of "Kekpokpam". It was a case of every ethnic community for itself and

God for them all. This emphasized an independence of action on the part of each

group. For instance, the Dagomba neither led nor allied with the Konkomba against

the German intrusion. In any event, the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Gonja, and

Konkomba each fell to the German onslaught. Curiously enough the Konokmba

eventually came wholesale under the German colonial regime. The Mamprusi,

Dagomba and Gonja kingdoms were partitioned between Britain and Germany."

The German administration sought to unfetter Konkomba surbordination.

For example, Dagomba chiefs were not allowed to exercise any form of rule over

5
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the Konkomba. The German colonial regime altered the socio-political fabric

which challenged the rule of the traditional states. However, the German socio-

economic policies in northern Togo did not match their political initiatives. No

formal schools were opened. It was a clear case of neglect as the Konkomba did not

fare any better under the German regime.27

After World War 1, the Anlo-French boundary in occupied German Togo

split the Konkomba between Britain and France, and re-united the Mamprusi,

Dagomba, and Gonja groups. The partioning of the Konkomba turned out to be a

factor of instability for them (the Konkomba). The socio-economic

complimentarity of either side of the boundary was borne out by the feuding and

internecine wars among the Konkomba. They remained unmindful of the existence

of any European border or boundary. The instability engendered by the new border

did not enhance Konkomba development as it did to the Mamprusi, Dagomba, and

Gonja groups who had been re-united under the British?8 It is expedient to pick up

the story from the British period into the post-colonial era.

To re-construct the history of the relations amongst different ethnic

communities under a particular colonial administration, to find out how that

administration tended to subordinate one African ethnic community to the other

which later resulted into inter-ethnic armed confrontations is a daunting task.

From the evidence available, scant attention has been given to the

phenomena of inter-ethnic conflicts, let alone the factor of Konkomba involvement

and participation in them since the inception of British rule in northern Ghana.

There are records which confirm sour Dagomba-Konkomba relations, such as the

Konkomba Kugnau upheaval in 1939, the Konkomba Segberi (Dzagberi) rebellion

of 1940, and Konkombas revolt at Demon in 1945. Since the 1980s, the Konkomba

have had armed confrontations with the Nanumba (1981), Bimoba (1986), Gonja

(1992), and in the most recent encounter in 1994, they alone faced a triple alliance

of the Nanumba, Dagomba and Gonja in the battlefield.

The facts are, however, so fragmented that it is extremely difficult to

discern the role of the Konkomba in these inter-ethnic violence. It is not probable

that the factors that contributed to their sour relations with their neighbours in the
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pre-colonial era are the same as those that prevailed in the British colonial period

and in the aftermath. For instance, after the 1945 Konkomba revolt at Demon, they

continued to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Ya Na. But in our time, their key

demands include a paramountcy of their own, they prefer to be ruled by their own

chiefs, whether in Kekpokpam or outside it and they would like to be represented in

the Regional House of Chiefs.

It is not only the fragmented nature of the sources of information in the

period of British colonial rule in northern Ghana that makes the Konkomba factor

in the inter-ethnic conflicts unintelligible, but also the factors contributing to their

prominence and their degree of involvement and participation in these conflicts in

recent times that has aroused interest in this study.

Thus the study seeks to re-construct the history of the inter-ethnic relations

between the Konkomba and the Mamprusi, Nanumba, Dagomba and Gonja groups

in the Northern Region of Ghana from about 1900 to 1981. This period coincides

with that of the British colonial administration in Northern Ghana from its

inception until the independence of Ghana, and in its aftermath.

The Konkomba for a long time have been a subject group of people to the

Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups. In that status, they have received very

little attention from scholars. It is for this reason that they have started to fight for

their autonomy and identity as a separate community. The long period of

Konkomba subjection was equally well fostered by European, and particularly,

British imperialism.

The Konkomba belief in direct action and violence as a valid means of

changing the socio-political fabric has alienated many Ghanaians who have come

to see them as foreigners. Furthermore, Konkomba, Mamprusi, Nanumba,

Dagomba and Gonja elites, both traditional and formally educated, through Youth

Associations and in diverse ways help to forment the communal violence up North.

They do this perhaps for their own personal benefit, such as to secure power, gain

authority, become influential, attract attention in their locality, and for what they

believe to be the general benefit of the ethnic communities to which they belong.

How the Konkombas related to the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups during
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British colonial rule and into the post-independence era down to 1981 in Northern

Ghana is what this study seeks to address.

The inspiration to present a doctoral dissertation on the history of an aspect

of inter-ethnic conflicts that have involved the Konkomba in the Northern Region

of Ghana since the opening of the 20th century arises from a view about the

contributions which anthropologists were beginning to make to the knowledge of

indigenous custom in modem Ghana. It was contended that professors had not so

far fixed on the social and ethnic chaos of the groups in the then Gold Coast

Colony as a favourable field for their studies./" With reference particularly to

northern Ghana it was posited that, detailed data on the organization and

functioning of indigenous societies of the area were fragmentary, and that it was

difficult to assess adequately the degree of distortion and dislocation of traditional

institutions affected after the advent of British administration in 1901.30 Ivor Wilks

points out:

At present (1988) the state of knowledge of the region is somewhat, if only marginally,

better?
'-I It dawned on a searching mind that, perhaps, one aspect of the social order

and chaos that has been referred to was the inter-ethnic conflicts and armed

confrontations in northern Ghana. For instance, indigenous ethnic communities,

such as the Konkomba, were reacting to European and particularly British

colonialism that failed to recognize their form of chieftaincy or traditional political

system. Such groups had been left out in national, regional and local politics. The

state of acknowledge about these issues is scattered, unintelligible, and hence rather

marginal thus the detailed data on these issues when taken together were considered

as valid themes for study: to unravel the political, economic and social contexts of

the nature of inter-ethnic and armed confrontations in their historical perspective;

and to address the degree of distortion and dislocation of traditional institutions

brought about by the advent of British colonial rule and in the aftermath that

produced inter-ethnic violence.

The study is equally intended to address the Konkomba factor and their

involvement and participation in recent wars in the Northern Region of Ghana.
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Indeed, the role of the Konkomba cannot be properly understood unless the

historical background to the civil strife is traced from the advent of British colonial

rule since 1900. Most of the major determinants in this confrontation took root in

the British colonial period wihich extrapolated into the post-independence era.

I have equally drawn a deep sense of inspiration from the efforts made by

academics, university teachers and other scholars, particularly B. G. Der, R. B

Bening, Albert Awedoba, and Yakubu Saaka, who hail from the North. They have

striven in diverse ways, through published and unpublished works, to bring

northern Ghana into limelight.

Various approaches and disciplines have beeh employed in this work. A lot

of secondary sources proved invaluable to this study despite the fact that their

connection with the topic was not direct. This entailed the study of published and

unpublished works that were relevant to the study. The published works were

books, articles, journals, magazines and newspapers, while the unpublished ones

included manuscripts, articles, theses, dissertations, long essays and workshop and

semmar papers. Material from secondary sources was obtained at the Balme

Library and the Library of the Institute of African Studies at the University of

Ghana, and also from the Regional Library in Tamale.

Official documents were obtained and examined from the Public Records

and Archives Administration (PRAAD) in Accra, Tamale, and from the Regional

Co-ordinating Council (Tamale) and from the offices of the District Assemblies in

their headquarters in the Northern Region of Ghana. They have contributed in a

very special way to inform this study.

It was found expedient to conduct oral interviews and to collate oral

traditions in Tamale, Salaga, Kpandai, Bimbilla, Yendi, Saboba and Nalerigu.

These were supplemented by personal memoirs and entries in the diaries of

individuals such as missionaries, public and civil servants, among whom were

teachers, nurses, and administrative officers who lived and worked in the inter-

ethnic conflict-prone areas of the Northern Region of Ghana. Taken together they

constituted an important primarily source material for the study. The blessing that
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emanated from this activity was that it afforded an opportunity for me to interact

with many ethnic groups which hitherto was not possible.

If there was any formidable challenge to this study, it was the field trips that

were carried out. This began in 2000. Barely six years earlier, the Konkomba gone

to the battle field against the Nanumba. The Dagomba and the Gonja were later

drawn into a loose alliance on the side of the Nanumba all pitted against the

Konkomba. It turned out to be the bloodiest armed confrontation in the history of

northern Ghana which has come to be known as the "Guinea Fowl War". It was a

new kind of inter-ethnic war, not so much in its geographical extent as to the

horrific loss of lives and in the number that were maimed. The war was of a

magnitude and complexity unprecedented in the Northern Region of Ghana. Just as

rivers of blood flowed, great socio-economic hardships immediately followed.

Potential informants had lost both close relatives and friends. People were still

sorely in grief in the study area as the field work commenced. Reminiscence of the

traumatic experiences of combatants and other eye-witnesses were abhorrent. To be

reminded was objectionable. Thus, giving information to a researcher relatively

unknown meant spying on people. Initially it was difficult to elicit information.

In the circumstances, the inquirer had no alternative but to solemnly

declare that he was born and bred in the Upper West Region of Ghana, that he

hailed from the Dagara ethnic community, and that his research findings would

help establish the truth. Informants gradually opened up.

While it was clear that in some cases the evidence given was anything but

objective, in others there was the tendency to exaggerate the facts. Also, while

some people flatly refused to volunteer information, others would promise but did

not simply make themselves available for interview. It was when formally educated

and enlightened people among the various ethnic groups were sought, and upon

their explanation as to the academic nature of the study, that a marked success was

achieved.

Another dimension to the problem was that the enquirer could comminicate

effectively in Mampruli and Dagbanle, but could not speak Likpakpal (Konkomba

language) or Gonja. Hausa was then used as an alternative means of
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communication. However, the assistance of first language speakers was sought

when it was found out that such people could understand and speak English. They

then formed a link between the inquirer and the interviewees; they served as

research assistants. There was also the difficulty in having access to offial

documents. They were more often than not regarded as classified information by

feuding bureancrats. This was surmounted by the inquirer's patient explanation

and persuation as regards the academic nature of the study.

Today, the African past is revealed to us through various sources, such as

European written sources, archaeological sources and the use of oral tradtition.

However, a particular form of written source that plays a major role in so far as the

history of northern Ghana is concerned is the Arabic sources. Actually, northern

Ghana forms part of the Savannah lands of West Africa that stretch from Lake

Chad to the Atlantic Ocean where Arabic material are so vital. The tradition of

chronicle or Tarikh writing spread from Timbuktu to other areas,32 including

northern Ghana.

In the second decade of the eighteenth century, for example, a Muslim

scholar committed to writing from oral narratives produced a series of stories about

the early history of the Gonja state. The end product was the Kitab Ghunja, "Book

of Gonja" (1751 - 2) written by al Hajj Mohammed ibn al-Mustapha. It includes

annals of local occurrences arranged chronologically such as wars, famines and

deaths. Indeed the Book of Gonja refers to Jakpa and assigns his reign to the years

16622/3 to 166717.33

In the mid-eighteenth century, Asante forces invaded Dagbon. The event is

reported in contemporaraneous Arabic sources. Among the loot taken from Dagbon

towns were a number of Arabic works. These subsequently passed into the hands of

the Danes on the Guinea Coast. They were taken from Kumasi and arrived in

Copenhagen sometime during the first half of the nineteenth century. An

examination of these manuscripts at the Royal Library in Copenhagen by Nehemia

Levtzion is a welcome and admirable contribution to Islamic studies in northern

Ghana. While most of the manuscripts are magical formulae or prescriptions for

preparing amulets, 34others show correspondence between Kumasi and the North.
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However, there was no indication of the pattern of relationship that

developed between the aboriginal inhabitants of northern Ghana, such as the

Konkomba, and the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups, neither was there an

inkling about British presence in the area. Uthman dan Fodio, writing in about 1811

from the purist standpoint of the Fulani reformers, regarded Dagbon as dar al-harb,

that is, enemy territoryr" The Tarikh Daghbum (History of Dagomba) an Arabic

work of unknown authorship and probably dating from the nineteenth century,

however, attributes the introduction ofIslam into Dagbon to YaNa Zagina.i"

In Wa, the headquaters of the Upper West Region, Ivor Wilks examined a

score of works in Arabic script in his, Wa and the Wala (1989). Most of it treats

the origins of the Wa state in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. In

these works can be found the agreements made between the ethnically diverse

groups which contracted together at that time. It is remarkable that these texts are

still frequently referred to in the resolution of constitutional disputes within the

traditional body politic.

The work is not only a cultural, economic or social history, it is essentially a

study of the roots of conflict and communal violence in Wa.37 The study has much

to gain from Ivor Wilk's work as it provides material that opens up the colonial

period into the era of 'direct' and 'indirect rule'. Nevertheless, the events

recounted occurred in the north-western comer of Ghana, where the Konkomba

could not have featured in any aspect of the work.

Arabic materials serve as a concrete base for the study of several places.

More often than not, they provide a counter-weight to the evidence emanating from

oral tradition and European sources. Even when Arabic sources offer less direct

material for historical study, they cannot be side-stepped. This is because they

offer an insight into social values, political and administrative ideas, and

educational issues at various levels in the pre-European era. They are equally

important for the period in which European rule came to be established (that is in

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) as they present the 'other side of

the story', usually frowned upon by Eurocetricism.38 Nonetheless, Arabic materials,

like any other sources, are the product of men who view the world in the light of a
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particular religion. Events are seen against the basckgound of Islam as a unique and

divinely inspired system of government, and a way of life. Any references to the

non-Muslim peoples of northern Ghana, such as the Konkomba, are rare.

Meanwhile, Northern Ghana remained a terra incognita to the works of

early European explorers and merchants Thus, early works of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries such as those of Bosman, 39 Meredith." Bowdich," and

Depuis42 either glossed over northern Ghana or mentioned the area in passing or

did not make any reference to the area at all. Even when references were made,

they appeared as, "the old snippets of information picked up by European explorers

and merchants on the coast at third and fourth hand about distant areas they had

never seen".43

For instance, even though he was not too inaccurate, Dupuis' map of 1824

shows the "desert of Ghofan" which was based on information he had obtained

from Muslim traders in Kumasi. Also, Bowdich's, view that the people have a

disinclination and inaptitude towards war was not accurate. So contradictory and

sometimes so erroneous was the information from these sources that they offer no

clue to either British influence or presence, let alone any inter-ethnic conflicts in

northern Ghana.

Before the 1880s, European activities were still confined largely to the

coastal region of the Gold Coast. However, a few forays were made into the interior

by travellers, missionaries, merchants, civil and military officers who kept accounts

of their journeys. Bonnat, the French trader was impressed by the importance of

Salaga where he saw caravans from Timbuktu, Senegal and Lake Chad area.

Goulsbury, Civil Commandant of Accra, reported favourably on trade possibilities.

This was after he had travelled through Yeji, Yendi and Krachi where he made a

treaty guaranteeing freedom of trade and transit between there and the coasi." In

1881, Lonsdale, after his official visit to Kumasi travelled northwards. In reference

to Salaga, he reported that Asante had a market to the north where they could buy

sheep, cattle and cloth and to which they brought kola nuts.45

The writings and records of these travellers helped to fill out the details of

events that occurred in those parts of northern Ghana they visited. However, these
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writings and records are mostly found in foreign sources such as in the Liverpool

Mercury and the Colonial Office Confidential Print (C0879/series) regarding Gold

Coast affairs. Moreover, their reports focused on the search for trade opportunities.

It was the French and Germans who were the pioneers of detailed research into the

sociology of the northern groups of people. Binger was the first European to visit

Mossi and Mamprusi. In his, du Niger au Golf de Guinea (1892), he has recorded

that in these areas he saw abundant features of Mande provenance Binger also

noticed gold mining operations at Wasipe, near Bole.46 Of equal weight is

Tauxier's, Les Noirs du Soudan, Les Noirs de Bondoukes and Etudes Soudanises:

nouvelles notes sure Ie Mossi et Ie Gourounsi. Zech and Mischlich were Germans

who wrote on the Kagbange (Gonja), Dagomba, Moshi and Hausa.47 These sources

revealed the extent to which during the scramble for and partition of Africa, the

colonial powers cut out territories for themselves with an absolute disregard for

ethnic loyalties and compatibilities.

"The Zabarima Conquest of North-West Ghana" (1965) reports of bands of

organized free-booting, even though Zabarima activities were short-lived. J.J.

Holden makes an introductory survey of the rise and fall of a Zabarima episode that

was responsible for the turbulence, incursions and raids in some parts of northern

Ghana. He relates how in the early 1860s, small groups of Zabarima horse-men

came to Dagomba as traders, mercenaries or mallams or perhaps all three, from a

sparsely cultivated area south-east of Niamey and east of the Niger.

By the late 1880s, the Zabarima and their kinsmen and others who had

joined them had conquered and were controlling continuously probably an area

stretching from Wa to Ouagadougu." Holden's survey is based on local

manuscripts, and he asserts that by the late 1890s, Zabarima power had been

broken by the British, French and Germans and their leaders were exiled into

obscurity at Yendi.49 This work has much to glean for information on the

appearance of the British in northern Ghana as a background to the study.

George Ekern Furguson threw light on the ethnic composition of Northern

Ghana. In records of his journey, edited by Kwame Arhin and which now appears

under the title, The Papers of George Ekern Ferguson: A Fanti Official of the

14
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Government of the Gold Coast 1890-97 (1973), he gives a background survey

which comprises not only Asante's historical and political relations with the Brong,

he also deals with the people further North such as the Gonja, Dagomba, Mamprusi

and their neighbours. His records also unravel and give insight into the struggle for

territory in the Gold Coast hinterland by Great Britain, France and Germany.i''

Ferguson's survey is considered as an ethnographic and historical study of some of

the ethnic communities in the North. He pointed out that the principal territories

directly inland of the colony were Gonja, Dagomba, Gruma, Gaman, Gurunsi and

Mossi. With these are Lobi, Bona, Male (Chakosi), Pampamba (Konkomba),

Bimbilla, Borgu, Busansi and Masina that had trade links and other interactions."

Ferguson observed the ethnic conflicts that went on in the North and remarked that

inter-ethnic feuds were retained and handed down to posterity and the weaker of

these groups sought by gifts or presents the alliance of more powerful states. 52

He described those ethnic communities he was able to secure treaties with

as semi-barbarous and those he considered impossible for treaties to be signed with

as barbarous. 53 As he saw the people in this light, his records cannot be considered

as any proper historical study. However, he recorded both intra-ethnic and inter-

ethnic conflicts broadly in northern Ghana in the period prior to British effective

occupation. His information serves as a good stand-point to the general

understanding ofthe subsequent ethnic conflicts that bedeviled northern Ghana.

When British rule took root in the North under the policy of direct rule,

British colonial officers, particularly District Commissioners, were encouraged to

furnish reports on various ethnic groups. This was because there was official

ignorance of local tradition, custom and history. During the 1920s and 1930s in

particular, a few informative essays were produced. A clear example was

Cardinali's, The Natives of the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast (1969). It

aroused great interest, even though it had an ethnological character. Cardinali relied

on tradition as corroborated by the Tarikhs of Timbuktu and he learnt much from

the stories given to him by traditionalists attached to the court of the Na of Vendi.

Cardinali equally heard the traditions at the court of the Mogho Na and found them

to be in agreement with those recorded by Tauxier.54
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Cardinall gives much attention to Mossi - Dagomba expansion which to

him stretched from Timbuktu to Salaga. According to him, this expansion swept

the remnants of aboriginal fugitive ethnic groups into the hilly regions or into the

marshy plains where the Mossi-Dagomba horsemen were unable to penetrate. His

treatise actually deals with some of these fugitive remnants as he called them.

CardinalI prudently indicated both the diversity and the similarity of many of the

languages in northern Ghana.55 He did this in a manner most scholars before and

after him were unable to do. It is for this distinction that his work is most relevant

./

to this study.

The Annual Reports of the Gold Coast, and the Northern Territories Reports

of the early 1900s down to the 1950s, and the various District Record Books and

Diaries in the colonial period for those districts particularly in the North - Eastern

portion of the Northern Region of Ghana, when taken together is a mine of

information highly relevant to this study. Particularly noticeable are the Reports for

the British Mandated and later Trust Territory of Togoland.

The same remark goes for a number of monographs and collections

encouraged by the Northern Territories administration of the British colonial

government. These included H.A. Blair and A.C. Duncan-Johnstone's Enquiries

into the History and Constitution of the Dagomba (1933), and St. J. Eyre-Smith's,

A Brief Review of The History and Social Organization of the People of the

Northern Territories of the Gold Coast (1933). Of particular note is Duncan -

Johnstone's records and collections which would have shed light on this study but

remain unavailable to the Ghanaian student as they remain stuck up in London.

Another case in point was an earlier assiduous collection of local history by E.F

Tamakloe, an African who began his career as an interpreter to two German

students when in the North. He undertook his own research that culminated in his,

A Brief History of the Dagomba People (1931). It is an important record not only

for Dagomba history; it provides information on European, particularly the British

presence and authority in the Northern Region of Ghana.

Even though they are praise-worthy documents, since they are the efforts of

pioneering work, they cannot be said to be authoritative statements of the history of
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the ethnic communities and their relations under British colonial rule neither do

they give any promise to the role of the Konkomba in the inter-ethnic conflicts in

that period and after. Tamakloe has some reports on other ethnic communities

which were inaccurate. In Gonja traditional and constitutional practice, for

example, the Kpembewura IS one of the divisional chiefs entitled to be

Yagbunwura (King of Gonja). Not long ago, Yagbunwura Timu (Mr.J.A.

Braimah) was Kpembewura before he took up the Yagbun skins. However,

Tamakloe reports that, "The Chiefs of Kpembe and Wasipe (Daboya) are excluded

from being kings of Yagbun owing to the extensive provinces they rule".56

Therefore, his work is not an article of faith.

R.S. Rattray was made to carry out a survey In northern Ghana in his

capacity as the Government Anthropologist. His monumental work, The Tribes of

the Ashanti Hinterland (1932) appeared in two volumes. There are points in

Rattray's work which leave the researcher uncertain as to whether he is dealing

with anthropology or history. He was able to establish linguistic affinity among the

various languages in the North, in the North. He distinguished three major language

groups, namely, Mole-Dagbani, Gbanya (Gonja) and Kasem - Isal, 57 to which

Westernman acknowledges.

Rattray drew attention to the dual origins of the inhabitants of Northern

Ghana. He pointed out that the system was based on the priest-kings of the

authochthonous groups, alongside the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups who

had secular rulers. The latter had assumed control in many areas before the advent

of Europeans. Confirmation to this came from chiefs he often heard saying: "The

people belong to me, the land belongs to the Tindana,,,58 even though he admits

that the political system was not uniform throughout the Northern Territories.

Rattray showed that the old way of life under the priest- kings had continued

undisturbed in many areas until the more revolutionary invasion of the European

way of life that arrived with his pre-conceived ideas. He hypothesized that it should

be possible to regard the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast as a more or less

homogenous, cultural and to a lesser extent a linguistic area, rather than as a mosaic

comprising a welter of tongues and divergent customs. 59
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However, Rattrays linguistic evidence alone cannot be used for the vital

issues, such as mutual intelligibility in language, traditional institutions and cultural

differences among the people that account for group solidarity and allegiance, but

which he overlooked. These differences, however minor, largely account for some

of the subsequent inter-ethnic violence and armed confrontations witnessed in

Northern Ghana in the colonial period and which have been on the increase of late.

Rattray's investigation was closely linked in his mind with the aim of building up a

system of native administration which should serve as a model to other territories.t"

Indeed, this was the main aim of the research and for which he was appointed as

Government Anthropologist. In fact, the British hastened to implement the system

of indirect rule in the North soon after he had completed his work which provides

information germane to this study. In any case, the relations between the

autochthones and the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups, whose dual existence

he distinguished, sometimes assumed volatile dimensions even during British

colonial rule which Rattrary overlooked.

W.E.F. Wards's, A History of the Gold Coast (1948) and later, A History of

Ghana derived useful material from Rattray whom he cites in extenso in so far as

the dual origins of the inhabitants of Northern Ghana are concerned. But his own

inclination to think that it is impossible today to discover anything about the early

history of the aboriginal inhabitants such as the Bimoba, Konkomba, Nawuri,

Nchumuru and Vagala is quite contentious. Ward claims that the traditions of the

aboriginal groups today are not known, except those of the conquering race that

rules them."

This view, held mostly by European scholars such as Rattray and Ward, of a

fusion between the original inhabitants and the Mamprusi, Dagomba, and Gonja

groups, did not anticipate the subsequent inter-ethnic conflicts that were to afflict

northern Ghana after the departure of the British. It must be emphasized that their

own systems of marriage, inheritance and succession to office still exist arid are

regulated in their various societies. Since they still have rules, customs, and their

own way of life, it cannot be said that their early history is lost as Ward contends.
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Rather, a people's early history may have a powerful influence upon their present

as well as their future development.

In his, Technology, Tradition and the State, (1971), Jack Goody is fairly

accurate when he puts it bluntly that in northern Ghana, the indigenous peoples

over whom the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja established their dominion could

have had little cultural affinity with the latter. 62 Indeed, Ward admits that the

culture and social structure of the former still exist. He did not take cognizance of

the fact that differences in traditional and political cultures will produce different

political values which will in turn create conflict when a process of integration sets

in, as it did in the time of British colonial administration.

Although a linguistic and an ethnographic survey, Madeline Manoukians,

Tribes of the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast (1951), has delved into the

traditional history of the ethnic groups who matter in this study. For instance, she

points out that Konkombas are Gur, a language group of people classified among

the Gurma and consists of the Bemokpim, Betchabob, Benafiab, and Bekwom.63

Manoukian thus provides an insightful information about the origins and

autochthony of the Konkomba. They have been recorded as one of the aboriginal

groups in northern Ghana. She attests to the existence of groups within the Gonja

Kingdom, such as the Nawuri and Nchumuru, and notes rightly that not all such

groups within that kingdom were assimilated.64

An anthropologist of a younger generation was David Tait. Most of his

research was among people in the Northern Territoties of the Gold Coast. He has a

collection on the Konkomba, both published and unpublished. His thesis on the

political organization of the Konkomba represents a valuable source. His

contribution on the "Territorial Pattern and Lineage system of the Konkomba", in

Tribes Without Rulers (1958), discusses the pattern of territorial aggregation among

the Konkomba and the structure of social units that occupy a territory, even though

it offers an insight into their socio-economic organization.

Tait's main work, The Konkomba of Northern Ghana, (1964), edited by

Jack Goody, is even more promising to this study. This collection consists of

published papers on various aspects of Konkomba life, but mainly on the domestic
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organization and Konkomba religions systems. His Tait mss includes a collection

of traditions of Muslim skins and also additional collections of drum chants from

Yendi. These are referred to as Tait A and B and the latter are full of versions of

wars fought in the past, such as Dagornba-Gonja clashes. 65 The evidence he has in

store is standard authority, densely rich and of immense help to this study.

G. E Metcalfe produced Great Britain and Ghana; Documents of Ghana

History 1807-1957 (1964). Instructive documents such as treaties, commissions and

agreements entered between traditional rulers of northern Ghana and various

European powers, and also among these powers themselves, 66 can only serve as a

background study to this work. However, Metcalfe's documents reveal information

on sources of Konkomba resentment, from which their clashes with their overlords

during the colonial era, and in the aftermath of the independence of Ghana, can be

explained.

David Kimble's massive work, A Political History of Ghana: The Rise of

Gold Coast Nationalism 1850-1928 (1963) is an historical case study of

nationalism as it developed in the Gold Coast. He highlights the isolation of the

North as a deliberate British colonial policy. Kimble articulates the delay in the

development of nationalism and the slowness in the economic development of

northern Ghana.The idea and impressions that the British had sought to maintain

the status quo in northern Ghana.f" is of great benefit to this investigation.

In a nation-wide project, Dasana Iddi has produced his, Chieftancy in

Dagbon (1973). It is a carefully collected and critically analyzed material on

chiefship as it obtains in Dagbon. 68 Such an effort is rather very useful to policy

makers in taking decisions relating to chieftancy matters in the Northern Region of

Ghana. Dasana's work is particularly useful to this study because chieftancy is an

issue now being contested by the aboriginal inhabitants, including the Konkomba.

Chieftaincy is a contributing factor to the inter-ethnic conflicts in the area.

Nevertheless, it is only one aspect of the complicated issues that have galvanized

the Konkomba into the role they have played so far in the inter-ethnic conflicts in

northern Ghana.
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The Lions of Dagbon are a praise title of the paramount chiefs, the Ya Nas

of Dagbon. Martin Staniland in his, The Lions of Dagbon: Political Change in

Northern Ghana (1975), is concerned with the political history of the Dagomba

Kingdom with particular reference to the last seventy years of the twentieth century

when the Kingdom had been subordinated to the colonial and national governments

in Accra and Tamale. He examines the policies which the overlords in Dagbon

adapted to preserve, exploit and assimilate the pre-colonial structures of authority.

Staniland also considers changes in local politics which have come about at least

partly through the action of these external authorities. He has dealt with the origins

and character of a major dispute.i" Staniland equally has copious information of the

mistreatment of the Konkomba as a subject people by the Dagomba in both the pre-

colonial and the colonial eras. He has reported of Konkomba reaction to Dagomba

over rule in the colonial period. Such information is of top relevance to this study.

Staniland, however, discusses an intra-ethnic conflict and only makes casual

references to conflicts between Dagbon and her neighbours.

Chiefs and Politicians: The Politics of Regionalism in Northern Ghana

(1979) by Paul Andre Ladouceur is concerned mainly with the pre-colonial and

colonial eras, principally the period after 1945 when the pace of change increased

tremendously. This placed great strain on traditional, social and political

institutions and practices as the central government in Accra before and after

independence sought to integrate the North into the emerging political system.i"

Ladouceur's work on the colonial era as a legacy of northern Ghana is material on

which this study can rely on, as well as the information on the period of the

independence struggle and in its aftermath.

In his, The Hidden History of Konkomba Wars in Northern Ghana, (n.d), H.

B. Martinson, a latter-day enquirer, did not fulfill the promises of the title as it

provides no intelligence and coherent historical clue to the knotty issue of the

upsurge of Konkomba aggressiveness in the Northern Region of Ghana. His

exclusive reliance on archival material and his background as a Dagomba are all

stumbling blocks on the way to historical objectivity.
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Some articles found in learned journals and magazines and chapters in

books are of cardinal importance to this study. Particularly noticeable are some

works in the Universitas, Legon, and the Transactions of the Historical Society of

Ghana, produced in different volumes for various years. Prominent among these

include the works of B.G. Der, R.B. Bening, and J.N.K.Brukum. For instance,

Brukum's works include his, "Studied Neglect or Lack of Resources? The Socio-

Economic under Development of Northern Ghana under British Colonial Rule"

(1998), "Chiefs, Colonial Policy, and Politics in Northern Ghana 1897-1956"

(1999), and "The Voices of the Northern Elite" (2003). Of immense importance in

the Transactions is Benjamin Talton's, "Food to eat and Pito to drink': Education,

Local Politics and Self-Help Initiatives in Northern Ghana 1945-1972" (2003).

Talton, for example, is interested in the activities of Konkomba leaders during the

1950s and 1960s that lead to increased political unity. He believes that such

activities were symptomatic of the prevalence of British constructs of local power

and authority that remained predominantly intact throughout the nationalist and the

early post-independence era.". These works, such as those of Brukum and Talton,

provide insightful information which is valuable and dependable material for this

study. On the one hand, Brukum's fragmentary dispersal of his various works, his

reliance mainly on archival material and his inability to focus on a particular ethnic

group, renders his works in relation to the Konkomba rather difficult to fathom. On

the other hand, Talton only picks the story of the Konkomba from about the 1940s,

through the 1950 up to the 1960s. He is not conversant with "Kekpokpam". He

says, "Zabzugu was a predominantly Konkomba District in Kekpokpam".

Actually, Zabzugu is the headquarters of the Yelzori Division of Dagbon. It is not

part of the refugee zone, which the Konkomba were driven into (by the fifteenth

century Dagomba invasion) which they came to refer to as 'Kekpokpam'vf These

works cannot, therefore, serve as a blue-print for Konkomba affairs.

Ibrahim Mahama has written his, Ethnic Conflicts in Northern Ghana

(2003), with particular reference to the conflicts in Dagbon, Nanun and Gonja. It

provides an insight unprecedented to any other work, by a Ghanaian, to the ethnic

conflicts in the eastern corridor of the Northern Region of Ghana. The work opens
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with events from the 1950s to the 1990s. Often going forward and backward, it not

only has a chronological problem, it is unmindful of British colonial policy as a

major issue in the inter-ethnic conflicts in the Northern Region.

Carola Lentz has copious materials on northern Ghana. Most of the issues

she talks on are political and historical, with some of the works in either the

German or French language, are almost inaccessible to the Ghanaian student. Her

most recent addition, Ethnicity and the Making of History in Northern Ghana

(2006), provides social and political history and pays attention to what she refers to

as the creation of new ethnic and territorial boundaries which she terms as

categories and forms of self-understanding. Furthermore, Lentz is committed to an

exploration of the ways and means ethnic differences and commonalities were, as

she puts it, created and intermittently re-defined by colonial officials, missionaries,

anthropologists, chiefs, migrant workers, catechists and the educated elite. She

comments on the tensions between territorial, linguistic, and cultural criteria for

drawing ethnic boundaries; the book discusses the links between ethnic and other

collective identifications." However, in this particular work, Lentz's attention is on

North Western Ghana. Her focus is on the defunct Lawra Confederacy with an eye

on the Nadome in particular vis-a-vis the Sissala of Lambussie, an area and people

who are diagonally far away from the Konkomba.

Moreover, any meaningful study of the Konkomba is either anthropological

as by David Tait or ethnographic as in the case of Magdeline Manoukian. Even

when they appear historical, they do not focus on contemporary issues; a case in

point is the work of H.B. Martinson. It is equally not probable that the factors that

contributed to their sour relations with their neighbours in the pre-colonial era as

treated in my, The Konkomba and their Neighbours (2006) are the same as those

that prevailed in the British colonial period and in the aftermath, thus necessitating

this study.

The study has been organized into nine chapters. The first chapter is an

introduction that opens up the study. Chapter two demonstrates the extent to which

the Konkomba were subjected to the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups at the

inception of British direct rule in northern Ghana. In chapter three, British policy of
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indirect rule as it operated in northern Ghana has been examined. Attention has

been paid to how the policy was introduced, its main features and how it served as

a vehicle for the surbordination of the Konkomba to the centralized traditional

kingdoms in the Northern Region of Ghana. Chapter four discusses the colonial

economic policies, and the extent to which this affected the relationship between

the Konkomba and the 'majority' ethnic groups, their (Konkomba) overlords, in the

period of British rule in northern Ghana. British policy of recruitment of labour

from the North, and their educational policy which created an enabling ground for

the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups to over-shadow the onkomba are

dealt with in chapter five. Chapter six outlines the actual a confrontations or

otherwise between the Konkomba and the Dagomba in articular, and the other

sour points of relationship between the former and the Mamprusi, Nanumba and

Gonja groups during the colonial era. Chapter seven reveals the lines of fracture

between the 'minority' groups, with reference particularly to the Konkomba, as

against the centralized Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups after the

independence of Ghana. These border on the ownership and use of land, the

payment of tribute, the role of chieftaincy in national life and how this affected the

Konkomba who were on the periphery. In the eighth chapter, Konkomba

disturbances among themselves during the colonial era are treated which

crystalilised into their collective aggressiveness and hostility towards their

overlords. The post-colonial period saw the development of Konkomba

enlightenment, and the formation of a Konkomba Youth Association which led to a

Konkomba outburst in Nanum. The chapter gives an account of the first inter-

ethnic armed clash in the Northern Region of Ghana in the post-independence era

in which they took on the Nanumba in 1981.A final chapter brings this study to a

close and some recommendations are proferred.
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L CHAPTER TWO

THE KONKOMBA UNDER DIRECT RULE 1898 - 1931

2.1 INTRODUCTION

r
/--'

In the late nineteenth century, European powers advanced various reasons for

assuming internal jurisdiction in African territories. They stated, for instance, the

special implication of the obligation of the protecting power to suppress slavery.

This was recognized, in part, at the Berlin Conference as requiring some internal

jurisdiction. The notion was that it necessarily implied, and in fact practically

authorized, the assumption of some considerable internal jurisdiction and the

Protecting Powers were disposed to assume it.'

At the Brussels Conference of 1890, the signatories agreed that the most

effective means of extending administrative, judicial, religious and military

services in the African territories was for them to be placed under the sovereignty

of what they referred to as civilized nations. By 1891, even Britain was moving

away from the stricter principle which, she, unlike other European Powers, had

held that a protectorate carried no such extensive rights of internal jurisdiction

which were limited to those expressly ceded by treaty./

European internal practice, therefore, recognized and justified the

establishment of internal jurisdiction on African soil.

This chapter focuses on the establishment of British direct rule in northern

Ghana. It examines the extent to which the Konkomba were subjected to the pre-

colonial states of Dagbon, Mamprugu and Gonja at the inception of British rule. It

also scrutinizes the colonial policies pursued and how these affected the

relationship between the Konkomba and the Dagomba, Mamprusi and Gonja

groups.
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1 2.2 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF BRITISH RULE IN NORTHERN GHANA

J--'

The arrival of the British in northern Ghana saw some of the pre-colonial states

rather in their time of troubles. They exhibited a decline in power at their various

centres in relationship to their main politico-administrative divisions. The Gonja,

for instance, were on one occasion reminded that their kingdom had begun to

disintegrate before the coming of the Europeans. This was attributed to their own

disagreements, internecine warfare and slave raiding.' It could be argued that the

advent of the British contributed immensely to save these pre-colonial states from

gradual disintegration and virtual collapse. But for the British, it is quite debatable

as to whether these centralized kingdoms could have long maintained their

strangle-hold on the so-called "without chiefs or rulers" societies, such as the

Konkomba. The British evolved policies that ensured their revival and survival.

However, in the case of Dagbon, conflicts within the kingdom were not meant to

declare independence from Yendi.4

One way by which the Europeans occupied northern Ghana was through

treaty-making diplomacy. The chiefs and the people ceded their sovereign rights to

various European powers, notably Britain and Germany by appending their

signatures to documents. Another way was that the British in the course of their

occupation of the area equally flexed their muscle in the fashion of the so-called

'pacification' as carried out by the Germans. British officially denounced the

agreement with Germany that established the Neutral Zone and went on to occupy

Yeji and Salaga.' Map 1 on the next page shows the area occupied by northern

Ghana in 1898.

Even though British action was taken for the suppression of the slave trade,

it was also part of the pattern of the European armed confrontation with African

people euphemistically referred to as 'pacification'. Dagomba resistance to British

occupation, which was supported by their Zabarima allies, was crashed out. 6 Also,

the move was against the opponents of the Ya Na Andani, and showed the extent to

which the British could go when it came to supporting the pre-colonial states in

northern Ghana. By 1900, the British had gained control over a large territory in

northern Ghana.
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A third form of British acquisition of territory was through legal

instruments. It was accepted, that the legal position of the newly acquired

Protectorate was made explicit by the Northern Territories Order-in Council of 26th

September, 1901. The Order provided for protection rather than by annexation,

even though by the terms of the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, the Crown could exercise

jurisdiction over such territory, "in the same, and as ample a manner as if Her

Majesty had acquired that jurisdiction by the cession or conquest of the territory'Y

However, it made little difference as to whether the process was for protection or

annexation. Whatever the case might have been, the Order had provided for a

formal administration.

On 151 January, 1902, the Northern Territories Order-in- Council became

operative and the area in Map 2 on the next page was integrated into the British

Empire. The Governor was authorized to make laws for the Northern Territories,

to appoint a Chief Commissioner and other Officers, to provide for the

administration of justice, and the raising of revenue. The first Chief Commissioner

and Commandant, Lt. Colonel H. P. Northcott, who was answerable to the

Governor transferred the headquarters from Kintampo and established his capital at

Gambaga, while other stations, such as Salaga were opened. The North came under

a military administration with regular army officers serving both in their military

capacity and as District Commissioners (D. C.s). It was not until 1907 that the area

was handed over to a civil administration and at the same time the capital was

moved from Gambaga to Tamale. The British desire not to stay aloof from the

interior of West Africa as was intimated by Governor Sir W. Brandford-Griffith in

1894 was now made manifest. 8 It was clear, whether by treaty-making diplomacy,

"pacification", legalities, or whatever, British intervention and interference in

northern Ghana was inextricably bound to flourishing trade in the Gold Coast.

After World War 1, the German Protectorate of Togo was partitioned between

Britain and France. The United Kingdom Government divided their portion -of the

territory into northern and southern sections. The northern section was

administered as an integral part of Northern Territories of the Gold Coast.
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Map 2: Northern Ghana in 1902
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\....• 2.3 BRITISH NOMENCLATURE OF AREAS AND THEIR LAND POLICY

IN NORTHERN GHANA: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE KONKOMBA

The British embarked first on creating tiny territorial units called native

states in order to divide the people and prevent a possible combined uprising

against their administration. Bening suggests that in the definition of the first

administrative boundaries an attempt was made to adhere as nearly as possible to

existing ethnic boundaries to avoid dividing homogenous groups. Indeed those

ethnic communities that were considered not to have evolved a centralized political

system, such as the Konkomba, were amalgamated with the adjoining pre-colonial

states. The British were said to have resorted to persuasion as well as force, such

as punishing the people, in order to carry the policy through. When coercion was

used, it was, more often than not, resisted by the un-centralized groups of people,"

With regard to internal boundaries, the British seemed to have adhered as

much as possible to the frontier zones of the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja

groups. Northern Ghana was divided into three main entities in 1907, namely the

Northern-Eastern, North-Western and the Southern Provinces (Map 3). Konkomba

elements could be found mainly in the Mamprugu portion of the North-Eastern

Province, where they lived together with other non-Mamprusi groups, such as the

Bimoba and Tampolense. Tiny minorities of the ethnic communities were also

located in the Southern Province, where they lived alongside other so-called

acephalous communities such as the Nawuri, Basare and Nchumuru. The dominant

groups in the Southern Province were the Dagomba, Nanumba, and the Gonja. The

internal boundaries could not then avoid the division of the minority ethnic groups

that included the Konkomba. It would seem that this was what the British wished.

However, Northcott was not unaware of the character of the country of that

comprised northern Ghana and the inherent inter-ethnic tensions at the time. In

1898, he said that subsequent surveys were to provide a better acquaintance with

the country and a firm basis for alteration preserved. 10
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Map 3: Provinces of the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast During the Period of British Direct Rule
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Another dimension of British policy was that, in spite of the existence of a

congeries of other ethnic groups, some of which were, to all intents and purposes,

autochthonous in their areas, the British system of naming districts in some of the

provinces in northern Ghana left much be desired. Particularly in the North-

Eastern and Southern Provinces, the districts that were carved out were usually

named after the dominant Dagomba, Mamprusi and Gonja groups, as shown in

Map 4. The minority ethnic communities have always shown a sense of bitterness

and resentment with regard to this practice. II

It was not merely the system of naming districts that generated tension

between the traditional states and the autochthonous groups in this period of British

direct rule yet in its infancy; that was only a tip of the ice-berg. It was a deep

expression of the sentiments of a people, the autochthones, to an emotive

attachment to their land. Before the arrival of the Whiteman, a Dagomba could be

heard saying 'N kyen la Kpinkpan tenga' (I am going to Konkomba country). It

was also common for a Nanumba to say, N kyen la Nawuri' (1 am going to Nawuri

land).

With the arrival of the British and their choice of naming administrative

districts, the areas occupied by the ethnic minorities were over-shadowed as they

lost their identity, lands, and all their indigenous connotations that this entailed.

Meanwhile, these minority groups were quite aware that their areas bore their

ethnic names before the arrival of the Whiteman, whether these groups were

conquered or otherwise.

The British consistently showed a strongly tinged ethnic bias for the

dominant Dagomba, Mamprusi and Gonja in so far as naming the districts in the

North-Eastern and Southern Provinces was concerned. In 1922, Governor Gordon

Guggisberg divided the Protectorate into the Northern and Southern Provinces

which were organised into Districts. Some of the administrative districts were

named Northern and Southern Mamprusi, Western and Eastern Dagomba, and

Eastern and Western Gonja.12
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Map 4: Districts of the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast on 1907
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This had the effect of obliterating the names of the areas inhabited by not

only the Konkomba, but also other ethnic communities such as the Bimoba, Kusasi,

Nawuri, Nchumuru and Vagela. These minority communities were simply ignored

by the colonial administration.

Between 1907 and 1920, even though the North-Western was less

heterogeneous as compared to the North-Eastern and Southern Provinces, the

Districts in that area were named after the main towns, that is, Lawra, Tumu and

Wa.13 In other words, no district was identified with a particular ethnic group,

dominant or otherwise. Much later on a district was named after the Kusasi.14

What was more significant was the definition of the territorial extent of the

Districts in terms of lands subject to the overlords of the dominant ethnic groups.

The Orders of 1922 and 1925 provided that the Northern Mamprusi District shall

comprise all the lands subject to the Na of Mamprusi and occupied by the Talensi,

Nabdam, Nankani, Kasena and Builsa ethnic groups. It was also stated that the

Protectorate portion of the Kusasi District comprised all the lands subject to the Na

of Mamprusi and occupied by the Kusasi ethnic community. Similar provisions

were made for Western and Eastern Dagbon, and Eastern and Western Gonja. It

was provided that all lands in Eastern Gonja belonging to the Nchumuru and

Nawuri were made subject to the divisional Chief of Kpembe.f The Konkomba

who lived mainly in the Southern Mamprusi and Eastern Dagomba Districts and

were in the pre-colonial era subject to the Nayiri and the Ya Na respectively were

now firmly subordinated to these traditional kingdoms.

It is important to come to grips with the significant issues. Some of the

autochthones who were now being subject to the centralized traditional states were

not in their history conquered by the latter. The Gonja had neither met the Nawuri

nor the Nchumuru in any pitched battles. If anything at all the fought as allies. The

Nawuri claim that they continually offered military assistance to Gonja. They point

at the Lantikpe war where about five hundred Nawuri troops, a considerable

number those days, were at hand to help the Gonja. They contended that out of this

number only one returned to Nawuri land.16 They theory of conquest could not
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therefore have been applied to subject them and their lands to the Gonja divisional

Chief of Kpembe.

The North-Western Province presented a different picture. The Districts

were not only named after the main towns of Wa, Lawra and Tumu, lands and

ethnic communities were not made subject to any chiefs. It is on record that "The

Dagarti and Lobi chiefs vehemently refused to subordinate themselves to the Wa

Na.,,17 It was only in the Wa District where some Dagaaba communities were

added to Wa, and even then their lands were not made subject to the Wa Na. The

persistence of the British in naming the Districts after ethnic names of the

traditional states and subjecting the autochthonous groups of people and their lands

to suzerains of the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups betokened a new era of

potential disharmony in northern Ghana.

To all intents and purposes, land IS a source of power. The power

associated with land use and ownership which hitherto had been exercised by the

traditional rulers of the non-centralized groups of people as in the case of the

Nawuri and Nchumuru had been transferred to the suzerains of the centralized

states. The traditional rulers of the non-centralized groups of people had always

seen to the administration of land and the people within it, they alone could lay

claims to representing their community. They had their own self-would have been

in direct contravention of ordained tradition. The transfer of the lands of the one to

the other engendered rivalry in a feudal-like structure not only between traditional

rulers of the centralized traditional states and those of the non-centralized societies,

the ruled on either side also stood diametrically opposed, a stage which was set by

the British administration that would engender inter-ethnic conflict.

The Konkomba have argued that while they lived in Kekpokpam since the

pre- European era no other ethnic community had waged war to dislodge them from

their land; neither had their land been alienated in any other way.18 It was perhaps

on this note that David Tait recognized that it was only within Kekpokpam proper

that a Konkomba could seek to establish new Earth shrines. Tait said: "This land is

in general, land for the Konkomba.,,19 The Konkomba have confidently spelt out

their land area:
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Before the German occupation in 1887, the Konkomba owned the land approximately 11

kilometers west of Yendi (the present Sambu) in the west. In the South it extended 24

kilometers from Yendi (the present Bakpaba); to the East we shared common boundaries

with the Basare and Kabres in the Present Republic of Togo. To the North beyond the

River Oti our boundary ends at Yogu. Lastly to the North-West we had boundaries with

the Mamprusis.i"

This must have been the case before the Dagomba invasion of Eastern

Dagbon in the early sixteenth century which thrust the Konkomba to the east of

their former locations but the Germans distinguished that the Konkomba who lived

to the east of the River Oti were not conquered.

It has been observed that German rule did not alter much the concept of

land ownership from the African point of view in Togo. Since the Germans did not

allow Dagomba control over the Konkomba," this must have buttressed the latter's

conviction that they had the allodial title to land in Kekpokpam. The Konkomba

have thus intimated that it was when Britain occupied German Togo that CardinalI

interviewed a Dagomba Chief who claimed dominion over Konkomba country. In

the view of the Konkomba, CardinalI's report on that interview indicated that the

Dagomba claim to Kekpokpam had no substance, since their lands had never been

under foreign domination.

The Konkomba contend that the map that was drawn after the Anglo-

German treaty of 18/19 indicated the present and former lands of Konkomba as

Dagbon. In their view, it was not indicated that the Dagombas subjugated the

Konkomba and took over their lands?2 The nub or the crux of the matter was that

the Dagomba had represented their right to the paramount title to land in

Konkomba country to the British. Konkomba contention has not gone down well

in Dagbon, where it is believed that Tait must have erred or that he had a bias in

favour of the Konkomba. The Konkomba reliance on European records as evidence

that they were not conquered is contentious. The evidence available point in the

direction of a conquest. What criteria did the Germans, and for that matter Tait, use

to determine that the Konkomba east of the Oti River remained unconquered?

With reference specifically to Kekpokpam, this was what Parker said:
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The Na ofYendi owns the land in Konkomba country ... He is owner of the land by right

of conquest. 23

To emphasize ownership of land in Northern Ghana, Ibrahim Mahama has

written thus:
In Oagbon, Mamprugu, Nanun and in several areas in Northern Ghana, the chief on whose

land a hunter kills a large size animal is entitled to the hind leg on which the animal falls.

The Konkomba are aware of this custom and they have from time immemorial complied

with this custom. No Konkomba hunter in Oagbon can deny his divisional chief the hind

leg of the animal he kills on the chiefs land."

Therefore, the Konkomba considered their title to land in Kekpokpam as

absolute or paramount, while the Dagomba view was that it was usufructuary, pure

and simple; and this was conflictual, as British rule took root in the North.

Before Kekpokpam was even brought into the vortex of British rule, the

colonial administration had been considering the problem of how best the

government could assume control over lads without interfering with the rights of

those who held the land. Through a series of enactments from 1904 down to the

time direct rule gave way to indirect rule, the colonial government policy had the

effect of confiscating the land from the African people in northern Ghana. It was

during the tenure of office of Governor Nathan when a Mineral Rights Ordinance

was passed in 1904. The Ordinance consigned the power to deal with the land into

the possession of the colonial government. But an important stage in this

confiscatory exercise was when Governor Guggisberg conceived the ambitious idea

of constructing a railway line from Kumasi to northern Ghana. To this end, his

Land Ordinance of 1923 was passed.f

As Der has pointed out, lands in northern Ghana were not only virtually

now vested in the colonial government, no one could protest against expropriation

by the government officials. As a result, large tracts of land were acquired by the

government under the Guggisberg's Ordinance irrespective of the needs of the

people. According to Der, land legislation did not even pretend to take into

account the existing traditional rights of the indigenous peoples.i"

Before indirect rule could be instituted in northern Ghana, another blow was

struck at the African people's ownership of land. Sir Ransford Slater's Land and
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Natives Rights Ordinance of 1927 completed the process of dispossessing people of

northern extraction of their land that had begun with the Mineral Rights Ordinance

of 1904. In the opinion of Der, the major effect of that Ordinance was

devastating.i"

This was the situation prevailing so far as British land policy in northern

Ghana was concerned, until further amendments were made in the period of

indirect rule. It could be argued that before indirect rule could be ushered in, it was

equally not clear as to who had the ownership of the paramount title to land in

northern Ghana. Was the allodial title vested in individuals, families, family heads,

Tendanas, ethnic communities as a whole, chiefs or the British Government? The

initial British land policy in northern Ghana, however, seems to have been in

conformity with lomo Kenyatta's famous aphorism:

They taught us how to pray with our eyes closed. When we opened them, they had the land

and we had the Bible?8

This ambiguity made it appear as though there was little or virtually no

problem arising from British land administration in northern Ghana. Since no one

ethnic group could lay claim to absolute ownership of land, the ship of British

administration appeared to be sailing on an even keel, as no major land disputes

arose among ethnic groups. Underneath this facet of peace and stability lay inter-

ethnic conflicts over land issues, when the British left the scene.

.r
2.4 BRITISH POLICY OF RELYING ON CHIEFS IN THEIR

ADMINISTRATION OF NORTHERN GHANA: THE IMPACT ON THE

KONKOMBA

Pax Britannica in northern Ghana initially pursued a policy which was said

to cater for the maintenance of peace, freedom, justice and the promotion of health

in order that trade might thrive. The British Governor, Sir M. Nathan declared:

To ensure these things, the King appoints Governors to the various places and also appoints

under them Chief Commissioners, officers, doctors, and soldiers and police to enforce the

orders that are given. But all the ruling cannot be done by the Whiteman and so the native
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rulers of the country are called upon to help. I want the native rulers to continue to do their

best as I believe they have done in the past to assist the government."

Did this mean that British officials wanted their rulership to be in

partnership with the African traditional authorities in northern Ghana? Northcott

had given the answer in the negative when he stated British official position in

1898?O It seems clear that no partnership was envisaged between British officials

and African traditional authorities. The latter were expected to understand their

subjection to British colonialism and imperialism. They were, however, to be

relied upon to carry this out to its logical conclusion.

Just as in the case of the Germans in northern Togo, the British

administration in northern Ghana relied on African traditional rulers, the chiefs, as

agents of their rulership in order to consolidate their hold. Northcott subscribed to

this trend and the Colonial Office in London approved of this policy as the British

could not actually dispense with the assistance of the chiefs in the running of the

country. However, the colonial Office urged that the chiefs in northern Ghana

should be employed to a greater extent than in districts near the coast."

The British, in some cases, appeared to be covetous of African chieftaincy.

For instance, a Chief Commissioner, A. H. Morris, on one occasion informed an

assembly of twenty-two Western Dagomba chiefs that in the absence of the Ya Na,

who was in German territory, he (and not the Ya Na) was henceforward their

paramount chief?2 The extent to which British policy intended to use the chiefs

was soon brought home vividly when the acting Governor, Major H. Bryan

asserted that, the policy of supporting and emphasizing the position of the

paramount chiefs, while, at the same time making them realize their

responsibilities, appeared to him to be the only practicable system of administering

the country.v'

Governor Hugh Clifford had not hesitated to add his voice." It would seem

that Clifford believed so much in the traditional system as the natural machinery of

administration that the chiefs were encouraged to approach him whenever he toured

northern Ghana. The approaches were done in a manner that could be considered

as unprecedented. It was quite obvious that while British colonialism in northern
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Ghana intended to subject the chiefs to British rule, the chiefs themselves were

prepared to dance to the tune.

However, the British were soon to complain that they were encountering

difficulties in the policy of relying on the chiefs. They said there were no "really

big chiefs" in the area." But this was actually not the case. Such chiefs as the

Nayiri, Ya Na, Yagbunwura, Bimbilla Na and the Wa Na could not be considered

as small chiefs. By all standards, they were big chiefs and in control of vast areas

with considerable populations at the time. It was the extrapolation or hang-over of

the 'time of troubles' that bedeviled some of the centralized kingdoms in northern

Ghana at the inception of colonial rule that led the British to complain that there

were only small chiefs in the area, which was actually not the case.

The British administration also expressed great astonishment that some

ethnic communities in northern Ghana had no real chiefs at all. A British Officer

discerned: "These people recognize no central form of authority amongst

themselves, every compound owner being law unto himself.,,36 As regards the

Konkomba, it was deciphered that, "there were headmen amongst the Konkomba,

but they were never united in any great number under any particular chief,.37

Disunity among the Konkomba has been amply expressed: "But Konkomba had no

form of regimental system, no co-operation of segments on a wider than tribal scale

and could put nothing into the field,,,38 comparable to the Mamprusi, Dagomba and

Gonja groups. This disunity did not only lead to the conquest of the Konkomba, it

had the effect of SUbjugating and subordinating them to the centralized traditional

states up until the inception of colonial rule. It was on account of this that the

British reported that, "Among the most primitive of all the Konkomba, there is no

such thing as a chief or even a head of a tribe, the tribe itself being subject to the Na

of Yendi who is the paramount chief of the Dagomba". 39

Thus, in the period of British direct rule in northern Ghana, the Konkomba

were categorically included among the so-called "without chiefs" (acephalous,

stateless, segementary un-centralized) groups of people, beloved terms of European

anthropologists. But Der has debunked the idea that there were any such groups of

people anywhere in the North.4o
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In addition to the policy of relying on, and supporting, the already existing

chieftaincies, the British created paramount, divisional, and sub-chiefs in areas

where none existed before their occupation. Between 1900 and 1910, the

administration recognized large number of chiefs as 'paramount' over particular

areas. They were frequently created as a reward for loyalty or service to the

colonial master. It was said that in some cases, chiefs of a different ethnic

community who inhabited the same area were given authority over other people

who were not of the same ethnic groups, save that they lived in the same area. In

others, earth priests, the Tendana and headmen were given new functions as chiefs.

Individuals who were simply thrust forward as representative or spokesmen of

Tendanas, chiefs or elders, who were meant to be no more than stand-ins were said

to have frequently displaced those who should have ruled.41

What criteria were used by the British to select or appoint Paramount Chiefs

in northern Ghana? One such criterion appeared to be any traditional ruler of a

large and populous settlement who exhibited devotion to the British Administration

as in the case of Bolgatanga and Sekoti. Thus the Konkomba have complained that

the chiefs of the Dagomba, Mamprusi, Nanumba and Gonja were elevated to the

status of paramountcy over them (the Konkomba) by the British.42 This was,

however, not the case kingship of chieftaincy was a political superstructure

introduced by the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups in the

aftermath of their conquest. For instance, it was the Dagomba conquerors who

placed their chiefs over the Konkomba divisions Sunson, Sansugu, Demon,

Gushiegu and Nakpali were all towns whereby Dagomba chiefs were rulers

appointed over the Konkomba divisions.43 This historical development was not the

handmaid of the British.

There is an instance in the history of northern Ghana when one chief was

elevated to the status of a Head Chief over a wide range of ethnic groups. In April

1912, the Nayiri, Mahama was proclaimed as the Paramount Chief of all lands

situated within the boundaries of the North-Eastern Province. His jurisdiction was

taken to include not only Mamprugu, where other ethnic communities such as the

Bimoba, Konkomba, and Tampolense lived, it covered other ethnic groups who
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inhabited what is now the Upper East Region of Ghana, as far west as the River

Sissili.44

However, when Armitage, the Chief Commissioner ordered that in the

North- Western Province, Wa should be 'paramount' over Lawra and Tumu, and

that the Wa Na should be the Head Chief, different results were produced. The

idea was found to be unworkable: "The Chief of Wa's power has never extended

beyond the Wa District. But the Chief of Lawra and Tumu who were 'nobodies'

before the coming of the Whiteman are today men of power.,,45 The British

Administration found it inexpedient to force the issue of Wa being paramount over

Lawra and Tumu.

As regards one chief being paramount over another, the Commissioner for

the North-Eastern Province had prudently cautioned:

We must go very slowly indeed with regard to the paramountcy of various chiefs, the

relations of the sub-chiefs to each other and also the people to their various chiefs. It is

useless to close our eyes to this fact and to put down on paper that one chief is paramount

to another ... unless carefully watched the present scheme may really be a fruitful source

of discord and tend to divide the people into worse cliques than at present instead of being

a useful method of consolidation."

The Commissioner's statement was prophetic for the British were busy laying the

seed-bed of inter-ethnic conflicts in northern Ghana in the name of consolidation.

Hence the justifiable complaint ofthe Konkomba in the post-independence era.

In any case, why is it that in the period of direct rule which lasted until the

early 1930s, the British did not find it convenient to create paramount and

divisional chiefs among the Konkomba with whom the former could deal with

directly? Were the Konkomba looked at from the point of view of political

cynicism? Did they not cherish the political institutions and values of the British

that were being put in place?

As earlier stated, the Konkomba were counted among the small ethnic

communities who could not be considered for the creation of sub-chiefs, divisional

chiefs, let alone to be considered for the creation of a paramountcy. Was British

policy to blame? This must be answered affirmatively.
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Ferguson's complaint must be borne in mind, as he reported that in northern

Ghana, boundaries were not precisely drawn. This was because, as he stated, the

political relations between the larger 'states' and 'weaker tribes' were in a constant

state of flux. He was very particular about the ethnic communities in the North,

and their various degrees of capacity for political negotiations. Ferguson

categorized that there were 'countries with organised government' such as Dagbon,

Mamprugu, Gonja, Mossi and Wa, as partners who could be relied on. He also had

a classification of 'barbarous tribes' that lived apart in 'small family' communities

that were not only intermittently quarrelling among themselves, but who were not

amenable to European negotiations. Among the latter group Ferguson included the

Konkomba (Papamba)." As Lentz points out, such imagery was "the product of

representations found in travel literature and popular anthropological writings of

the time, with which colonial officers were familiar.,,48 Thus Konkomba traditional

political system or form of chieftaincy was a development British colonial officers

at the time were unable to understand and preferred to ignore it. As Governor

Guggisberg remarked: "Our policy must be to maintain any paramount chiefs that

exist and gradually absorb under these any small communities scattered about,,49

It could, therefore, be argued that British policy was to bolster up the

kingdoms of Dagbon, Mamprugu, and Gonja, and these would in turn engulf small

communities such as the Konkomba, Nawuri, and Nchumuru. The British set

considerable store by-their own blue-print on administration and decentralization.

A principle of decentralization was that:

The chiefs must be taught to govern the primitive pagans as they themselves are governed

and that is through their own headmen instead of dealing with them directly ... If these

aboriginal people are allowed to elect their own headmen or group councils from among

themselves it will not be satisfactory. In fact the continued trouble amongst the groups of

Konkomba tribes is solely due to the fact that they fear and dislike their Dagomba

overlords. 50

Thus British policy in northern Ghana in some places was to try and

discover the traditional organisation of the various "subject" ethnic communities

and get these to elect or appoint headmen who would be responsible to the

hierarchy of chiefs of the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups. The Konkomba
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have stated that the British aided the Dagomba in planting chiefs in Konkomba

territory. They have cited Na Yusufu of Zagberi (Zagbeli) and Gbirmandan of

Demon as examples of some of the British appointed chiefs over the Konkomba.51

Also, the Konkomba claim that Nanja was the Konkomba headman of Nambiri

while Labarl was the one for Sangouli. Both of them were then made responsible

to the Dagomba chief of Sunson.52 But as stated earlier, the Konkomba assertion

cannot hold water, for the institution of chieftaincy was not the brain child of the

British in northern Ghana.

British policy, however, exacerbated relations between the aboriginal

groups of people, such as the Konkomba and their Dagomba overlords. The former

were a distinct ethnic community very different from the Dagomba. They were

conquered by the latter many years ago, and naturally there was no love lost

between them. There was constant friction which took place between them and

complaints were made by Dagomba chiefs to British Officers that the Konkomba

did not readily obey them.53 According to Tait, it was under British rule that

Dagomba chiefs appointed the Konkomba as sub-chiefs. But he points out that

these sub-chiefs were of very little importance for the most part unless they were

also elders. Tait says that such chiefs could be found in Kpaliba, Saboba and

Sangul and that each of them had a number of subordinate Konkomba sub-chiefs,

but that they were of no consequence.i" Tait writes:

A Konkomba chief is known as such only to the Dagomba royal chief in whose chiefdom

he holds office. The only exception is the Kpaliba Na. The present chief of Kpaliba lives

to some extent like a Dagomba in that he dresses like one, keeps a horse and wears the type

of medicines prepared and sold be Dagomba Mallams."

Tait was perhaps extolling the civilizing role and influence the British

thought the Dagomba had over the Konkomba. He, however, added: "But like

other Konkomba chiefs he has little authority among his people. The important

men are still the elders". 56 Barker could say that the Dagomba claimed the right to

appoint chiefs over the Konkomba to the west of the River Oti and that the British

upheld this claim. 57
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\ -r: The British have admitted that in those places their administration could not

get at the rightful chiefly families, a state of passive resistance ensued. Zuarungu

and Chiana were typical examples. In the case of Zuarungu, the British were later

to realize that the real chief never came forward. The wrongful personality

introduced to them as the chief was actually one of the royal slaves. On the part of

Chi ana the real chief did come forward but so late that his recognition by the

colonial government resulted in division and discontent among the people.i"

In some cases, sovereignty over people was given to chiefs not in any way

entitled to it. This was typified by the newly created paramountcies of Bongo and

Bolgatanga. They had overshadowed the old chiefdom of Yorugu. 59 In all these

cases bloodshed had resulted. These were some of the circumstances that formed

the basis of the inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic conflicts that could be traced to British

policy in Northern Ghana.6o

Crowder maintains that in so far as British policy was concerned, it was rare

for them to impose chiefs of a different ethnic group on people. As regards the

Konkomba, Crowder's point of view cannot be taken seriously. The case was

rather that the British colonial administration in some instances bolstered up the

power of chiefs of one ethnic community over people of a different ethnicity as in

the case of the Dagomba and the Konkomba. With such a policy, these two groups

have remained at each other's throats.

The British sang a hymn of praise in favour of their policy of supporting

existing chiefs and creating new ones. It was thought that the policy was yielding

dividends: "It may be said that the creation of chiefs by government over tribes

who originally recognized no chiefs, or where no chiefs could be found has met

with considerable success. Rule of the people is now through the chiefs either

hereditary or nominated as the case may be,,61

It was then stated that: "By the mid-1920s the relations between chiefs and

the government were everywhere excellent. Chiefs were always glad to see their

Commissioners when visited. They loyally co-operated and gave all help in their

power to supply the necessary labour to carry out all government schemes of

development and progress".62

~
I
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In Dagbon, one measure of the success of the policy by which the chiefs

were seen to be working and co-operating was the extent to which Dagomba chiefs

kept surveillance over the Konkomba. The former promptly reported any

Konkomba intransigence. It was noted that the chiefs, by reporting promptly to the

Commissioner any untoward behaviour or event, had been the sole means of

avoiding calamities. A case in point was that of the Dagomba chief of Demon.

One hearing that a riot had started among the Konkomba at Kuntuli had reported

immediately to the District Commissioner. The latter then proceeded to the place

and was able to stop the fighting in a very short time.63 It was gratifying to the

British who were instrumental in making the Na of Yendi the Paramount Chief not

only over the Dagomba, but also over the Konkomba, Chamba, Komba and

Chakosi ethnic groups. He was praised for possessing large powers over his

subordinate chiefs.64

However, in a situation where executive power was given to chiefs who had

no traditional political authority over other ethnic groups, inter-community

relations were not only antagonistic, it could not be said to have been a success in

totality. The policy sought to do the impossible as it only served to drive the

Konkomba into a state of political alienation.f That they lived in a society in which

they neither concerned themselves with administrative affairs nor participated

actively in political life was neither here nor there. Not that they did not cherish the

political institutions and values bestowed on the society by the colonial

administration; as human beings they were social creatures, and consequent on

political alienation into which they were driven they kept aloof in their own

political culture. Herein lay the danger in Konkomba political alienation which

was, "capable of causing a steady, though imperceptible, accumulation of mass

anger that has its outbreak in the form of insurrections.v'" against their overlords,

the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja rulers.

It is worthwhile to compare British policies in northern Ghana to those of

the German and later to those of the French who controlled the Konkomba in

northern Togo. In that area, there existed great chieftaincies comparable to those of

Mamprugu, Dagbon and Gonja. One of such was that of the Kotokoli.
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The German administrative system was one based on the grouping as far as

possible together of peoples of the same ethnic group into single administrative

units. It is perhaps on this account that Joseph Amuzu could state that the Germans

did not allow Dagomba control over the Konkomba. But as Crowder relates,

Where chiefs already existed they were confirmed as the agents of the German

administration where they did not, the Germans created chiefs to govern areas comparable

to those ruled by traditional chiefs. These artificial chiefs were recruited from among

village heads or loyal employees of the administration."

This evidence is corroborated by the fact that during the German colonial

regime in northern Togo, Sansugu and Napari whose traditional loyalty was to the

Ya Na were directly under the D. C. of Bassari. They were not only completely

severed from Dagbon, their chief was appointed by the German D. C. at Bassari.68

Furthermore, just before the First World War, the German Governor at

Lome had visited Yendi and the matter of bringing Sansugu and Napari under

Yendi was put forward. The Governor said he would look into the matter. The

chief of Sansugu by then had been appointed by the D. C. of Bassari ten years

earlier. This was against the wishes of the Dagombas. The chief of Napari who

was appointed by the Germans had been killed by the Konkombas. The deceased

chief s successor had been taken into Bassari by the Germans to be trained for

chieftainship/" From the evidence, the Germans did not only recognize African

chiefs and used them as agents of their administration, but they also created chiefs

where existed, as the British had done in northern Ghana. It is not likely that the

Germans confirmed or recognized Konkomba form of chieftaincy, neither did they

create chiefs among them.

On the advent of the French in northern Togo, they embarked on a policy of

replacing the traditional chiefs by a new group of personnel, who, it was felt, would

be loyal to them. The French restructured the institution of chieftaincy to a point

that African chiefs "became effectively subaltern members of the colonial

administration." 70

Actually, under the French Mandate in northern Togo, Cornevin found out

that there were different categories of chiefs. These were the village, district and

territorial chiefs. The district chief, served as a link between the chiefs of the sub-
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districts and with the village chiefs. He took census of the population and his role

and function extended further than those of the village chief." A territorial chief

was analogous to a paramount chief on the British side of the Mandated Areas.

Anthony Asamoah is very certain that in northern Togo, the Konkomba

were recognized and accorded chieftaincy positions by the French. He mentions

Kujabom and Kuka divisions that had Konkomba chiefs, a situation he described as

not having been disputed by any other ethnic groups and that the Konkomba had

won the respect of other ethnic communities in the area.72 "Their chiefs have equal

rights as those of the Kabre, Bassare, Gruma and Kotokoli in northern Togo.,,73

There are no documentary sources to support these claims. But if these sources are

to be believed, then Konkomba chieftaincy had been given official recognition by

the French colonial power in northern Togo. In French Black Africa, however,

though chieftaincy survived, its character gradually changed. As compared to

former times, the chief had been a sovereign, with warriors and resources of his

own, such as slaves and taxes in kind, and customary presents. The chief was

entitled also to domestic and agricultural labour from his people.

All that was now abolished in principle and replaced by a straight salary,

made up of a percentage of taxes, the total far too small to permit customary

practices. Deschamps said: "In fact traditional chieftainship continued to be

enfeebled; its prestige was transferred to those who had effective control, that is,

the administrators.v" In the view of Crowder, the new functions of the chiefs such

as organizing forced labour were largely responsible for the changeover of the

position of the chief from the symbol of the collective unity of his people to the

most hated member of that community."

Since the Konkomba were recognized as chiefs or accorded chieftaincy

status, a position which in the French administration was unenviable, chieftaincy

has not been a bone of contention between them and other ethnic groups. The

contention of the Konkomba is that even when conflicts have arisen between them

and other ethnic communities, it has never been over chieftaincy in northern

Togo.76 It was the British who sought to use the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja

groups in the Northern Region of Ghana as part and parcel of their administration.
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This had the effect of trampling over Konkomba political rights, such as the right to

choose their own leaders. This produced political alienation of the 'minority'

groups of people that included the Konkomba, a situation capable of generating

conflict in all forms.

2.5 THE CONSOLIDATION OF BRITISH RULE IN NORTHERN GHANA:

The British process of consolidating their administration in colonial

northern Ghana took place over a period of several decades. It was completed only

with the introduction of indirect rule in the 1930s. Apart from relying on the chiefs

as agents of their administration, another means by which the British expected to

consolidate their administration was through a series of conferences held for the

centralized chieftaincies in northern Ghana.

The process began in Mamprugu as already alluded to in April, 1912. The

occasion was at a flamboyant ceremony held at Navrongo. In attendance were the

Governor of the Gold Coast, and the Chief Commissioner of the Northern

Territories, C. H. Armitage, when the Nayiri Mahama was declared the Paramount

Chief over an area equivalent to present day Upper East Region of Ghana in

addition to Mamprugu."

However, this grand edifice created had no pre-European existence, with

reference particularly to the Kasem, Nankam, and perhaps the Builsa ethnic

communities. In effect, it meant that all the other ethnic groups resident within the

territorial limits of the present day Upper East Region of Ghana, and the non-

Mamprusi groups living in Mamprugu, such as the Konkomba, had been rendered

subordinate to the Nayiri. Ladouceur contends, and rightly so, that even though the

area actually inhabited by the Mamprusi was comparatively small, the British

found in the Nayiri a paramount chief who could assume responsibility over a

much wider area.78

A similar conference to commemorate the unification of all the Dagomba

and to settle the 'Yendi Succession Dispute', but ostensibly for the purpose of

consolidating British rule, was held in Dagbon. Armitage, the Chief
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Commissioner, called a conference in November, 1920. He was expected to settle

the succession issue before he could leave the area. 79

When the meeting opened, Armitage gave a speech, pointing out the

historic importance of the occasion, for it saw Dagbon re-united, and an arbitrary,

unjust boundary which cut the kingdom into two portions done away with. The

Chief Commissioner pointed out that the old age and failing health rendered the

chosen or elected Ya Na unable to take up the onerous duties that he would be

called upon to perform. Bukari, the Y00 Na, was said to have immediately placed

his resignation in the hands of the Chief Commissioner. The former was given the

assurance that his election to the Skin of Yendi would be placed on record/"

Bukari was asked to nominate his successor and the lot fell on Abudulai

who was the Regent at Yendi. He was considered as having served a satisfactory

apprenticeship under British rule, even though, the British stage-managed the

choice. Poole, the Political Officer for Yendi had earlier written to the Chief

Commissioner setting out the Regents qualities:

I trust that the claims of Chief Abudulai ofYendi will receive your great influence in so far

as such support can in justice be pressed. I would advance the following claims on his

behalf ... He is well known and trusted by the Konkombas, which is the most, important

and virile tribe in this district."

This was before the "selection" of Abudulai.

The Chief Commission emphasized that Abudulai knew Dagbon and its

people and had gained the confidence of, as he put it, "the wild Konkomba tribe".

At the time the Demon Na, Bukari, was also said to have practically all Konkombas

under him. They were considered to be the most truculent people in the district.

The Demon Na was described as a strongman with a very fair control over his

people.Y

The British had orchestrated the election of Ya Na, Abudulai 11, believed to

be popular and who commanded the respect of the Konkomba, a wild community

in the eyes of the colonial power. With the support of the Demon Na, the Ya Na

had a firm grip over the Konkomba. It seems clear that Pax Britannica had insured

and secured the subordination of the Konkomba to Dagbon. However, as the
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general comments depicted, it would seem that an inherent hostility, antagonism

and volatility underlay the relationship between Dagomba and Konkomba.

In Dagbon, as in the other centralized states, the series of conferences for

the purpose of consolidating British rule that had begun did not turn out to be a

nine day wonder. It was instituted as an annual affair which persisted for decades.

On n" March, 1921, another "Conference on the Status of Native Chiefs" was

held. In attendance were Governor Guggisberg, the Chief Commissioner, A. J.

Philbrick, his Deputy, H. W. Leigh and the Commissioner of the Southern

Province, Harrold Branch. 83

On this occasion, why was the Governor inquisitive and apprehensive? For,

he wished to know if there was any danger of the Konkomba in future becoming a

disruptive and a disintegrating force in Dagbon. Branch explained that the

Konkomba were gradually being absorbed by the Dagomba. Branch pointed out

that there was a certain amount of inter-marriage, and that some Konkomba were

beginning to live in Yendi. 84

But such a trend had no abiding impact on Dagomba relations with

Konkomba. In other words, living together and marrying were not sufficient

criteria that could ensure peaceful co-existence. Actually, the instances cited were

not enough criteria for eliminating hostilities between ethnic groups. CardinalI

remarked that the Konkomba were a prolific race, industrious, brave and

independent: "They have nothing to do with other tribes and never marry outside

their own race".85

... _.../
This must have been the dominant trend. It has been stated thus:

"The fact that the Konkomba is exceptionally conservative and has in a remarkable

way failed to come under the comparatively high civilization of the rulers and

conquerors- the Dagomba does not mean that the Konkomba has ever been

independent'V" Although Konkomba women were taken into marriage by the

Dagomba royal houses, it was rare for a Dagomba commoner to take a Konkomba

woman into marriage. Branch's response to his superior officer was rather evasive.
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It was at the 1921 Conference that the Governor laid bare the prime objective of

British policy which was to bolster up the traditional states in northern Ghana. Sir,

F. G. Guggisberg declared:

What we should aim at is that someday the Dagombas, Gonjas and Mamprusis should

become strong native states. Each will have its own little Public Works Department and

carry on its own business with the Political Officer as a Resident and adviser. Each state

will be more or less self-contained."

His Excellency was not certain of the steps to be taken as a foundation on

which to build this ambitious scheme. He instructed the Chief Commissioner to

draw up and submit a policy for the North showing a definite programme for

fostering the formation of these big states. This was to be done without compelling

their rulers/" Here was the clarification that the British intended their fulcrum of

power in the administration of northern Ghana to be hinged on the traditional

political system of the centralised states. If that were so, then the Governor had

hinted at indirect rule in the foreseeable future since it was envisaged that a British

Officer would serve as adviser, that is, the power behind the throne!

From 10th_11th February, 1923, a Conference for Gonja was held in Yapei.

It was part of the pattern of the consolidation process that had occurred in

Mamprugu and Dagbon. In attendance were H. W. Leigh, Deputy Chief

Commissioner, and the three D.Cs for Dagomba and Gonja Districts. The

Yagbunwura's entourage comprised twenty-two Gonja chiefs. However, at the

Yapei Conference of 1923:
No Nchumuru or Nawuri was invited to this conference at which the Nchumuru and

Nawuri were parceled out among the Gonja chiefs of the Kpembe division with Banda

under Singbin-wura, Sungai under Kilibiwura, while the Nawuri were put under the

jurisdiction of the Kununku laiwura."

Even though the fresh dynamism injected into the Yagbun skin was going

to affect other ethnic communities that were living in Gonja, the non-Gonja groups

were not invited to the Yapei Conference. Fuseini says: "Despite the fact that other

ethnic groups were not invited, they could attend"." The Nawuri contend that they

could not have been invited because by then they were under the Krachi District

and that they had nothing doing with Gonja affairs.91 The Konkomba at this time
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were trickling into the Kpembe Division of Gonja as migrant food farmers. They

could hardly be noticed as a formidable group to have merited any invitation. As

regards the Conferences generally, it has been observed that in northern Ghana,

notwithstanding the fact that in former times there was a distinct division, of power.

In so far as consolidation was concerned, it was discernible there of that smaller

ethnic communities living within territory nominally claimed by one or the other of

the centralized kingdoms were made subject to the latter:
Numerous small and unassimilated groups such as the Nawuri, Nchumuru, Mo, and Vagal a

were grouped under the Gonja chiefs; large numbers of Konkomba and Chakosi were made

subject to the Dagomba Kingdom; the Frafra, Kusasi, and B'Moba to the paramount chief

of Mamprusi."

On the whole, the evidence was overwhelming (in the light of the fact) that

the British hoped to rationalize the existing social and political structures in

northern Ghana mainly for their administrative purposes. But such rationalization

was also the seed-bed of domination of the traditional states over the different

ethnic communities who were considered as 'acephalous', rationalization was more

of the nature of absorption or assimilation than anything else. In areas where social

and political relations were fragile, such arrangements were capable of generating

inter-ethnic conflicts. It was perhaps such conflict-prone arrangements that Ali

Mazrui was referring to when he said:

Colonialism put together people who would have been separated, and separated people

who should have been together. This brought a lot of problems of putting together people

who would have been separated."

Colonialism actually brought together people, such as the Konkomba and

the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups, who should have been separated.

These centralized chieftaincies were given new competence and powers. A

problem was thus created between this new found power and the traditional

authorities of 'minority' groups that included the Konkomba. Not only between

these, there was a definite spill over of the problem to the commoner class of these

two groups of people.

The result of British policy was that three separated elements were being

absorbed by the traditional states, namely the people, the traditional political
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system and the lands of the 'minority' groups of people that included the

Konkomba. There was the tendency for these communities to resist integration.

They had a penchant for fostering group solidarity and unity that ran counter to the

agenda of the imposed system. Henceforward, ethnic consciousness took new

meaning and dimensions which had problematic implications for northern Ghana.

2.6 BRITISH IMPERIAL AWARDS AND THE NEGLECT OF THE

KONKOMBA

In the period of British direct rule in northern Ghana, the colonial

administration put in place imperial packages for chiefs who were very supportive

and reliable. This took the form of awards and presentation of imperial gift items

or regalia to those chiefs. They comprised swords of honour, message sticks,

portraits of His or Her Majesty, Union Jacks, lockets and medallions.

In his maiden tour of colonial northern Ghana in 1898, Northcott, the

administrator of the region, observed that the Dagaaba did not readily appreciate

coins. Northcott then conceived the idea of manufacturing lockets of glass, bearing

on one side a coloured portrait of Her Majesty, and on the other side a coloured

reproduction of the Union Jack. He perceived of the lockets to be made as an

effective from of presents to the chiefs of the area, which would show that they had

been subordinated to England.94

Some of the descendants of Chiefs who benefited still have portraits of a

British monarch in their possession. This gesture was extended to the Mandated

area of Togoland under British administration. For instance, in May 1922, seven

portraits of His Majesty the King and seven Union Jacks were forwarded to the

Chief Commissioner of the Northern Territories, A. J. Philbrick, for presentation to

chiefs in the Northern Section of British Togoland. The awards were at first

recommended to be given to the chiefs of Yendi, Gushiegu, Demon, Sansugu,

Kworli and Cherepone. When it came to the actual presentation, the Cherepone

Fame could not be awarded as his place was taken by Mion.

The presentation of the colonial paraphernalia was made to only Dagomba

chiefs in Dagbon. These very items were given to chiefs of other ethnic groups in
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the area who still have them in their possession; they were and are still displayed on

the smocks of most chiefs in northern Ghana.95 However, there is no record of

Konkomba traditional authorities receiving any of such imperial gift items from

British officials directly. It could be said that they were relegated into the realm of

forgotten societies.

Northcott had suggested that, the lockets be of two sizes: 2\1i and 1\Ii inches

in length and ordered 50 lockets of the larger sizes and 100 of the smaller for

immediate distribution among the chiefs. But as Der has remarked, Northcott did

not categorically specify that the locket sizes were to be equated to the rank and

position of chiefs, even though it turned out to be that Paramount Chiefs were to

receive the larger, while divisional and sub-chiefs got the smaller. This was

implied though not stated. It was after the death of Northcott that his successor A.

H. Morris, read a different meaning into the award of the lockets. In 1900, twelve

chiefs including the Nayiri were presented with the large lockets at Gambaga, while

thirty lesser chiefs were awarded the smaller 10ckets.96

Der has it that while in the politically centralized states of Northern Ghana

the introduction of the lockets did not affect the ranks of chiefs, it had a sweeping

impact in the non- centralized societies. For instance, when new administrative

stations were established, the practice of issuing new lockets had the effect of

declaring the chiefs of those towns as Paramount Chiefs. Before a chief could be

given a new large locket and considered a Paramount chief certain conditions had

to be fulfilled. For example, the chief had to be loyal or render good service to the

British Administration, and show evidence of efficient control of his jurisdiction.

Der contended that a new and dangerous precedent had been set in northern

Ghana.97

The Konkomba were considered as part of the non-centralized groups of

people by the British administrators. They lived in their 'segementary states'.

What precluded the British to have restructured Konkomba society into a well

defined hierarchy of chiefs, granted that they were un-centralized? Had the British

not done so to similar societies in the North-Eastern and North-Western Provinces?

A greater proportion of the Konkomba were brought into the British Mandated
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Area. It was reasonable to surmise that if they were put under the supervision of

any centralized stated, such as Dagbon, it would be difficult to control them since

they had enjoyed greater autonomy under the German regime in Togo. It would

only have been politic for the British to have equally re-organized Konkomba

society along similar hierarchical order as had been done in other areas. This

would have enabled them to qualify for the award of lockets as in other areas that

were classified as uncentralised.

The failure of the British to restructure Konkomba society was not only

discrimatory, but it enabled the chiefs of the centralized states, such as Dagbon,

under whom the British hooked them to maintain a strangle-hold over them as

proof of their efficiency and effectiveness in the eyes of D Cs. There appeared no

alternative. If a chief did not display such hall marks, there was the likelihood that

his locket would have been withdrawn, his recognition put on the line which was

tantamount to being de-enskinned. The Konkomba thus lost out on all the socio-

political changes associated with the introduction of the lockets.

During his tenure of office as chief Commissioner of the Northern

Territories, Armitage instituted a different form of imperial award. The

proliferation of lockets had produced adverse effects on the British Administration,

which had to deal with a bewildering number of locket paramount chiefs. The

imperial award this time took the form of silver medallions with chains attached to

be worn by the chiefs. For a chief to merit such an award, he had to show deep

commitment to the course of Britain in times of war. During World War 1, the

chiefs of northern Ghana had already and enthusiastically provided recruits for the

British Empire. It was felt expedient for such chiefs to be honoured.

Armitage was also bent on reducing the numerous locket paramountciea."

The eight-inch medallion was meant for paramount chiefs, the four-inch one was

for divisional chiefs, while the two-inch medallion was to be given to sub-chiefs.

This line of action was not carried out to its logical conclusion, as the eight-inch

medallion was never ordered."

In 1918, the Yagbunwura Mahama won a medal of an extra large size of

four inches. By 1920, the Ya Na deserved a four-inch medal for his good work.
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Again on zs" March, 1927, Governor Guggisberg honourably submitted the name

of Abdulai, Na of Yendi in the Mandated Territory of British Togoland for the

award of the Kings Medal for African Chiefs: "I have great pleasure In

recommending him for Honour".loo On the whole, the paramount chiefs of

Dagbon, Mamprugu, Nanun, Gonja and Wa got the four-inch medallion. Some

divisional chiefs such as Soali, the Kpembewura of Gonja, the Karaga Na and Yoo

Na of Dagbon were awarded the four-inch medallion.

The chiefs of Zuarungu, Nangodi, Bongo, and Bolgatanga were equally

awarded the four-inch medallion. In the North-Western Province, among the non-

centralized societies, while it was only the Jirapa Na Gana who received the four-

inch Medallion, Naweni, the Lawra Na, Danye, the Nandom Na, Kantombie, the

Lambussie Kuoro, and Kanton, the Turnu Kuoro were all awarded the three-inch

medallion. All other chiefs below their status had to be content with the two-inch

medallion. The introduction of the silver medallion superseded the award of

lockets to chiefs in northern Ghana.lol

It is worthy to note that there was only the singular case of one Kwabina,

styled as a sub-chief of Konkomba who was listed among other chiefs in possession

of a two-inch-inch silver medallion which was presented to him in 1925.102 Der has

underscored the importance of the as awards to chiefs in northern Ghana. 103

It is important to note that the Konkomba and their traditional authorities

were not unaware of the import of such imperial awards as badges of office. The

Germans had bestowed on their chiefs, red caps as emblems of their authority.

Perhaps Kwabina the only Konkomba sub-chief who was awarded the two-inch

medallion may have won it on account of communal labour he organized his

compatriots for road work.l'" There is no evidence of any other Konkomba who

received a silver medal during the time of British colonial rule in northern Ghana.

It stands to reason that British recognition of Konkomba traditional authorities was

minimal, a clear case of marginalization.

In another instance, a privilege that was accorded to chiefs of the area was

the occasion of the visit of His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales to the Gold

Coast in 1925. The august visitor could not make it to northern Ghana. Therefore,
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it was considered expedient that some traditional rulers from that area should meet

him in Kumasi. The Ya Na, Kpembewura, Wa Na, Jirapa Na, the Nangodi Naba,

and the Nayiri were taken down to Kumasi by the Chief Commissioner. Two DCs

were included in the Northern entourage to pay their respect to such a royal visitor

of no mean standing in the British Empire. I 05

When this was made known, at first, some of the Paramount Chiefs did not

like the idea of crossing the River Volta, that being one of their major taboos.

However, when they heard that other Paramount Chiefs intended to make the

journey, all their scruples vanished. After that event, it was remarked categorically

that by making the journey to Kumasi, one oftheir superstitions had been buried. 106

But conspicuously absent from the northern chiefly entourage were the traditional

authorities of the un-centralized societies such as the Konkomba, Nchumuru,

Nawuri, and Vagala.

The chiefs who made the journey were said to have been given an

opportunity to widen their life horizons, buried some of their superstitions, and that

they had gained new impressions and experiences through travel. The sight-seeing

in Kumasi must have made a great impression on them. It is interesting to note that

when the Ya Na was granted a loan of one hundred and fifty pounds sterling to

purchase a lorry it was regarded as scanty and not befitting his status. Newlands

felt strongly that the Na was being given a raw deal:

The Na of Yendi is by far the most important and influential paramount chief in the

Northern Territories. Tamale is within his division and he is one of the Northern

Territories Chiefs who were brought to Kumasi to meet the Prince of Wales.107

It would be inferred that only important and influential chiefs were selected

to make the journey. The Konkomba traditional authorities could hardly be

noticed, let alone being selected to make the journey. They lived in an area where

their chiefs were regarded as minor by the British colonial administration ..

Whatever be the case, such marginalization of Konkomba in particular and other

'minority' ethnic communities in general in the Southern Province helped to create

a problematic system. The understanding and basis of these complex systems was

that inferior people such as the Konkomba were absorbed by superior systems and

people.
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This view is borne out by Geoffrey Parker's contention that the Konkomba

were a wild ethnic community living in the bush and clad only in skins.108 Such

discriminatory treatment, opinions, attitudes, prejudices, and pro-conceptions

towards a people, such as the Konkomba, led to developments which gave the very

first danger signals of what British imperialism had bestowed on northern Ghana.

This could only be or served as the basis of ethnic tensions.

2.7 BRITISH JUDICIAL SUBJECTION OF THE KONKOMBA

The judicial issues and matters of administrative justice in the Northern

Territories were provided for by the British on the onset of their administration.

The Northern Territories Ordinance of 1902 stipulated that:

Native Tribunals shall exercise the jurisdiction heretofore exercised by them in the same

manner as such jurisdiction had heretofore been exercised. 109

Whatever that meant, this vague and nebulous statement of undue

elasticity was allowed to lapse, and the authority it conveyed fell into abeyance.

CardinalI intimated that the jurisdiction of the native tribunals was trivial and that

they acted mainly as courts of arbitration for only the indigenous people. It was

perhaps on this note that the chiefs were described as powerless sergeant-major

chiefs, and mere figure heads.l'" and that generally there were no big chiefs in

northern Ghana.

The British still preferred to regard the chiefs, since they still mattered in

such issues as transmitting various rules to the populace and for regulating minor

local disputes. Traditional matters were allowed generally to run their own course

so long as they did not result in violence or involved practice considered to be

repugnant to British law or to their administrative exigencies. II I As British rule

gathered momentum, the chiefs were seen as beginning to realize their

responsibilities in bringing offenders to justice, maintaining order in their districts

and asserting themselves as they were being backed by their Commissioners.112

The British colonial regime found it prudent to rely for the time being -on the

African judicial system to dispense with justice. Chiefs in northern Ghana were

therefore empowered to deal with some cases in their courts under their

jurisdiction.
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British officers still found it expedient to intervene in the administration of

justice as they held their own courts. The Chief Commissioner presided over his

own court. There were other courts held by Provincial and District Commissioners.

These courts heard both civil and criminal cases. Barristers and solicitors were

excluded from all courts in the Northern Territories. The argument was that

introduction of lawyers 'would be speedily fatal to the social and economic well-

being of the native population' British Officers in this early period dealt directly

with cases of first instance. 1 13 For instance, the Chief Commissioner was not

required to consult the Governor before the execution of death sentences.

However, the Konkomba on occasion went out of their way to deal directly

with the British Officers and their courts. This was on account of suspicion and

mistrust that existed between the centralized chieftaincies in the Northern Region

of Ghana on which the British were relying on to dispense with justice, and the

'minority' groups of people such as the Konkomba. The latter, more often than

not, preferred to deal with the British Officers directly, instead of sending their

cases to their over lords whom they were ill-disposed to rely on to dispense justice

fairly.

In January, 1919, for example, a Konkomba from Kutja walked straight to

the District Political Officer for Yendi to complain that two men had threatened to

kill him. It would be seen that the man could not be bothered to complain to the

Dagomba traditional authorities at Sunson. In another instance, a Konkomba man

flatly refused to attend the Dagomba Chiefs court at Sansugu when summoned.

The Chief reported that on each occasion this particular man was summoned he

failed to turn up. On the fourth summons, the Konkomba man threatened the

Chiefs messenger that he would "show him something", but the messenger did not

wait to see what that thing was. The Political Officer had to deal with the case. 1 14

It would be surmised that the Konkomba man's "something" was a threat of death

to the messenger or he was brazing himself for a fight.

The Konkomba kept a defiant spirit. They either took their complaints to

the British Officers directly or sometimes they boycotted the courts of their

overlords anytime they were expected to appear before them. This was probably
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the case because, within living memory, that is, during the German regime m

northern Togo, their cases were heard before their own courts that took cognizance

of their traditions and customs. IIS When the British took over from the Germans

the Konkomba abhorred appearing before the courts of their over lords which

discounted their custom. They maintained that even when two Konkombas

appeared before a court of their overlord, both plaintiff and defendant were

invariably bound to be guilty and heavy fines were imposed on them. I16

If this actually occurred continually, it was not only provocative; it was

contrary to natural justice and in contravention of the British practice of presuming

an accused person innocent unless proved otherwise. This was equally

objectionable to Konkomba custom or customary law,1I7 thus offending their

sensibilities. As regards the custom of the people, Tocqueville has outlined three

issues that serve to regulate American democracy:
But if they were to be classed in their proper order, [ should say that physical

circumstances are less efficient than the laws, and the laws less so than the customs of the

people. I am convinced that the most advantageous situation and the best possible laws

cannot maintain in spite of the customs of a country. I 18

Even the British constitution, reputed to be largely unwritten, and British

common law cannot be said to be devoid of their custom. The situation in which

the Konkomba were tried in the courts of their overlords, whose customs and

traditions differed fundamentally from theirs, impaled them on the horns of a

dilemma. Were they to adhere to the laws and customs of their overlords to the

neglect of their own? It was a dichotomous situation which set the two parties on a

headlong collision, for it was essentially a clash of cultures that could produce its

own dynamics. It was therefore not surprising that British direct rule in northern

Ghana was characterized by Dagomba-Konkomba confrontations.

The period of British colonial rule in northern Ghana from the late

nineteenth century down to the early 1930s is often categorized as one of direct

rule. This is as much as to say, in broad terms, that even though British

administration was through Chiefs, the latter were viewed only as instruments for

the execution of British policy. They were rendered powerless and any untoward

behaviour was culpable in various ways. This policy is to be distinguished from
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the one the British later adopted in the early 1930s, usually referred to as indirect

rule implying non-imposition of central command, or the use of an indigenous

political 'agency for local government'. The introduction of indirect rule, its main

features, and its impact on the Konkomba, which seems to have contributed to the

deepening of their subordination, forms the theme for discussion in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE KONKOMBA UNDER INDIRECT RULE 1932-1951

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to trace the introduction of, and discuss the

main features of indirect rule in northern Ghana by the British colonial regime. An

analysis of both the introduction and the major features of indirect rule would show

the extent to which the Konkomba, like some other 'uncentralised' societies in

northern Ghana, were subordinated to the centralized kingdoms of the Mamprusi,

Dagomba and Gonja from the 1930s to the beginning of internal self-government in

1951.

There were characteristic political trends in British and French West

African colonial policy. These trends were dominant of the period of British

colonial rule, particularly in the inter-war period. One such major trend was the

policy of indirect rule. Never a precise concept, it has meant many things to many

people. It is considered as:

That body of theory which held that there could be no identity between such divergent

cultures as those of Europe and Africa and that as a consequence the metropolitan power

should rule its African subjects through their institutions, since these were clearly the ones

best suited for them. I

Indirect rule was designed to adapt, for the purpose of local government, the

institutions which the ethnic groups had evolved for themselves, on the advice and

control of British Officers? Various reasons have been advanced in favour of

indirect rule. European penetration of Africa was very extensive. It needed

adequate personnel to ensure effective administration and cultural contact. Indirect

rule would not only be cost effective, it would be in harmony with the

administration of African traditional authorities. It would mediate the growing

conflict and friction between the European colonial elite and the western-educated

Africans who were resisting the frustration and failures of European direct rule.

This was true in British West Africa as it was with the French, especially in the

Four Communes of Senegal.
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Four Communes of Senegal.
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3.2 THE INTRODUCTION OF INDIRECT RULE IN NORTHERN GHANA

The idea of indirect rule and its introduction in northern Ghana was first

mooted by Governor Guggisberg. In 1921, he envisaged Dagbon, Gonja and

Mamprugu maturing into "strong native states", each with "its own little Public

Works Department" that would execute its business "with the political officers as

Resident and advisor".3 It was, however, not to be implemented until 1932. The

move towards indirect rule was promoted by the colonial government in Accra,

notably by the Acting Governor, Shenton Thomas in July, 1928, and subsequently

by Governor Ransford Slater in December, 1929.

Thomas paid a visit to Tamale in July, 1928 after which he stated:

So far as I can ascertain, this government is completely in the dark as regards the Native

Administration policy of the Northern Territories: there seems to be no clear-cut statement

of policy; we do not know what is being done or what our administration in intended to

bring forth."

This was an indictment on the isolationism that characterized British administration

in northern Ghana. But the "old Brigadiers" of Northern Territories Administration

protested vehemently. They were not only satisfied with the system of direct rule,

they fiercely resisted the introduction of indirect rule.

The resistance was led by A. H. C. Walker-Leigh, Chief Commissioner of

the Northern Territories. He argued, for instance, that Temple had laid down three

methods of rule, namely, direct, indirect, and a 'kind of half-way house'. Temple

had described the third as, "in point of fact depriving the native to an ever growing

degree of any control in the Government of the country". The underlying policy of

that system was identical with that under-lying direct ruler'

Walker-Leigh, the CCNT, however, thought there was a fourth method:

One in which for the time being the Political Officer has to adopt the methods of Direct

rule while educating the chiefs and gradually throwing more and more responsibility upon

them, the underlying thought in his mind being that he will eventually produce chiefs

through whom the country can come under the obviously more desirable. Indirect Rule,

under careful supervision."

Even when he shifted his ground slightly, he still stated: "Personally, I have

one idea on the subject, that it is premature.l" Indirect rule envisaged the

establishment of Native Authorities that is, Councils of Chiefs and Elders to
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administer areas on behalf of, and under the supervision of, the DCs. In 1931, M.

Ruppel, the German member of the Permanent Mandates Commission expressed

his fears about the demand for the de facto abolition of the boundary between the

Northern Territories and the British Trust Territory in northern Togo. He objected

to the re-union of Eastern and Western Dagomba districts to form one native

authority. He thought this would result in the restoration of the domination of the

Dagomba over the earlier and truly indigenous people, such as the Konkomba.8

Northern Ghana was and still is a multi-ethnic society. It was perhaps on this note

that Walker-Leigh advised: "Before these administrations could really be brought

along and developed, I hold the opinion that Districts must be recast and each tribe

brought completely into one district".9

The Chief Commissioner further cautioned that ethnic groups in one district

could be dealt with but that one ethnic community separated into two districts did

not seem sound." It was left to Walker-Leigh's superior officers to make a choice

that would conform with the piece of advice. They preferred the one which

entailed the recognition of a powerful African ruler where subject peoples were not

only from the ruler's ethnic group, but stretched to include minority ethnic

communities. The Chief Commissioner's piece of advice was not taken as the

districts were not recast along ethnic lines.

If the Chief Commissioner's views had been taken seriously, other ethnic

groups in northern Ghana, such as the Konkomba, would have made greater

progress than they did. They would have been developed in accordance with their

own traditional institutions, under the direct supervision of a British Administrative

Officer. Instead, the Konkomba were considered as a small part of much larger

administrative unit under a District Head such as the Ya Na or the Nayiri.

Moreover, Konkomba traditional institutions, based on their own decentralized

political system, would have afforded them an opportunity to express their own

desires.

Thus, there was the tendency for the Konkomba to be politically apathetic

and cynical, an expression of lack of interest and an attitude of isolationism and
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disenchantment. In sum, they were alienated from the political system as it

happened in the period of direct rule. But as Das and Choudhury have stated:
Alienation far from taking a passive form may result in considerable political activity even

culminating in violent political action. In those societies where alienation is widespread

and the political system enjoy only limited legitimacy, alienation is manifested in terms of

various forms of hostility towards the political system in particular and the social system in

general. Violence is resorted to when there is a feeling that this is an effective means of

securing the ends. II

It was no wonder that the Konkomba exhibited hostility, and sometimes

violence, as a legitimate political instrument in the period of British direct and

indirect rule in northern Ghana.

The opponents to the scheme of indirect rule also pointed out that it was

almost impossible to introduce the system within a decade because of the lack of

educated, enterprising and honest indigenous staff to run the N. As. They further

argued that the people of northern Ghana had always been promised that they

would not be taxed. It was further claimed that the people were happy under the

prevailing system of quasi-indirect rule.l2 This happiness could not, however, be

substantiated.

The Acting Governor, Shenton Thomas assured the NTs. Administration: "I

have never imagined that a system of indirect rule can be introduced into the NT in

a moment ... I said that a definite policy should be laid down without delay so

that, when the time is ripe, a system of indirect rule can be introduced".l3 It was

perhaps this administrative wrangling and disputation or 'bureaucratic warfare'

between British officialdom in Accra and northern Administrators in Tamale that

accounted for the delay in the introduction of indirect in the Protectorate.

By the time Walker-Leigh left in 1930, most administrators who were

opponents of the introduction of indirect rule in northern Ghana went with him.

Before his departure, the Colonial Secretary notified the Chief Commissioner about

the Governor's intention to enact a Native Administrative Ordinance in the NT. It

was pointed out that this would go a long way to prove the confidence reposed by

the Chief Commissioner in the ability of some chiefs to exercise a limited measure

of increased authority.
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Walker-Leigh submitted a memorandum on the proposed N. A. Ordinance.

He suggested that where a chief was not recognized it was considered essential that

some form of N, A was desirable. Provision would have to be made by which the

Chief Commissioner would be in a position to establish the necessary machinery

for appointing an administering native authority. However, the Chief

Commissioner indicated that he would endeavour to group together possibly three

or four of the smaller ethnic groups into one Administration under a N. A.

composed of representatives of each ethnic group, "thereby doing away as far as

possible with the present large number of uninfluential bodies of people or

tribes". 14 When it came to implementation the British Administration turned a blind

eye to the laudable proposal so far as the Konkombas were concerned. If the

British Administration had a 'listening ear', groups of people such as the

Konkomba, who were considered 'stateless' and counted among 'Tribes Without

Rulers' would have had a N. A. established for their area. Or, as they were

considered at the time as one of the 'smaller' ethnic groups, such as the Bassare,

Bimoba, Nawuri, Nchumuru and Chakosi, equally referred to as 'minorities', could

be brought together to constitute a Native Authority.

It must be noted that the German regime in Togo was able to sever

Dagomba rule over the Konkomba.15 It was perhaps in the supreme interest of the

British Administration that 'smaller' ethnic groups, such as the Konkomba, were

hooked unto one or the other of the Dagomba, Mamprusi and Gonja kingdoms to

form N. As under the Ya Na, Nayiri, and Yagbunwura respectively, But it was

equally reasonably foreseeable that by so doing it was the commencement of a

process that had been nursed and the way paved for one of those fundamental

upheavals of history that has usually entailed considerable violence in the nature of

inter-ethnic conflicts.

W. J. A. Jones succeeded Walker-Leigh as Chief Commissioner.

According to Staniland, given the premises of indirect rule, the immediate tasks

were to discover the real character of the pre-colonial political structure, to repair

the harm done by direct rule, to re-instate lost suzerainties, to put usurpers in their

place, and generally to build up the self-respect of the chiefs in northern Ghana, I
6
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who had usually been treated with contempt Jones remarked: "Few realized the real

administrative capacity of some of these rulers and it was years since it had been

put to a severe test". 17

For indirect rule to be built on sure foundations, it was found expedient to

ascertain the customs and habits of the groups of people in northern Ghana. This

was to be done with a view to improving the colonial administration without

destroying any of the traditions and customs of the inhabitants.18 A perusal of

Lugard's Dual Mandate had been made by British administrative officers ill

northern Ghana. The epochal book had emphasized that the introduction of Native

Administration into a country was not to be hurried, as Lugard expressed it,

"festina lente"," (make haste slowly) which derived partly from British

conservatism with its sense of historical continuity and its aristocratic traditions.

A W. Cardinall, a Senior D.C. in the North, proposed, in 1928, that R. S.

Rattray, the Government Anthropologist should be invited to carry out a survey of

indigenous constitutions of the groups of people in the area. Even though Walker-

Leigh had pessimistically scrawled, "God save the N. T.s",2o Rattray was

nonetheless commissioned to make the survey. His monumental work, The Tribes

of the Ashanti Hinterland, appeared in two volumes in 1932. He hypothesized that

it was possible to regard the interior of the Gold Coast as more or less homogenous

cultural group and comprising a welter of tongues and divergent customs.i'

Rattray's investigation was clearly and closely linked in his mind with the aim of

building up a system of what was called native administration which should be a

model to other territories. Indeed, Northern Nigeria and Tanganyika were the

models on which the NT system was based.

However, in his study, Rattray more or less glossed over some ethnic communities,

particularly the Konkomba. Rattray did not recognize that his linguistic evidence

alone could not be used for the classification of the inhabitants in the area.22 Other

issues of vital interests which he over looked were mutual intelligibility of

language, traditional institutions, historical links and cultural differences among the

peoples which account for group solidarity and allegiance. These differences,

however minor, largely accounted for some of the inter-ethnic upheavals and armed
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disturbances that went on from the pre-colonial period down to the time Rattray

was writing. He thus ignored the fact that relations between aboriginal groups,

such as the Konkomba, and their "overlords", the centralized states of Dagbon,

Mamprugu, and Gonja continually assumed volatile proportions.

There was no study of the Gurma stock or Guan groups except a footnote

on the Gonja. It has even been suggested that since Rattray spent only a day or two

in Dagbon and did not speak Dabganle, his opinion about Dagomba affairs should

be disregarded.23 But Rattray's findings were greatly taken into consideration

when it came to the creation ofN. As. It could only be on the grounds of Rattray's

assumption of linguistic and cultural homogeneity that groups of people, such as

the Konkomba, were brought together with the Dagomba; Nawuri and Nchumuru

lumped with the Gonja, and the Bimoba, Tampolense, and Konkomba (Komba)

were hooked on to the Mamprusi when N. As. were formed.

On the whole, the research scheme initiated by the British either made

casual reference to the Konkomba or ignored them completely. CardinalI's

Random Notes, and Blair's, Essays on the Konkomba, provided some information

about the Konkomba. Blair noted:

All the Konkomba subject people ... willingly shoulder the Oagomba yoke and are in

general certain to have been relieved by the Dagomba system of chiefs, of the continuous

inter-tribal warfare which prevailed before the Oagomba immigration."

What is to be wondered at is the situation where a people who are yoked

could be that willing to bear such a condition lock, stock, and barrel. There is

virtually no source of information on Konkomba inter-clan warfare in the period

before the advent of the Dagomba. Blair's evidence could be considered as the

loud thinking of a colonial officer as it is not borne out by any historical facts. To

the contrary, the Konkomba were always rebelling against their Dagomba overlord,

not accepting their rule in docility.

Blair also said he was struck by the essential similarity of the Monkpimba

dialect of the Konkomba to that of Dagbanle, that he had discovered that other

aspects of the Konkomba clans were similar to that of the Dagomba, and that

Nafeba magic was very much the same as that of the Dagornba." Such findings

must have led the British Administration into the confident belief, and in line with
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Rattray's conclusions, that the so-called 'acephalous' groups of people, such as the

Konkomba, could be lumped up with the centralized states of Dagbon, Mamprugu

and Gonja to form Native Authorities. The Konkomba stated categorically that the

Monkpimba dialect does not in any way depict similarities with Dagbanle:

The two are mutually unintelligible. 'Phey never can understand each other's language."

Blair may have had a little smattering of Dagbanle, but he virtually had no

knowledge, neither could he speak nor understand Likpakpal. The investigations

carried out may have given wrong impressions which led the British to make

arbitrary decisions in creating political structures which the Konkomba were not

made to feel free, but rather compelled, to join.

The tension that characterized Dagomba-Konkomba relations and the

sporadic fighting that occurred between the two groups of people could not be

described as the one shouldering the yoke of the other. The survey produced

misconceptions and fallacies about the Konkomba who have thus stated that

because of the wrong notion that tlley (Konkomba) were members of chiefless

societies, they were brought under one or the other of the societies with chiefs. The

Konkomba contend that this was done to make British rule in that area less

expensive and restrictive.27

There was paucity or outright neglect in research work on the Konkomba.

Perham has noted:

A tribe which is made to feel that its customs are ignored or despised by its white rulers

loses its self-respect and sinks into apathy and bitterness."

The Konkomba must have felt their customs misrepresented, ignored and

despised, hence their apathy and bitterness was not only towards their 'overlords'

the centralized states, but their righteous indignation extended to the Whiteman

with whom the former was closely linked.

It was not until after the Second World War that the colonial government of

the Gold Coast expressed more interest in research among the non-centralized

people, such as the Lobi on the western border of northern Ghana and the

Konkomba in the east. The colonial government preferred to have a study

conducted on the eastern side. David Tait had already been attracted by the

Konkomba. He had thought of doing fieldwork among them, some of whom lived
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under the jurisdiction of the Dagomba. Tait had heard of the possibility that Jack

Goody might be asked to go to the Konkomba. He (Tait) suggested that he would

alter his timetable and first turn his attention to them (Konkomba). This

arrangement was thoroughly agreeable not only to the colonial administration, but

to Jack Goody as well. It was in this connection that Tait pre-occupied himself

with a study of the Konkomba. He produced numerous works on different aspects

of the Konkomba.i" and in all these, he portrayed and classified them among

"Tribes Without Rulers"

,-

Tait approached the study of the Konkomba with a prejudiced and

stereotyped mind that they were among the "without chiefs" groups of African

societies beloved of study by European anthropologists. His persistent reference to

Konkomba traditional authorities as Onekpel (elder) and Otindan (Earth Priest)

bear eloquent witness to the fact that he thought he had stumbled into an African

people without chiefs or rulers. For instance, he considered the Konkomba

political system as one of relations between clans which are localized unilineal

structures with political functions', and he thus reduced their political system to a

discussion of their lineage system.i"

However, the Konkomba word Ubor (chief) stands Tait on his head for

featuring them as a group of people without rulers. Ironically, he admits that the

Konkomba word Uumbwar can only be translated as "God", and pivotal to their

traditional politico-religious life. Yet, Tait left a deep impression that the

Konkomba had no chiefs.31 This has been one of the bones of contention between

the centralized states of Dagbon, Mamprugu, Nanun, and Gonja. The latter have

often cited Tait as their authority for their claim that the Konkomba are a chiefless

group of people, which is diametrically opposed to the Konkomba traditional

political system.

Another approach which was adopted in the introduction of the policy of

indirect rule in northern Ghana was the organisation of a Series of Conferences.

They were held for the purpose of codification of the traditional constitutions, rules

of succession of some groups of people, and their relations with other ethnic

communities. It was considered very essentialr" However, such codification would
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suggest that the various societies that existed in northern Ghana were static and

with a fixed system of government that never altered.

The first in the series was the Gonja Conferences held at Yapei from 1ih to

21st May, 1930.33 The Nawuri claim that they were either coerced or deceived into

attending the Conference. In the first instance of coercion, it was under the

authority of the D. C. at Salaga or land the CCNT. Secondly, they were told or

deceived that the Conference was for all landowners and chiefs in the North. For

other non-Gonja groups, such as the Konkomba Basare and Kotokoli, the presence

of the Kpembewura signified their representation.i" The idea that some groups of

people, such s the Nawuri, were either coerced or deceived and that other groups of

people, such as the Konkomba, were represented only by the presence of the

Kpembewura, only stressed the subordinate status of these groups, a rather

conservative stance and contrary to the democratic principle of consent and

representation.

The Conference on Dagbon took place between 21 st and 28th November,

1930.35 What was noticeable was that some groups of people, such as the

Konkomba, were not invited to the Dagomba Conference. But one and the same N.

A. was initially envisaged not only for the Dagomba, but other groups of people

such as the Konkomba, Chakosi, Basare and Kotokoli. It was, however, explained

that the presence of the Ya Na symbolized the attendance of these other groups of

people." But the irony was that in his opening address, the Chief Commissioner

made capital out of the principle of consent which he considered to be the hall mark

of good governance. He said the British as a people cherish this very much which

was beyond description.V but this was denied the Konkomba and other minority

ethnic communities. It was at the Conference that the colonial administration made

plans to establish a Dagomba Native Authority and to adjust district boundaries so

that they would coincide with those of native states.

At the Gonja and Dagomba Conferences, attempts were made to codify in

writing, the traditional constitutional forms and procedures of the two kingdoms,

and to obtain a local consensus of the nature of the chiefly hierarchy, which, with

indirect rule, would provide the link between the commoner masses on the one
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hand, and the administration represented by the Provincial and District

Commissioners on the other.38 Thus the subjugation of the commoner masses, such

as the Konkomba, Nawuri, Nchumuru, Chakosi, Vagala and Bassare had come full

circle at the end of these Conferences, for, these other ethnic communities were to

be hooked on to N. As to be formed under the auspices of the Gonja and Dagomba

groups. Yet these other groups of people were forced or deceived to attend as the

Nawuri claim, or they did not take part in the deliberations at those meetings during

which the creation of the N. As were discussed.

Similar important Conferences were held for the Kusasi (March, 1931)

Mamprugu (December, 1932), Mamprugu again (July, 1933) and Wa (July,

1933).39 Through the process of codification of traditional and constitutional forms,

the hierarchical arrangement of chiefs was achieved.

All the same, the Conferences have not been reported in any good light. In

some cases they resulted in a consolidation of what had been vague relationships

between chiefs and certain ethnic groups, thereby establishing hierarchies and

inferiority complex." In similar incorporated relationships in Somalia, Sudan,

Kenya, Ethiopia and Eriteria, Markakis points out that they were highly volatile.41

It may be argued that the Conferences revived the old antagonisms and tensions

between the centralized Dagomba and Gonja groups on the one hand, and the so-

called 'acephalous' groups of people that included the Konkomba, on the other

hand.

But a contrasting note in the northern Ghana scenario could be observed.

The long cherished British dream of creating a giant state in the North-West under

the Paramount Chief of Wa was not realized notwithstanding a similar conference

in 1933. The Wa Na's Paramountcy over the other chiefs had been rejected by the

chiefs of the Lawra and Tumu areas. These divisions had a rooted objection to

being put under Wa.42 Thus, the Dagaaba of Lawra and the Sissala of Tumu areas

could not be consolidated under the Wa Na.

There was no gainsaying that those relations between the Dagomba and the

Konkomba, for instance, had long been hostile. The British accepted the position

that the Na of Yendi would have no influence over the Konkomba in the absence of
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the colonial administration.f The situation resembled that of the Emirs' position in

Northern Nigeria during the period of indirect rule.44

The bond between Dagomba and Konkomba was at best tenuous. The

latter's consolidation under the Ya Na most likely evoked resentful shadows of the

past, and they might only have proffered barren allegiance. The bond could snap

under the pressure of isolated skirmishes, local antagonism, rivalries and mutual

recriminations. Under such a restive mood, the storm of inter-ethnic conflict,

gathered in the period of indirect rule, when it came to be established in northern

Ghana.

I
While Conferences consolidated paramountcies to their former power,

status and jurisdiction in northern Ghana, the contrary was the case in French

Africa, and for that matter in northern Togo where some Konkomba lived under

French colonial rule. There, it could be clearly seen that few chiefs presided over

areas analogous to their pre-European entities. The intention of the French had

been not only to balkanize African chiefdoms thereby breaking the power of the

chiefs, the imposition of the kind of uniformity throughout West Africa was in

vogue. It seemed cutting all chiefdoms to the same size was the French ultimate

goal."

Crowder says the chiefs in French West Africa soon bore little resemblance

to those who had been conquered at the end of the nineteenth century." even

though it was believed that the French had acquired territories in West Africa more

difficult to govern than those of the British.47 It was on account ofthis that sizeable

chiefdoms, such as that of the Kotokoli in northern Togo, were reduced to the point

of oblivion. What this meant was that the French did not embark on policies which

consolidated the powerful pre-colonial chiefdoms. No chiefdom expanded to

subsume other groups of people thereby creating room for any inter-ethnic friction.

The French must have found it expedient to use agencies and processes other than

those centered on chiefs to institutionalize their style of rule which differed

markedly from that of the British.
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3.3 EFFECTS OF INDIRECT RULE ON THE KONKOMBA
The administrative and formal framework for the system of indirect rule

was provided by the Native Authority (Northern Territories) Ordinance of 1932.

Under section 3 of the Ordinance, a N. A. was interpreted to mean a chief or other

groups of natives appointed as such. The Chief Commissioner could by order

made with the approval of the Governor, assign to that area any name and

description he might think fit and appoint any chief or other native or any group of

natives to be the N. A. for any area for the purpose of the Ordinance.48 On 30th

January, 1932, as a first step, a draft Native Authority Ordinance came into effect.

In the case of Dagbon, this was specifically followed by Orders constituting

a Dagomba Native Authority (the Ya Na and his Council) Subsequently, Order No

2 of 1933 constituted the Dagomba kingdom as a Native Authority.Y

For Gonja, Order No.2 of 1933 Native Authority Ordinance appointed the

Yagbunwura and his Council as a Native Authority. It was for the lands subject to

the Northern Territories and within the Northern Section of Togoland under British

Mandate.50

For Mamprugu, Order No.2 1933 Native Authority Ordinance appointed the Nayiri

and his Council as a Native Authority. It was for the land subject to the Nayiri

situated within the Northern Territories and within the Northern Section of

Togoland under British Mandate."

Despite the fact that the Ordinance provided the necessary conditions to

enable the Chief Commissioner to create a separate N. A. for such groups of people

as the Konkomba, or put them together with other so-called 'minority' ethnic

groups to form one N. A, the British Administration preferred to put them directly

under one or the other of the centralized states. The bulk of the Konkomba came

under the N. A. of the Ya Na, while those in Gonja, as settler food farmers, were

obviously under the N. A. of the Yagbunwura, together with other non-Gonja

groups, such as the Nawuri, Nchumuru, Basare, Kotokoli and Vagala. It was a

similar situation in Mamprugu where the Bimoba, Konkomba (Komba) and

Tampolensi were put under the N, A of the Nayiri.
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The British Administration believed that some chieftaincies, such as

Dagbon, Mamprugu and Gonja, best suited their purpose of indirect rule. British

officials therefore strengthened the protection of these chiefs and entrusted them

with new powers as the Presidents of their N. A.

It was an offence to conspire against a Native Authority. A person was liable on

conviction before a Commissioner to a fine not exceeding two thousand shillings or

to imprisonment not exceeding one year or both. Both penalties were also

applicable if a person conspired against or in any manner attempted to undermine

the lawful power and authority of any chief or N. A. No proceedings could be taken

for an offence against this section without the consent of the Governor; the Chief

Commissioner with the approval of the Governor might make rules for the better

implementation of the Ordinance. 52

There was no exactitude as to what constituted a conspiracy against a N. A.

It was likely for people to be convicted on mere gossip. The fine imposed was

rather excessive and beyond the means of poor rural-folks that inhabited the area.

As the Chief Commissioner made rules and at the same time carried those rules

into effect, this entailed an import of arbitrariness on the part of the British colonial

regime. Also, the chiefs now combined their traditional authority with that of the

powers bestowed on them by the N. A. system. This undoubtedly bolstered the

position and powers of those chiefs who were constituted into N. As, and to whom

the Konkomba were now again subjected. The support given to these chiefs by the

British colonial government minimized the prospect of rebellion by the subjected

minority ethnic communities that included the Konkomba. If these chiefs had been

ignored and unrecognized they would have constituted a threat and a danger to the

British. The British were assured of a government more likely to be accepted and

effective. The rule through traditional rulers was seen to permit the continued

enforcement along traditional lines of the customary laws of the various ethnic

groups. Under the Dagomba N. A., for instance, there was the hierarchy of chiefs

up to the Ya Na and to which the Konkomba were subjected. There also existed

the Dagomba appointed chiefs who lived among the Konkomba and played

leadership roles. Alongside these were the Konkomba traditional authorities to
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whom they (the Konkomba) were expected to pay allegiance. In the background

were the British officers, eager to foster and implement indirect rule. All these

engendered a conflict of loyalty, for, too much government in the midst of people

can create friction.

With the advent of indirect rule, those ethnic communities considered as

'acephalous' minorities, such as the Konkomba, began to experience a new

dimension of secular power. An authority structure was evolved which created and

nurtured new issues of conflict between local power blocks and ethnic groups

whose relations have long been troublesome. With the introduction of British

political structures and institutions, as Apter put it:

New forms of activities, new working explanations of the environment, new structures of

social and political activity, all helped to change and fragment the pattern of Gold Coast

life.53

It may be argued that the British colonial regime III northern Ghana

inexorably disturbed indigenous social and political formations. This is what

Bagah refers to as institutional disarticulation during the British colonial era, "a

situation of perversions or lack of complementarity and reciprocity among parts of

the same system'v'" He emphasized that the British sought to kill two birds with

one stone:

On the one hand, British colonialists wanted to make traditional authority compatible with

their own interests in the area by integrating them into the administrative machinery. On

the other hand, they (British) desired to achieve this by cloaking these locally bred

administrative personnel in the garb of traditional legitimacy. 55

Indeed the structures helped to change and transform systematically the

basis of power, legitimacy, authority, influence, obedience and solidarity. Thus,

relations between ethnic groups in the past, such as between Dagomba and

Konkomba, which had hinged on (Konkomba) non-participation in the use of

(Dagomba) power was now almost at a dead-end where power and participation

had become increasingly sore enemies.

Therefore, the creation of the N. As. in northern Ghana opened a new

chapter of ethnic ferment. A prime example came from the Nawuri who

complained that they had been arbitrarily placed under the Gonja N. A.56 This was
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in reference to the transfer of the Alfai area, administered as part of the Krachi

District since the German regime, to the Gonja N. A in 1932. In that connection,

they stated that their relations with the Gonja deteriorated after the inception of the

N. A system, and that they lost their status and were no longer consulted as in

former times. 57Another focal point of conflict emanating from the creation of the

N. A. system was that between the Nchumuru and the Gonja.58

The sour relations that existed between the Konkomba and the Dagombas

became evident. This long-standing tension between them never diminished. It led

to large-scale increasing antagonism, resentment and disaffection. Adam Bukari

felt strongly that: "The British should have given us our own Native Authority.

They should not have humped us together with the Dagomba. This affected us

greatly.,,59 This could only have happened if it were to be backed by British support

since the Ya Na's rule over the Konkomba would have been infringed upon.

It would appear that if it were N. As. that were to be constituted, the British

actually preferred the centralized societies to the non-centralized. This is because

out of the Dagomba N. A, the British established or created the Nanumba N. A

The British had wrongly thought that Nanun with a population of about 8000 by

then was at one time subject to the suzerainty of the Ya Na.60 Fuller enquiries

disclosed that this was inaccurate. It was established that the relations between the

Ya Na and Bimbilla Na were merely that which subsisted between an elder and a

younger brother. It was realized that this seniority even if it were regarded as so,

was recognized by the obligation on the part of the Nanumba to consult the Ya Na

before the election of a successor to the skin of Bimbilla. The Bimbilla Na's N. A.

was established in 1934.61 This could be considered as British favouritism of the

Mamprusi, Dagomba and Nanumba groups, as it discriminated against and denied

the minority groups of people, that included the Konkomba, any autonomous

existence and development since no N. A. was created for them.

By 1934, not only N. As. but subordinate N.As had been established(Table

1). While in Dagbon, there were 13 of them that constituted the various divisional

Chiefs and their elders, in Gonja 7 Chiefs and their councils were established as

subordinate N. As. For instance, Order No 13 of 1933apointed the Kpembewura
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and his Council as a subordinates N. A. The N. As. and their subordinate N. As.

were those that had been designated native or traditional states. They survived with

minor alterations into the post-independence era. Conflicts and strains in

community relations which have their origin in the creation of these authorities

have persisted and generated bitterness between opposing factions and constitute

one of the basic administrative and political problems in northern Ghana.

The Konkomba were not even considered for the creation of a subordinate

N. A when nothing prevented the British Administration from doing so. They

could be seen living apart and away from the Dagomba, in rural and village

communities, but under the Ya Na's subordinate N. A. But as Crocker has pointed

out:

All that is good in native rule and economics and culture is from and in the villages. The

most, probably, that can be made of Indirect Rule will be to develop African self-

government in local areas ... and to do that means concentrating more and more on the

Villages.f

In practicing indirect rule elsewhere, such as in the Indian Venture, the

British had omitted to create Village Councils as part of the system.
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TABLE 1

NATIVE AUTHORITIES AND SUBORDINATE NATIVE AUTHORITIES THAT
WERE

ESTABLISHED IN NORTHERN GHANA

I'

District Native Authority Area Native Authority Subordinate Native
Authority

Mamprusi Mamprusi The Na of Mamprusi The Fra-fra of 5 Chiefs
and Councils and their Councils

Kassena-Nankana 10 Chiefs and Councils The 10 Chiefs acting
acting jointly individually

Bulsa Sandernnab and his 12 Chiefs and their
Council Councils

Wa Wala The Wa Na and his 13 Chiefs and their
Council Councils

Lawra The President and 4 Chiefs and their
Chiefs of the Lawra Councils
Confederacy

Tumu The Tumukoro and 5 Chiefs and their
Chiefs of the Tumu Councils
Confederacy

Dagomba Dagomba The Ya Na of 13 Chiefs and their
Dagomba and his Council
Council

Nanumba The Birnbilla Na and 3 Chiefs and their
his Council Councils

Gonja Gonja The Yagbunwura of 7 Chiefs and their
Gonja and his Council Councils

Brong Confederacy The Sarikin Zongo 2 Chiefs and their
Parang and the Councils
Yejihene and their
Council

Mo Confederacy of7 -
Chiefs

Krachi Krachi The Krachiwura and -
his Council
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This was the error Crocker bemoaned that it was being repeated in

Nigeria." and for that matter also in northern Ghana. In his own experience of

indirect administration, Cameron stresses the education of the colonial

administrative officers.64

I

The creation of the N. As. in northern Ghana soon came in for praise. They

were seen as having begun to bear fruit. In the case of Dagbon, what was more

satisfactory was that no friction of any sort had arisen between the Ya Na and any

of his subordinate chiefs. There was equally no problem among his subordinate

chiefs.65 Furthermore, the degree of success in the construction and education of the

N. As. was measured by events in Dagbon. It was stated, for instance, that the year

1935 had shown a steady, if not spectacular advance in the education of chiefs by

the administration. In the same vein, it was pointed out that the outstanding event

was the annual conference in which for the first time the subordinate chiefs took the

keenest possible interest. The introduction of N. A. system was seen as

advancement on its own, and ahead of the development of a system of local

government in Southern Ghana.66 As it has been noted,
Only in Native Administration, residing largely in a hierarchy of vested interests jealously

guarded by Chiefs and Elders, was the African provided with an approach to political

expression. Even where an enlightened Native Administration admitted some fresh

entrants into the field of the State Council it was conceded as a great privilege and not

conferred as an elementary right."

These remarks could only exemplify the case of Chinua Achebe's lizard

that fell from the iroko tree. The reptile was proud to say it would praise itself if no

one did. The British colonialists were merely singing a hymn in praise of

themselves as they saw indirect rule in practice to be efficient and effective and

which was their own handiwork. This could only be from their own perception.

For, the extent to which British Officers educated the N. As in their duties as rulers

of their own people in accordance with civilized standards was rather questionable.

Were the N. As educated to acknowledge that oppression of the commoner masses

was not sound policy? Was the system not to the eventual benefit of the African

rulers? How did the minority ethnic communities, such as the Konkomba, react to

the rule of the N. As?
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The answers to these questions lie in the following argument. The new

administrative structure of local government stood to benefit the rulers of some

groups of people such as the Dagomba, Mamprusi, Gonja and Nanumba after

whom the N. As were named and created. They constituted the Hobbesian

Leviathan who possessed overwhelming power and all that this entailed. They

wielded power, authority and above all influence. Since they were powerful, the

social institutions were under their control and they could enforce their will

regardless of what all others wanted in all spheres of human endeavour. But this

also entailed tensions and conflict in the changed situation for some ethnic groups,

such as the Konkomba, who scarcely had access to these newly created structures.

Cameron has written that it was the policy of the colonial government in

implementing indirect or native administration to do so through the traditional

institutions of the indigenous people. By that, he meant the authority which

according to custom and usage regulated each unit of indigenous society, 68 before

the advent of the British. The traditional political structures and institutions of the

people in whose names the N. As were created were not the same as those the

'minority' groups had evolved for themselves, so that they could develop from their

own past guided and restrained by the traditions and sanctions they had inherited.

Apart from the differences in access to power, the two groups of people

(centralized and un-centralized) did not share the same values. There was no

agreement on the goals of the new society that came into existence, let alone the

means by which these goals might be achieved. The changed situation could only

be viewed as conflict-prone.

A report about the Konkomba in 1935 indicated that there was really little

trouble with them. This was considered as an excellent tribute to the tact and

efficiency of the police as well as proof that, the introduction of indirect rule was

not stirring up the trouble which was prophesized by the opponents of the systern.l"

However, the situation was not borne out by the facts.

This was because a revolutionary development was reported in Nanun. The

complaint there was that settlers belonging to other ethnic communities, who were

in the main Konkomba, continued to follow and pay allegiance to their own
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chiefs. 70 Steady movements of ethnic groups out of their homelands to

neighbouring and distant chiefdoms had strained relations between chiefs and the

migrant commoners; moreover this new N. A. system of dependence reduced the

common areas of shared experience and knowledge, increased social distance

between chiefs and their 'subjects', and thus created a social structure of

uncertainty and indeterminacy. Consequently armed clashes continued to occur

between the Konkomba and particularly the Dagomba in the period of indirect rule

as they had happened during the era of direct rule.

As the N. A. system took root throughout northern Ghana, another

development aided the British policy of relying on the chiefs as agents of the

administration. The British evolved a territorial body based on the N. As. The first

step in this direction was the convening of a Conference of Chiefs in northern

Ghana. W. J. A, Jones, the Chief Commissioner, foresaw the possibility of such an

informal gathering developing into a wider regional council. The Conference was

duly held in December, 1938. It brought together Paramount and Divisional Chiefs

in the North. This was the first time such a meeting had been held and many of the

chiefs met face to face. Many taboos and old quarrels had to be forgotten to allow

such a meeting to be held."

Although it was more of a festive occasion than a serious meeting, with

sports, military demonstration and visits to government departments taking up most

of the time, it helped to establish social contact among the chiefs, and to break

down what was considered as "the narrow inter-tribal parochial spirit,,,n which had

been so marked a feature in the political development of northern Ghana. What

about those ethnic communities such as the Konkomba, who were considered as

'without chiefs' and, who therefore, were not invited?

It might be that their absence made them to still harbour in their minds their

old quarrels with other ethnic groups, particularly the pre-colonial kingdoms. They

could also still harbour their narrow ethnic parochialism. The traditional

authorities of these ethnic communities that were conspicuously absent were denied

the exposure to government departments, sports activities and military drill. They

could not get at the benefits of the interaction of many minds which is much more
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illuminating than the intuition of one person or a few-people. The activities of the

territorial body were stalled by the advent of the Second World War.

In 1945, a Durbar of Chiefs was held in northern Ghana. It was observed

that the chiefs were showing a great interest in the N. A. system, and that its

machinery was alleged to be running smoothly. 73The argument is that those groups

of people, such as the Konkomba, who were not a party to this political

development, were viewed, perhaps, as a marginal group. The Konkomba,

therefore, strove desperately to keep a low profile since it was clear that the annual

meeting of northern chiefs was an ethnically defined political structure that came

into being at the regional or territorial level under circumstances beyond their

control. However, the Konkomba had occasion to demonstrate that they could not

be continuously marginalized at the local level as epitomized by the Demon revolt.

Mayor events by this time paved the way forward for the establishment of a

Northern Territories Territorial Council in December, 1946. The NTTC comprised

the Presidents of the various N. As or their representatives, the President of the

Kusasi subordinate N. A or his representative, and an additional Dagomba N. A

member to represent Western Dagbon. The Council's first meeting, held in Tamale

on 16th -1ih December, 1946, was very much a ceremonial affair and in no way

foreshadowed the major role which it was to play in the long run in the political

development in northern Ghana. The chiefs felt very appreciative and full of praise

for the positive impacts of the British colonial regime. Some of these included the

construction of roads, health facilities, education and security. From this humble

beginning the NTTC came to playa major role in the socio-economic development

of the North.74

The NTTC was initially a 'chiefs' council. Its establishment was in line

with the long-held British's view that political power in the West African

territories, if it was to devolve at all, should do so to the 'natural rulers of the

people', the chiefs. Through the NTTC, the chiefs were to be trained for a dual

purpose: to advance beyond local affairs to consider matters that affected the

welfare of everybody and to play a role III national affairs.75 The NTTC was
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therefore expected to serve a local, regional and national purpose from the northern

perspective.

The second session of the NTTC met in 1947. In the ensuing year the riots

of February, shook Accra, some parts of the Colony and Ashanti. Even though it

took the Gold Coast colonial government by surprise," the North hardly stirred."

The Watson Commission which investigated the causes of the disturbances

submitted a report to the British colonial government in the Gold Coast in June,

1948. The Commission indicated that chieftaincy in the Gold Coast was doomed:
A failure of the government to realize that, with the spread of liberal ideas, increasing

literacy and a closer contact with political developments in other parts of the world, the star

of rule through chiefs was on the wane."

In other words, the chiefs no longer had a place in society. The Commission

contained members of the educated elite which had constantly attacked indirect rule

for giving too much power to the chiefs.79

How far was this true? And if it was the case that chiefs were no longer

relevant, then the political ground would have been leveled for all ethnic groups,

especially for those considered to be "without chiefs", such as the Konkomba. The

Government could not accept in totality some aspects of the Watson Commission's

Report. It agreed to further constitutional reform and set up a forty-member all

African body, the Coussey Committee, for such a purpose. In so far as the

institution of chieftaincy was concerned the Coussey Committee held a view

diametrically at variance to that of the Watson Report. The view of the

Englishman, Watson was rejected. They concluded:

Contrary to the view expressed in the Watson Report, we believe that there is still a place

for the Chief in a new constitutional set up. Certain aspects of chieftaincy may well

undergo changes consistent with modem development, but the central core of the

institution remains. Indeed, it is upon the ability of the chiefs to adapt themselves to

rapidly changing situations that their future will depend. We are convinced that they have

this ability ... The whole institution of chieftaincy is so closely bound up with the life of

our communities that its disappearance would spell disaster. Chiefs ana what they

symbolize in our society are too vital that the subject of their future must be approached

with great caution."
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r Even the composition of the said Committee was evidence that it was a far

cry for chiefs to be rendered irrelevant in Gold Coast society. Among the members

of that Committee were eight important chiefs. The rest were members of royal

families, relatives of chiefs or their spokesmen. Out of the five representatives

from the North, three were chiefs. The inclusion of these representatives on the

Coussey Committee marked the beginning of the end of the policy of isolationism

as people of northern extraction, for the first time, partook in discussions for

drafting a new constitution for the Gold Coast. The NTTC settled on two chiefs,

Yakubu Tali (Tali Na) and 1. A. Karbo (Lawra Na). While the Chief

Commissioner then nominated another chief, 1. A. Braimah (Kabachewura), the

other two representatives were 1. A. A. Salaam and N. Yenli.81 Thus the role of

chiefs was amply demonstrated in the northern membership.

The Coussey Committee was constituted in December, 1948 and sat for

nine months. During its deliberations, members from northern Ghana were in no

mood for self-government. They rather sought to wrest some concessions from the

colonial government. Their demand for concessions revealed:

The general conservative attitude of the Northerners in the Committee", especially in

matters relating to chieftaincy and that "they were more interested in the provisions

concerning local and regional government than national issues and structures of

govemment.V

The Coussey Committee recommended that the N. As be replaced by

elected representative local councils, while state councils would continue to deal

with traditional or customary matters. The new Local Councils would be more

democratic than the N. As. They would still, however, have links with the

traditional or state councils. One third of the members would be appointees of the

traditional councils, while up to two thirds would be elected. 1. A. Braimah

intimated that this particular formula would enable the traditional elements in the

North to retain their position and pre-eminence in local affairs. To him, this was a

concession granted to Northerners.83 But the demand that a third of the members be

appointed by the traditional councils should not be interpreted to mean any

parochialism on the part of the members from the North. With their background,
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they were in no mood to compromise tradition and the institution of chieftaincy

which they so much cherished.

With regard to the national legislature, most of the Committees

recommendations were incorporated in the Constitution of 1951, one exception

being the case for bicameralism. The Coussey Committee debated a bicameral

legislature. In support of it, the argument was that it would enable paramount

chiefs who would not be disposed to stand for ordinary election, to make a valuable

contribution to the government of the country in a place befitting their rank, dignity

and position. Arguments against it were: the probability of friction between

paramount chiefs and people if the former were confined to a second chamber, the

consequent stagnation in the immediate affairs of more states than under a

unicameral system which would be affected by the absence of their chiefs, and that

the interaction of thought between elected members and "Elders" in a unicameral

chamber would not only be beneficial but would be in consonance with the

accepted traditions of the country. It was again proposed that in such a legislature

one third of the seats or as nearly as may be arithmetically possible should be filled

by members who may be chiefs or non-chiefs.84 The important issue to note is that,

in whatever direction the argument went, the Committee regarded chiefs and the

institution of chieftaincy to be of utmost relevance in Gold Coast society. The

Committee recommended that all the nineteen members from the North should be

elected by an electoral college based on the NTTC and the N. As. There was to be

no direct elections in the whole North.

This recommendation was said to have been based on administrative

convenience to avoid delay on the day of elections because a large proportion of

Northerners were illiterate. The decision proved acceptable to the colonial

administration in the North and was also embraced by the chiefs and their

spokesmen in the NTTC. They felt that the North was ill prepared for direct

elections and that through an Electoral College; the best men could be cho~en. 85

The best men envisaged in this direction were no different people other than

the chiefs and their spokesmen in northern Ghana. The NTTC equally sought

support for indirect election, with particular preference for chiefs. There was a

_I'
I
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clarion call on the people to rally behind the chiefs in their march into national

politics.

With the advent of partisan politics on to the political landscape of the

country, the North, at the time of the Coussey Committee stood polarized between

the two major political parties, namely, the United Gold Coast Convention and the

Convention People' Party. The Tamale Committee of the C. P. P. called for

elections in the North on the same basis as would obtain in the rest of the country.

J. B. Danquah of U. G. C. C. fame presented a minority rider labeled as I'The

Franchise in the North". He argued that the Coussey Committee's recommendation

for the whole country should equally be applied to northern Ghana.86

All the storm of protest against indirect election for the North to the

Legislative Assembly proved unavailing. Perhaps, the focus was that the chiefs of

that area should be accorded their rightful place as the country moved forward in

this constitutional development. Direct election could shift the balance of power

from them. In the midst of all these, the Coussey Committee declared firmly in

support of chieftaincy. 87

The Coussey Committee's declaration amounted to the dictum of imperial

Rome, "Romano Locuta Causa Finita" (Rome has spoken and it is finished). The

chiefs and their spokesmen had made their solemn declaration that chieftaincy

should remain in the society like the proverbial rock of Gilbraltar. It also meant

that it would not be easy for those societies, considered as acephalous minorities

and "without chiefs", such as the Konkomba, to score any political points in a

society dominated by the institution of chieftaincy.

Under the circumstances, the Konkomba could be pushed to the wall, and

compelled to resort to direct action as a legitimate means of redressing their

grievances. Actually, the Konkomba had already begun an agitation aimed at

managing their own affairs, and would not pay taxes to the Ya Na. They desired to

be ruled by their own chiefs. It was observed at the Fifth Session of the NTTC that

the Konkomba were increasingly becoming obdurate and that they constantly made

murderous trouble over matters which could easily be settled by the exercise of

tolerance. The attention of the NTTC was drawn to the fact that the Konkomba
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were recalcitrant and unco-operative. On this particular occasion, the Konkomba

would not relent. They said even if they would pay anything at all, it would be to a

man sent by the Whiteman and not to the messenger of a Blackman.88 It was clear

that they demanded to deal directly with British Officers in their own way.

However, the Ya Na wanted to know from the NTTC whether he had the

right to punish or make the Konkomba respect and obey him. He was afraid to take

any action against them because of the government, and was desirous to know what

the government was prepared to suggest in order to make the Konkomba to obey

him and pay up the taxes and fees accordingly. It was feared that their example

might spread to other areas where the Ya Na was respected/" It was clear that by

their agitation the Konkomba wanted to rule themselves, which implied the

overthrow of Dagomba suzerainty.

In northern Ghana, the British colonial government intended to bring up the

chiefs into the focus of national politics. The following observation was made:

We have found an intense suspicion that the chiefs are being used by the Government as an

instrument for the delay if not the suppressing of the political aspirations of the people ...

The view is advanced that so long as the Chief accepts and supports the Government policy

he will receive Government support however much he has become the object of dislike to

his people. That there is no evidence to support this view is beside the point. The

suspicion exists."

However, the days of the chiefs were numbered. With the introduction of

partisan politics, with its rough and tumble, and the rapidity with which events

were developing, particularly after 1948, it was clear that it would not be possible

for chiefs from the North who were mostly not formally educated to be active

participants in national politics.

The British colonial regime in northern Ghana turned to those whom they

felt would both have the support of the chiefs, for the sake of continuity, and at the

same time, have the ability to articulate their own views in a much more

sophisticated political environment that dealt with legislation, constitutions,

elections, and political parties.

Such a group could only be the educated elite, most of whom were from the

royal families or linked to them and the members of the Council of Elders. A trend
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had been observed that the chiefs saw to it that the new leaders were their sons,

close relatives and spokesmen who were neither completely unknown to them nor

hostile to their interests." The situation was dictated by the colonial educational

system which catered for chiefly families.

Ladouceur's interaction with top politicians of that period attest to this.92 A person

had not only to be formally educated; he had to be the son of a chief or closely

related to one. For instance, an educated Konkomba such as Namuel, or, Friko, an

educated Nawuri, stood no chance of being elected to the Legislative Assembly.

They were neither son's nor related to chiefs and therefore remained "unqualified"

to be considered to join in the deliberations of the country at the national level.

This was a condition blamable on the British colonial educational policy in

northern Ghana.93

The trend started to be observable in 1950. The Gold Coast Legislative

Council had accepted the recommendation of the Ewart Committee for the

inclusion of three special or extra-ordinary representatives from the Northern

Territories during the debate on constitutional reform. The representatives sent by

the NTTC were J. A. Braimah, S. D. Dombo and Yakubu Tali. They were not only

formally educated, they were all chiefs. The chiefs who in the past were reluctant

to send their children to school then realized that education was an asset to their

families and not a liability."

Apart from this development, there was also the indirect election to the

Gold Coast Legislative Assembly in 1951. There were 120 electors in the Northern

Territories Electoral College. Sixteen members came from the NTTC, while 104

were chosen on population basis by District Councils. There were 34 candidates

for the 19 seats. There was a policy of isolationism bestowed on Northern Ghana

by the British.95

Some chiefs were elected. Those elected included the Wa Na, J. A.

Braimah (Kabachewura), Yakubu Tali (Tali Na), J. A. Alhasani (closely related to

Ya Na, particularly the Andani family or gate) and Mumuni Bawumia(Clerk to the

Nayiri's N. A.). Those who were elected had to be: "A person of some standing in
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his own locality, perhaps a chief in his own right, and usually a close adviser of the

paramount chief of his state".96

Indeed, out of the 19 Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) 8 were

chiefs. About 6 of the remainder were sons of chiefs or other relatives of chiefs;

the reason as explained by Der,97 and Bening" bordered on the British colonial

policy of education in the North.

By 1950, only a few people in northern Ghana were sufficiently formally

educated in comparison to those in the south so as to understand the electoral

process. It was equally true that the elective principle and process had a longer

history in Southern Ghana than in the North. But this was confined to the principal

towns of Accra, Cape Coast, and Sekondi- Takoradi and later in Kumasi. It could

not be ascertained that all the rural communities in the Colony, Ashanti and

Southern Togoland were more familiar with the electioneering process than the

inhabitants of the whole of the Northern Territories. This was the very first time

the elective principle was going to be introduced into the political culture of Ghana

nation-wide. There was nothing hereditary about the elective principle, it was

going to be learnt by the inhabitants of northern Ghana and most rural communities

in the South for the first time.

In so far as the North was concerned, the ground should have been made

level for all ethnic communities when it came to political recruitment into national

politics. This would have made the process meritocratic. The British

administration in northern Ghana backed the age-old political recruitment based on

the aristocratic rule of the ancient times which justified the principle that some

people are born to rule, by ensuring the election of chiefs, their sons, close relatives

and spokesmen which depicted aristocracy as a political system.i" Crowder has

pointed out that Africans did not take kindly to the way the British bolstered the

power of the chiefs as against other political forces in the era of indirect

administration. 100

This mode of electing chiefs, sons of chiefs, or their relatives and

grandsons, could be criticized as a somewhat narrow base of recruitment. It
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contributed to the generally conservative approach taken by most people of

northern extraction, in their role in national politics in the early 1950s.101

The process sought to, and did, deny political recruitment from those ethnic

groups that included the Konkomba, which were considered as people "without

chiefs" at the time the North was being integrated politically into the rest of the

country. For instance, the Konkomba had educated leaders such as Seth Yarni,

Namuel, and Sampson Mankrom who were contemporaries of S. D. Dombo, J. A.

Braimah, and Yakubu Tali, but were denied any chance of election.

As a result of the recommendations of the Coussey Committee that were

considered by the Legislative Council in 1949, and as the Protectorate was not yet

represented in the Gold Coast Legislature, the NTTC discussed the matter in

January, 1950. It called on the Chief Commissioner to appoint a committee with

himself as chairman to deliberate of the Coussey Committee Report on an

appropriate local government system. Here again, out of the six persons named,

five were chiefs. 102

The Committee consulted principally the Paramount Chiefs, their Elders

and Councillors in northern Ghana. The chiefs opted for a reliance on a traditional

form of government in which the authority of the chief was respected and his

person was inviolable, and that the rule of the chief is "patriarchal and is suited to a

people whose needs are simple and who have never felt an urge for the acquisition

of wealth, social prestige or political power".103

This statement was a gross exaggeration of the state of affairs. It read a

meaning into the needs of the people out of context to the changing times of the

late 1940s and the early 1950s. Agents and agencies of change, or changing forces

could never be ignored, even though this was slow. For example, the educational

system in the North had produced trained teachers, some educated people worked

with the N. A. system, some joined the political parties that had come up North,

while others formed youth associations. Even though the western educated class in

the North at the time was small as compared to southern Ghana, their impact was

not taken into consideration.
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The Committee recommended that District Councils be established by law.

However, the British administration modified the recommendations. Traditional

authorities nominated one-third of the members of the District Councils. The other

two-thirds were elected by all adult residents in the District. The Presidents of the

District and Local Councils were to be chiefs, without a vote, while the Chairman

was to be elected from the members of the Councils. A Council could invite the

President to act as Chairman. There was a conscious effort made to maintain the

status quo in traditionalism. 104

Traditional or State Councils were established. While in Dagbon, the Ya

Na's Council was composed of his Council of Elders, in Mamprugu, the State

Council comprised the Nayiri, his traditional courtiers, and some of his sub-

chiefs.105 There was an innovation in Gonja. Apart from the State Council which

had a traditional element, an Advisory Council was instituted. Of particular interest

was the case that a Konkomba man was elected to the Advisory Council.l'" But in

Dagbon, Mamprugu or Gonja, membership of the Traditional or State Councils was

dominated largely be the ethnic groups of the centralized states.

In Gonja, the Konkomba had no place in the traditionally structured

Council, except that one of them was elected into the Gonja Advisory Council.

The inference here is that they were expected to play an advisory role in matters

that bordered on their own affairs. It was perhaps a step forward since formerly

they had not played any such role.

Dagbon encompassed Kekpokpam where a majority of the Konkombas

lived. When the Dagbon State Council was created, the Chakosi were represented

by the Cherepone Fame, who is the traditional leader of all Chakosi in Ghana. In

that capacity, he naturally took care ofChakosi customs and protected their interest.

However, the Dagomba Divisional Chiefs, the Sunson Na and the Demon Na,

under whose jurisdiction the Konkomba lived were the ones recognized and put in

charge officially as the Konkomba representatives in the Dagbon State Council.l'"

The Konkomba had cause to petition:

The Konkomba area in this district is more thickly populated than the Chakosi area, but

then the Cheriponi Fame, with his less population represents their traditional and

customary rites in the Council. There are many traditions and customary rites of our
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people such as marriage, funerals and others, which are not known by the Dagomba

Headman. 109

/

The Konkomba preferred, and formally requested specifically, that the

Nambiri Na represent them in the Dagbon State Council. It was thought that he

could help solve the traditional and customary problems affecting the Konkomba in

the District since he was a Konkomba chief that was recognized as such by the

Dagomba. Even though the request was discussed several times in the Council, it

was never granted. 109

By 1951, at the time Ghana attained internal self-government status,

Mamprugu, Dagbon and Gonja formed the basic units of local government areas in

the present day Northern Region of Ghana. But the State Council that was created,

based on these areas, also contained other ethnic communities such as the Bimoba,

Konkomba, Nawuri, Nchumuru, Vagala, and Tampolense. These groups of people

had developed a high sense of community and local identity through such agencies

as western education and Christianity. They spoke mutually unintellinble

languages compared to the other 'dominant' groups of people under whose State

Councils they were lumped. For instance, Vagli is not intelligible with Ngbanyito.

If anything at all, the former is akin to Sisali and Mo. The Mo are, indeed, Sissala

who migrated from Jefisi to the Bamboi area and beyond. Yet the Vagla were

brought under the Gonja State Council, just as the Konkomba were kept under the

Dagomba State Council. There was the important need for bye-laws and other

forms of legislation to be communicated directly to the people in the language they

spoke and understood which was not the case.

There were fundamental differences also in customary law, norms practices

and usages among these ethnic communities who belonged to the same State

Council. For example, a Konkomba could marry many wives, and have children

with each of them. Upon his death his elder's son by the first wife could marry any

of his late father's wives and beget children, provided the woman was not his own

mother. 110 This practice is not customary to the Dagomba.

The establishment of State Councils in the Northern Region could be

described as having brought together uneasy bedfellows. The juxtaposition of
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/' 'minority' groups and domineering ones In effect limited the achievement of

political equality as regards the former. The population inequalities and the

maintenance of the integrity of the various other ethnic communities that

represented opposing ideals could not easily be reconciled. All these issues

provided a fertile ground for inter-ethnic conflict and armed confrontation in the

future, as Ghana prepared for independence.

The dawn of the 1950s saw a major political development in northern

Ghana. This included the development of differentiated and functionally specific

political structures that embraced political parties, legislatures, interest groups,

associations and specialized bureaucratic agencies. This change involved also

values and attitudes from the inscriptive and the particularistic which was geared

towards the scientific, secular, egalitarian and universalistic. Considered in

different dimensions, some scholars refer to the politics of developing countries as

political development. III

The NTTC epitomized the last vestige of British rule at the regional level.

It constituted a bridge between the State or Traditional Councils, the District

Councils and Central Government. The need arose in the early 1950s that the

NTTC be reformed. This started with the Native Authority (Northern Territories)

Amendment Ordinance of 21st November, 1950, which established the NTTC by

law. Further reforms were carried out to such an extent that by 1953 the NTC was

said to have been transformed from a Chiefs' Council into a forum whereby the

views of the educated northern elite were reflected. I 12 This august institution was

the genesis of a House of Chiefs, and whatever views it reflected, whether the

views of chiefs or that of the educated elite, the fact remains that there was no

representation in this political development, of 'minority' groups such as the

Konkomba. At least, one of their educated elites could have been nominated to

join the NTC at the regional level.

Indeed, parliamentary rule had begun in the emerging nation state of Ghana

through the establishment of territorial councils in the Colony, Ashanti and the

NTs. In Austin's view, it was merely a garnishing of the traditional political

system. In fact, he refers to it as tribal government based on chiefly power and
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hierarchy.l ':' But again in this national political structure, which for the first time

northern Ghana was integrated into, there was no Konkomba representation. And

this was equally the case at the local government level whereby in the State and

District Councils, they had no membership.

This development reduced the Konkomba to mere pawns in the political

game at all levels in the Northern Region. This could be attributed to the fact that

their traditional authorities or their form of chieftaincy had been over-shadowed in

the pre-European era. British administration had also not directly made use of their

traditional political system. It could be said that they were just treated as a mere

froth on the ocean that had little effect on the political waves in northern Ghana.

The Konkomba were driven into political alienation.

The Konkomba could also be considered as politically 'divorced'. Their

alienation was tantamount to political non-participation. I 14 Huntington has

observed a correlation between political participation and political development. In

both context, and in so far as the Konkomba and other minorities were concerned,

political development in northern Ghana was capable of deteriorating into a series

of crises, which entailed identity, legitimacy, penetration and integration.

Alienation far from taking a passive form may even result in considerable political

activity, and even culminating in violent action. I IS Meanwhile, as the Watson

Commission indicated "Native authority in its widest sense is diminishing", I 16 as

the country entered its decade of independence.

At the opening of the 1950s, Konkomba political alienation could be

described as widespread. They had no representation at any level in the political

system of the country. Their hostility to such a system knew no bounds and was

capable of violent eruption. The conclusion must be proof of the hypothesis that

Konkomba political alienation stemmed from the fact that their traditional political

system was side-stepped. They were unable to propel themselves into the various

emerging political structures at the local, regional and national levels. As the 1950s

began it could not be guaranteed that they could remain aloof and passive up to the

time of the independence of Ghana and in the aftermath.
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3.4 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIVE TRIBUNALS AND THE

KONKOMBA

I

As part of the preparations for the establishment of indirect rule, concern

was expressed as to how chiefly powers could strengthen the judicial process in

northern Ghana. It was proposed to re-establish their authority on lines which

would be in the interest of the people being governed primarily in accordance with

their own law and custom but under the control and guidance of their D. CS.117 The

African chief and his officials were to preside over the law court which as far as

possible applied African law.

The British Administration was apprehensive of Konkomba reaction to the

envisaged judicial system if, and when, indirect rule came to be introduced in the

area. Difficulties were expressed with the Konkomba in so far as divisional courts

were concerned. Notice was taken of the efforts in organizing the courts which had

been largely confined to increasing their prestige in order to ensure their pliability.

Doubt was expressed as to whether the Konkomba would comply given the

circumstances in Kekpokpam.i'"

It seemed clear that the Konkomba would resist to the death any form of

unfamiliar judicial system that would be imposed on them. Notwithstanding the

evidence before him, when it came to proposals for the establishment and

supervision of divisional courts, H. A. Blair a D. C. recommended:

The only solution of the difficulty has seemed to me to lie in the appointment of Dagomba

Elders to oversee groups of aboriginal villages, and to be answerable to the divisional chief.

It will be impossible for local elders to hide wrong doers, if this elder is on the spot, and

further, he himself is feared by the Konkombas, as a member of the conquering race.119

In the opinion of Blair, what seemed at first an evil would actually serve as

a stimulus to the Konkomba to produce a suitable central authority of their own.

Until they did so, appeals would go from the village elder to the supervising

Dagomba Elder who would not settle the case (unless by arbitration) but would

take the appeal to the divisional court. Blair conceded that there were evils in both

the old system and what he proposed, but he believed that by adapting the new

system, the lesser evil of the two would have been chosen. 120
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It was to the credit (or otherwise) of Blair that the British adapted a judicial

system by which the Konkomba were supervised and tried in Dagomba divisional

courts. Dagomba elders or chiefs also became arbitrators in Konkomba cases, as

was provided for in the Native Tribunals Ordinance. The situation intermittently

caused considerable dissatisfaction and agitation that added to the fragile relations

that already existed between the two groups. The Native Tribunals Ordinance was

duly passed in 1932.121 The Ya Nas tribunal was established in 1933. Its members

were the Ya Na and seven of the elders of Vendi. The remaining divisional

tribunals followed in 1934 and 1935. In each case the Ya Na had to approve the

list of proposed members. It meant that a tribunal in the N. A. of the Ya Na could

administer their native customary law even when a Konkomba appeared before it.

On l " April, 1933, under the Native Tribunal Ordinance (1932), a tribunal

was set up at Nalerigu for Mamprugu. In the following year a subordinate tribunal

was established in the Kusasi area. The Konkomba (Komba) and Bimoba under

Mamprugu were expected to send all minor criminal matters and civil cases to the

Nayiri's tribunal since it was not anticipated that one would be established for them
soon. 122

It was generally reported favourably that the Native Courts were

functioning more satisfactorily than was anticipated and that they were popular

with the people. A prime example was the tribunal at Bawku for the Kusasi area,

which had settled a number of disputes. However, this contradicted the situation in

Mamprugu where it was observed that the tribunal of the Nayiri at Nalerigu was

seldom made use of by the Bimoba and the Komba.123 These groups of people

refrained from sending their cases to the Nayiri's tribunal because they were not

sure justice would be done.

In Dagbon, the situation gave cause for considerable disquiet and alarm, but

confirmed Konkomba subjugation when the Chief Commissioner, W. J. A. Jones,

directed the Ya Na and his Councillors to inquire into the dispute between the

Nambiri and the Sanguli Konkomba. The CCNT considered that a decision by the

Dagomba N. A should insure peace between the two villages. Jones further

directed that if rival claims to a piece of land proved to be the cause of a dispute in
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Konkomba country, the matter was to be referred to the Ya Na's tribunal for

hearing.V" For such directives to have come from no other person than the Chief

Commissioner meant British support for the effective subjection of the Konkomba

to the jurisdiction of the Dagomba, after the former had tasted a separate judicial

existence under German rule.

J

The Native Tribunals Ordinance (NTO) in Dagbon produced yet a

regrettable feature. It was honoured more in the abuse and breach than in its

observance of the customary law. It was a field day for immoral chiefs and their

officials, as it was interpreted to have the same effect as the "Kobga,,,125 in

Dagomba customary law. However, the deviation in the colonial period was that a

chiefs messenger(s) could go to any place where an offence was deemed to have

been committed to confiscate or loot all manner of property from an offender. The

Mbadugu Affair in Dagbon 126was a case in point. It showed that such abuses and

marked corruption were inherent in the N. A. system. Fitzpatrick has demonstrated

how inefficient, corrupt and extortionate Native Administration could be in

Nigeria, and which led him to believe it was the curse of the country, 127a situation

which was being repeated in northern Ghana.

In 1935, a more comprehensive ordnance was passed which superseded the

NTO of 1932. It provided for the establishment of three levels of courts each with

its powers which it could impose. The courts were constituted mainly on the basis

of local custom, even though their composition or membership tended to follow

closely that of the N. A. system. In accordance with the amendment, the courts

were re-constituted. Their powers were prescribed by warrant.

The 1935 Ordinance laid down the limits of the powers which were

conferred on each of the three classes of the courts. Lord Hailey has shown the

structure and functioning of the Native Court system.128 The statistics of court

cases that were available and were heard are shown in Table 2.

The Konkomba were mostly considered as sub-chiefs and headmen. Their

ineligibility to be members of the tribunal must have been inevitable, except when

a cause of action arose from their respective villages.
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TABLE 2

THE STATISTICS OF COURT CASES BY 1946

DISTRICT CRIMINAL CASES CIVIL CASES APPEALS

Mamprusi 1,149 2,334 28

Wa 419 372 -

Oagomba 637 167 11

Gonja 121 154 1

Krachi 150 109 3

Total 2,476 3,136 43
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Lord Hailey scathingly remarked, and rightly so, that it did not appear the British

colonial administration had so far taken any special measures to secure the

appointment, to the courts, of members who were not of the customary organisation

of the N. As neither were their educated persons in these tribunals. 129

Since the Konkomba were denied representation, they might not have felt

persuaded that if they appeared before the tribunals or courts they could secure

justice in their cases. For instance, there was a case which involved the Saboba

Chief. He was wronged in an adultery case by his subject, a Konkomba man. The

Saboba Chief laid a complaint before the Sunson Na, who was the Dagomba

Divisional Chief in charge of the whole Konkomba country. The Sunson Na

summoned all the parties to appear before him and he fined them all in his court of

jurisdiction.

It is interesting to note that all the parties accepted the fine except the young

man over whom the scandal started. Adhering to Konkomba custom, the young

man emphatically declared that the Sunson Na had no judicial power in such a

matter and he even flatly refused to go to court. The young man was neither fined

nor subsequently intimidated in any form.130 It showed that the Konkomba

belonged to their own distinct judicial identity as displayed by the young man. To

the Konkomba mind, Dagomba leadership did not carry with it the administration

of justice .

In Gonja, the decision of the Kpembewura Isanwurfo to maintain a

Konkomba man in his court elicited a storm of protest from ethnic Gonja who

viewed it as an abomination.l'" The Gonja complaint to the Kpembewura was that

the Konkomba man was not a Muslim as to have any historical basis for the

appointment, except that Konkomba affairs would be taken care of in the Alfai

area. The Kpembewura explained that the population of the Konkomba in the area

had increased considerably so as to merit representation in their (Gonja) court

system. This explanation must have calm down the Gonja agitation against the

Konkomba representation in the former's court system in the Alfai area.132

The strength of the benches, as prescribed in the warrants, were normally

five as a maximum and three as the minimum, even though there existed some local
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variations. The rates of remuneration given to members of the benches varied

widely. In some districts, N. As. received no salary for additional work, but those

who received no salaries in other capacities were paid sitting fees. In others, such

as the Krachi District, the president received thirty-six pounds, and other members,

twelve pounds a year. In whichever part of the present day Northern Region of

Ghana where the Konkomba could be found, they were rarely, members of the

bench let alone being entitled to an annual salary. It was not until the mid-1950s

that it was firmly proposed that the Konkomba be included on the panel of courts

having jurisdiction in areas where they lived. 133The proposal did not materialize.

There was a general agreement that though the courts were an improvement

on earlier tribunals, many of them still gave rise to complaints of corruption and

partiality. It was said that the work of the courts was unequal and that some of

them had an unenviable reputation for corruption. This was particularly in the

courts presided over by some of the older traditional chiefs. The Konkomba

resided in areas mostly under the jurisdiction of the older traditional chiefs and

could hardly escape from the judicial corruption in both civil and criminal cases. In

the native courts both the Konkomba plaintiff and accused were usually fined

heavily. 134

The British administrative officers could not escape blame for not

adequately keeping an eagle's eye on the judicial aspect of the N. As. Their degree

of watchfulness over the courts was suspect. Cameron was very particular about

the supervision by the administrative officers of Native Administrations in Nigeria:

We ought to be in a position to ensure ourselves that the people are receiving fair and

liberal treatment, not forgetting that an autocracy may need even more vigilance than may

be necessary in democratic Bantu Society as I knew in East Africa. 135

While Fitzpatrick stated that the political officers knew well enough all the time

what the facts were,136 Crowder has advanced the argument that the British

Administration was wont to ostracizing himself from the very people he was

expected to protect.137 Such administrative nonchalance was a fatal flaw, for it was

based on unascertainable premises that Konkomba allegiance to their overlords was

automatic and freely given which was not the case.
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By contrast, in the French system of administration which was operative in

northern Togo where some Konkomba lived, there was no recognition of traditional

or customary law. There was a complete rejuvenation in what was referred to as

native justice. Chiefs did not have any jurisdiction in criminal cases. They were

permitted only very little role in civil disputes. Since the vast majority of Africans

were considered as 'subjects', what was termed 'native' justice applied to them all.

According to Crowder, the French made no references to traditional forms of

justice, and African chiefs played virtually no role.138 What prevailed in the French

system was that a people who belonged to a particular ethnic group in northern

Togo were not liable to be tried in the 'native court' of another ethnic group. The

Konkomba could not be tried in Kotokoli or Kabre 'native courts'. Therefore, it

was not likely for one ethnic group to incur the displeasure of another through the

judicial system. This form of 'native justice' took root since 1920 in the French

colonial system and remained in force until the French Trust Territory of Togoland

regained political independence in 1960. It engendered minimal or no disharmony

in northern Togo.

3.5 THE EFFECT OF NOMENCLATURE OF DISTRICTS LAND POLICY

ON THE KONKOMBA

./

In connection with the system of naming administrative districts, the

introduction of indirect rule in 1932 did not alter the earlier British practices. In

September, 1932, His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom could report

to the Council of the League of Nations that by an Order, the Northern Section of

Togoland under British Mandate continued to be administered as an integral part of

the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast and that it had been divided into Kusasi,

Southern Mamprusi and Eastern Dagomba Districts. Their headquarters were

based at Bawku, Gambaga and Yendi respectively. The districts had been re-

organized in such away, it was claimed, that their boundaries had coincided with

those of the three native states of Mamprugu, Dagbon and a Gonja.139

Mamprugu was delineated as all the land occupied by Kusasi, Bimoba, and

Komba (Konkomba) ethnic communities who were subject to the Na of Mamprusi.
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It was reported that the Bimoba and Konkomba areas which were situated in the

Southern Mamprusi District would be supervised from Gambaga where there was

an Assistant District Commissioner. It was emphasized that satisfactory results had

attended the efforts of the administrative officers to group together the Bimoba and

the Konkomba who inhabited the British portion of the Mandated Territory. 140

Dagbon was equally re-organised. It was demarcated as all lands belonging

to the Konkombas and Chakosi ethnic groups that were subject to the Ya Na. The

Order had the effect of amalgamating Eastern and Western Dagbon. The whole of

Dagbon was now constituted in one solid district with headquarters at Yendi.141

The Basare, Chakosi, and Konkomba ethnic communities living in Dagbon were

grouped together with the Dagomba into one Dagomba District.

Gonja was similarly organized. It was taken to consist of all lands

belonging to the Owure of Nchumuru and the Nawuri chiefs all of whom were

made subject to the Kpembewura. By the 1932 Order, the Krachi District area was

reduced. This was done by the removal from the district of some of the lands

belonging to the Nawuri and Nchumuru. It was emphasized that prior to the

demarcation of the Anglo-German boundary, these two groups of people owed

allegiance to the Yagbunwura.l'f They were said to be desirous of renewing that

allegiance, and were accordingly included in the one Gonja District that was

created with its headquarters at Damongo. In this particular instance, the British

officers were on hand to testify that no administrative inconvenience was

occasioned. They indicated that the Nchumuru and Nawuri had served the

Yagbunwura through the Kpembewura, and that they were ready to do so again. 143

By 1932, it could be stated that for administrative purposes, northern Ghana

was divided into six districts instead of eleven. The main reason for the reduction

was that the boundaries of the districts should coincide with those of the N. A.

areas. It was argued that this would remove the obstacles to the development of

local government. The British Administration asserted that except in the case of

Krachi where some of its people lived in Asante, there was no instance where one

ethnic group was subjected to the control of two D. CS.144It was also felt that the

re-organisation was a resounding success which had resulted in increased efficiency
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in administration. Another remark was that the re-organisation was done to the

greater satisfaction of those ethnic communities that were incorporated into the

Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja Districts. 145

However, the claim of contentment of the affected minority groups of

people could not be taken seriously. Their satisfaction must have been taken for

granted. Also, just as the Nchumuru could be found in the Krachi and Gonja

Districts, the Konkomba were also placed under Dagbon and Mamprugu. It was

therefore not true, as it was reported, that no one ethnic group was put under the

control of two D. Cs. It could not be guaranteed that there was cordiality between

Dagomba and Konkomba as a result of the re-organisation, neither the Nawuri nor

the Nchumuru could also be said to be actually desirous of renewing their

allegiance to the Yagbunwura let alone indicating that they were prepared to serve

him again. It was just that the socio-political structures of Dagbon, Mamprugu, and

Gonja made British colonial domination in the area an easy task.

The crux of the matter was that the incorporated groups of people had

always regarded the system of naming the districts as an action tantamount to

dispossessing them of their ancestral land. It was a little too much for them to bear.

Brukum feels very strongly about the issue:
In all administrative matters, these districts in the Northern Region have labels such as

Gonja, Dagomba, Nanun and Mamprusi and treated as such to the resentment and

displeasure of the other indigenous people in the said areas. In fact, it seems by some

strange coinage of names the 'majority' ethnic groups have cunningly taken the lands of

these areas to themselves. So that the impression now created which was perpetuated and

nurtured even by the colonial administration is that only these four groups, Dagomba,

Nanumba, Mamprusi and Gonja own all the land in the Northern Region. They are

therefore the landowners, the ruling class. In fact, the relationship between the 'ruling

class' and the 'landless' subjects is at best an acceptance of a situation of mutual distrust

and at worst open confrontation. 146

It seems clear that such opinions on land issues could not be dismissed

lightly. In a situation of this nature there was bound to be disharmony. This was

true for all the minority ethnic groups including the Konkomba. In the case of the

Konkomba, their perception that they possessed the allodial title to land vis-a-vis
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the Dagomba, posed a problem that could engender inter-ethnic conflict, since the

(Konkomba) were a conquered group.

When it came to local government reforms in the late 1940s, it was a

continuation of the usual nomenclature of districts that assumed the ethnic names

of Dagomba, Mamprusi, Nanumba and Gonja. But the local government reforms,

and the dynamics entailed in the politics of independence for the Gold Coast in the

early 1950s had resulted in the disappearance of an appellation such as "North

Mamprusi" from the nomenclature of the administrative areas in northern Ghana.

Jatoe Kaleo remarked that: "The Kusasi are no longer Mamprusi, the old

imperialistic idea will continue to linger in our minds that there is Northern

Mamprusi which includes the Frafras and Kusasi".147 In their agitation to break

away, the latter groups of people had argued that the Mamprusi regarded them as

inferior.

At the time Jatoe Kaleo was commenting on such designations, there were

other ethnic groups such as the Bimoba, Konkomba, Nawuri, Nchumuru and Vagla

who lived in areas that bore the names of Dagomba, Mamprusi, Nanumba and

Gonja. In the euphemism of Jatoe Kaleo, these former groups were not of their

own, but rather that of the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups.

The Konkombas complained bitterly about this system of naming. To them,

Northern Region, the largest in Ghana had been administratively divided among the

four ethnic groups of Dagomba, Mamprusi, Nanumba and Gonja. They perceived

this abhorrent because, according to them, the Konkomba have their own land.148

An understanding of the sequence of events which have led to the outbreak of inter-

ethnic conflicts in northern Ghana must be sought, in part, in the system of naming

districts or areas after the ethnic names of the dominant groups, up to the period of

indirect rule.

The advent of indirect rule in northern Ghana also produced the situation

that, paramount title to land remained ambiguous. With the introduction of indirect

rule in the area, it became necessary to establish Native Treasuries. The reasons for

withholding substantial rents no longer held good. The amendments to the Land

and Native Rights Ordinance (1931) which were now supposedly in favour of the
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people read as follows: "The whole of the land of the Protectorate, whether

occupied or unoccupied at the commencement of this Ordinance are hereby

declared to be native lands,,149

The amendments could, however, be considered as only recasting and

streamlining of few paragraphs of the 1931 Ordinance without the introduction of

any new elements. For the remaining years of British colonial rule in Ghana, it

could be seen that land tenure in northern Ghana was governed by the 1932

Ordinance. However, by 1951 when the British colonial regime was about to end,

it was not clear as to who possessed the allodial title to land in the North. In that

year, N. As. began to flex their muscles on land issues. The Dagomba N. A. for

instance, questioned the rationale behind the administrative directive that no more

buildings should be erected on government land. ISO

The issue became more confounded when in the same year the Senior D. C.

at Yendi was at pains to explain that giving out land at Saboba in Konkomba

country for a chapel to be built at a nominal rent did not imply that the land was

being sold or bought.l " It was claimed that under the 1932 Ordinance, the

Governor could only grant title for the use and occupation of the land, and it

devolved on the government to fix the period of the lease, for: "No one would farm,

build or otherwise use land unless he were assured that he would have occupation

until harvest or for the life of his building." IS2

No compensation was paid for the land itself because it was the right to the

use of the land and not its ownership which was affected by a grant made by the

Governor. Compensation was, however, paid to the owners of buildings and crops

on any plot of land for which a lease was executed. However, the explanation

proved unsatisfactory to the Ya Na. In his indignation, he refused to grant a lease

to the Assemblies of God Mission to build a residence at Yendi on land which was

not within the boundaries of government land.IS3

It would be argued that by the time the Gold Coast attained internal self-

government in 1951, it was not clearly spelt out as to who possessed the absolute

title to land in northern Ghana. Was it the N. As, chiefs, Tendanas, family heads,

heads of household, ethnic groups as a whole or the British Administration? It was
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j probably to clarify this ambiguity that Members of the Legislative Assembly

(MLAs) from the North, the NTC, and some public figures of Northern extraction

were said to have made a demand for the government to the come out with a

legislation pertaining to the appropriate institution or persons in whom title,

ownership and control of land in the area should be vested. 154

In any case, the inconsistencies and contradictions entailed in the

implementation of British colonial land policies since the inception of indirect rule

created room for conflicts between the colonial government and African traditional

authorities on the one hand, and disputes over land which led to inter-ethnic

conflicts and armed confrontation among some ethnic groups in northern Ghana on

the other hand. A case in point was the Sambuli upheaval in 1946.155 Fishing

rights and ponds cannot be divorced from land issues.

Such skirmishes and armed confrontation between Dagomba and

Konkomba were not uncommon until the commencement of internal self-

government in the Gold Coast in 1951. On the whole, it may seem plausible to

maintain that when the colonial grid which defined and united ethnic groups was

removed in northern Ghana, there would be a stampede for land and for that matter

power at the centre, with the political game tilted in favour of some ethnic groups.

An understanding of the sequence of events which have led to the outbreak of inter-

ethnic conflicts and armed confrontations which have persisted in the Northern

Region of Ghana in particularly, must be sought in part in the system of naming

administrative areas or districts after the dominant ethnic groups, and the confusing

British colonial land policy.

In the next chapter the economic policies pursued by Britain, and the extent

to which these set the Konkomba and the centralized stated of Dagbon, Nanun and

Gonja at daggers drawn shall be examined.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE IMPACT OF COLONIAL ECONOMIC POLICIES ON THE
KONKOMBA AND INTER-ETHNIC RELATIONS (C1900-1950)

4.1 INTRODUCTION
By 1902, the Gold Coast comprised three political entities, namely the Colony,

Ashanti and the Protectorate of the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast. They were

regarded as a single fiscal unit under the British governor in Accra. However, the Gold

Coast consisted seemingly of two regions such that the southern boundary of the Northern

Territories constituted the dividing line. The British colonial administration pursued

contrasting economic policies on either side of this north-south boundary'. British colonial

rule did much to promote a sense of economic differentiation. This eventually led to the

emergence of a sense of separate consciousness that has gained political expression In

collective competition and contlict among some ethnic groups in northern Ghana.

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate that British economic policies in northern

Ghana created an enabling environment that nurtured inter-ethnic contlict and armed

confrontation. It seeks to address particularly these issues pertaining to the relationship

that arose between the Konkomba and the Mamprusi, Dagornba, Nanumba and Gonia

groups. Barely two decades after the British departure from Ghana, the Konkomba and

some of these groups of people have been at each other's throats.

2.1 STUDIED NEGLECT OR LACK OF RESOURCES? IMPLICATIONS

ON THE KONKOMBA

British economic policies entailed the subordination of the African to the needs of

the home government. Northern Ghana was expected to produce raw materials. Between

1897 to 1899, Northcott had not only requested expert investigations into the natural

resources, he instructed D.Cs to report on the economic development prospects of the area

which he considered to be of paramount importance". However, while Lord Selbourne

expressed a pessimistic view about the economic development of northern Ghana in so tar

as it was tacked to the rest of the country, Governor Hodgson equally declared, "I would

not at present spend upon the Northern Territories ... a single penny more than is

absolutely necessary for their suitable administration and encouragement of the transit

trade":'.
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But was northern Ghana destitute of everything as Governor Hodgson and others

would have us believe? Was it studied neglect or lack of natural resources?

Between 1900 and 1930, no attempt was made to formulate a coherent agricultural

policy for the North. Agricultural facilities were virtually absent. By mid-1909. an

Agricultural Station was established in Tamale that experimented with fruit trees. In 191 I,

food crops, such as rice and maize, and cash crops such as cotton and tobacco were

introduced. Officialdom was rather reluctant to develop any large export industry, on the

grounds of soil infertility and a small population".

There was an early attempt at cotton cultivation. In 1909, the British Cotton

Growing Association became active, and the following year, exports began. The

enterprise, however, soon faced numerous challenges, such as inadequate transport

facilities. There were no funds to sustain the industry because. "cotton experimental farms

had been established in the South at Anum and Labolabo'", and grants-in-aid had been

withheld. Not that Northerners were antagonistic to innovation, the British colonial

administration and the British Cotton Growing Association did not address the problems

associated with cotton cultivation, but rather resorted to prove the experiment a fai Iure".

By the 1920s the scheme had fizzled out and was not to be revived until the post - colonial

era.

Also, tobacco and indigo could be cultivated in commercial quantities In the

region. No sooner were attempts made at their large-scale production than the idea \\ as

abandoned. In the case of tobacco, for instance, "There was the fear of losing the customs

revenue derived from imports and strong pressure was brought to bear on the government

to discourage increased production of the crop'". This was enough to sound the death-

knell of any prospects for the cultivation of tobacco, as well as indigo, notwithstanding the

inherent potential that was disclosed.

Other products that merited attention were the output of shea-butter and kernel. By

1912, their economic viability and good quality output were confirmed in Liverpool. and

their potential was reported as tremendous. Any form of business would find it extremely

lucrative, and expatriate private sector participation, such as the Millers in Kumasi got

attracted. For instance, London purchasers were satisfied with the quality of the shea-nut,

which they found to contain more oil than what was bought from other countries".

However, the Agricultural Department would neither encourage nor guide the

output of shea-butter and kernel products. The expatriate pri vate sector participati ng Iirrns

)
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In the venture got disillusioned", and the enterprise remained a matter of subsistence

production for the domestic market until much later in the post-colonial era.

Another significant potential source of wealth in northern Ghana which was

identified early enough by the British colonial administration was the rearing of livestock,

particularly cattle". Balstone, the acting Inspector of Customs recommended that the

government should offer grants-in-aid to chiefs in the area to buy herds of cattle, and that

with European technical advice, cattle could become an export commodity. Beal. the

Veterinary Officer attested that cattle breeding in the area was by far better than what

obtained in Argentina, India and South Africa. He observed that between 1907 and 1920,

no action had been taken on cattle rearing because, "there are too many people consulted

and allowed to put their fingers in the pie". L I Governor Guggisberg paid deaf ears to Beal's

recommendations, describing them as unirnpressi ve.12 By 1929, no step in the right

direction had been taken, as regards the establishment of a flourishing cattle industrv 111

northern Ghana.

However, in 1930, there was an attempt to establish a viable cattle industry in the

area. An immunization scheme was started, aimed at eradicating cattle plague and other

diseases, as a result of the significance of the scheme; the Veteri nary Department

headquarters located in Tamale was removed to Pong-Tamale. There was a rapid

expansion in the cattle industry. The policy of the British Administration seems to have

been two dimensional. In the first place, the Veterinary Department was charged with the

introduction of foreign breed in order to improve the local one. The Veterinary laboratory

produced the anti-rinderpest vaccine and sera, conducted research into the epizootic

diseases, and trained the junior African staff of the Department. Secondly, it was the

responsibility of the Department of Agriculture to select within and improve local breeds. 1.1

But what was laudable in this colonial era in northern Ghana was the success of an

anti-rinderpest campaign, which resulted in winning the confidence of the people. The

credit went to the Veterinary Department. It led to the establishment of a firm basis lor

cooperation with livestock owners. The cattle immunization scheme represented: "The

first real big constructive effort in the Protectorate for the general economic welfare 01' the

people ... cattle can be taken to markets on the hoof and earn a very ready sale and good

profit". 14

However, In so far as the immunization scheme was concerned, the pol itical

character of African society in some parts of northern Ghana reflected its inter-ethnic

relations and pre-colonial history. It could be discerned that the colonial state in effect had
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encouraged the transformation of a ruling group, the Mamprusi, Dagornba and Gonja

groups of the Northern Region of Ghana, into an intermediary governing class. It did so by

retaining the ideological inter-ethnic relations of the period before European rule. On this

occasion, Dagomba exploitation of the Konkornba led to an armed conflict \\ hich

Martinson refers to as the "Cow War".15

On the whole, the development of a flourishing livestock industry in northern

Ghana was not devoid of problems. Apart from the slow pace of growth of the industry. it

faced a problem of staffing. The educational status of Northern people was low, \'\hich

was the result of the deliberate British educational policy. This did not augur well for the

expansion of extension services. Generally, recruitment of qualified personnel into the

Department of Agriculture in northern Ghana remained a problem throughout the colonial

period."

Also, apart from the fact that there was no scheme put in place to assist the

production of small livestock, such as fowls, sheep, goats and pigs, there was equally a

neglect of the cultivation of such staple food crops, such as millet, guinea corn, yams,

maize, groundnuts, and above all rice. According to Bening, "No scheme was formulated

for the education of the people in methods of improved farming. By 1930, the plantation of

rum and mango trees at Tamale was what remained of the efforts of the Department or'
Agriculture"."

From 1932, however, there was a change. An Agricultural Officer with lour

others, were posted to Zuarungu in present day Upper East Region. They were to "study

local farming methods with the object of effecting a general improvement rather than to

encourage the cultivation of special crops for export"." Der has stated that from 1934,

experimental mixed farms came to be established in northern Ghana, and that it was

adapted by the Department of Agriculture as a policy in order to find solutions to the

agricultural problems in the area." According to him, between 1937 and 1950. the

government's programme of encouraging improved methods of permanent semi-

mechanized farming was directed towards the further development of mixed farming in the

North. For instance, demonstration mixed farms were established throughout Dagbon,

Mamprugu, and other parts of the region." Thus the British attitude and policy of

"shrugging shoulders" was giving way to a concern for agricultural development. Could

this be considered as "Studied Neglect" as some scholars would have us bel ieve? The

effort at research and the scheme of mixed farming, if sustainable, was laudable since

j
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agriculture formed the bedrock of the economy in the North and the Konkomba were in the

main, food crop farmers. How far did this go?

As it turned out, mixed fanning as an agricultural policy in northern Ghana was a

dismal failure. Hitherto, the British colonial administration lacked a definite agricultural

policy in the North. The failure of mixed farming has been attributed to apathy on the part

of the Northern farmer to change his traditional methods of cultivation, inherent poverty,

inadequate ploughs and cultivators, lack of water supply, and for the fact that there", as

undue concentration of attention on the north-eastern area."

/'" -
/

In Dagbon, enthusiasm for mixed farming was slow to pick up. Adam Bukari has

it that, the nearest agricultural station to the Konkornba area was at Demon in Dagbon.

Mixed farming and other agricultural innovations were heard of but virtually out of

practice in Konkomba country for most farmers."

It would seem that the most ambitious agricultural development project undertaken

by the British colonial administration in the area was the establishment of the Gonja

Development Corporation. It was intended to introduce mechanized agriculture in the

virtually uninhabited area of Damongo. In 1947, a site was selected for the production of

food - particularly oil-seeds, cereals and possibly meat to supply not only local demand in

the first place, but also with a view to a future demand from overseas. The project also

aimed at eradicating the tse-tsefly from the area; provide water and transportation facilities,

resettle families from the densely populated north-east, and to introduce new techniques

and methods of farm organisation based on cooperatives."

Indeed, there was a great inflow of Konkornba migrant food farmers into the area

of Damongo. In that area, Esther Goody could point out a negative view of farming which

she said was shared by the Gonja ruling class and Muslim elements. This also seems to

have infl uenced the Gonja commoner to some extent, and that such an attitude \\ as

responsible for the failure of the Gonja farmers to take up the opportunity offered by the

growing market for foodstuffs in the South." Esther Goody writes: "Instead, it is largely

the immigrant Lo-Dagaa and Konkornba peoples who supply the lorry-loads of yams

which head for Kumasi and the coast as the roads again become passable at the end ofthe

rains"." Andrews Maanyuur says that he was an eyewitness to the tremendous economic

prosperity Konkornba immigrant food farmers in particular had gained through hard-« ork

in the Damongo District. Some had bought tractors and other agricultural equipment. and

had become large-scale food farmers and owned large kraals of cattle as a result or the

Gonja Scheme."
)
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The Scheme was said to have failed because of inherent soil infertility, erratic

rainfall, remoteness of the area, and the reluctance of the people to move and settle

permanently at the site. The Corporation went into voluntary liquidation in 1956, a year

before the Gold Coast regained independence. The Konkomba, however, stayed back on

their own, amidst great economic prosperity resulting from food farming, until the 1980s

when they evacuated en masse due to the inter-ethnic conflicts in which they got

invol ved. 27

On the whole, northern Ghana, in the minds of British Officers, presented a picture

of an economic desert. But great prospects lay in the development of exportable cash

crops, there was a promising livestock industry, and the production of food staples had a

very bright future. Minerals remained unexplored and unprospected. If the mixed farming

scheme had been efficiently and effectively implemented, there was the likelihood that it

might have saved the soil from being destroyed. It was a proven case of "Studied Neglect"

and not a lack of natural resources.

With reference particularly to the Konkomba area, it could be stated in the 19505

that, to Kekpokpam, lorries bring goods from Yendi and take back guinea corn, yams,

livestock, cotton and kapok in season. The Konkornba equally kept cattle, sheep, goats,

innumerable fowls and guinea fowls and ducks." There was evidence of great agricultural

potential. But the British colonial administration's mixed farming scheme or policy v as

not pursued in the Konkomba area. Therefore, that Kekpokpam had its share of the result

of this sort of neglect in the nature of soil exhaustion is not to be wondered at, as observed

by Tait.29 The consequence was out-migration. Froel ich corroborates that with the advent

of Pax Britannica, the Konkombas began to migrate. It was found to be a movement which

continued to establish new villages among the Gonja right up to Salaga." Even through

there was out-migration from all over the North, Konkomba direction was not down south

but mostly to Dagbon, Nanun and Gonja. These areas considered as unoccupied were

nonetheless owned by the latter groups. This is because by the land tenure system, no such

ownerless land existed. Even the most barren piece of land or territory is regarded as a

sacred part of the ethnic patrimony. But while the Konkomba made their settlements in

these places, they did not cast away their inherent inhibitive agricultural technology by

which they consider the growth of grasses in terms of land fertility. To the Konkornba. the

taller the grass the more fertile the land is, and worth settling on, hence their "nomadic"

life-style."
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Bowill contends that desert nomads, such as the Zenata, make bad neighbours and

this was true south of the Sahara as well as north of it. The Sanhaja (another nomad

Saharan group) constituted a menace to Ancient Ghana at a time that Empire had achieved

a commercial and territorial importance unprecedented in West Africa. Notably, conflict

between the Sanhaja and the Zenata is one of the great themes of medieval Saharan

history."

Just as the Zenata and Sanhaja groups were desert nomads and made trouble with

their neighbours, the Konkomba are equally savannah nomads. Their relationship with

their neighbours, particularly the Mamprusi, Dagornba and Gonja groups in so far as land

and its natural resources were concerned, was conflict - prone. Competition is a basie law

of nature especially when it comes to such issues as land, access to and use of resources,

On the whole, British colonial agricultural and land policies contributed to bring

about the relative impoverishment of the people of northern Ghana, particularly the

minority groups that included the Konkomba. Sandbrook has emphasized on what this

means.

The meaning of relative poverty-of having much less than others in the way of property

and income - is, as so many poverty studies have shown, humiliation for the relatively

deprived - a sense of powerlessness and lacking dignity. Owing to the positive correlation

between economic inequalities on the one hand and political inefficiency and social

inferiority on the other hand, relative poverty can be excruciating for its victims as absolute

deprivation. Indeed, the 'culture of poverty' that Oscar Lewis did so much to popularize-

the complex of self-destructive attitudes, values personality structures and family

relationship-is in large measure a reflection of, or a way of coping with, the structural

constraints on success weighing upon the poor."

It means that by the time of British departure, the people of northern Ghana. by

and large were holed up in a 'culture of poverty' with its attendant complex of self-

destructive attitude and the like which manifested itselfin the nature of inter-ethnic conflict

as a way of coping with the situation in which the Konkomba have participated in the post-

independence era. In particular, Konkomba emigration to other parts of the Northern

Region was bound to generate competition for land and its resources.

Thus it is not an exaggeration to submit that land and its resources are such core

economic issues that can lead to conflict and armed confrontations between groups of

people in competition for them. Oyeneye and Peil have equally concluded that ethnic

conflicts are often increased because of land for expanding agriculture. The Tiv and the

)
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Jukun of Central Nigeria is an example ofa people who have been fighting over land since

1959.34

In northern Ghana, Pax Britannica ensured a politico-economic structure incapable

of managing the economy and regulating, if not eliminating, inter - ethnic conflict arising

out of the competition for land and its resources. The Pax evolved machinery that was able

to deal with the demands and conflicts arising out of inter-ethnic relations by integrating

and subordinating them into the machinery of the colonial administration through vesting

all lands in the Crown. By this they settled all internal land disputes thereby maintaining

social order. This made it possible to avoid the emergence of irreconcilable conflicts on

such issues as the competition for land and its resources among ethnic groups. In other

words, inter-ethnic conflicts arising out of competition for land and its natural resources

were at a low level or seemingly non-existent.

This scenario took on the appearance of a self-regulating mechanism \\ hich

travelled along the path of a pre-ordained peace. It stands to reason that in the absence of

the colonial influence and the advent of African governments. who filled the vacuum. but

could not pull the strings, inter-ethnic conflicts arising out of competition for land and its

resources were likely. This explains in part the armed confrontation between the

Konkornba and some of the Mamprusi, Dagornba and Gonja groups in the Northern

Region of Ghana in the post-independence era.

4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORT AND
COMMUNICATIONS AND INTER-ETHNIC RELATIONS

Lugard asserts that, "The material development of Africa may be summed up in

one word - Transport"." The British found it expedient to invest in building roads and

communications in order to facilitate the movement of people and commodities. The

telegraph lines reached Gambaga soon after the British Protectorate was established and

internal communication was fairly good." Northcott, the first Chief Commissioner and

Commandant of the Northern Territories, stated that "opening up the country and

facilitating commercial intercourse" was the main goal. This required the pacification of

the region and the mobilization of labour to carry goods and build roads. Northcott \\3S

given specific directives to open up the country. Even before boundaries could be

established, the various parts of northern Ghana were expected to be linked up b) the

construction of roads.
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The construction of the road from Kumasi to Tamale commenced as early as 1898.

But this was abandoned when the road reached Ejura37, just ninety-six kilometres [rom

Kumasi. With the headquarters of British colonial administration established at Tamale,

road construction was expected to radiate from there to link the major capitals of Garnbaga,

Wa and Navrongo. Watherston underscored the essence of road construction."

Forced labour was used for the construction of roads under the pretext that it was

voluntary. It was suggested that the chiefs should provide 'free labour' to build and

maintain roads. Thus one of the chiefs' most important duties was the recruitment of

labour required to construct roads. Directives were also given to every D.C. to undertake

road construction that would link up the major settlements of the districts. They had pow er

to require the provision of communal labour. A peculiarity of this disguised forced labour

was that road construction was undertaken by the inhabitants on the route a particular mad

passed. For instance, the construction of the road from Tamale to Gambaga \\ as

undertaken by the Dagomba at the start of work. But as soon as the construction 01' the

road passed Kokobila into Mamprugu, the Mamprusi were duty-bound to take over until

the work ended at Gambaga. The labourers catered for themselves while they worked. ;'1

The Trade Road Ordinance of 1894 gave power to chiefs to call out their people

for a six day labour. The obligatory road work was later set at twenty four days per year

per adult male. Head Chiefs and sub-chiefs had to decide which villages were subject to

them and could therefore be recruited for communal labour. Neighbouring chiefs had to

agree who was responsible for the maintenance of link roads and up to which point. In this

way district and provincial capitals were linked to each other by what could be considered

as "motorable roads".
/ The plight of some Konkomba who refused to do road work and feared the

consequences has been recorded as follows:

In the evening while talking with the chief I noticed two Konkombas skirmishing around.

so calling them up I was told that the Chief of Palba ... on his return had insulted them lor

not coming to work on the road and had threatened to bring them up to the chief of Demon

after my departure, but they preferred to come to me40.

This would suggest that very harsh punishments were meted out to any recalcitrant

who defaulted in participating in road work. The Konkornba have had to comply. For

subsequently, when the District Political Officer, (DPO) Louis Castellian, interviewed the

Ya Na and the headman of Dasu about the building of a canoe for the Yendi - Sarnbu

crossing he (the DPO) found out that the Zohe Na, "has got the matter in hand. hewing
)
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already cut down a tree and had has (sic) some Konkornba hallowing it out now'"". Such

were the penalties that road work became ineffective as people worked perfunctorily. The

British administration then resorted to pay for labourers who did road construction. For

instance, some Konkomba were paid for doing roadwork, from Demon to Yendi and from

Yendi to Sunson."

I-

ii
I-
I

However, early efforts at the construction of motorable roads in northern Ghana

seemed not to have been encouraging, notwithstanding the laudable achievement in this

direction in the North-Western Province. This is borne out by the fact that when the

Secretary of State for the Colonies asked Governor Clifford to pay special attention to the

development oftransport in the Northern Territories, the latter did not feel persuaded to clo

so. The priority was in the Western Province of the Gold Coast." Henceforward. the

Governor's utterances seemed to have weighed heavily against any meaningful road

transport development in northern Ghana.

In any case, since it was the frequent "no funds syndrome" approach that v\ as

employed by the British Administration, conscription of the people for labour was largely

used to construct roads. It was considered as the contribution of the people to meet the

transportation needs of the area. For instance, after the Dzagberi episode, the Konkornba

were compelled to build the Wapuli - Saboba road, as a punishment." Since unpaid,

conscripted labour force was used to construct the roads, their surfaces deteriorated with

the heavy volume of traffic during World War II. The aftermath of the War saw a

particularly bad period for road construction and maintenance in northern Ghana. Very

little had been added to this skeletal road network at the time of independence.

Infrastructural development was much worse in the Konkornba area. In the rainy

season, that area could be flooded and hamlets could be reached only by boat as they were

wholly cut off. The over-flowing of the Oti River aggravated transport and communication

problems. Tait commented on the situation as at every mid-August:

Men with boats are out at ferries where there is good money to be earned. It is said that at

one time the charge at one ferry on the Oti reached 10s a passenger; this is an outrageous

amount, yet at the height of the flood a charge of 5s to strangers is not unusual.45

These amounts appear, as peanuts today, but were hard to come by those ti Illes.

Konkomba area was not properly connected to other parts of the country by any good road

network. Amuzu lamented:

The two roads linking Konkomba land to Yendi are rather an apology of road construction.

At some points the road is so bad that it disappears and drivers depend on their own good

)
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imagination and anticipation. This was the case even up to the time we joined Ghana to be

independent."

Actually there was not anyone good road that connected Konkomba country to

any part of the then Gold Coast.

Also, the Konkomba were noted for their "hi ving off to other parts of the Northern

Region. There was some peculiarity in their pattern of settlements when they did so. They

went as migrant food farmers and settled in the remote rural areas and the tendency was for

them to keep aloof and created their own settlements, strictly Konkomba. In Eastern Gonia.

for example, settlements that are purely Konkomba include, Loloto, Oagope, Buntri,

Ocheripe and Loloto No.2. Either by accident or by design the Dagomba, Mamprusi,

Nanumba and Gonja groups have found themselves "strategically besieged" by Konkornba

settlements. Up to the time of the independence, their villages and settlements could only

be reached by bush paths and they were wont to keeping to themselves, aloof from other

h . 47et rue groups.

Out-migration linked almost every clan, family or compound in Kekpokpam with

the wider world of the centralised states in the Northern Region, and beyond to Ashanti.

the Colony and finally to the British Empire. Simultaneously, the phenomenon produced

in its wake a kind of socialisation of the migrant Konkomba into his own ethnic group.

Accordingly, ethnic constructs developed, not only on the side of Konkomba migrants

themselves (everywhere they were found) but also on the side of the chiefs and people. (the

Konkomba hosts) and in the eyes of British officials. This contributed to build LIp

orientations. For the Konkomba migrants, ethnicity produced a symbol or idiom of

solidarity and of the organisation of home-ties in Kekpokparn. Thus ethnicity was

stereotyped not only by colonial officials and the chiefs and people of the centra Iised

kingdoms, but also by the migrant Konkomba food farmers. The latter defined the

confines of their ethnic communities along the path of common language and origin. Such

ethnic arc types were categorised rather narrowly or widely, as in the form of living

together and finding help in establishing farms, in the provision of mutual help in health

care issues, of funeral performances and above all associating oneself with a 'countryman'

(an ethnic headman) who represented Konkornba migrants to the chiefs of the central ised

kingdoms.

Cleavages resulted because the Konkomba perceived the latter groups \\ ith

stereotyped images. Furthermore, they developed perceptual distortions which usually

resulted in selective reception of messages and signals, and mutual misperception of
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intentions. To the Konkomba, potentially threatening messages from the Marnprusi,

Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups may be more salient or perpetually prominent than

cooperative or conciliatory statements. As regards such communication failure, Jones and

Rosen have it that:

The listener hears what he expects to hear as in the theory of cognitive dissonance. The

images the nations have of each other not only fai I to match the realities they are supposed

to represent, but these images are also highly resistant to change - even when evidence and

experience contradict fixed expectations."

British policy of neglecting to develop road infrastructure and other

communication facilities conformed to the idea of cognitive dissonance resulting In

communication failure. This in turn produced exaggerated fear and contributed to

escalatory processes by multiplying the consequences of ethnic tension between the

Konkornba and the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanurnba and Gonja groups in the aftermath of

independence.

4.4 FISCAL POLICY AND THE KONKOMBA
With the establishment of British rule in northern Ghana, the local administration

felt compelled to take steps to develop trade. Northcott wanted to introduce direct

taxation: "The essence of easy rule over natives in West Africa is the existence of some

convincing proof of paramountcy"." He believed that the receipt of tribute from their

subjects by chiefs was a symbol of chiefly power, which was invoked during the pre-

European era. A "Maintenance tax" would be substituted for tribute payment." Thus the

powers grven to the D.Cs included that of collecting taxes approved by the colonial

government.

Taxes were to be levied on the caravans bound for the South. In 1899, caravan

tolls were introduced in the Protectorate. Apart from fixed charges on cattle, there were

also fixed charges for head-loads and donkey - loads of trade goods, but foodstuffs were

exempted. This was done in order to encourage production for the markets in the South."

As regards the "Maintenance tax", it was projected that £875.00 could be realized.

Northcott found it expedient to tour the dependency to explain the rationale and benefits to

be derived from the tax. His efforts were rather unrewarded. Unfortunately, inquiries

showed that only the Dagomba were familiar with the idea of an annual tribute (in kind) to

their sovereign. The collection of the tax was costly and created discontent, since the

chiefs (who were responsible for its collection) tended to take a portion for themselves.
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The "Maintenance tax" was therefore dropped in 190 I by Major Morris, orthcous

successor, and direct taxation was not to be introduced into the N.Ts until later in the

1930s.52

-r

Thus, between 1898 and 1930, the British were unable to establish a viable tax

system in northern Ghana. The British also consciously abolished the caravan tolls, \\ hich

were rather the main source of revenue for the area. This was done on the grounds that the

levies discouraged traders from passing through the area with their goods."

The results were catastrophic for northern Ghana with regard to development.

There was a tremendous fall in revenue, and the 1907 level was never regained unti I tw enty

years later. The development of the area was no priority to the British. This was amply

expressed in the Colonial Secretary's message to the Chief Commissioner when World

War I broke out. The object of government in the immediate future was to reduce not to

increase expenditure, especially in the NTs.54

The British Protectorate was considered a wasteful possession. It was said that in

the 1920s the area was self-supporting only to the extent of between nine to eleven percent

of its expenditure. Sources of revenue included court fees and fines, firearms taxes, market

fees, rents for building plots, and sale of stamps. But the main sources were through the

collection of ferry tolls. Revenue was said to have continued to stagnate until 1926. by

which time the government had introduced a cattle tax in northern Ghana. This was said to

have doubled revenue from £9,201 in 1926/27 to £19027 in 1927/28.55

It was in the late 1920s that the British Administration in northern Ghana

envisaged the introduction of the policy of indirect rule as already indicated. Shenton

Thomas agreed that a definite line should be laid on which officialdom could work out the

policy, and that no administration could be of any use if it had no power on financial

control. Hence the need for a system of taxation" Cardinali pointed out the standing of

chiefs under British rule as regards power, revenue and authority. 57

It was thought that if the chiefs were paid salaries it would put a stop to the

extortion and misappropriation that they indulged in. Indeed, the Ya Na had occasion to

complain that "1 must touch on one difficult point. That is the question of money"." Thus

the issue of taxation as a source of revenue began to loom large in the last years of direct

rule. On the one hand, the people had been promised that they would not be taxed. On the

other hand, by the late 1920s, the government had failed to observe Lugard's principle that.

"the inauguration of British rule is the moment at which to lay the foundations of a lax

system."
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On 16th December, 1929, the Governor, Ransford Slater officially hinted that a

system of indirect rule would be introduced in northern Ghana. In view of this.

preliminary studies were carried out to determine the tax structure that existed before the

arrival of the Whiteman. Perhaps British officers took a cue from the Aba Riots in

Nigeria." Therefore, the British wanted taxation to be preceded by a detailed survey ofthe

indigenous African structures.

The investigations revealed, for instance, that in Dagbon there existed a form of

taxation, which was authorized by customary law. The reference point was the annual

customary payment of all farmers to their headmen who in turn forwarded what they

collected to their sub-chiefs. The latter would forward same to their divisional chiefs who

then made final presentation to the Ya Na. These payments were not necessarily in coins,

but could be in the form of produce from the soil. Each division of Dagbon was made to

enumerate the various forms of tribute that were due to the traditional authorities."

Preliminary studies carried out in the Mamprusi. Nanun, Gonja and Wala

traditional states produced much the same findings. Staniland may have been mistaken

when he stated that investigations revealed that only the Dagomba possessed the custom of

tri bute payment. 61 Apart from th is general assessment of tri bute payment that was made in

northern Ghana, the administrative officers began to encourage and actually took steps to

enforce payment.

For instance, it was realized in Gonja that the Kpembewura and Tulewewura did

not honour their annual tribute to the Yagbunwura. The former was supposed to pay ti ve

pounds, a cow and a gown. The latter would have to pay twelve pounds and a cow. An

investigation was immediately ordered into the matter by the Commissioner for the

Southern Province. What followed was that the Kpernbewura sent a sheep to the

Yagbunwura at the close of the Ramadan. He intimated that there was no laid down rule

for the payment of tribute. As a subordinate chief, he believed he could give only what he

could pay. The Tulewura was made to pay in similar fashion."

From all the evidence gathered, the complicated traditional tax structure that was

in existence in the centralised states of Dagbon, Marnprugu, Nanun, Gonja and Wa seemed

to have been allowed to atrophy during the period of British direct rule. Now that indirect

rule was anticipated the British went all out to encourage and enforce the customary

payment of tribute. This might give them justifiable grounds for the introduction of direct

taxation when the time came, which would be in compliance with the Lugardian principle

of a tax system.

-"
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However, the supervision and enforcement of tribute payment by the colonial

administration was not confined to the centralised states in northern Ghana. If that were

so, all would have been well. The re-introduction of the pre-colonial tax structure or

tribute payment and its enforcement was through the imperial whip that was used to crack

down on the traditional rulers and the people of the so-called' minority' ethnic groups.

such as the Konkomba. The Owure of the Nchurnuru in the Kpembe division ofGonja. for

example, was brought before the Kpembewura for failure to pay his hunting and fishing

dues to the Singbunwura. British officialdom ensured that the Owure not only apologized.

he had to instantly promise to pay nine pounds as tribute overdue. The Owure was further

intimidated to make a solemn promise that he would pay his annual tribute in future and at

every Damba Festival. When two months elapsed and he had not honoured his obi igation,

the D.C. for East Gonja at Salaga wrote to his counterpart at Krachi to assist in the

collection of the tribute.f The Owure and his people from then became tied to the apron

strings of the Gonja through tribute payment. So all other non-Gonja groups, such as the

Konkomba, followed suit in East Gonja.

The Konkornba in Eastern Dagbon have asserted that it was after the departure of

the Germans that the British re-ordered them to do agricultural and domestic work for the

Suns on Na and the Ya Na. They allege that this had made them second rate citizens and

that they had suffered all manner of humiliation and denigration in Dagbon." In

Mamprugu, the Konkomba (Kornba) and Bimoba claim that it was through a combination

of persuasion and force that the British managed to get them again to pay all manner of

tribute to the Nayiri and his divisional and sub-chiefs after the exit of the Germans 1"0111

the colonial scene."

Therefore, when waves of Konkornba immigrants trooped into Nanun in the period

of British rule, the royal estate, led by the Birnbilla Na presented a litany of conditions:

Since you (the Konkomba) are farmers just as the Nanumba, you (the Konkornba) \I ould

be expected to offer communal labour to the Bimbilla Na and his subordinate chiefs: when

as a hunter you (the Konkornba) kill a big game, the hind leg is for the Chief; if the animal

killed is an elephant the tusk is reserved for the chief; if you (a Konkomba) hunt down

many grass cutters, the landowner is entitled to the biggest; fishing grounds belong to (he

land owner, the Nanumba, so on fishing expedition the first big catch belongs to the

landowner. 66

The Konkomba were said to have whole-heartedly accepted these (laid down

tribute - paying) conditions, and they carried out these obi igations up to the time Ghana

regained her independence, and beyond.
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In any case, on the eve of indirect rule, the British colonialists in northern Ghana

had equipped themselves with the knowledge of such traditional payments in the various

areas. The tax structures were now well tabulated and used as a reference point for the

introduction of direct taxation.

Eyre-Smith had suggested the formation of central treasuries as an economic link

to take the place of the former intangible link. He pointed out that if a limit were placed on

the obligations of the people to their chiefs in the shape of a direct annual contribution to

be paid into a central state treasury with a percentage that went to the chief, a check could

effectively be placed on the undesirable methods employed by chiefs and their followers to

obtain revenue. The chiefwould in this way have a regular source of income and a definite

sum would be placed at the central state treasury to be expended on necessary

improvements and the building up of a progressive state. The N.A would also have some

means of controlling the demands of a chief from his people and checking injustice."

Notwithstanding the above enumerated advantages, the British Administration In

northern Ghana was mindful of the difficulties entailed if direct taxation were introduced.

It was pointed out that Asante and the Colony would have to be subject to it, other than that

the people of northern Ghana would not be liable. 68

Direct taxation was not a novelty in some parts of northern Ghana. During the

German rule, taxes were paid in Togo. In Nanun, for instance, a subordinate official was

stationed at Bimbilla to collect taxes. The taxes were collected through the agency of the

chiefs and this caused little dislocation in local administration."

After the diligent preparations for the introduction of indirect rule in northern

Ghana, the way was paved for the promulgation of the native Treasuries Ordinance (NTO).

It came into effect on 30th July, 1932. With the approval of the Governor, the Chief

Commissioner could establish in any area constituted as a Native authority, a treasury to be

known as the Native Treasury. After the introduction of indirect rule and the creation of

native authorities, the colonial administration took steps to impose direct taxation, which

was actually known as the "tribute tax' in the Northern Territories. The British considered

the new direct tax as 'the commutation' of the older forms of tribute and service.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies approved the tax in September, 1935 and

authority for the collection of this and other levies in northern Ghana was issued on 2-+'11

June, 1936.70 Attention was drawn to the fact that the Gold Coast had a long tradition of

immunity from any form of direct taxation. It was therefore considered a tribute to the

manner in which the re-organisation had been carried out. The N.As' acceptance or the
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imposition of the local tax was considered commendable." The Native Treasuries and the

sub-Treasuries are shown on Table 3.

Tn Dagbon, for instance, after a discussion with the Ya Na, it was decided that the

tribute tax should be fixed at a fee of two shillings for each adult male, and one shilling in

the Konkomba division. The average income of the individual farmer and other classes of

workers in northern Ghana was assessed. Accordingly, the incidence of the tax was fixed

at two shillings and six pence for Krachi and Gonja, two shillings for Dagbon and Kusasi.

Mamprugu, and one shilling for the Konkornba and Bimoba."
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TABLE 3

THE NATIVE TREASURIES AND SUB-TREASURIES

DISTRICT TREASURIES SUB-TREASURIES

Mamprusi 3 15 in Mamprusi Native Authority are

Wa 3 There are a number of sub-treasuries not

officially recognized as such

Dagomba 2 13 in Dagomba Native Authority are

I
Gonja 2 11 I

I

Krachi 1 -
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What was remarkable was that it was said that there had been peace in 1936, when the tax

was first collected: "Even the Konkornba have not indulged in their annual exuberance of

spmts. The collection of the tax in the area caused no trouble and presented no

difficulties."? But was this adherence to peace by the Konkornba more to the letter than to

the spirit?

It was observed that the funds available had been utilized for the construction of

-,/

markets, dams or other local water supplies for sanitary services, and in some cases 1'01' the

maintenance of small cattle farms or agricultural demonstration farms lndeed, one source

stipulated that forty percent was incurred on items classified as administrative, thirty-five

percent on the combined heads of education, medical care. agricultural, animal health,

forestry and water supplies, and twenty-five percent on capital works. The proportion

expended on items considered as administrative included provision not only of the .As

and sub-N.As and their clerks, but it included that of the N.A police and courts." The

emoluments of chiefs, sub-chiefs and councillors are shown on Table 4.

By 1939, there was an innovation in Gonja. In order to introduce more democratic

principles while encouraging the election of chiefs, a decision was taken to supplement the

existing N.A., which was composed of chiefs and elders. with an elected body of

commoners. Gonja was divided into twelve areas or constituencies each of which, by a

ballot of the tax payers, elected one member to the new body called Gonja Legislati ve

Assembly. Literacy was not a condition of membership for the Assembly, and non-

Gonjas, provided they had three years residence, were el igible to contest elections. As a

result, Kpandai and its immediate environs elected one member to the Assembly. The first

election took place in 1949. Two meetings were held during the year at different times. It

was said that this had been a successful experiment and that it was popular with both chiefs

and the younger and more progressive elements."

However, the Nawuri claim that Gonja overlords rendered the Kpandai

representative ineffectual. They said the member for the Kpandai area was usually

manipulated so as to dance to the Gonja tune, making democracy a manifest absurdity.

Thus, in Gonja, democratic principle, despite the innovation, were honoured more ill the

breach than in the observance. It was further claimed that virtually no amenity was

provided in the Kpandai area to cater for non-Gonja groups, such as Nawuri, Konkornba.

Kotokoli and Basare," until the late I 940s.

A worrisome feature equally concerned the distribution of amenities and

emoluments paid to chiefs and elders that were provided by the N.A in Oagbon .
...JI
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TABLE 4

EMOLUMENTS OF CHIEFS, SUB-CHIEFS AND COUNCILLORS IN THE N. A.
SYSTEM IN

NORTHERN GHANA
--

DISTRICT AREA PA Y OF CHIEFS PAY OF SUB-CHIEFS PAY OF

COUNCILLORS

OF OTHERS

Mamprusi - Varying from £210 - Head: Unpaid

a year downwards except for 10 per

cent of the tax,

for the col lcction

of which they are

responsible

S. Mamprusi - £ I to£2 a month when -

attending at N. A.

Headquarters

Kumasi - Salaries averaging £2.1 Os -

per month, pi us duty

allowance for attendance

at N. A. Headquarters (£3

per month)

Frafra - Salaries averaging 25s per -

month, plus attending at

N. A. headquarters (1 per

month)

Salaries vary from £84 a year in the case of certain Presiding

members tor 6 a year in the case of their less

..,1
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Wa Important sub-chiefs' and headmen's salaries very from £30 to £(, per

month

Tumu and Where Priding members Some headmen

Lawra act as Treasures, they receive no

also receive allowances salaries. In some

varying from £36 to £ 12 area 2

per annum Councillors

sel ected for a

month at a time

to attend the

Presiding I

member, each

receives I in

addition to their

salaries

Dagomba Nanumba The Ya Na £250 p.a plus £48 or £60 p.a Few Members of the

entertainment allowance sub-chiefs below the councils ofN. A.

up to £60 p.a. rank of sub- £12 p.a.

divisional chief

receive any pay

- The Yagbunwura, £240 3 village chiefs £30 7 Elders £36-£9

p. a. to £21 p. a. p. a.

Gonja Gonja Sub- 6 N. A. members, £108 28 village chiefs, 5 Elders 105. p. a.

Divisional p. a. each £30 to 9 p. a. each each

Yeji

Yeji The Yejihene, £84 p. a. - 8 Elders 125. p. a.

each

Prang The Serikon Prang £ 126 -

p. a. The Pranghene, 6 Elders £24~. p.

£104p.a. a. each

Mo 7 N. A. members £24 p. - Elders £24 p. a.

a. each No headmen

receive pay.
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Krachi The Krachiwura£ l22 £36 p. a. if they have
--- Elders 24 p. a. :-!()

p. a. a Court; £24 p. a. headmen receive

without a COUIt pay.

An issue of particular worry was the claim by the Konkombas that their traditional

rulers were not paid any salaries.77 No opportunity was ever afforded them to make

any request for amenities since they never had any representation in the N.A. For

instance, it is on record that in 1950, the Finance Committee of the Dagomba N.A

still consisted almost entirely of the Dagomba.

The situation obliged the DC to comment that the administration was very

much over-centralised in Yendi. As regards amenities, it was reported earlier in

1947 that a sum of £600 had been voted for a Model Medical Centre to be built at

Bimbilla while two dispensaries had been opened in Dagbon. The report had it

that, thanks to the Assemblies of God Mission, a clinic was in operation at Saboba

among the Konkomba.78 It appears that neither the central government of the Gold

Coast nor the N.As were mindful of the Konkornba when it came to the distribution

of amenities. Daniel Ngula attests that no Konkomba was an employee of any .A.

anywhere.I"

By the 1950s, as the independence of Ghana approached at break-neck

speed, on the one hand, there was the N.As of the central ised states in northern

Ghana, such as the Dagomba, that were, "the daughters of the horse leech, cr , ing

for more, more, more, more, more" from the Konkornba. On the other hand,

'subject groups of people', such as the Konkomba were being called upon to pay

taxes. The effect was that, "the population falls necessarily into two classes - those

who draw salaries and those who pay taxes,,80, as Fitzpatrick has pointed out. The

Coussey Committee observed:

Moreover, we have noted a definite antagonism In the country to any

procedure whereby taxes are imposed by a distant authority and are devoted

to purposes not directly or immediately advantageous to any particular

local ity. 81
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Chambua is equally emphatic that the mere act of paying taxes to advance

the interest of a ruling class constituted exploitation.V Since the Konkomba did not

benefit much from the taxes they paid in the form of social amenities and payment

of salaries to their traditional authorities (rulers), in the opinion of Chambua, they

constituted an exploited class. Tait has it that in 1951, long after the introduction of

direct taxation, some Konkomba were stopped by the Dagomba on their way to the

Vendi market and their head loads of new yams taken on the ground that they had

paid no tribute to the Ya Na.83

According to Tait, in Dagbon, the tribute of new yam was only a ritual

payment made by a certain Chief who lived not far from Vendi, and that there

appeared to be no grounds for supposing that there was ever any traditional

payment to the Ya Na devolving on all who inhabited Dagbon or who entered the

Vendi market. Of this particular yam tribute, one head load went to the D.Cs

interpreter, one to the sergeant of the police in Vendi, and the rest to the Ya Nas

household. The total value was about £18. It was rare, in the opinion of Tait. lor 8

Konkomba to appeal to the D.C, though instances of this sort were frequent."

It was misleading on the part of Tait when he stated that there was no

traditional payment to the Ya Na that was obligatory to the inhabitants of Dagbon.

It is important to realize that the Konkomba were a conquered group. Their

payment of tribute developed into a service relationship between them and the

Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups. The latter group ruled over the

former by right of conquest. It was for the same reason that in Rwanda some such

service relationship existed between the Tutsi king and his pastoral aristocracy.

who ruled over the Hutu farmers. In that country, the difference was between high

status pastoralists and low status agriculturalists.

In the Rwandan situation, conflict was mediated by patron-client

relationship between Tutsi and Hutu. The latter looked after Tutsi cows 811d

provided gifts and services in return for the milk and, more important, protection

from the demands of other Tutsi. Interaction was kept to service relationships. and

Tutsi and Hutu never socialized or ate together. At independence, the system broke

down with widespread communal violence. The sudden opening up of the pol itical
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arena led to the politicisation of ethnicity in which eventually nearly a third of the

Tutsi population was wiped OUt.85

In the Northern Region of Ghana, British rule encouraged, connived at and

supervised tribute - paying relationships as a precursor to the introduction of direct

taxation since they intended to introduce indirect rule. Such relationships held

sway down into the decade of the independence of Ghana as the evidence or Tait

revealed. The relationship was not a replica of the Rwandan caste system. But as

Eyre-Smith has emphasized, the prime causes of discontent and strife were

traceable more often than not to the unjust exactions of a chief"

When after independence, equality became the orthodox theory of

citizenship, inequality based on ethnicity became a socio-economic embarrassment

that called into question the legitimacy of the payment of tribute. This in part

provides an explanatory strength to the communal violence that erupted between

the Konkomba and the Dagomba, Nanumba, and Gonja groups in the aftermath of

independence.

The Konkomba soon began to exhibit or display resentment against direct

taxation. They perceived of it as one means that yoked them into a new form of

domination, especially one that expected them to pay taxes to two alien overlords ..

that is, the British officials, and the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups in

northern Ghana. Direct taxation had the connotation not only of an alien

encroachment on the individual freedom of the Konkomba, but it was also

considered as an imposition with meanings that were remote from any common

citizenship that it connotes in the Western sense. There seemed to be no clear

citizenship component of rights and duties attached to the payment of taxes.

The Konkomba, therefore, regarded taxation as a punishment, and not as the

duty of citizens that would qualify them to receive some social amenities. Initially.

it had been stated that the collection of the tax in Konkomba country was without

any trouble and difficulties.s7 Contrary to this impression. the collection of the tax

became problematic. It was said that no Dagomba N.A official could go to

Kekpokpam to collect the tax. In order to surmount this difficulty, the Ya Na

.- -
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resorted to the use of Muslim clerics to collect the tax from the Konkomba." The

Konkomba could be seen to be in a revolutionary spirit.

Was it because the Konkomba paid a lesser amount of tax that they \\ ere

denied eligibility to public office or representation in the Dagomba N.A? Was it

because of that they were denied the provision of amenities? In truth, there was no

equitable distribution of the burden of direct taxation in northern Ghana since

'minority' groups, such as the Konkomba and Bimoba, paid a lesser amount of one

shilling per head.

The other 'majority' groups, such as the N.As of the Mamprusi, Dagornba,

and Gonja paid the tribute tax initially at varying amounts of between two shillings

to three shillings, and these were subject to upward review. The Konkomba,

however, paid the same amounts in the case of the other forms of taxes such as the

cattle tax. It would be recalled that the French declaration of the Rights of Man and

of the Citizen stated that, "all citizens have their right to take part in person 01' by

their representatives" in forming the law and in voting taxes. Also, when the

French Constitution was drawn up by the National Assembly, it made a distinction

between 'active and passive' citizens and withheld the vote from the latter who

were defined as those who did not pay taxes equal in value to three days wages."

The fact that the Konkomba paid a lower amount in tribute tax per head

must have placed them on the status of second-rate citizens. However, the essence

of the revolutionary sprit in which they found themselves lay in the condition of

'no taxation without representation' as borne out by the American War of

Independence. It would be erroneous to explain the tensions between the

Konkomba and the Dagomba in particular without taking into account such crucial

aspects as that the former were being taxed during the British colonial rule without

any representation in the N.A of the Ya Na. Neither were the Konkomba provided

with any social amenities during the British period. Such inter-ethnic tensions were

extrapolated to the other groups of the Mamprusi, anurnba and Gonja groups in

present day Northern Region of Ghana. This rigid pattern of dominance am!

subordination contributed to deepen the demarcation between these groups, \\ hich

culminated into inter-ethnic violence in the post-independence period.
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It is remarkable that the French were not to be outdone in the imposition of

direct taxation in their colonial policy. In their Mandated Area of Togoland aCI"OSS

the border, it was said that the Konkomba had freely and voluntarily consented to

pay a tax equivalent to one shilling per head.9o Did it not arouse their resentment as

it had done on the British side?

Adam Bukari is of the view that there was no trouble in the collection oftax

in the French Mandated Area because the Konkomba had chiefs whom the French

authorities recognized. These chiefs were authorized to collect the tax on behalf of

the colonial state. In the French Mandated Area the Konkomba traditional rulers

equally served as subordinate agents of the colonial administration as well as

representatives of their subject's vis-a-vis the state.91

But Prescott has drawn attention to the attitude of people, who stradd led

boundaries, towards taxation. "At times of tax collection, there was some

movement across the boundary in order to escape responsibilities't.Yln the specific

case of the French Mandated Area of Togoland, Arnenumey has confirmed this

view. He states that as early as 1916, the French authorities had suggested that a

poll tax be imposed in their area to defray the cost of occupation. They had

actually gone ahead to impose direct taxation. The result was that: "At the present

time, French rule in West Africa is in even a worse odour among the natives than

was that of the Germans before August] 914." 93

Reaction and rebellion by the colonized were swift, and took various forms.

The Konkomba immigrated across the border into the British zone of the Mandated

Territory." It may be that Adam Bukari was not mindful of the fact that even

though there was no Konkomba overt resistance to the collection of tax by the

French administration, rebellion assumed the subtle form of emigration to British

Territory, as it happened in the Northwest.95

From such curious history of taxation 111 colonialism, it would seem that

while European colonial administrators had no misgivings as to what taxation \\ as

meant for, it was usually without the thorough consultation with, and consent of,

the Konkomba on either side of the mandated border. The Konkornba therefore

resorted to find ways and means of how best they could protect themselves from
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perceived dangers arising from the circumstances of paying direct taxation, which

they perhaps did not wholly understand.

Meanwhile, after the institution of direct taxation in the Northern Territories

111 1936, it ran parallel alongside the traditional tribute payment that held sway in

the centralised states of the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups in

northern Ghana.

By 1951, when the Gold Coast attained internal self-government, it could

still be remarked that Dagomba extortion of the Konkomba was rather severe. The

Konkomba might have been pushed to the wall of extortion to a point they

considered taking matters into their own hands." They had developed an

uncompromising mood towards what they considered to be the culture of extortion

wherever they lived.

It was not only the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja aristocracy

that extorted the Konkomba. Some categories of African workers in the colonial

service, such as the police and court officials, joined in the extortion. In the ease of

the police, the Northern Territories Constabulary had become part of the Cold

Coast Police Force. In the Northern Section of the British Mandated Area of

Togoland, there were detachments at Vendi, Saboba and Kete-Krachi, totalling 8

non-commissioned officers and 23 constables. This force was generally

supplemented after the rains by a detachment of mounted police from Tamale. It

carried out a patrol in the Konkornba area in order to maintain law and order."

The role of Corporal Perssah and five other policemen in the extortion of

the Konkomba is alluded to in the Mbadugu Affair. On another occasion, there

was a case of extortion levelled against another policeman. A Konkomba man

complained that a constable who was on duty in the Sambuli area took ten shillings

from him. The District Political Officer sent for the constable, one Batio Grunshi.

The Demon Na was called in to listen to the case since it happened in his

jurisdiction. At the first hearing the officer lamented the contradiction in Batios

evidence: "Unfortunately certain of his statements did not agree with those or the

chief of Demon who happened to be at SAMBULl at the time.,,98
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Further investigation was conducted and two witnesses were called upon to

give evidence. The District Political Officer did not hesitate to pass sentence:

r therefore found the police man guilty and sentenced him to 3 months in

hard labour as I consider the case as a very serious one.99

The Konkomba must have considered the police force and the Dagornba

traditional system as part of the colonial state that extorted them. Their rebel! ion

knew no bounds.

For instance, in February 1936, it was reported that about 400 Konkornba

warriors had crossed the frontier into the French Territory to aid their compatriots

at Kankali (Kankassi) in resisting the activities of the French Police which were

considered as lawful. The report was emphatic that the Konkornba had shut a

policeman, but had not killed him.loo It seems that the imperial police force.

whether British or French, on both sides of the border were wont to extort from the

Konkomba.

A clear example was the case of a French non-commissioned officer and a

constable who went to a village called Nankassi ostensibly to effect payment of a

tax, which had already been paid. On arrival, they met no one in the village except

women who told them that the tax had already been paid. The latter did not only

express their misgivings, they seized some of the women who thereupon raised an

alarm. When the Konkomba came running from their farms and seeing the police

holding their women, they shot them, thereby wounding the constable.l'"

Konkomba action on this occasion was defensible from the point of view of

extreme provocation. It was doubtful whether the French Police were out on

official instructions to collect taxes. Even if they were duty - bound, what reason

did they have to doubt the information given by the women that the tax had been

paid? Could the seizure of the women be tantamount to the payment of the tax. had

the men not arrived? The only plausible motive was that the French pol ice

harboured an intention to extort the Konkornba, which was also a common practice

of the British Police on their side ofthe border.

When Konkomba tubers of yam were seized before they could enter the

Yendi market, as narrated by Tait, among the beneficiaries of the booty was the
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sergeant of the Police of that town. On one occasion, the DC.s' interpreter also

benefited. This goes a long way to confirm the notion that some categories or
workers of African descent in the colonial service equally participated in the

extortion of the Konkomba. On another occasion, ad ispute was said to have arisen

between labourers of a survey party and a Konkomba community. It was said that

many years of freedom from violence had been broken by a regrettable attack on an

African Surveyor. He was killed together with his wife while a carrier \\ as

wounded.

---

The weapons used were poisoned arrows after which the murderers escaped

into French Territory across the frontier. The agent provocateur was the surve , or

who had refused to pay the correct price of a pig.102 This imports an element 01'

cheating of the Konkomba, otherwise it is in explicable for a whole cornrnunitv to

take up arms and kill when they were unprovoked, and particularly when the killing

involved woman which was rather contrary to Konkomba custom,

On the whole, the payment of traditional tribute in the pre-colonial era \\ rIS

not peculiar to Dagbon. It was all - pervasive in the centralised states of the

Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups in the Northern Region of

Ghana and was considered as an important centripetal force. The kings were the

focal point of this exchange system. In a culture that acknowledged the payment of

tribute, its values, beliefs, and the nuances that it constituted served the pre-colonial

period very well. It must have been life - enhancing.

Obviously, the colonial period came after the pre-European era, In the

former period, life and work among different groups of people, such as the

Konkomba, and the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups, offered

new challenges and rich opportunities which lay in modernization in the face 01' the

colonial state. It was a chance for these different colonized groups of people to

learn and appreciate not only how they differed one from another, but how very

much they were all alike as Africans.

Unfortunately, the prevalence of internal colonialism diminished the

exercise of these splendid opportunities. The institutional isation of the .Kobga,

which the Konkomba considered as a form of aristocratic extortion was abused by

•~,

---,
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other African workers in the colonial service such as the police, court officials. and

surveyors. These acts exacerbated the ethnic differences. and produced inter-group

hostilities and inter-ethnic conflicts. This created an environment in which the

Konkomba were confronted with what appeared to them to be unwarranted

impositions. The tensions that developed during the colonial era became explosive

when the British left, resulting in armed confrontations in the 1980s. In the next

chapter, British policies on recruitment of labour, and on the development of

formal education in northern Ghana, as they impacted on the Konkomba, shall be

discussed.
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CHAPTER FIVE

RECRUITMENT OF LABOUR AND FORMAL EDUCATION Ai\'D

INTER-ETHNIC RELATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the major objectives of British occupation of African territories V\ as

the expansion of her market economy. A colony was expected not only to provide

for the cost of the newly established colonial administration, but also to serve the

mother country with her needed produce. For the required labour and manpower

needs, northern Ghana served the British interest admirably. According to Ntalaja.

colonial policy revolved around economic exploitation, and the colonialists needed

to know how they could best use their African intermediaries to recruit labour. I

This was done in the form of recruitment of people from northern Ghana for labour

in the mines, railways and cocoa farms in southern Ghana, and for military and

police service. The educational policy aimed at sustaining the flow of labour to the

south.

Walter Rodney says education is crucial in any type of society for the

preservation of the lives of its members and the maintenance of the social structure.

Under certain circumstance, education also promotes change. The greater portion

of that education is informal, being acquired by the young from the example aile!

behaviour of elders in the society.'

Before the advent of the Europeans. Africans had their own ways and

means of providing education for the individual in society. In Dagbon and Nanun.

for instance, one form of such education was that provided for chiefs' sons. Boys

who were princes were sent to live with an elder or chief in another village so that

they might learn the duties of chiefship. Also, if a boy's father was a blacksmith.

he invariably grew up to be a blacksmith. A son would automatically come to be

tutored by his father. Girls had to learn the art and life of motherhood from their

mothers.
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Character training was imbibed through social norms, practices and

customary usage such as those followed during puberty. African development was

at their own initiative. For example, the development of Konkomba society.

whatever direction it took, was their own initiative and was in response to

imperatives which grew out of their environment.

This chapter examines the extent to which colonial policies on the

recruitment of labour and the development of formal education in northern Ghana

have contributed to fuel inter-ethnic confl ict between the Konkornba and the

. ,
centralised states in the Northern Region of Ghana .

5.2 EFFECT OF THE RECRUITMENT OF LABOUR ON THE

KONKOMBAAND THEIR NEIGHBOURS

In West Africa, the British resorted to forced labour. From the onset, forced

labour was considered as 'political labour'. The British made it appear as though

forced labour had never been used in the Gold Coast. For instance, Governor

Guggisberg categorically stated that he could not find forced labour in the Gold

Coast.3 However, the British relied on African labour for their own requirements.

particularly for road construction, building of colonial official residences and for

use as 'carriers' in northern Ghana. It is on record that:

. '

In principle every adult male was liable to six days' work per quarter on the roads and

could be called upon for carrier service. The political officer obtained this compulsory

labour through the chiefs, who were the direct agents of the administration for this most

disagreeable task. Demands for such labour was considerable."

Forced labour was considered as one of the means by which the African

could be taxed as well as made him work for the new goals of development set out

for him. An important feature of the colonial state in the Gold Coast was the

culture of recruitment of labour force from the orth to the South. A boom in the

cocoa industry, acceleration in the development of railways, building or roads and

harbours resulting from increased government income, and maintenance of a labour

force for the dangerous and unpleasant underground work in the mines. were the

major reasons outlined for the demand for labour in the Colony and Ashanti in the

Gold Coast. The mines, for instance, had by the 1900s particularly felt the .pressure
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of labour shortage. Indeed, recruitment from Nigeria stopped very early. Most of'

the labour recruitment now came from the orth and the neighbouring Mandated

French Territory ofTogo.s

Thomas has amply demonstrated the nature of this recruitment. The request

and recruitment for Northern Territories labour force started in earnest in the car"

1900s. Thomas has it that the recruitment of labour for the mines in the Tark« a-

Prestea area began in 1906. The Chamber of Mines had indeed approached A. E.

Watherston, Chief Commissioner, about the feasibility of obtaining workers from

the Protectorate. To begin with, Captain Warden undertook the first recruitment in

Mamprugu. The first group of 540 able-bodied men left Gambaga, and by the time

they reached Tarkwa (the Abbontiakoon mine). the number had reduced. B) the

middle of the year they had all deserted." About 100 of them were Konkomba.

Various reasons, such as diseases and death, accounted for the red uct ion in

the number. But one outstanding reason was ill treatment. Another group or
recruited labour from Mamprugu and Dagbon which was escorted by Captain

Jackson and arrived at Abbontiakoon in the middle of 1909 also disappeared.

There was an additional 400 men taken to work on the Accra-Kurnasi railwav in

1909. Soon a majority of them equally vanished. By the middle of 1909. labour

shortage in the Gold Coast Colony could be described as 'acute'. It was then

emphasized that: "No reliable labour can be obtained from Ashanti where ... the

people are strongly averse to any form of systematic work. As a local source 0"
supply, there remain, therefore, only the Northern Territories".7

It became clear that northern Ghana was an area designated as a 'labour

reserve' for the supply of cheap labour to the mines. cocoa farms and general

labour in the South in the colonial state. This view was buttressed by the directive

of the Governor to the CCNT. The former gave orders to the latter to send down

more men. The Governor was well aware that as the Protectorate was under the

latter's jurisdiction, it would not entail negotiation with any foreign power.

Henceforth, the mining companies sent up orth recruitment agents who secured

men through the intervention of the District Commissioners.8 Crowder rnaj have

erred when he contended that there was no recruitment for commercial companies.'
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The vivacity with which British officers facilitated recruitment was amply

expressed in the reprimand given out to the Sandema Nab by the D.C for

Navrongo-Zuarungu:

r did not come all the way to Kanjarga and tell all the chiefs that I wanted recruits for

nothing. That simply because I was not at Navarro he had done nothing, and that he was to

go back at once and get busy; and ifhe had not got me some recruits by the time I visited

Kanjarga next week he would 'catch trouble' .10

Traditional rulers at various levels were given directives to not only recruit but to

meet a certain quota in their particular areas.

By 1912, it was noted that the remarkable growth of the cocoa industry in

Ashanti was due in large measure to labour supplied from the North. Out-

migration from North to South was the order of the day. A noteworthy feature was

the increase in the number of people of the Northern Territories who sought

employment outside the Protectorate. A large quantity of the labourers employed

on the mines and on various public works in the Colony was supplied by the

Northern Territories, and their services were also utilized by the cocoa planters in

Akim as well as in Ashanti.11

By 1916, the mines continued to recruit from the North without government

assistance. The mine authorities were wont to send African headmen who brought

back labourers for a twelve months' service. There were occasionally

supplemented with European recruitment. Thomas considered recruitment from

Dagbon as a political issue:

A good response came from the Dagomba chiefs, for whom the defeat of Germany was a

political issue, 219 men being supplied by the chiefs of Savelugu, Karaga, Gushiegu. Yendi

and Sunson. In December, 1916, the mine requested a further 200 men describing the

Dagomba as the best workers they had.'"

In 1920, it was reported that a total of 4,365 "organized" labourers were

sent. By 1921, data about the recruitment of labour force in the Protectorate could

be obtained from two sources.l ' The British administration in northern Ghana had

begun to make the provision of infrastructure or social facilities conditional on the

recruitment of labour. For example, at a durbar of chiefs in Gonja. the
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Commissioner of the Southern Province confirmed this when he said that: "The

men who supplied most labour would be attended to first in the matter of wells.··I.J

The chiefs were told that priority would be given to areas that gave out more men

for recruitment when the time came for the colonial government to provide wells to

be used as sources of water.

!
!
II. ,

What was the reaction of the chiefs, and the British officials to the

recruitment of labour for use in the South? The chiefs might have been coerced

into the whole business. They were paid "head money.t'? This was an amount of

money paid to a chief for each labourer recruited by him. Others, such as the

Sandema Nab, put up a stout resistance as indicated above. Resistance to such

obnoxious recruitment equally came from certain quarters of officialdom in the

administration. In 1922, the acting D.C. for Vendi, for instance, found the policy to

be objectionable. He questioned whether it was up to any D.C. to force labour

down to the mines as well as the railways." Thomas confirms that there was no

reply to this question. He then drew the conclusion that: "It was implicit in official

policy that the Political Officer was a victim of the demands of his superiors 111

Accra, and had to make the best of his situation.t'"

Also, in August 1922, the Deputy D.C. for N0I1h Mamprugu added his

voice to this kind of official protest against labour recruitment in the North. Hc did

not only point out that the whole of the first gang of labourers sent from the District

for the railway work had deserted, but he also mentioned that the method of

recruiting was illegal. '8

The pressure on chiefs to provide labourers sometimes caused them to lose

the respect and loyalty of their subjects. This was either because of the exactions

they in turn imposed or the humiliations they suffered as a result of failing to give

satisfaction to their colonial master. They invariably faced a fine, suspension or

imprisonment. The Karaga Na was noted to have made very heavy demands tal'

labour on his sub-chiefs. He got his subordinate chiefs fined by the D.C. anytime

they resisted carrying our recruitment. 19

Forced labour was equally applied in carrier transport. The Commissioner

of the Southern Province commented that it was perhaps more primitive than that
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adopted by the Israelis when proceeding to the Promised Land, and that until hoot

or wheels are at the disposal of the Protectorate, the transport must remain the

same.i" In fact, resentment to such a policy was stated in severe terms:

When the Germans were ruling us, we did public work, whether it was construction 01'

roads, carrier transport or the building of rest houses. But when the British took over they

subordinated us again to the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja. Every donkey work was

done by the Konkomba and other subject people. When it came to recruitment for labour

down south, we the subject people took the lead. It was when after us the quota wa-, not

satisfied that other major tribes were recruited. It was like enslavement. Most carrier

transport was forced on us. Just like a Gonja would not enslave another Gonja, a Dagornba

would not give up his compatriot into slavery unless forced to do so. In fact, if it is

anything that has estranged us against the Marnprusi, Dagornba, and Gonja, one or the

causes must be how we the subject people were recruited through their chiefs for various

kinds of labour during British colonial rule. We were the beast of burden. This conti nued

to haunt US?I

~ '". ,
•

The position that it was the Konkomba and other subject groups of people

who bore the brunt of recruitment is not borne out by the facts. Rather, Governor

Guggisberg said that every man of the Northern Territories was worth his weight in

gold, for the mines, for the private enterprise and for the development of those

schemes the completion of which were necessary to secure development.v' Thus the

recruitment of labour from the North did not target particular ethnic groups though

the centralised states could have targeted the minority ethnic groups.

It was, therefore, not surprising that forced labour held sway throughout the

1920s and was said to have increased considerably during this period. B) his

statement, Guggisberg underscored the immense contribution of Northern labour to

the South until he left office at a time indirect rule was about to begin. In truth.

Eyre-Smith could admit in the early days of indirect rule that labour for the making

of railways, the building of roads and towns in the Colony and Ashanti, and other

public works in the 1920s or so, were supplied mostly from the North.23

It was thought that indirect rule would replace forced labour with a system

of taxation. By 1926, it was believed that a cattle tax had actually replaced forced

labour. But no such replacement ever dislodged the practice. Crowder pointed out

that for the most part, force labour was administered by 'native authorities'. since

~,
I
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they were responsible for the maintenance of roads and most other local works." It

implied that there remained the persistent use of unpaid labour in road construction.

public buildings, such as rest houses and bungalows, and other government projects

in the period of indirect rule in northern Ghana.

In that era, forced labour was indirectly administered. It was therefore not

so apparent to the outside world. On the one hand, the British effectively

formalized the traditional powers of many chiefs to use compulsory labour of their

subjects. In some cases the authorities so regulated it that it was not considered as

work personally done for the chief, but for the N.A. On the other hand. the

apparent initiative for the recruitment of forced labour came from the chief. Again,

Crowder attested that it allowed for abuse by the N.A., as a chief was capable of

sending to work his enemies, when considered in terms of a labour tax, it v,as

inadequately distributed; and that it certainly never hit the well-to-do sectors of the

cornmunity.f This had been amply expressed in various areas in northern Ghana.

In the Kpandai area of East Gonja, Mbinimadong laments that:

The Gonjas never invariably did public work which was compulsory. Even if they did at

all it was very minimal. We were known as the Mandated Area under the League of

Nations. Only those of us who were considered as subject people to the Gonja, such people

as Nawuri, Nchumuru, Konkomba, Basare, and Kotokoli were forced to provide labour tor

the construction of roads and public buildings. No Gonja did carrier work. At a point. the

ill-treatment during work was so much that some Nawuri migrated to the Kete-Krachi

District. The work was usually supervised by the Gonja royals. Some Nawuri who left

never returned. Up to the time of independence one could not differentiate work 01" the

Gonja chiefs and that of the native authority."

Indeed there was a Nawuri emigre into Krachi during the British colonial

era in protest against Gonja hegemony in the Kpandai area.

In Eastern Dagbon, it was said that the Konkomba and Chokosi were

usually called up to do forced labour even when the project under construction \\ as

not likely to benefit them directly. The Konkomba were usually sent for to do force

labour. An example was the bridge over the Kulkpini River near Vendi. It is

claimed that initially, only Konkomba forced labour was used27
, even though this is

hard to prove. In Mamprugu as well, the Kpinkpana (Konkomba) and the Birnoba

were known for their being industrious:
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Since they were a subject people in Eastern Marnprugu, much forced labour was imposed

on them. They did it without any outward complaint because it was usually made to appear

that it was the D.C's work. There was no distinction between the work for chiefs and that

for the Whiteman.28

The perception in these areas was not different from Nanun, where a

Konkomba population lived, in so far as doing political labour was concerned. In

the North, what seems clear was that those chiefs who were constituted as 'native

authorities' and 'sub-native' authority were paid monies in accordance with the

number of men they supplied for recruitment for labour in the mines, railways and

other government work. Since the Konkomba, and for that matter other 'subject'

groups such as Nchumuru, Nawuri, and Vagla, were not recognized as native

authorities and sub-native authorities, their trad itional leaders were not so

rewarded.

For instance, Konkomba "Ubors" and "Unikpels" obtained no such

monetary rewards. The implication was that those chiefs that received pecuniary

reward were incorporated into the Western, monetized economic system.

Consequently, they had more monetary resources, influential stature and relevance

than their counterparts such as the Konkornba traditional leaders, who benefited

nothing. The repercussions have been pointed out by Ntalaja that the chiefs played

an intermediary role between their people and the colonial ists:

•> ,
•

It consisted of chiefs obtaining the people's compliance with forced labour, compulsory

cultivation, conscription, labour recruitment and other state regulations. By fulfilling their

colonial functions faithfully and by attempting to enrich themselves in the process through

legal or extra-legal means, the chiefs eventually alienated themselves from most of their

subjects. This was especially true for those who were more colonial creations and lacked

any claims to traditional legitimacy."

During both the direct and indirect rule period. the relationship between

chiefs and certain ethnic groups was at best tenuous, ambiguous and had no

traditional legitimacy. The ruling class of the traditional states must have alienated

themselves from the Konkornba in particular and other 'subject' groups of people

in the Northern Region in general.

In Tanzania, forced labour was one of the major causes of the Maji Maji

revolt between the colonialists and African people. This left more than one
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hundred and twenty thousand Tanzanians dead.i" In northern Ghana, the alienation

of the Konkomba, and other subject groups, did not initially lead to any revolt

against the British colonialist. Rather, the situation constituted a fertile ground for

disputes among ethnic groups to emerge. As Holden holds it:

Disputes, when they arise as they must, consequently tend to leave residues of conflict

which over time become the nuclei of ... actionalism, such that' A· is automatically

suspicious of anything 'B' proposes?

In the same light, inter-ethnic disputes and the situation of alienation

generated envy, jealousy, bitterness and rancour. This was a potential source of'

inter-ethnic conflict and, indeed, armed confrontation in the present day Northern

Region of Ghana which erupted between the Konkomba and the traditional states

of the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja after the departure of the British.

Force labour, however, ceased to be of any significance throughout British

West Africa by 1946. In Ghana, even in the aftermath, there was still considerable

exodus of labour force 'voluntarily' flowing from the North down South. This was

consequent on the widespread disparities in development between the two areas.

People of northern extraction were virtually 'forced' to embark on out-m igration to

places where British colonial government investments were channeled. These were

the areas that possessed mineral deposits and agricultural raw materials that were

most in need in Europe. It was not for nothing that the area bounding Accra.

Sekondi/Takoradi and Kumasi, referred to as "The Golden Triangle" received the

largest concentration of government expenditures. People were enticed to migrate

south to work. Governor Thornburn remarked that the people of northern

extraction were much easier to deal with than their compatriots on the coast. This

was because they willingly made the most excellent roads, culverts and rest houses

for small 'dashes' .32

Emigration from the north to the south in Ghana persisted into the 1950s

and beyond into the post colonial era. In the 1950s, for instance, the Finsbury

Pavement House Transit Welfare Centre established a labour recruitment camp at

Bolgatanga with the approval of the Colonial Secretary. The objective was to

ensure an annual flow of about 2000 labourers from the north to the mines at
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Tarkwa, which were owned by the Finsbury Pavement Groupr':' Out migration

from the North to the South in Ghana is still on-going.

But there was another dimension in which the north was considered as the

backwater of British colonial rule. This was the way and manner people 0"
northern extraction were recruited for military and police service for the country.

No sooner had northern Ghana been occupied by British troops in the late 1890s

than the area was subjected to a military regime, In 1898, Northcott pressed for the

establishment of a military administration in the area. He advocated that all

officers employed should be able to exercise military command."

The peculiarity in the military set up was the propensity to embark on

punitive expeditions, and this estranged the people, particularly the minority groups

such as the Konkomba, who lived in areas considered as the outlying parts or the

districts. The expeditions created an atmosphere of ill-feeling and mistrust.

Attention was drawn to the fact that:

Even if such methods of Vindicating British authority were employed only occasionally.

and as a last resort, they estranged the people in the outlying areas whose only contact with

the administration was a raid followed by immediate withdrawal of the troops.f

It was strange that the process of occupation was accompanied by military

raids unleashed upon a people most of whom were not rebell ing, even though some

ethnic groups, such as the Tallensi, organized pockets of revolts against British

occupation. This persisted until 1907 when civilian administration replaced the

military regime. Meanwhile, a Northern Territories Constabulary was established.

It was expected that a class of literate constables of northern extraction would

provide the best breed of men to deal with local criminals.

However, it soon became an official policy to retain northern Ghana as a

source or recruiting grounds for the army and the police service of the Gold Coast.

Recruitment was to be from the stark illiterate folk. Salaga had been used as the

recruiting centre for the Gold Coast Constabulary even before British occupation of

the North. Perhaps, it was on this account that when the Germans were advancing

northwards the British insisted that: "The routes passing to Salaga through the

districts to the east of the Volta should be kept open and free, and that the districts
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used as recruiting grounds ... should be kept. as heretofore, independent of any

foreign jurisdiction." 36

Gambaga was equally considered as conveniently placed for attracting the

most desirable class of local recruits, from the Moshie and Dagomba, to the

Constabulary. Thus, apart from the fact that military, security and strategic

considerations influenced British policy to acquire and occupy the North, the area

was assigned the role of providing soldiers and policemen for the Gold Coast. The

Asante and the people of the Colony were considered either unfit or they were not

favoured for such a role.37

II
I,
;

It was on this account the Governor proposed that the recruitment for the

Gold Coast Constabulary should be done among the Gonja, Gurunsi and Moshie

ethnic groups. It was little wonder that in 1899, the Gold Coast Regiment of the

West Africa Frontier Force undertook a recruitment of 69 men all from northern

, ,
•

Ghana. One hundred and fifty three men were recruited in 1900 and two hundred

and eighty-two men the following year. The men were said to have performed

creditably: it was considered inadvisable for the Asante in particular to be taught

the use of arms of precision, military discipline and tactics. They were equally

unreliable to be used as guards since British officers would be at their mercy

whenever there was an army revolt. Also, the high opinion about Asante was that

they were thought to be excellent soldiers in the forest. But it was doubtful as to

whether they could perform creditably in open country."

An important issue therefore was that when the First World War broke out.

by August 1914 the Gold Coast Regiment consisted mostly, if not entirely, of men

who hail from northern Ghana. Remarkably, Allied forces moved into and

conquered the German Colony of Togo land in a short campaign that was completed

by 26th August, 1914. It is known that the first shot of the war was fired by a Gold

Coast Sergeant in the person of Alhaji Grunshie who was of northern extraction.r"

Not until about 1917 were the Asante allowed to enlist in the Gold Coast Regi ment.

This was after the Asantehene and his chiefs had amply demonstrated their support

for the British Crown. By this time, ninety percent of the rank and file of the (laid

Coast Regiment was of northern extraction.
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These men went further to aid the allies prosecute World War I in foreign

lands such as Cameroon and in far away East Africa. Governor Clifford conceded

ground when he remarked and recommended highly of the soldiers from the

North.4o The North ought to have been rewarded for the gallantry of her soldiers.

which perhaps manifested in the form of medallions which were awarded to

northern chiefs.

It was on this note that during the Ghana-Togo boundary negotiation after

the war, Major Morris thought that the French wished to have all the Konkornba

because they were a good fighting men and may prove good recruits for their army.

He, however, pointed out that it was probably not known that there was a fair-sized

Konkomba settlement on Nanumba land and whose inhabitants were subject to the

Bimbilla Na, the paramount chiefofthe Nanumbas.41

In 1924, the military potential of the Gold Coast was sized up. At the end.

the declaration was that the inhabitants of southern Ghana "have no aptitude or

inclination for soldiering.t'V By 1935, Major Merchant could intimate that literates

from southern Ghana were useful as bandsmen and signalers. The main focus was

rather that: "It should be the first consideration of officers responsible for the

enl istment of recruits to keep the percentage of orthern Territories men as high as

possible't"

Pertinently, they were noted and admired for their excellent military

performance and in other fields. It was on this account that Jones disavowed the

impression other people maintained about the Northerner that they: "'vVere

regarded as amiable but backward people, useful as soldiers, policemen, ... in short

fit only to be hewers of wood and drawers of water for their brothers in the Colony
and Ashanti.,,44

-,
•

The extent to which people of northern extraction could be good servicemen

was well manifested in the loyal performance of Salifu Dagarti when he laid down

his life for the sake of Kwame Nkrumah in post-independent Ghana.

The assertion has been made that a good number of the Konkornba were

drawn into the army and the police during British colonial era. They were know 11to

have performed marvelous feats and that they displayed exceptional bravery \'\ hi Ie
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in service. The sons of some of them related stories of what their fathers did while

in service and some have taken possession of the medals awarded to their parents.

Adam Bukari has seen a variety of medals obtained by his relatives for

distinguished service. One of the medals was an award for best marksmanship."

The exodus of the Konkomba to join the army and the police held sway Lip

to the time of the independence of the Gold Coast. This was thought to be so with

other ethnic groups in present day Northern Region of Ghana. For some ethnic

groups in the North, such as the Konkomba, "a period of military service was

considered an almost necessary qualification for a man to assume traditional

office.,,46

However, Marshall Adam has another side of the issue:

During the colonial era, the Dagomba and the Nanumba tabooed the army and police

service. They thought that such personnel were known to be a wicked lot. Particular!v

those Dagomba and Nanumba of royal blood who ventured into the army and police were

on their retirement refused gate skins to which they were entitled."

Perhaps, from experience, ex-service men who became chiefs maintained

their strict military discipline by which they often neglected to observe some or the

traditional practices associated with chiefship. lt seems likely that the Dagomba

and Nanumba may have developed an aversion for joining or being drawn into the

army or police service during British colonial rule.

In any case, attention must be drawn to the policy of recruitment of men of'

northern extraction to enable the British prosecute their wars. It has ended up

antagonizing one ethnic group to the other in the Northern Region of Ghana. The

Nawuris, with whom of late the Konkornba have struck an alliance, claim that a

principal grievance against the Gonjas arose out of British recruitment of men in

Nawuriland. Mbinimadong has it that:

During the Second World War, the Nawuris were asked to contribute soldiers. We were

called to Salaga where the Gonjas gave us this information. The Nawuris were told that i,.

they did not want to contribute men, then they should give out money so that the Gonias

would use it to hire men form other tribes to represent us (Nawuris). We contributed the

money. One cannot tell how much. Later the Gonjas demanded that the awuris contribute

soldiers again. Our people did not understand. We requested for our money, which was

never returned. My people did not want to go against British authority. They contributed
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the soldiers after which the Gonjas again demanded some money. This brought about

agitation. It contributed to some Nawuris to migrate to Kete-Krachi."

The Gonjas admit that a major cause of ill-feeling between them and the

Nawuri was due to monies paid to the Kpernbewura. This was done in order that

Moshies would be recruited as substitutes for the awuri. The Gonja version is

that they did in fact hire some Moshies, but that they were eventually rejected as

being medically unfit. 49 By and large, the Gonjas have never been able to convince

the Nawuri that Moshies or any other ethnic group had in fact been recruited.

Since the Nawuri were asked to produce men again, they considered this as the

ultimate double-cross. The incident provided an important clue to one aspect or the

sour Gonja- awuri relations since the Second World War. The Konkomba arc

prone to take sides with the awuri any time there is an armed contlict between the

latter and the Gonja.

When force labour was abolished 111 1946 throughout British West Africa,

Konkornba out-migration was no longer to only destinations in southern Ghana. It

was perhaps on this account that in his survey of the Sekondi, Takoradi area, Busia

encountered only two of them.5o When they left Kekpokparn, they went mainlx to

farming areas in Eastern Dagbon, Eastern Marnprugu. anun and Eastern Gonja.

By the end of the British colonial rule they had spread into the northern parts or

present day Volta and Brong-Ahafo Regions and had gained a foothold as migrant

food farmers in these areas. Even one source considers the whole Konkomba

ethnic group as immigrants from the Mandated Area of French Togo, 51 on account

of their penchant for out-migration from Kekpokpam.

According to Arthur Lewis, usually it is the most enterprising people who

move. Immigrants know that their success depends on their own efforts. They live

by higher standards of effort and personal responsibility than people who live 011

their own land. Lewis has pointed out the success story of groups of people who

migrated to other places.52 But as Lewis observes:
Whatever the cause, the result in the second hal f of the twentieth century is explosive

which erupted in violent and disgusting outburst. The story began in Burma, where shortly

after independence all the Indians were driven out, being forced to leave most of' their

belongings behind. Then the position of the Chinese in Thailand and in Indonesia began to
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be threatened; a massacre of those people one of these days is 110tyet out of question. In

Nigeria, Northerners killed 20,000 Ibos in September 1966 and drove out a mill ion from

their homes, The Indians in East Africa are clearly doomed; the only question being how

many will be killed before they are driven out. Genocide is the favourite crime or our

century ... It is a melancholy tale.53

. '

On such ethnic relations between immigrants and their hosts, Maciver and

Page have spoken out. To them the distinguishing attitudes ranged from the mere

recognition of difference to the most intense hatreds and repulsions. They might

reflect a simple spirit of group unity or they might reveal a blinded and blinding

group of egoism. Even when mere recognition of difference was all that mal-ked

the attitudinal relationship between groups, there was a necessary anti-thesis

between the "they" and the "we", between in-group and out-group. This anti-thesis

was a characteristic of all group loyalty and of group unity itself. There must be

some feeling of warmth toward the "we" that was withheld from the "they"."

With reference particularly to prejudice, Oyeneye and Peil have observed

that it combined affective and cognitive factors - hostile feelings toward members

of another group and beliefs about them. These were often inaccurate

generalizations and tend to be acquired as part of primary socialization and because

of the emotional element it is difficult to change:

Through jokes, stories and solemn warnings, the children learn the boundaries of their OWI1

group and the common stereotypes of other people: the A's are dirty (they take on I) one

bath a day); the B's are immoral (they allow sex before marriage); the Cs are ignorant (few

children go to school); the D's are lazy (they do not grow cash crops),; the E's are grasping

(they are successful traders) .... Partly through personality and partly through experience.

some people are more tolerant than others. __ but it is more difficult to unlearn prejudice

than to acquire it.55

The above constructs or stereotypes on ethnicity are exemplified in inter-

ethnic relations between the Konkomba and the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba

and Gonja groups in the Northern Region of Ghana. Arnuzu has commented thus:

We thought that when the Whiteman's civilization came there would be no Dagornba

superiority again. As I grew up, I was told how the Dagomba used to treat our people.

They do not regard us as human beings. This attitude persisted and was overlooked b\ our

British colonial masters.56
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Similar remarks could be heard ill Eastern Mamprugu and from the

Konkomba and Nawuri in Eastern Gonja about such sour social relations.

Since the Konkomba were perceived collectively as an immigrant group in

present day Northern Region of Ghana, particularly those who lived in the

centralised traditional states of the Mamprusi. Dagomba. anumba and Gonja. this

has made peaceful ethnic cohabitation problematic. The situation was comparable

in volatility to that of immigrant Indians in Burma. Chinese in Thailand and

Indonesia, Ibos in Northern Nigeria, and Indians in East Africa as illustrated above

by Arthur Lewis. The Konkomba and the other so-called 'minority' groups. such

as the Nawuri, Bimoba, Vagla, Nchumuru and Basare, were often singled out in the

society in which they lived for differential and unequal treatment socially. They

came to regard themselves as objects of collective discrimination. It must be

realized that these constructs or stereotypes were a focused unique social

accommodations as well as grave social conflicts as remarked by Lewis. Maciver

and Page, and Oyeneye and Pei!. As the independence of the Gold Coast loomed

large on the horizon in the 1950s, the Konkomba were separated by a deep social

fissure line from the Mamprusi, Dagornba, anumba and Gonja groups because

attitudes in the nature of prejudices, discriminations, hatreds and revulsion ani)

served to inflame ethnic passions. This had resulted into bloody clashes betw ecn

the Konkornba and their overlords during colonial rule.

However, one may ask why the ethnic polarities that existed between the

Konkornba and their overlords were never transformed into a savage edge or

devastating armed confrontations (in the period of colonial rule) of a proportion

comparable to that of the Hutu-Tutsi conflagrations in East Africa? Lemarchand

hazards a clue:-
otwithstanding overwhelming evidence pointing to the daemonic face of inter-ethnic

conflict, not everything about ethnicity translates into blood shed and genocide. into

frenzied genocidaires and ethnic cleansers... The sense of belonging to an ethnic

community need not be synonymous with contlict and competition."
--I , The plausibility of such postulation is not in doubt as the Konkomba and

their overlords never engaged in any communal violence of monstrous proportion

during the colonial era down to 1981. However, it has equally been observed that
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conflicts as they now pertain in the new states of Africa had their roots in the

formation of the colonial state. Colonialism had an in-built tendency for oppression

as evidenced in the pacification period, which was marked by brutal violence.

According to Deng, "Colonial intervention ironically established conditions of law

and order which in many instances contrasted with the Hobbesian state of affairs

that had prevailed.t' " Deng continues:

However, the colonial state, with its rigid borders and centralized structures and

procedures, was an artificial creation that tore apart regional ethnic groups and affil iaied

them with other groups. But while these groups were supposedly united by incorporation

into the modern state, they were kept apart. Indeed, their relations were manipulated as

part of the divide and rule strategy of colonial domination. Hostile historical memories and

animosities were kept alive and fanned, but through law and order, these animosities were

not allowed to explode in ethnic violence. When they did those responsible were sev crely

punished. The colonial state was therefore a source of relative peace and stability."

Under British colonial rule, exploitative relationships existed between the

traditional centralised states and the Konkomba. While ethnic passions were kept

inflamed, the establishment of a Northern Territories Constabulary rigidly

maintained law and order. Any time ethnic skirmishes broke out between these

two groups of people, the Konkomba were ostensibly held responsible and were

usually penalized. A case in point was the Segberi (Dzagberi) episode after which

the Konkomba were made to provide labour for the construction of the Wapuli -

Saboba road. The British colonial administration, therefore, staved off the tide of

inter-ethnic conflict and armed confrontation between the Konkomba and the

Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups. When the lid of British

domination of the Gold Coast was blown off at independence in March, 1957.

irreconcilable stands offs and varying degrees of discord between these two groups

of people exploded into an inter-ethnic armed conflict.

,
I,

-----"
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5.3 THE IMPACT OF THE FORMAL EDUCATION KONKOMBA AND

INTER-ETHNIC RELATIONS

One other way in which the European, and for that matter the British.

sought the social transformation of the people in northern Ghana was through the

Western-style education. In other words, it was the European that brought the

Western-type of school that provided one form of education for the African, which

became the most trenchant instrument of change that affected the institutions.

norms and values of the people." In so far as the Northern Section of Togo was

concerned, apart from the Agricultural Experimental Station at Nuatja which the

Germans established and attached a training school, there was little to show in

terms of formal educational institutions. By 191 I, the College had 99 pupi Is. who

were experimenting on a variety of crops to increase production." Even though the

Konkomba are a great agricultural people, they did not attend this institution.

There was also a school established at Sokode by the Germans. Kuepers,

the headmaster of the school, could say that his pupils made "far apter and better

pupils than European children of a similar age".62 Despite the fact that there were

Konkombas living in parts of the Sokode region, educational opportunities were

not made available to them or they did not take advantage of the opportunities

available.

Crowder attests that in the field of services, the Germans through their

missions achieved a remarkably large educational system by the time they left. The

three Missions (Methodist, Bremen and Catholic) maintained 307 elementary

schools and 6 high schools that included the Agricultural College. By the time the

First World War broke out, there were a total of 324 schools, with 49 European and

408 African teachers. They catered for 13,742 pupils/"

German attitude towards Togo has been distinguished as one of paternalism.

However, it was evident that northern Togo was closed to Europeans other than the

administrators. During the German period, Christian missionary activities \\ere

restricted mostly to southern Togo. The ban included missionaries; hence they

were not as available to open schools. The ban was also the result of the

Konkomba insurrection.
/
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The Governor, Count Julius von Zech, by an Ordinance declared the

Circumscription of Sokode-Basare and Mango- Vendi a forbidden zone and hence

closed to missionaries. It was thought that the North had remained restive. The

feeling was then that a free entry of Europeans might exacerbate hostilities.

Perhaps it was the restive nature or the behaviour of the people of northern Togo

that might have accounted for the decision that they were not prepared as the south

for European influence. The area was then considered a human reserve.i"

Cornevin points out, that it was not until June, 1912 that an imperial decree

authorized the Protestant Mission of Basel to operate in the region of Vendi, and

the Catholic Mission (Father of the Divine Word) in Sokode:

Nevertheless the urban centre of Sokode, considered as Islamic was forbidden to the

Catholic Fathers, who were forced to establish themselves at Alejo, 30 miles to the north-

east of Sokode. Fifty years after the German departure, despite the creation of an extensive

road network and a French policy that was more favourable to the prolific and hard-

working populations of the north, 'the neglect of the north' in economic and social matters

during the German period still weighs heavily upon the policy of the independent republic

and gives to the northerners a genuine sense of frustration.i"

.J
I -

Therefore the 'useful Togo' of the Germans did not extend beyond the

district (Bezirk) of Atakpame. Perhaps for the same or similar reasons advanced by

Lugard that forbade Christian missionaries entry into the Northern Nigerian

emirates, the Germans also thought that Christian missionary intrusion in northern

Togo would offend Muslim sensibilities.

By the time the Germans were forced out of the colonial scene, the area

north of Atakpame could be considered the Cinderella of their 'model colony'. in

so far as the provision of formal education facilities was concerned. The British

held the same view of the NTs. The Northern Section of Togo had no access to

formal education. It is doubtful whether the Konkomba or any other ethnic group

from that part of the country was formally educated during the German rule. The

regime did not provide the assimilationist institutions to the people for them to

participate in the administration, as they could not even do clerical work. There

were, however, educational facilities and opportunities available on the British side.

not in Konkomba country, but far from them in Tamale and Gambaga, by 1914.

.'",~
I'
; ,
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It was thought that in view of the plural linguistic conditions that prevailed.

the necessity of frequent transfer of political officers, the recommendation was that

the pushing of the English language in the area was of more lasting benefit than

forcing the Commissioners to learn one of the many languages. The supreme

interest for the promotion of Western education was the facilitation of the English

language to be learnt in order that British officers would not have the problem of

learning one of the many African languages as they were often on transfer fr0111one

place to the other. Another reason was that trade had increased and therefore

investment in European-style education was as good and equal to the building of

roads.66

In any case, on 6th December, 1907, the Catholic Mission took the lead and

established a primary school in Navrongo.f" in order to avoid their eviction by the

colonial authorities. By 1925, there were only five government and two mission

primary schools in the whole of the NTs, and two years later a Senior School and a

Junior Trade School that was opened in Vendi in 1922 were amalgamated and

established in Tamale.68

From the onset, the structure and content of the educational system ancl the

spatial location of the schools left much to be desired. For instance, general

education was to be limited to Standard III, only the best pupils would be allowed

to proceed to Standard IV, and all schools outside Tamale were ordered to stop

offering education above standard III.69 While no teacher training facilities were

established the building of Achimota College stalled the opening of additional

primary schools. The schools were located at the various administrative centres.

The British objective initially was to educate chiefs, their sons and heirs as a way

of projecting their status in order to facilitate the colonial administrations." It was

that formal education was not envisioned for the ordinary people that included the

Konkomba who were considered as a people without chiefs. This may explain why

demands for more schools to be opened by the DCs at the request of the people of

Tumu, Krachi, Bawku, Sandema and Bole were rejected, even though the people of

these places promised free labour in order to erect the buildings." It is equally

important to note that subsequent endeavours by the Catholic and the Wesleyan
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Missions to open more schools in various parts of northern Ghana were del iberately

thwarted by the British Administration.72

But as Chief Awolowo observed 111 Nigeria, British colonial policies.

particularly the closure of the North to Christian Missionary influences created

severe problems for subsequent regimes.v' It would not be far from the truth to

argue that the exclusion of missionary enterprise in the educational process In

northern Ghana accounts for the slow pace of educational development in the area.

As in the case of Nigeria, this produced problems of ethnicity, particularly In

present day Northern Region of Ghana for subsequent post-colonial regimes.

Also, since the first schools in present day Northern Region were located at

the administrative centres, they were out of reach for some of the so-called

'acephalous' groups of people, such as the Konkomba. For instance, it was

reported in 1928, that the boys from the Mandated Area (where the Konkomba

lived predominantly) attended Government Schools in Gambaga, Salaga and

Tamale.74 What this meant was that the whole of Eastern Oagbon (that

encompassed Konkomba country), Nanun, Nawuri, Nchurnuru and Bimoba and

Kornba areas which constituted a greater part of the Northern Section of the

Mandated Area lay without a single school. The Ya Na had cause to complain that

his people objected to sending their sons away to Tamale. It meant losing them lor

the greater part of the year: "Whereas if they went to school in Vendi they could

do a certain amount of work on the farms after school hours.,,75

If it was found objectionable for Dagornba children from Eastern Oagbon to

attend school in Tamale where their kith and kin lived, it was equally not a

persuasive case for the Konkomba who were equally agrarian, and virtually had no

relatives in Western Dagbon to send their children to Tamale. The Konkornba were

disadvantaged from the onset. As the period of direct rule drew to a close at the

end of the 1920s, very few Konkombas, if any, had obtained formal education.

Perhaps, the same could be said of the other so-called 'minority' ethnic groups such

as the Nawuri, Nchumuru, Birnoba, and Chokosi who lived in the Mandated Area.

With the advent of indirect rule, the existing schools were taken over b) the

N.As in 1935. The schools at Salaga and Tamale were transferred to Kpernbe and

·,•
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Vendi in 1936 and 1937 respectively. New N.A, schools were firmly established

before mission schools (considered harmful to the nascent N.As.) were allowed to

be opened. It was remarkable that the attitude of the chiefs and people of northern

Ghana towards education changed radically after 1935 with the introduction of

local administration." This was contrary to what obtained before the mid 1920s.

As regards the opening of the N. A school at Vendi, the Ya Na was very

impressed, as he considered it:

A sign of the Dagomba wish to march with the times. They have always had their own

system of education, but realize that they must have boys who can read and write English

to act as links between the Central Government and the Local government."

This would suggest that the Vendi School was opened with only the

Dagomba in mind. Not only that the Mion Lana was appointed as the local director

of education. It was remarked that the local popularity of the new school was a

cause of embarrassment because it had been quite impossible, for lack of roo 111 , to

admit all the chiefs' sons who had been put forward for adrnission.i'' This

emphasized the British policy of educating the chiefs, their sons and relatives to the

exclusion of subject groups of people that included the Konkomba. It is clear that

at this early stage no Konkomba cold be adm itted into the Vendi School when sons

of chiefs were not given the opportunity.

In East Gonja, the Kpembewura himself taught local history at the Kpernbe

School and was in charge of feeding arrangements." But as Mbowura laments:

-'-
The first Nawuri who attended Kpembe Primary School were either maltreated or sent to

work on school farms during teaching hours while their Gonja counterparts were left ill

classrooms. This phenomenon compelled the Nawuri pupils to defect from Kpernbe

Primary School voluntarily.t"

I

It was not only Nawuri children who dropped out voluntarily, but

Konkomba, Basare, Kotokoli and Nchumuru pupils did the same to avoid working

on the farms of teachers and fetching water for teacher's families while Gonja

pupils were busy learning in school."

In any case, between 1935 and 1940 seven new N.A schools were built in

the North, and a school was opened in Nanun in 1948.82 At the inception of the

N.As, it was said that they were enthusiastic in promoting education in the areas
.:..r
I
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where they existed. It was asserted that notwithstanding the situation that the

chiefs lacked Western education, they supported positively the educational system

that was in vogue in northern Ghana. It was further claimed that the expansion of

education facilities was rapidly proceeding, "as the requirements of the Protectorate

demand and its welfare justifies.,,83

Did this claim of accelerated expansion in educational facilities impact on

the Konkomba?

•
Jl·,

I·,,

Gunting Na, a prominent Dagornba sub-chief claims that the Konkornba

were reluctant to go to school. They were virtually arrested or forced to attend

school. According to him, it was under the influence and pressure from Na

Mahama Kpema that some Konkomba children were sent to school.84 There is also

the assertion that, it was l.S. Kaleem who went around Konkomba land on horse

back and was able to persuade with difficulty some Konkornba parents to send their

children to schoo1.85 Adam Bukari explained:
I,

I
There was no school in Kekpokpam. There was only one school in Vendi. When

Konkomba children were sent there the Dagornbas did not treat them well. They used to

send the Konkomba school children alone to farm for the Dagornba elders and the school

teachers. Therefore Konkornba children resented going to school at Vendi. I went to

school because my father was a serviceman."

jl·,'I

In East Mamprugu, it is believed that the Konkomba and Bimoba hardly

attended the Gambaga School as a result of the long distance that needed to be

covered. There was, however, no school opened for them in the Bunkpurugu-

Yunyoo area throughout the I940s.87 In Dagbon, in so far as the organization 01' the

two schools at Tamale and Vendi was concerned, it was a replica of traditional

society. The primary schools were organized on dual lines of government by chiefs

and administrative officers: "Each house had its elder, each compound its chief and

each school it's Paramount Chief.,,88

Since the schools were peculiarly organized as microcosms of traditional

society, it is probable that Konkomba pupils (believed to belong to societies

considered as ('without chiefs') did not feel persuaded to attend school in Dagbon.

It was unthinkable for a Konkomba pupil to be the Paramount Chief (Senior

Prefect) of a school. 89 But pupils from similarly uncentralised communities in the

, ,

~, '
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present day Upper East and Upper West Regions could occupy "chiefly" positions

in school as was the case of Hilla Limann, a Sissala from Gwollu who became a

Senior Prefect at the Tamale School. It was asserted that the Konkomba suffered

all manner of discrimination, a condition that was not persuasive enough for them

to attend school. A case in point was that on one occasion, a Konkomba pupil of

the Vendi School, Daniel Ngula, was to receive a prize for academic excellence.

The dark side of the Dagomba was revealed. As the school teachers were in the

main Dagombas, the school children were themselves surprised when it turned out

that a Dagomba boy received the award.9o In contrast, there were by 1950 about

300 pupils of Dagomba origin attending school, in comparison with the Konkomba

whose numbers could be counted on the fingers."

Similar conditions of discrimination prevailed at the Kpembe School in East

Gonja as attested by Mbonwura. The chief of Nkanchina equally intimated that

when Nawuri, Nchumuru, Konkomba and Basare children from the Kpandai area

were sent to school, the Gonja did their best to drive them away. Also. when in

Nanun, the first school opened in 1948, the Konkornba were said to have shied

away from attending that schoolr" perhaps as a result of discrimatory treatment

meted out to them."

The crux of the matter rested with British colonial educational policy which

was one of educating the ruling class first before the commoners. Der explains:

In 1937, of sixteen boys admitted to the Bawku School, 15 were the sons of chiefs and

headmen in their respective villages. In 1938, half of the boys in the Builsa Native

Administration School at Sandema were prospective chiefs, the remainder being the sons

of headmen and councilors of chiefs. At Wa in 1937, all the twenty-two new pupils ill the

school were eligible for chiefship while in Vendi the majority of the schools in 1939 were

sons and grandsons of Dagornba chiefs.94

Ngula claims that by 1957, only Yao Wunbie, a Konkomba, had attended

the Vendi Primary School. He stated that quite a number of them subsequently

were able to complete Primary Six in that school. Some proceeded to Tamale to be

trained in masonry and carpentry. Indeed, when the Vendi Middle School started

in 1949 some Konkomba boys who were able to attend and complete their

education there were Sampson Mankrom and Daniel Neina Jorbor. In all, those

~,

I'
~
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who attended the Vendi Primary and Middle Schools completed, though they were

few.95

I

"1

It was not until 1951 and 1961 that a Primary and a Middle School were

opened by the government in Konkomba country. Some Konkomba had the

opportunity to obtain basic education in southern Ghana. One of such was Seth

Yarney."

Between 1944 and 1957 only Yao Wumbie was able to complete the

Bagabaga (Tamale) Men's Training College, and at St. John Bosco Training

College at Navrongo, and Pusiga Training College, no Konkomba was trained as a

teacher. Between 1951 and 1957, Obajiba Bulibumba, Captain (Retired) D. C.

Damah, Daniel Ngula were the only Konkornba, who can be remembered to have

completed secondary school education."

By the close of British colonial rule in the Gold Coast, not only was there a

paucity in the number of Western educated Konkomba, opportunities for them in

the emergent country were a mere trickle. They should then have resorted to the

Urhobo Initiative, as Ekeh has attested:

, ,

It is a testimony of the significance of the publ ic finance that the Urhobo Progress l'nion

could manage that in Nigerian aggregate terms, in modern times, Urhobos are surpassed

only by the much larger Yoruba and lbo ethnic groups with respect to the numbers of their

university professors, many of whom had their secondary school education cheaply at

Urhobo College. Through their collective effort, ... they have emerged as one of the most

developed ethnic groups in Nigeria at the present time. The funds involved in these

programmes were vast and the organization required for administering them were quite

cornplex"

The Konkomba did not embark on any collective efforts for their own educational

advancement as the Urhobos had done.

Another development that emerged in the establishment of the N.As in the

North was the policy that only local people could be employed in them:

The policy that has been followed as far as possible is that natives of the Protectorate only

shall be engaged on the Native Authority clerical staff.99

The pol icy was rather detrimental to the progress of northern Ghana. Progress had

been restricted by the feeling that local men should be employed for local work

when possible. The fact was that workers for the government in the Protectorate, at
, '
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the lower and middle echelons, at least, were predominantly of northern extraction.

For instance, workers in the N.As and school teachers often came from the same

district. What can be said positively about this is that it provided employment

opportunities for the few educated people of northern extraction at the time. But

the policy made integration between the orth and southern Ghana problematic.

If the policy provided employment opportunities for few educated people of

northern extraction that were there at the time, the key question is. was any

Konkomba employed with the Ya Na's N.A or any other N.A in the 1930s and

1940s? Ngula answered in the negative: "None that I know and there is no record

that shows any evidence of such anywhere in the North except the few in the

teaching field."loo Here again, it was the British colonial policy of educating the

chiefly class first before the ordinary people of northern Ghana that was to be

blamed for this particular outcome.

So long as the Germans were in Togo. the Konkornba among other ethnic

groups, were denied Western education. Also, the Konkomba were unable to come

up with their own programme, which could be comparable to the Urhobo Initiative.

Since they appeared not to have been receptive to Western educational. their

education status was low. The attitude of' British officialdom personified in

Watherston,'?' and Armitage,102 equally sounded the death-knell of missionary

educational enterprise in northern Ghana in general. and that of the Wesleyan

Methodist in the Vendi area in particular where many Konkornba lived. The

Konkornba thus remained unaware that:

Western behavioural norms constituted the vehicle for access to

employment in the fast developing exchange economy and the achievement of

social status which formal education provided. They remained far from adapting

those individualist competitive and acquisitive attitudes which had begun to gain

ascendancy over the traditional norms of kinship. loyalty and group solidarity. 1(1,

Furthermore, the Konkomba could not produce a sizeable group that Kitson

refers to as the sub-elite which comprised mainly clerks and teachers.l'" that played

leading roles in the crucial development of political leadership, among the various

ethnic groups in the North before Ghana attained independence. Casely-Hay lord
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had prophesized the impact of educational awakening in the whole of the West

African sub-region. He postulated that, "When this Pentecost breaks on upon us.

we shall begin to thread the sure path to national ernancipation.v'l"

Thus, during colonial rule, the Konkomba had relapsed into an educational

slumber. It follows that anytime the educational Pentecost would break on them.

they would begin to walk along a path that was certain to lead to freedom. In this

case freedom from Dagomba rule in particular and other forms of their perceived or

real subordination that they were subjected to in the traditional states and in other

parts of present day Northern Region of Ghana. Meanwhile, as colonial rule

progressed and consequent on the education gap, discontent increased among the

Konkornba, which further exacerbated the sour relations between them and their

over-lords, the Mamprusi, Dagornba, Nanumba and Gonja groups.

The situation was similar to the one that existed between the north and

south in Nigeria that developed into a civil war in 1967, or between the people of

Northern and Southern Sudan where a civil war developed until about 20 II. In the

case of the Konkornba, a cumulative discontent fuelled resistance. Resistance

turned into rebellion in the nature of inter-ethnic conflicts and armed confrontation

during the colonial period and when the British left the Gold Coast. In the chapter

that follows, armed confrontations between the Konkomba and other ethnic groups.

during the colonial period, particularly the Dagomba in present day Northern

Region shall be examined.
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CHAPTER SIX

KONKOMBA INTER-ETHNIC ARMED CONFRONTATIONS IN THE

COLONIAL PERIOD

6.1 INTRODUCTION

~, "-
t
~ I

/'~
I
M I
j'

Ethnicity is fundamentally about the power to name others and is

increasingly bound up with an imaginary knowledge of the relationship between

ethnic identities and socio-geographic space. European notions held that every

African belonged from birth to death to a particular ethnic group that was clearly

distinct from neighbouring groups in its physiological, linguistic and cultural

features. 1 European policies towards the inhabitants of the interior of the Gold

Coast or the Ashanti Hinterland provided a dimension that contributed to the sour

relations between the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanurnba and Gonja groups and their

subject groups.i This chapter discusses Konkomba inter-ethnic armed

confrontations with the central ized states, wi th reference particu larl y to the

Dagornba, in the period of colonial rule

6.2 KONKOMBA AND DAGOMBA ARMED CONFRONTATIONS

On the advent of the Dagornba, one of the pressing obligations foisted on

the aboriginal inhabitants, such as the Konkornba, was military service. By virtue

of the fact that the Konkomba were a subject people, they have had to participate.

or contribute contingents of warriors, in wars that were prosecuted by their

Dagomba over-lords. For instance, at the Battle of Adibo against the Germans in

1896, between the three Dagomba divisions were stationed troops of mounted

spearmen and a sizable force of Konkomba bow men brought into the battle by the

Dagomba chief of Demon, who were dispersed forward of each flank.] The

Konkornba witnessed Dagomba defeat in this memorable battle which left heaps of

dead Dagomba warriors, some still saddled on their dead horses on the battle

ground," which demonstrated that they (the Dagomba) were not invincible. Also. in
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the chiefdom of Gushiegu where there was a large Konkomba population, they

acted as the chiefs" Kambosi, the infantry corps." The Germans took cognizance of

Konkomba military performance during the "pacification" of Kekpokpam. Crowder

attests that the Konkomba resistance was put down with the thoroughness of

French columns.? for their military resistance was quite formidable.

However, the Germans were soon to realize that they still needed to

eliminate opposition to their rule in Dagbon. Capitalizing on Konkomba -

Dagomba uneasy or sour relations, it is .on record that the Germans, who were

responsible for Eastern Dagbon, sent a military force of Konkomba warriors into

Dagbon and a lot ofDagombas were killed. According to Tamakloe:
Ii

~ I

ill

r--'

The German, "Dr Rigler came down with his infantry and foot soldiers, and fell upon the

Safulugus in San, and ldi was killed. On his return from San, Dr Rigler interviewed the

elders upon the question of electing king. During the reign of Alasan, there was nothing

important in native affairs, but we should observe that in the early part of his reign the

Germans settled in Yendi in 1900.7

,~ I

The ramifications of this event for Alasan as King, and for that matter

Dagbon, are well documented. But it demonstrates the extent to which European

powers could resort to 'divide and rule' tactics for Africans, in this case Dagomha

and Konkomba, to be at each other's throats and shed blood.

Before the German exit from the colonial scene, the British had established

internal jurisdiction over a greater part of present day Northern Region of Ghana

that included the Konkomba.8 This operated in the nature of direct rule which rather

served to erect a facade of legitimacy by the Dagomba chieftancy over the so-called

'acephalous' groups of people that included the Konkomba. The consequence was

to awaken in the Konkomba the impulse of violence and ethnic hatred, culminating

in a long-drawn out ethnic conflict and armed confrontations between them and the

Dagomba. This became even more evident when after the departure of the

Germans, a majority of the Konkomba came under British direct rule.

This period was characterized by Konkornba-Dagornba armed

confrontations. In January, 1916, these two groups came to the brink of war. The

Konkomba at Nafakele issued a threat that they would kill the Dagomba chief of

Sunson. The latter had moved troops to make arrests in Konkomba country, in the

i
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company of security personnel of the Northern Territories Constabulary. The

Konkomba culprits were arrested." This showed the extent to which tension existed

between these two groups of people, for in April, 1918, the Dagomba chief of

Napari was killed in a Konkomba uprising." On Dagomba-Konkomba being

uneasy bedfellows, during British direct rule, Martinson has expressed his

sentiments as follows: "It is intellectually parthetic and historically myopic for

fellow Ghanaians to fail to recognize that between 1914- 1918, whilst World War

1 was in process World-Wide, Konkomba on their part were hysterically busy

cleansing Dagombas in Northern Ghana (precisely) Dagbcn"!' Whatever that

meant, it was clear that both groups as they co-existed amounted to sitting on a

volcano which erupted intermittently. Tait has equally testified that:

.,

N'

, ,

As recently as the 1920s there was sporadic fighti ng between Konkornba and Dagornba of

adjacent villages, In this sort of fighting the Konkomba could more than hold their own and

today, man for man, it is hardly too much to say that the Dagomba fears the Konkomba.

But Konkornba had no form of regimental system, no co-operation of segments on a wider

than tribal scale and could put nothing into the field comparable to the Dagornba cavalry.

Equally, the Dagomba had no administrative system or standing army with which to

control those Konkomba whom they neither absorbed nor expelled. The eastern chiefdoms

of Zabzugu, Sunson and Demon are, even today, Dagomba outposts in a predominantly

Konkomba territory and Sunson village, at least, is still separated from Konkornba

settlements by a stretch of empty bush. This empty land covered, until recent times, a much

wider area but has been filled by Konkomba drifting west from the riverain tribes.

Relations between the two peoples have long been hostile and remain so today.,,12

With apparent reference to the 1920s, such hostile relationship was extrapolated

into the period of British indirect rule.

Konkomba- Dagomba bitter relations manifested itself during this period

into what came to be known as the Mbadugu Affair. Mbadugu was the official

mouthpiece of the paramount, in fact, a court elder.':' Much of his power was based

on the requirement that chiefs should approach the king through a court official.

Even though he was not one of the administrative elders of the Ya Na, he had the

special privilege of acting as an intermediary between the king and all visitors to

the court. While Blair considered Mbadugu as the backbone of the Native

Authority, Miller and Cockey had great anxiety and misgivings about his
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character." The Chief Commissioner remarked that: "The mouth piece of a

potentate, especially one so old and decrepit as the Ya Na, gereally becomes a

person of considerable importance. Mbadugu should be watched, but I do not

advise snobbing him unless he is found to be acting against the interest of the

people and the Ya Na".15

Indeed, in August] 934. Mbadugu Sheini ordered a raid into Tarnbadu. a

Konkomba community. It was carried out in the fashion of Dagornba custom

referred to as: "Kogba", a punishment meted out to an offender who must

necessarily be an ordinary man. It was a fine of I00,000 cowries in addition to a

cow. During the colonial period, two pounds, ten shillings was given in place of the

cowries, for an offence cornrnitted.!" On this occasion at Tambadu, two Konkornbas

had a brawl in which one was wounded. The other who was not wounded rather

~-

~, '
l ,,
II

~
i· ,,
\ I

I,,

went into Yendi to report to the Mbadugu who in turn informed the D.C. The

practice had assumed an uncustomary mode whereby traditional authorities could

go to any place where an offence was deemed to have been committed to confiscate

or loot all manner of property from an offender. It was on this ground Mbadugu

Sheini organized the raid into Tambadu, with the express knowledge of the D.C

who put Corporal J.B Perssah as officer in-charge of the operation.l '

Perssah relates.

il
~ I, ,,
l· ,

I remember about 3 months ago I and three constables went to Tambadu on enquiries.

Before we left the D.C told me to tell Mbadugu to send his messenger to follow us. The

messenger and about 10 followers came. We slept at Piont. Next day I saw about 50

Dagombas. I did not know where they were going until we got to Tarnbadu. I saw the

headman and got the wounded man. I saw the Dagombas looting sheep, fowls and cows. I

called Mbadugu's messenger, (Binzagna). I asked him why they were doing so, and he told

me that was 'Kobogu'. He told me that meant the chief's messenger and followers could go

to any town where an offence is committed and take all their property. I told him that I did

not know this before and he must call the people to bring all the property. They did so. I

told him that I would not interfere with their custom but he must take charge of these things

and hand them to Mbadugu. When we returned to Vendi, I reported to the Sergeant in

charge and then to Mbadugu. The latter asked where the people and property were and I

said they were on the way coming. IS

Persssah continued, Two weeks after Mbadugu sent for the Sergeant and Illy self

to his house. He brought 3 pounds and handed it to the Sergeant saying: Sergeant !akes this

• I
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money and give it to the Corporal and men who went to Tambadu. I said to the sergent 'I

do not want this money. We left. T saw E.P Braimah Busanga at the guardroom and told

him that Mbadugu offered us 3 pounds, but we refused it. Braimah Busanga said that if we

refused he and the others would go and ask for the money I do not know if they went 01"

not. ] did not see the police taking any part in the looting. I have been in Dagomba country

for 11/2 years. I have been in the NT since 1929. I have never heard of 'Koboga' before I

thought it strange and unlawful. Still [ allowed the people to do it. I asked Mbadugu about

it, and he told me. [ did not report this occurrence to the D.C but I did to the Sergeant"."

But what Perssah did not include in his account was given by an

eyewitness: "I was there, I saw everything I saw Corporal Perssah and two other

policemen. They were wearing only cloths around their waist. Each of them use to

pick any Konkomba woman into the hut where they slept. I did not follow them

into the hut, so 1do not know what happened'v"

To all intents and purposes, it would be seen that while the Dagornbas were

busy looting animals such as fowls, sheep and cows, the policemen relaxed raping

the Konkomba women in the eyes of their men. A contingent of 4 policemen and

about 60 Dagombas unleashed on rural folks such as the Konkornba at Tambadu

was as overwhelming as it was intimidating. The headman and the members of the

community had no alternative but to surrender without a fight. Realizing the show

of force, "The headman brought a sheep and slaughtered it,,21 as a sign of peaceful

surrender, as was said in some cases of Ndewura Jakpa's movement: "There was

no invasion in the form of a fight. Jakpa's movement was intimidatory,

which ... qualify as invasion ... Intimidation here means they surrendered't." Thus,

as regards the Mbadugu raid, the Konkornba were so intimidated that they had to

surrender even though there were no pitched battles. The Chief Commissioner

remarked that he (the Mbadugu Sheini) had nothing to be proud of in respect of the

incident,,23 which remains one of the dark spots in Konkomba and Dagomba

relations during the colonial era.

During the British period, there was an anti-rinderpest campaign that was

launched by the colonial administration in Northern Ghana. It resulted in winning

the confidence of the people. The credit went to the Veterinary Department." It

was, however, realized that Dagomba chiefs took undue advantage of the

!
• I
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immunization regulations to extort from the Konkomba. It came to Iight that

Dagomba chiefs on their own dealt with Konkomba cattle owners during the

immunization exercise. At the camps, it was observed that the Dagornba did not

work. All work expected to be done was carried out by the Konkornba whom the

Dagomba regarded as serfs, as beast of burden, to catch all the Dagomba cattle at

immunization camps and if possible to be exploited.r" The Director of Veterinary

Services said: "My impression at these camps is that the Konkombas were imposed

upon to some extent by the few Dagornbas who also came to the same camps. A II

the work seems to be done by the konkomba from the neighbouring villages. I think

the Dagombas take it as a natural right that the Konkombas should do their work

for them especially when there is government authority to shelter" 26 The situation

that the Konkomba were exploited must have deprived them of self-respect.

initiative and incentive. This may have embittered their social life vis-a-vis the

Dagornba who generally looked down on the Konkornba and treated them with

disdain to the point of extortion, in so far as the immunization scheme was

concerned. A case of Dagornba extortion for example, led to a Konkornba uprising

at Segberi (Zegbeli) in Eastern Dagbon in 1940 Martinson refers to it as the "COW

War".27

- I

Zegbeli is about 66 kilornetres north of Vendi. Martinson gave the

following account:

• I~

The remote cause of the war was given as the Konkornba's claiming that the chief of

Zegbeli (who is a Oagomba) had secretly come to an agreement with the British Vertinary

(sic) Officer to kill their cows by administering a rinder-pest dose, which to them (the

Konkomba) was not proper. Hence, since it was the Oagomba chief who led them to their

kraal, all Oagombas including their chiefs should die as a result of the lost of Konkomba

cattle. And indeed, they did complie (sic) as promised. For instance, the chief of zegbeli

was killed before the police could arrive,,28

On 17th September 1940, the Chief Commissioner reported that he had audience at

about 2.00p.m on Wednesday, with the Medical Officer at Vendi who arrived with

a letter from the District Commissioner.29 The letter read as follows:

, r
j - -

; I

•

I have the honour to report that a rising of the Konkornba has taken place at Segberi

(Zegbeli). I proceeded to the village of Natago. but was not allowed to proceed further-the

road being ambushed from there on. It was reported at Natago by refugees that a constable
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has been killed. It is also said that about 500 Konkomba at Garimata are also coming our.

Under the circumstances, I consider a show of force is urgently needed to prevent the

disaffection from spreading'i"

··,

The Chief Commissioner arranged with the Superintendent, who had accompanied

the Medical Officer to the Residency, to take at least, 25 Escort Police to Wapuli

without any delay. The Chief Commissioner instructed the Medical Officer to

return with a message to the D.C that he (the c.C) was expected to reach Wapuli

with police that night. He intended, subject to the Governor's approval, to proceed

to Zegbeli and asked for permission from the Governor to take such action as the

situation seemed to him to demand.' t

·,t

•~,
III .,. -_

The Chief Justice was informed that a serious affray had occurred in the

Togoland Section of Dagomba District in the Northern Territories in which a

number of persons of the Konkomba tribe were involved. It was estimated that

including witnesses, as many as 150 people would have to attend the court when

the offenders were brought for trial. Consequent on the existing conditions of

restricted transport, among other frustrating cond itions, it was advised that the case

be heard at the nearest centre, which was Vendi, and be disposed of with little delay

as possible. It was that the charge against the offenders would be one of rioting

with weapons. It was recognized that if the affair had been less serious, it could no

doubt have been adequately, dealt with under Section 43(1) (b) of the Courts

Ordinance by the District Commissioner.32

As a result of the degree of seriousness of the case, which caused several

deaths, it was considered that a magistrate's ordinary powers of sentence might not

be appropriate in the case of the ring leaders. Nevertheless, it was decided that the

case should be heard by an Officer with an intimate knowledge of the Konkomba.

their customs and habits. Since the D.C (Dagomba) had himself been concerned in

the investigation of the affair he was earmarked as a witness.

Also, as no other D.C with an adequate experience of Konkomba affairs

was immediately available, the Deputy Governor proposed to appoint the Chief

Commissioner (for a period of one month) to exercise in that District (Dagornba)

the judicial powers of the District Commissioner, for the purpose of hearing the

case.33 Under the circumstances, the Governor said he would be glad if the Chief
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Justice could see his (the Chief Justice) way to exercise the discretion response ill

him under section 44 of the Courts Ordinance and to issue an order increasinz ill::>

·'

that instance, the criminal jurisdiction of Mr W.J.A. Jones as a District

Commissioner sitting as a magistrate in the Dagomba District, to two years. This

was duely carried out, as a formal order dated zo" September, 1940, had already

been forwarded. It was made by the Chief Justice and approved by the Deputy

Governor.34·." ,
i
" I~

-r:

It is interesting to note that all the 150 Konkomba alleged criminals were

tried, convicted and punished under Section 44 of the Court's Ordinance that was

in vogue. Before the final judgement was passed, a rned ical Officer, Dr. V.G

MacGregor, in the company of Captain H.M Mitchell (Acting CCNT) was sent to

Zegbeli to ascertain matters and make a report to the British colonial

administration.They were to particularly investigate the circumstances that led to

the brutal assassination of the chiefofZegbeli and the whole of his household.f In

their report to the Supreme Court it was established that the Konkornba ring leader.

Onikpil Kodile had blamed the incident on the immunization exercise that had

killed their animals. The Supreme Court decided that all Konkombas around

Zegbeli be punished. They were, among other punishments, to re-build all houses

they burnt down, build special huts for the police, build a bridge over River Palba.

and to construct a road from Saboba to Yendi.36

However, it has been attested that the trouble did not start because of the

rinder-pest dose or the pleura-pneumonia vaccination, that was administered on

Konkomba cattle. It was that the Demon Na had fined the Konkomba a number of'

cattle for failure to take their cattle to the Demon anti-rinder pest immunization

camp in January, 1940. The real trouble began when the chiefs men returned

alone, after the vaccination to enforce full payment of the fine. On this occasion.

the Konkomba took up arms:

Defenceless people, innocent of any wrong to the Konkomba were pursued and shot while

trying to escape. It is said that the young child ofa murdered woman was flung against the

wall of the compound. The Konkomba truly reverted to a state of savagery."

~,
---II~

iJ

Before the incident occurred, the Veterinary Assistant of the Department of

Animal Health and the Inspector of Health went round to see Konkornba cattle
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rearers who had refused or failed to send their cattle to the camp for vaccination.

They wanted to find the reasons why they had done so. And if possible to carry out

the immunization exercise. On this fact-finding mission, the personnel were

accompanied by the Oagomba chiefs men. When the Konkomba persisted in their

refusal, the officials preferred to leave them in their ignorance. It was after the team

had left and the chief's men returned to effect the fine that violence erupted. This

resulted in the death of a policeman, the Demon Na and the whole of his family and

household.38""'-
I,
II,
1 '
II

I'
I,

I'
I
I"

l'
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The Chief Commissioner on this occasion confirmed the extortion of the

Konkomba by the Dagomba; "No chiefs are authorized to punish for failure to

bring cattle to camps but there is some evidence to show that this illegality has been

practiced on the Konkomba".39 Tait has corroborated the exortion of the

Konkomba. The Benefiab clan who lived around Wapul rebelled against continual

Dagomba extortion in 1944. One of the Dagomba sub-chiefs of Sunson, the

Ozagberi Na had long extorted from the neighbouring Benefiab. Those Konkornba

living near Dzagberi raided the house of the chief and killed him, his elders and his

wives. A policeman who tried to stop them was pinned to a tree with arrows. The

ring leader was finally shot evading arrest by the police near Lemwabgal after

months of searching.l"

According to Tait, it was all but impossible to get a Konkornba to speak of

this affair: "But they are wholly unrepentant. When I asked why they had killed the

woman too the answer was a rhetorical question; who was getting the yams? Who

incited the Dzagberi Na to extort from Konkomba?,,41 As a further punishment the

Konkomba were compelled to build the Wapul-Saboba road. A police station was

built in Saboba. In the following year, the Demon Na, who was wont to raiding and

plundering Konkomba villages was fined £50 and ordered by the British to return

the booty.42

In March, 1945, the Konkomba demonstrated once again that they could not

be continually marginalized and exploited. They revolted against the Demon Na:

"All the Konkombas under the Demon Divisional chief rose up. Shots were

j I, '
I
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j
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exchanged. The D.C (Yendi) rushed to the scene. It was a shabby affair. A ceasefire

was arranged".43

, ,
i

However, the Konkombas formed their own Council of Headmen, who

undertook to collect taxes, and there was a consensus that they would continue to

acknowledge the suzerainty of Vendi. The Ya Na suggested that he would

personally rule the Demon Konkomba, but the D.C found this to be objectionable.

Eventually the Demon Na was deposed in November 1946. 44 But what seemed

clear was that this was one of a series of local Konkomba rebellions against

Dagomba oppression and the constant endeavours of the former to ease the

imperial yoke of the latter when it chafed unbearably.

There were inconsistencies and contradictions 111 British colonial land

policy at the inception of direct and indirect rule. This created room or fertile

grounds for disputes over land which led to inter-ethnic armed confrontations in

northern Ghana. A case in point was the Sambuli upheaval. In May, 1946. a

Dagomba man was found fishing in a pond at Sambuli. The Konkomba approached

the Dagomba man and claimed ownership of the pond, to which the latter had his

misgivings. A dispute arose, and the Konkomba resorted to arms. They launched a

ferocious ethnic war against all Dagombas in Sarnbuli and its immediate environs.

The war lasted three continous days, that is, from the 19th _2151 May, 1946.

Martinson refers to as the Fish War".45 It would appear that no punitive measure

was taken against either Dagomba or Konkornba combatants. Neither was the

ownership of the pond determined. The Dagornba were said to have never gone

near the pond again.l"

One of the royal Dagornba chiefdoms, Yelzori, lies on the eastern bank of

the River Oti. Its capital is Zabzugu and its chief is refered to as the Yelzorilana

(Jelzorilana) In that division, as Ghana prepared for independence, the Konkornbas

there once again took matters into their own hands. In 1951, when Ghana attained

internal self-government. There were armed skirmishes between the Konkomba and

Dagomba. For about three days life in that division came to a standstill." The

result was that the Konkomba were able to force the hand of the Jelzorilana to

divide the remitted 10% of the poll and cattle tax among Konkomba elders.-l8 Tait

,
; ,
t
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has it that, "In a year or two the Sunson Na may be driven to follow suit.,,49 It is not

beyond reason to suggest that as the 1950s dawned, the Konkomba in Dagbon had

developed an uncompromising mood towards what they considered to be the

culture of extortion and marginalization. Henceforward, Konkomba and Dagomba

relations became fluid until the outburst of the former in Nanun in 1981.

" ,

6.3 KONKOMBA AND MAMPRUSI, NANUMBA AND GONJA
RELATIONS
Mamprugu is one of the estates of the warrior new-comers that occupy the land

between the White Volta and the Nasia Rivers. From east to west, its neighbours

are the Kusasi, Tallensi, Kasena, Nankani and Builsa.i" and it is considered as the

oldest kingdom in modern Ghana.51 Like the inhabitants of Dagbon and Nanun. the

Mamprusi speak a language belonging to the Mole-Dagbane sub-group.i" The

Konkomba speak a language of the Gurma dialect, which takes its name from a

people situated in the vicinity of the Niger, far to the North West.53

The Konkomba and Mamprusi have had armed confrontations. Tosugo

(Tohugo) was one of the sons of the legendary Na Gbewaa (who founded his

kingdom at Pusiga, near Bawku). Tusugo founded Mamprugu probably by the mid-

fourteenth century. After his death, his son, Bamalugu was said to have waged war
-4not only on the Grunse, but on the Kokornba as well." It has been noted that in

Mamprugu, "The Konkornba are believed to have inhabited all the area as far back

as legend relates,,55. Na Atabia, probably the nineth Nayiri on his return from a

journey to Brong country where he brought back Chakosi mercenaries, made war

against the Kpeinkpwana, that is, the Konkomba, who at the time occupied

Nalerigu. He inflicted a defeat on the Konkomba who inhabited Gambaga. There

after he transferred his capital from Gambaga to Nalerigu where he settled and died

in 174112 after a long reign of fifty years." The Konkomba thus became one of the

subject groups of people in Mamprugu. Others were the Bimoba, Tampolensis and

Chakosis.

Just as 111 Dagbon, they (Konkomba) offered military service to the

Mamprusi. For instance, Kuli Gaba's right to be Nayiri was disputed by aile
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Abubakar, son ofNakurugu who raised an army of'Konkornba warriors. But he was

defeated by Kuli Gaba with the aid of Chakosis and ki lied, and peace returned to

Mamprugu, followed by the coming of Europeans to the area.57

Writing about the advent of Europeans into northern Ghana, it has been

stated, among other things, that they know that: all the kingdoms were ethnic based

and the strong ones had vassal states under them; that allies, especially in the vassal

states were valuable assets for the destabilization of the established state or

kingdoms, and that internal disputes and rebellions were major destabilizing factors

which led to the weakening and disintegration of kingdorns.i"

Even though the Konkomba were considered truculent vassals in

Mamprugu, they did not serve as local allies or valuable assets for the

destabilization of that kingdom; neither did they engage in any internal disputes

and rebellions that served colonial interest or their own. For instance, throughout

British colonial rule:I--
li
~ I
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~
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Relations between the Benjembob, Bejikpab and Bekwom tribes of the Marnprusi

Konkomba and the invading Mamprusi are reported by administrative officers to be quite

unlike the relations between Dagomba and Konkornba and to be generally friendly.i"

I
! 'I,

Muniru Mana has remarked that the Konkomba regarded the Nayiri with a

certain amount of awe, fear and moreover respect. They also knew about the power

and authority of the Nayiri and his kingdom. Marnprugu had never been conquered

by any kingdom throughout its entire history. Its fighting force was still intact and

the Konkomba rather prefer to fight for the Nayiri, to fight for Mamprusis, instead

of fighting against him or his people.i"

One thing, above all stood out clearly in the series of conferences held In

the 1930s to ussher in indirect rule in northern Ghana. In the Mamprugu

Conference, a liberal taint could be observed. Mackay's recommendation that the

traditional authorities of Nyo and Bunkpurugu be appointed sub-divisional chiefs

of the Konkomba and Bimoba ethnic communities respectively was not' only

allowed, they were present at the Mamprugu Conference. They subsequently

formed part of the Mamprugu N.A, hence the liberal tinge.i" The Marnprusi, as one

of the majority groups, had an outlook or attitude towards minority groups, such as

the Konkomba, which was more democratic, flexible and open as compare.d to that

, ,i....-__ ~,..",'i.
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of the Dagomba. It is equally, perhaps on account of this that since the colonial era

there has not been any inter-ethnic armed conflict or confrontations between the

Konkomba and the Mamprusi.

Nanun covers a total land area of about 3220 square kilometers. It lies

between latitude 3.5N and 9.25 N and Longitude 0.5 E and 0.5W (Map 5). The

people are refered to as the Nanumba. Konkomba origins and anteriority in Nanun

has been vindicated. Ngmantambo was one of the sons ofNa Gbewaa.

One report is very emphatic that on their way south, Ngmantambo and his

warriors invaded the Konkomba. Instead of offering any military resistance the

Konkomba left their gods and fetishes and retired across the Oti River without

striking any blow. The Nanumba were said to have appointed among their lot

priests who tended the fetishes. It is believed that today, the descendants of the old

Konkomba Tindanas continue to make sacrifices at the shrines of their ancestors, in

Nanun.62 It appears that the armed confrontation between the Konkomba and

Nanumba resulted in the defeat of the former. The conquest of the Konkomba

warriors was rather thorough. The Konkornba were so comprehensively beaten that

they must have left the Bimbilla area en masse. Any Konkomba remnants after the

armed confrontation may, therefore, have lived in oblivion or as a subject people to

the Ngmantambo royal estate."

The Konkomba are well noted for their out -migration. With regard to this

kind of mobility, it seems that the Konkomba have been a people always on the

move out, of Kekpokpam, not mindful of owning land permanently, but rather only

attached to the soil." Nanun became one of their target destinations where they

went as migrant food farmers. They settled in the rural areas and the tendency was

to keep aloof and create their own villages or settlements strictly Konkornba. They

preferred to settle in the remotest parts of the areas wherever they migrated.f

During the colonial era, inter ethnic conflicts began to emerge in Nanun.

For instance, in October, 1931, it was reported that: "A further complication has

been the practice of settlers from neighbouring tribes making or occupying villages

on Nanun land but continuing to follow their own chiefs".66 The Konkomba vvere

among the setller farmers who had resorted to th is kind of practice.
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Map 5: Nanumba District
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In 1940, after the Dzagberi armed confrontation between the Konkorn ba

and the Dagomba in Dagbon, there were waves of out-migration of the former into

Nanun. The Konkomba might have felt a deep sense of remorse or they feared

Dagomba reprisals in that area, and thus took to the road.67 This was when a

Abdulai Salifu was Bimbilla Na in the 1940s who allowed them to stay in Nanun

against all pieces of advice. The Bimbilla Na said he would allow them on

humanitarian gounds: "If it came to a point and the Konkomba could not co-exist

with my people, the Nanumba then the Konkornba could go away. That would be

their trouble. Then they started coming one by one".68

Marshall Abu Adam has it that when the Konkornba came to Nanun. the

Bimbilla Na and his people gave them accommodation, Some Nanumba were said

to have helped the Konkomba with tubers of yam, which they used for food and

yam seedlings. The Nanumba did this until the Konkornba settled and started

farming on their own. While some settled in the outskirts, others decided to settle in

the bush. The Nanumba chiefs often gave them reverine areas where they could

have access to water for their animals. Marshall concluded that Nanumba

hospitality and the fertility of the land increased their influx. They were no fighting

between the two in the period of European colonialism.f"

However, the payment of traditional tribute and Konkomba agitation to be

ruled by their own chiefs were the two main bones of contention between the

Nanumba host and their Konkomba guest in the post-colonial period. Those two

groups of people have not only become uneasy bedfellows, they have engaged in

inter-ethnic conflicts and armed confrontations since the 1980s.

One of the kingdoms that arose in the present -day Northern Region of

Ghana was that of the Gonja which was of Mande or Bambara origins. It covered

about 14469 square miles. Nehemia Levtzion tells us that:

, I

J

1·
•

t
• I,

\,
I
i I

! The oral traditions have been condensed in the career of its hero, Jakpa, the history of about

a century; from the conquest to the consolidation and the division of the state. All rile

individual kings, Lata and his predecessors have been covered by one title name, 'Ndewura

Jakpa-the Spears Holder, Master of many towns, a title which the legendary conquering

founder well deserved."
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The wars ofNdewura Jakpa, the Gonja conqueror and founder seem to have

taken place in the middle of the seventeeth century. Hints have been dropped on the

exploits of Ndewura Jakpa. His insatiable spirit was dissatisfied with the Kingdom

and Chieftaincies he had hitherto won in the west. The conquest of the eastern

countries became his prime ambition. So, as soon as he had put things in order and

appointed one of his sons as chief in the newly created kingdom, he was said to

have taken the field against the Kpamkpamba (Konkomba) people.". As Tarnakloe

recorded:

He raided on his way Bo, Tashi and the Bassari people who took refuge in their mountain -

passes but left their flocks of cattle for the raider. The Kpamkpambas were then attacked:

the fighting was very furious indeed but the tactics of the Ngbanye were superior to those

of the savages who were routed and taken prisoners, with thousands of oxen, sheep and

I'

goats." This provides evidence of Konkomba presence in East Gonja before

the arrival ofNdewura Jakpa.

The Kpembewura, Sulemana Insanwurfo, acknowledged Konkomba

presence in East Gonja at the time Jakpa arrived. To him the Alfai area of Eastern

Gonja was originally inhabited by the Konkornba who were driven out by the

Gonjas." Also, the village of Latinkpa derived its name from the fact that Ndewura

Jakpa once made that place his headquarters when he stayed there for some days to

direct raids 'against the Konkornba.i" The origin of Alfaire has, however, become a

matter of great controversy. In East Gonja, the situation may have been that the

Gonja invading army met the Konkomba and gave them battle of a devastating

type, after which the latter were defeated."

Tn the Alfai area of Eastern Gonja, the Konkomba constitutes one 01' the

largest ethnic communities. They had only arrived since 1922.76 Cletus Mbowura

affirm that it was in that year a small band of the Konkomba arrived in Nawuri

land. From then onwards many Konkornbas arrived in the area. There is an

expression in Likpakpal, 'Ncha-nawul" (I am going to the Nawuri area), a general

description of the out-migration or exodus of the Konkomba from Kekpokpam to

the Nawuri area77 The evidence ties in well with that of the Bambale-wura who

,
I

II'
I,

attested that it was early in the twentieth century that the Konkornba started

infiltrating into the Gonja area with an aim to farm. Those who went first were
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given land at two places, namely, the lands lying between Salaga and Sabonjida

and the present area of Loloto and Dogope, all in Eastern Gonja. When other

Konkombas went later, they started to spread and extended beyond two the sides of

the road.78

In 1935, a colonial report described the Nawuri and the Konkomba settlers

as, "an industrious hardworking people". In the same year, a large force of

Konkomba assisted the Kanunkulai-wura, a Gonja sub-chief in the Alfai area to

invade the Nchumuru who were protesting against their amalgamation with the

Salaga District.I" This provides evidence of Konkomba offering military assistance

to the Gonja.

On the whole, there is one point of circumstantial evidence. Throughout the

colonial period there was no armed confrontation between the Konkomba and the

Gonja in any part of that kingdom. They were, however, in a bad blood relationship

as noted by Bening that: "In the Kpandai area of the Gonja district the Nchurnuru

and the Konkomba abhorred Gonja domination and have persistently sought to

establish their independence, hence the relatively large vote against integration with

the Gold Coast in the 1956 plebicite.t''"

The conclusion must be that in the colonial period, the Konkomba engaged

In intermittent armed confrontations with the Dagomba. The phenomenon hardly

existed between the Konkomba and the Mamprusi, Nanumba and Gonja even

though they could be described as uneasy bedfellows in so far as inter-ethnic

relations were concerned. As attested by Martinson, in so far as the Konkornba

tribe is concerned: "He has no respect, nor does he owe any allegiance to a vi Ilage

elder, but his allegiance is first and foremost to his clan before the god of the land

on which he lives and farms. This is to say that his clan first before the Ya Na,

Bimbilla Na or Yagbunwura.t''" In the chapter that follows, the origins of the

Konkomba-Nanumba crisis shall be discussed.

~ I
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE ROAD TO WAR: THE KONKOMBA AND NANUMBA CRISIS 1981

I
I

,1,--
.11 -..-

~ I

I•

7.1 INTRODUCTION
After the Second World War, British policy in the Gold Coast underwent a drastic

change. While Britain became pre-occupied with the problem of local government,

she simultaneously paid attention to African nationalists' agitation to take part in

the running of the central administration. Just as it was the case in the other British

West Africa colonies, the traditional ethnic system throughout the Gold Coast

remained intact. Old time rivalries among some of the ethnic groups broadened to

include religio-political conflicts. The differences in the indigenous social

structures, co-existing in one administrative area had crystallized into fear, hatred,

and resentment, I among some of the ethnic groups in northern Ghana. The situation

was capable of generating ethnic conflicts and armed confrontations in that area,

There have been not less than twenty-two inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic contlicts

since the 1980s? While Table builds up some of the inter-ethnic and intra-ethnic

conflicts, Map 6 shows the major ethnic groups in Northern Ghana at the time the

Gold Coast attained her independence and was christened Ghana on 6th March.

/
-',~

, I

II
II

I

1957.

The object of this chapter is to examine the lines of fracture between the so-

called "without chiefs" groups of people, with reference particularly to the

Konkomba, and the centralized Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups

in northern Ghana. These border on land ownership, payment of tribute, and the

role of chieftaincy. All these contributed to an armed conflict in 1981 in which the

Konkomba for the first time, in the post-colonial era, clashed with the Nanurnba in

the Northern Region of Ghana.

II
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Map 6: Major Ethnic Communities in Northern Ghana
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7.2 KONKOMBA LAND OWNERSHIP IN THE NORTHERN REGION. ,

•
I"rr
." ,
II,

Notwithstanding the June 4 upheaved in 1979, since the attainment of internal sell-

government, there was hardly any sign of an armed conflict soon to break out in

any part of Ghana. It has been generally agreed that the relationship between the

Konkomba and the Nanumba was cordial and that both groups interacted a great

deal. They lived together as good neighbours in Nanun towns, and villages,

performed and attended funerals together, traded in the same markets, worked

together in the schools, government departments and ministries and their children

attended the same schools in Nanun. Some Konkomba were given titles at the

courts or palaces of Nanumba chiefs.3 Thus the dark portents of an armed con n ict

between the two communities seemed scarcely visible on the horizon of Nan un.

An observation has been made that the circumstances that led to the

confrontation between the Konkomba and the Nanumba had something to do with

land.4 Tait has also indicated that even though the Konkomba assert that they were

the original occupants of much land now held by the Dagomba, they do not regard

it as theirs.i' This would suggest that the Konkomba have always laid claim to the

absolute title to the land only in Kekpokpam since pre-European era. Elsewhere

they understood perceptively that the land did not belong to them. As regards land

legislation, by 1910 the Germans in Togo had arrogated to themselves the right to

annex what they thought was "ownerless" land. But as Amenumey has remarked:

"The idea that there was any ownerless land in the country was a fallacy because all

land even if currently unoccupied was owned by some family or sub-tribe".6

There was no such thing as land without an owner. However, land In

Northern Togo, did not occasion any wrangling between the Germans and the local

population. Since the Germans did not allow Dagomba control ever the

Konkomba;' this buttressed or strengthened the latter's belief that they had absolute

title to Kekpokpam. The Germans left Togo in 1914.

The British Administration in northern Ghana as demonstrated by Der~ and

Bening," embarked on a much more controversial land policy which had the effect

of virtually confisticating the lands from the African people. From the .time the

,--I,
i::I .)..J

,
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Gold Coast attained internal self-government in 1951, Members of the Legislative

Assembly (MLAs) from the North, the NTTC, the Convention People's Party

(CPP) MLAs, and some public figures of Northern extraction made requests for the

government to come out with a legislature pertaining to the appropriate institutions

or persons in whom land administration should be vested. 10For instance, when a

signed proposal, the Land and Native Rights Ordinance was drafted in 1954, the

CPP MLAs preferred that land administration be vested in the individual chiefs and

State or Traditional Councils. However, the proposed land bill was withdrawn and

the situation persisted up to the time Ghana attained independence in 1957.11 Apter

concluded that in the 1950s, the North was still regulated by the Land and Native

Rights Ordinance whereby land belonged to the Crown over which the colonial

government had final control. 12

Pugucki, (who was then) Assistant Commissioner of Lands in the Gold

Coast investigated the land tenure system of northern Ghana in 1951 and stated:

"The underlying principle on which the concept of ownership of allodial rights in

land is based, is on occupation of land by a conqueror or settler".13 The Dagomba

have cited Pogucki's work as authority that the Konkomba had no allodial title to

land.14 It would seem that either Pogucki laid too much emphasis on the theory of

conquest as a mode of acquisition of land in northern Ghana or the Dagomba read

too much meaning into his findings. Moreover, the august author appeared not to

have gathered information from the group of peoples referred to as "without

chiefs", such as the Konkomba. Had he done so, it would have been known how

these groups consider themselves in relation to the ownership of land in northern

Ghana.
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Did these groups of people that included the Konkomba consider

themselves as having absolute title to the ownership of land? This could not be

ascertained. Bening accepts that the divergent opinions on the ownership of land

clearly mirrored the realities of the land tenure system in the area, and that this

varied among the ethnic groups. In the case of the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonia.

he says, land was vested directly in the Paramount Chief who acted as the custodian

of the land for the benefit of the community. 15
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There is no gainsaying that by 1956, as regards land law, no change had

occurred in northern Ghana. The proposed amendment to the Land and Natives

Rights Ordinance had not been passed, and it remained so at the attainment of

independence in March, 1957. Three years later, when Ghana attained Republ ican

status, the President was given discretion in land law. For instance, the exercise of

control of all lands in northern Ghana now passed to the Republican government

with the President as the sole trustee.16

However, an Act of 1962 provided that any monies occurring as a result of any

deed executed or act done by the President was to be paid into the appropriate

account for the purpose of the Act. The Minister responsible for lands was

empowered to manage all stool lands and to determine in which traditional area any

land lay. 17 As regards northern Ghana it was stated that:

~ ---

"

"!'
I ,

I
"

" ,
i'
~

/
J

A title to land in the Northern and Upper Regions other than land vested in the President

acquired between the first days of July, 1960, and the commencement of this Act by any

person shall be void if it is not proved to the satisfaction of the President within one year

from such commencement."

"

Subsequently by Executive Instruments issued in 1963, the land within the

areas of Bawku, Tumu, Bolgatanga, Savelegu, Vendi, Bimbilla, Salaga, Damango.

Bole and Walewale Local Councils and the Tamale Urban Council in the Northern

and Upper Regions was vested in the President, in trust.19 As Bening points OLiI.

"The effect of the 1963 Executive Instruments was not in harmony with that 01' the

imperial act.,,20 The legislations had the effect of virtually taking away the lands

from the traditional owners, and vesting them in the President. Therefore, under the

Presidency of Kwame Nkrumah, Northerners regarded their lands as so vested and

the appropriate Minister granted leases throughout the area. As such, no benefits

emanating from land administration in this period inured to any traditional

authorities in the Northern Region of Ghana, whether they were of the central ized

states of the Mamprusi, Dagornba, Nanumba and Gonja, or 'minority' groups that

included the Konkomba. Ther was no fundamental change after the overthrow of

the First Republic of Ghana, when the National Liberation Council ( LC) ruled the

country as from February 1966.

,
I

"
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On 22nd August, ] 969, another Constitution was promulgated for the

Republic of Ghana. The Constitution stated that: "All stool lands in Ghana shall

vest in the appropriate stool on behalfofand in trust for the subjects of the stool,,21

There was, however, a marginal note to the article, which was entitled "Stool and

Skin Lands and other Property.?" Several motions were tabled in Parliament for

amendments to be made in the 1969 constitution with regard to land administration:

;....-..,
"

II
II
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~, I
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Unfortunately, the required amendments of the land legislation arising from the

enforcement of the Constitution ... were not effected before the second experi rnent at

civilian democratic government was abruptly terminated by another military coup in

January 1972 which overthrew the Busia government."

II

'I
I

II
"1
'I

I.r_-,

The situation held sway until the advent of the government of the National

Redemption Council (NRC) in January, 1972.

In December, ] 977, the NRC approved In principle a memorandum from

the Ministry of Lands and Mineral Resources. The memorandum sought to repeal

Executive Instruments 109 and 87 of ] 963, to enable ownership of the lands in

northern Ghana to revert to the traditional owners, namely the Chiefs, Tindanas.

ethnic groups, clans and families.24 Rumour was current that General Acheampong.

the Chairman of the NRC wanted to placate the chiefs of the area to support his

concept of a Union Government (Uni Gov) he wanted to establish in Ghana.

Actually, the divestiture of Northern lands was demanded by Chiefs and people

from the North. It was led by the Northern Study Group.

In order to ensure a smooth transfer to the traditional owners, the

Commissioner for Lands and Mineral Resources set up a Committee, "to determine

the ownership of lands and the the position of tenants in the Northern and Upper

Regions".25 This was a Committee pregnant with fate, and it is difficult to resist the

conclusion that the inter-ethnic conflicts and armed confrontations that broke out in

'I
,I

, I

II
, I

fury in northern Ghana in the 1980s stemmed partly from the recommendations or

the Alhassan Committee.

On 14th February, ] 978, the Alhassan Committee was inaugurated at the

Offices of the Regional Administration in Tamale. On that occasion the

Commissioner, Colonel Ibrahim Abdulai said:
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I am happy to announce that in accordance with the wishes of the chiefs and people of

Northern Ghana, the Government of the Supreme Military Council has approved, in

principle a memorandum from my Ministry to repeal Executive Instruments 87 and 109 of

1963, to enable ownership of the lands in the Northern and Upper Regions to revert to the

Traditional owners, namely the Chiefs, Tindanas, clans and families. However, in taking

this decision, the Government is not unaware of land litigation and possibly breach of

peace likely to forestall any obstructive attitudes bordering on recklessly dissipation of

money, time and energy which otherwise could usefully be channeled for development in

raising your own standard of living. r trust that any change in the land administration law

in these two regions will not give any course for the revival of petty quarrels and

unnecessary land litigation.i"
I',
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How right he was! It would seem that Ibrahim Abdulai anticipated a major

upheaval in northern Ghana as a result of the findings of the Alhassan Committee.

With military dispatch, he expected the Committee to submit its report within a

month from the day of its inauguration.

The urgency of the matter was not in dispute. The Government of Ghana,

for once, wanted to take a final decision on the ownership of lands in northern

Ghana. The Commissioner declared:

II
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The appointment of this Committee which I am about to inaugurate, is the first measure ill

a move to remove a legislation which for so long has been the subject of protest and

discontent among the chiefs, the youth, families, clans and indeed the people or the

Northern and Upper Regions. I must mention that the appointment of the Committee is the

culmination of the relentless efforts of the people in the two Regions to take the rightful

control of their own lands which their ancestors through toi I and sweat had bequeathed to

them.27

The Committee collected and collated the brief histories of the people.

evidence of lands as it pertained to allodial ownership, usufructuary title of citizens,

the position of tenants, acquision of land by strangers, and their rights and duties in

the various traditional areas. For instance, while in Dagbon they heard from the

Bulkpe Na that: "All lands in Dagbon belong to the Ya Na. He (the Ya Na) has

shared the land to his sons and elders to look after for him. I also have children and

elders and I also appoint them chiefs, village headmen and elders to take care of the

lands for me".28
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The Committee gathered from the evidence that the Ya Na administers land

through caretakers. The evidence was confirmed by the Kumbungu Na, Kuga Na

and all other witnesses that appeared before the Comm ittee in Tamale and Yend i.

The Dagomba claim was that all the lands in Oagbon belong to the Ya Na and that

the land was acquired by conquest."

On 13th March, 1978, at Salaga, the Nawuri, Nchumuru and the Konkomba

appeared before the Committee and later submitted their memoranda. The

Konkomba Youth Association (KOYA) laid claim to Kekpokpam, their traditional

area in these terms:

, II

",

I
I I I I
II .••••••••.•

, ---
I

While historically the Konkomba owned the whole land now known as Eastern Dagbon. it

will be unrealistic for us to claim all the land within the said afore-mentioned boundaries.

However, we the Konkombas will like our present land to be vested in the Chiefs and

Tindanbas (Land Owners) of the Konkomba Traditional area as recognized by our chiefs

and people'v''' This was in apparent reference to Kepkopam.

KaY A then specified Kekpokpam as follows:
III

'"
We still share common boundaries with the Basare and the Kabres in the East (Sangmal).

Nayile and Sanguli in the Zabzugu area to the South; the Sunson locality towards Vendi.

Kitebu (Tekasu) Adare in the orth and Tunsung near Tuwua in the orth we«."
,,'

III

II
!II

I

The Konkomba pointed out the land area they occupied before the arrival of the

Germans in Togo. It was the area they still held and which they considered to be

their traditional area (Kekpokpam). At least that was their perception.

But the Alhassan Committee held that all lands under the Oagomba

Traditional area are vested in the Ya Na as the allodial owner. As such he (the Ya

Na) held the land in trust for the people; that he administered the land through a

hierarchy of divisional chiefs, sub-chiefs, village headmen, some tindanas and

elders. It was asserted that Dagbon lands could never be sold by either a chief or an

individual but must be preserved for the present and future generations.Y

In Nanun, the Committee upheld that the allodial title to land is vested in

the Bimbilla Na. Strangers could be granted land subject to duties prescribed by

custom.r '. In Gonja, the Committee's conclusion was that the paramount or allodial

ownership of all land was vested in the Yagbonwura, who held it in trust for the

people. Strangers derived title to land only through grant and on such terms and

"

I
: I
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conditions as custom demanded." The findings for Mamprugu were not different

from what obtained in Dagbon, Nanun and Gonja chieftaincies. The Committee

stated that:

II
II

II
I
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Mamprugu is the ancestral land of the Marnprusi. The land is held communally by all sons

of Mamprugu, subject to the secular control of their sub-chiefs, divisional chiefs and

ultimately the supreme control of the Nayiri,Ys

Based on the findings of the Committee, Konkomba land, as the members

perceived, was part and parcel of Dagbon. It was emphasized:

I~ ~ ~-
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We are therefore of the opinion that the land the Konkombas now claim should be vested in

them is under the Ya Na by conquest but is currently predominantly inhabited by the

Konkornbas, thus their demand for lesser area than they say they once possessed. We

therefore accept the claim of the Dagornbas that the area claimed by the Konkornbas is

Dagornba land".36

The Committee rejected the Konkombas demand in their memorandum that their

lands be vested in the Chiefs and Tindanas.

Ollenu has pointed out the importance of land to a people. He has

emphasized that from earliest times land in this country had been closely associated

with life:

/

Life, that is, existence of any form was believed to emanate from the

supernatural. .. through which all life other than human was believed to be transmitted and

by means of which all life (including human and animal) was sustained as a sacred gift

from God, used to be and in some places still is an object of worship. This was because it

was the final element into which the material body of all things, animal, vegetable or

mineral must return at the appropriate time when life was terminated by Him who gave it 37

In Konkornba land, as in other parts of Ghana, land used to have, and still

has shrines and fetish grooves set aside for its worship, and the priest of the land

(Otindan) generally used to be, and still is among holders of high traditional office,

Clifford maintains that in Nigeria, land was the inalienable command

property of the various peoples whose rights were based upon effective occupation

or upon immemorial usage. He said the ethnic group included its living members.

and its unborn posterity and its dead, a fact, which rendered land alienation

impossible. Land was not only the property of the ethnic group; it was the

foundation of their communal, social, and economic existence, the very corner
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stone upon which, as Clifford put it, the entire edifice of native posterity and well

being depended. 38

In dealing with the acquisition of the absolute title to land by the

community, that is the ethnic group, stool or skin, Danquah enumerated three

modes, one of which was by way of human settlement. He said that long and

undisturbed occupation of land could constitute paramount ownership. Among four

methods by which land could be acquired, Ollenu included the discovery by

hunters or pioneers of the stool of unoccupied land and subsequent settlement

"thereon and use there of' by the stool and its subjects, and the expenditure of

energy, use and occupation of land could by the subjects constitute paramount

ownership." Pogucki did not leave out occupation of land since time immemorial

when he mentioned the methods of acquisition of the allodial title or right to land."o

The reference to time immemorial or long occupation is not a casual one. This

mode has never been cast into the rubbish heap of history in so far as the

acquisition of the allodial title to land is concerned.

Why did the Alhassan Committee turn a blind eye to the long time

occupation of land as a mode of acquisition which could have afforded the

Konkomba allodial title to land, at least in Kekpokpam? The Dagornba invasion of

Eastern Dagbon in the fifteenth century thrust the Konkornba eastwards across the

River Oti where the latter now live, an area considered not to have been conquered

by the Dagornba. Thus, were five centuries not long enough for the Konkomba to

have merited absolute or allodial title to land in Kekpokparn? Was it because the

Konkornba were generally considered as a conquered group as a result of the

Dagornba invasion?

Perhaps the composition of the Committee must have had tremendous

influence on its findings, which lop-sidedly over-emphasized the theory of

conquest as the sole mode of acquisition and ownership of land in favour of the

Dagomba, Mamprusi, Nanumba and Gonja groups in present day Northern Region

of Ghana. Out of the twelve members, nine were of northern extraction.41 Among

these, six of them belonged to the Dagornba, Mamprusi, Nanumba and Gonia

groups. In fact, while J.K Wumnaya, a Gonja, sat in the Committee as the
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representative of the Yagbunwura, J.S Nabila was a pnnce from Kpasenkpe, a

terminal division in Mamprugu chieftaincy that does not become a Nayiri, but

nevertheless his (the Nayiri's) chief advisor. On the Committee were two chiefs

from southern Ghana.42 In all probability, all these could collaborate en bloc to

defend chiefly interest, since the institution of chieftaincy was, and still is,

irretrievably cemented with the ownership of land. Also, what seemed clear was

that the so-called 'acephalous' groups of people in the present day Northern

Region, including the Konkomba, were not represented on the A lhassan

Committee.

Therefore, even though the Committee comprised legal experts (four

eminent lawyers), traditional leaders of no mean standing, and highly placed

technocrats of land administration, immemorial and long time occupation as a

mode of acquisition of the paramount title to land was not a persuasive argument

enough to be applied in northern Ghana. It was played down in favour of the theory

of conquest, which seems to have dominated their arguments and coloured their

findings. Otherwise, they would have realized or recognized the historical fact that

those Konkomba to the east of the Oti River, that is Kekpokparn proper, was not

conquered by the Dagomba.There seems to have been no dissenting views. The

three members of southern extraction did not find it expedient to present a minority

rider or report. They were not perhaps, very familiar with the land tenure system in

the North which must have led them to be in agreement with the findings. If the

Commissioner of Lands and Mineral Resources and the Chairman of the

Committee were themselves not Dagombas, they might have realized the fatal tlaw

that there was no representative of the non-Mamprusi-Dagomba and non-Gonia

groups of people in the Northern Region who by the late 1970s could simply not be

dismissed as nonentities.

Over the years, the Konkornba had exercised, somehow, acts of user in the

form of cultivation, fishing, and hunting on the land they claimed as their

traditional area. They maintained successful patrols to keep off hostile neighbours.

For instance, from 19th - 21 st May, 1946, some Konkornba had actually gone to war

with some Dogomba over fishing rights at Sambuli which Martinson refers to as
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the 'fish war' ,43 An issue of fundamental strength was tested at the time, as the

Dagomba were said to have never gone near the pond again. They (Konkornba)

came to identify their community with the territory in which they stayed.

Parker was informed that in Konkomba country proper, the granting of land

to a stranger was unheard of, implying the importance they attached to land since

they seldom parted with it, even though they did not own it, as perceived by the

Dogornba"

There were numerous Konkornba settler farmers outside Kekpokpam. In

Nanun, since the 1960s, there had been a land dispute between the Bimbilla Na and

the Shiarewura in northern Volta Region over Kpasa lands. The latter was believed

to have canvassed support from the numerous Konkomba in that area, who as

settler farmers supported his course.45It showed that if it came to the issue of land,

the Konkomba were most unlikely to support Nanumba claims over Kpasa lands.

As regards the Alhassan Committee's findings, a Konkornba opinion leader

expressed disgust that: "The findings of that Committee sent shivers down the

spine of every Konkomba. Here we were without land, our ancestors had been

considered to have had no land, and our children and those of them not yet born

would have no land in the Northern Region.?" The findings seemed to have

incensed the Konkomba and other groups of people in present day Northern Region

such as the Nawuri, Nchumuru and Vagla. The Report laid the seedbed from which

sprouted the inter-ethnic armed conflicts that have of late bedeviled the Northern

Region, It carried with it a sense of grievance, bitterness and hostility, which

touched on things sacred, namely land.

The Konkomba as well must have read too much meaning into the findings

of the Alhassan Committee. Dy- Yakah notes that:
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The R.I Alhassan Committee was appointed by the Ministry of Lands and Natural

Resources to investigate and make recommendations to that Ministry on the true traditional

owners of lands in the then Northern and Upper Regions. The Committee was not a

statutory one. Its report was presented to the Commissioner for Lands and Natural

Resources. No White Paper or other authentication has been issued on it. Whether it was

accepted by government or not has not been indicated to the public."
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Even though there was no authentication of any form of the Report of the

Committee, the verdict that the Konkomba in the Northern Region were landless

appeared to have announted to a red rag flagged in the face of a bull. They (the

Konkomba) would have to search for their Kekpokpam. The level of

disappointment, despondency and fear made co-operative and rational solution to

the problem difficult and it made armed conflicts likely. For it simply meant that

while the Konkomba had all along claimed allodial title to their territory, the

centralized groups of people, particularly the Dagomba thought otherwise."

The worst fears of the Dagomba were confirmed when the 1979

Constitution of Ghana adapted a uniform land policy throughout the country by

vesting the lands in northern Ghana in the traditional land owners. The idea that the

Konkomba were landless must have charged their emotions. They would be in a

mood to go to war when the issue was connected with land. There was an emerging

perception among the Konkomba wherever they lived that they were being

maltreated whenever an issue was arising out of their use of land. In Nanun. for

instance, the Konkomba have categorically accepted the position that they did not

own the land. There access to land and rights of control over land use are vested in

the Bimbilla Na who is the paramount chief of the traditional area, as the Alhassan

Committee stated.49 The ruling class, that is the Nanumba, believe strongly that

they have the allodial title. According to Salifu Sa-Eed, this land resource which

was used by all ethnic communities residing in the Nanumba District for mainly

agricultural production which is the mainstay of the people, began to withness keen

ownership problems between Konkombas and Nanumbas. 50

On the one hand, Sa-Eed has it that:

I
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The Konkomba have since the late 1970s contested their right to own land. Land ownership

and land issues are the major causal factors of the inter-ethnic conflicts between Konkornba

and Nanumba. The issues that normally triggered off into full-scale conflicts start from

situations whereby the Konkombas create new settlements without permission from

Nanumba chiefs ... .There had been the establishment of 45 new Konkomba houses around

Opijua, Gundoo and Nyankpani areas without saying even good morning to the traditional

chiefs ... The demarcation of farmlands too serves as points of conflicts between the two

ethnic communities."
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Actually, the Nanumba chiefs and people are the land owners, by right of conquest

and should be regarded as such when it comes to the creation of new settlements

and farms by outsiders, such as the Konkomba. It was the right to ownership of

land by conquest that was being echoed.

On the other hand, Asarnoah said that "The Nanumbas should understand

that we have also stayed in the area for a very long time. That is between 40 to 50

years now. So we need to be recognized as entitled to land ownership and have the

right to use the land".52 Considering that the Konkornba are an authochthonous

group in the Nnumba area who were driven off by the latter, and that the

Konkornba had lived in Nanun for half a century or so, their long and undisturbed

occupation of land, Asamoah seems to have argued, could constitute paramount

ownership.

From the evidence, by 1981, one major causal factor of the Konkomba and

Nanumba armed conflict was the absolute right to ownership of land. The former

were considered as only entitled to usufructuary rights to land in Nan un. But

Konkomba agitation, whether right or wrong, was to get at the allodial title. and

that meant war. They only explained away that that was not their intention. This

buttresses the conclusion that: "The primary cause of inter-tribal warfare among a

number of small-scale societies is over important resources, such as land,,53

The Konkomba were incl ined to fight because, perhaps they had been

rendered a people without land in the Northern Region by the Alhassan Committee.

They had been regarded as such in the past, which accounted for their payment of

tribute anywhere they lived in any of the centralized states of Dagbon, Marnprugu.

Nanun and Gonja and outside the Northern Region in Northern Volta and Brong-

Ahafo Regions.
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7.3 PAYMENT OF TRIBUTE BY THE KO KOMBA
In the pre-European era, the Konkomba who lived In Dagbon under the

suzerainty of the Ya Na were obliged to pay tribute. It was in recognition of the fact

that the paramount title in the land on which they lived resided in the Ya Na, which

he administered through his divisional and sub-chiefs and headmen. A stranger was
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normally expected more than a citizen to give some foodstuff to the chief after

harvest and in a larger quantity. The ordinary Dagomba citizen was equally

required to pay tribute even though less than strangers" such as the Konkomba.

The practice did not cease during the British rule as observed by David Tait.ss It

was equally encouraged and enforced by British Administrative Officers not only

in Dagbon, but also in the other centralized states of Mamprugu, Nanun, and Gonja

in the Northern Region.i" Indeed, the British committed it into a tax when direct

taxation was imposed in the North.

In Nanun, the principle of paying tribute was that something of value be

given as an acknowledgment of suzerainty. The actual value of the tribute was

immaterial so long as something was given. It was said that the payment of tribute

need not necessarily take the form of money. It was given in the form of farm

produce, probably as an acknowledgement of the Bimbilla Na's office as Vice --

Regent for 'Nawuni' in the ownership of the land. It could also be in the form of

labour, in acknowledgment of the Bimbilla Na's 'fathership' of the people.i" As it

was noted:
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It was in compliance with traditional norms as it happens everywhere. Contributions wen:

brought to the paramount chief as tribute collectively. The sub-chief would bless them

before onward transmission to the Paramount Chief.58

Just as in Dagbon, Mamprugu and Gonja, it was not only the strangers or

settlers such as the Konkornba that were obliged to pay tribute, the Nanurnba

ordinary citizens had the obligation to honour payment as well. Alhaji Alhassan

Siba, a Nanumba relates Konkomba presence in Nanun:

"II
,I

When they were here, what we know was that they did not like going near people. They

preferred to live in the bush. They helped our forefathers in small work and they in turn

helped them with such things as yam seedlings, guinea corn or millet. Gradually. they

started coming one by one. Every market day their wives brought charcoal and firewood to

town to sen."
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Siba recalls that it was in the 1940s, during Bimbilla Na Abdulai's tenure of

office that waves of Konkomba migrants stormed into Nanun. This was attributed

to the Dzagberi Crisis in Eastern Dagbon. Na Mahama Kurili was the reigning Ya

Na who sent a strong message to the Bimbilla Na not to allow the Konkomba to
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stay in his jurisdiction for they (the Konkomba) had wronged him (the Ya Na). The

Bimbilla Na thought otherwise; "J will accept them on humanitarian grounds.

When it comes to a point and they find that we cannot co-exist with them they

could go away. That would be their own trouble".6o The Bimbilla Na was thus

accommodative and assumed a liberal posture towards the Konkomba migrants into

Nanun.
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It is widely known that the Konkomba migrant groups into Nanun were

given conditionalities under which they would settle. The immigrants were told

they would have to contribute annual communal labour on the farms of Nanumba

chiefs. A portion of new produce from Konkomba farms or a portion of sample

harvest had to be made available to the Nanurnba Chiefs. When a hunter hauls in

big game, the hind leg goes to the Chief. This includes the tusk of an elephant. In

any fishing expedition, the first big catch goes to the Lord of the Land. The

Konkornba were categorically made to understand these obligations and that they

were applicable to Nanumba citizens." as these conditions equally apply

throughout Ghana. It seems that from the pre-European era, through the colonial

period, to the post-independence time, these practices were consistently observed to

the letter.
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In the post-colonial era, the minutes of the meetings of the Nanumba State

Council bear eloquent witness to the consistent insistence on the payment of

tribute. For instance, on is" November, 1967, at its third meeting, the Nanumba

State Council explicitly stated the rights and privileges of chiefs, queen mothers,

and elders.62 Some of the enumerated right and privileges were as follows: any

chief has the right to deal with a person for insubordination in the customary way:

according to custom, a chief has the right to intervene in any case involving

unlawful sexual intercourse with another persons lawful wife, to impose a fine or

demand a cow or sheep; according to custom, a chief has the right to deal with any

person or subject who takes another's wife. The chief can take back the woman to

the husband; it is the duty of any chief to settle family disputes according to

tradition and to see that there is peace in his area; any chief must be in the know
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according to custom whenever new houses are being built or new settlement in his

area is being established.f

It could be seen that the right and privileges of chiefs, queen mothers and

elders were recognized and given equal weight. One could not be discerned from

the other. Whether rights or privileges, each had to be dealt with in the customary or

traditional way, to be complied with by subject people that included the

Konkomba. But what was customary or traditional was not necessarilyy so to the

Konkomba, While the Nanumba belong to the Mole-Dagbani group, the Konkornba

are of the Grumah stock. For instance, it is not Konkornba custom for the powers

that be to see to it that a woman returns to the husband after she has been taken

away by another man. Also, the way family disputes are settled among the

Konkomba is rather fundamentally different from what obtains among the

Nanumba. In Konkomba custom, both complainant and defendant who appear

before family elders or chief do not talk. They are defended by elders unti I an

agreed compromise is reached. This does not happen in the case of the Nanurnba

whereby a complainant or defendant can be called upon to relate his or her side of

the issue before family elders or chiefs. The statement of the rights and privileclges

of the Nanumba aristocracy in 1967, according to Kparibo, appeared to have been

meant for Konkomba compliance." They must have been targeted was the

perception held by the Konkornba, rather than the reality of the situation. If that

were so, the action of the Nanumba State Council must have offended Konkornba

sensibilities, elicited their disfavour and aroused their spirit of defiance to the point

that when they (the Konkornba) made new settlements they even did not pause to

say good morning to the Nanumba Chiefs.l" and whether right or wrong, was

contrary to Nanumba customary land law.

It was perhaps to increase the restive mood of settler groups that between 3rd and 4111

October, 1969, the eighth meeting of the Nanumba Traditional Council was held.

The minutes of the meeting are of abiding interest. It was indicated that it shall be

the duty of every fisherman residing in any part of the area where there is a stream.

to give fish to the chiefs on Fridays and Mondays. The customary duties of hunters

were spelt out in no uncertain terms. The customary rights for Nanumba chiefs who
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allowed settler farmers in their jurisdiction were made clear to the latter. Such a

chief was entitled to receive a quantity of foodstuffs annually from the settler

farmer for a period specified by the chief. A settler farmer who may wish to

migrate from one village to another place had no right to sell his building since that

person did not buy the land.66

A person could be allowed to build on a plot of land which was not sold,

that did not mean the house owner did not make any other expenses on the land LIp

to the point of developing it to a house. Why was that person prevented to recover

a token of the expenses on building the house, even if the plot was free? This did

not apply to the Nanumba. It was a corrosive attack on the fundamental individual

right to own property and dispose of it whenever he or she pleased. Perhaps. the

development of the plot of land in monetary terms was more likely to exceed the

amount at which the plot would have been bought.

The minutes stated the customary position of helping chiefs on their farms

thus:
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According to custom any Chief within the traditional area has the right to appeal to his

people to assist the Chiefs. Failure to comply with this, the Chiefs shall demand an amount

ofN¢lO.OO from the person who fails to work on the farm or the matter be referred to the

Traditional Council for ruling ... it is against custom to strip a girl in a market place or in an

open place for failing to agree to sexual act. Offenders shall be liable to a fine of N¢ 1001'

given 12 lashes by the Chiefs. No person is allowed to wear sandals across the paramount

Chiefs house. Any person caught shall be guilty of an offence and the sandals shall be

seized by the servants, or the victim pays in fine ofN¢4.00 67

The demands made by the Nanumba Traditional Council would seem that

the payment of tribute was getting out of customary confines and practice. A fine of

ten new cedis at the time for both Nanumba citizens and settler farmers that

included Konkomba in the main was a substantial amount of money that was not

easily affordable in a peasant sustenance economy as obtained in Nanun. The

Konkomba complained that it was they alone mostly that were expected to comply

and that Nanumba citizens seldom paid such tribute to their own Chiefs. There

must be a reason for a Konkomba to be absent when a Chief appeals to his people

for help on his farm. An alternative arrangement shou Id be made for absentee
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II Konkombas or any other absentee to work on another day specified, rather than

exacting monies from peasant folks which does not appear customary. Payment of

tribute in the form of compulsory work now assumed the form of forced labour,

which was in direct contravention of the 1969 Constitution that was in vogue.i"

The Council appears not to have been mindful to secure individual rights

(for which it existed) because such a local authority ought to have concerned itself

with the interest of the community. These conditions affected the Konkomba more

than any other ethnic group, since as migrant food farmers, and based on their

inhibiting productive technology in their agricultural method which does not augur

well for stability in their settlements, they were likely to be on the move from place

to place. Again for failure to agree to a sexual act, ten new cedis as a fine imposed

on a man for stripping a girl openly may be commensurate with the offence at the

time. But the twelve lashes conformed to Islamic law, which the Konkomba as non-

Muslims were unfamiliar with, at least not in their cultural circumstances. It could

be discerned that the customary practice of paying tribute had reached a stage

whereby it appeared to be abused.

Elsewhere in the Northern Region of Ghana, the Vagla complained that the

practice had made them captives of compulsory homage, which they regretted very

much for coming into contact with the Gonja.i" Its changing form was equally

admitted in the Salaga area where it was alleged that some members of the royal

family at Kpembe collected tribute from strangers individually when it should have

been paid by the head of the household alone, which was the acceptable customary

practice." The claim that the Gonja had since Ghana attained independence

abandoned the practice of collecting tribute from subject groups;" such as the

Konkomba, was therefore rather misleading.

In Nanun, the Traditional Council went a stage further. On 26th March.

1973, when it held its first meeting, the Kpatihi Na declared:
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Since the Konkombas in the Nanumba Traditional area are found to be fond of causing

trouble, the Government of Ghana should grant the Chiefs of the area wider power to bring

the Konkmobas into subjection and bring about peace and understanding between the

Konkomba and the chiefs and people of the area concerned. It would be appreciated if the

Konkombas, known to be the best farmers in the Nanumba Traditional area, would each 011
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harvesting his crops, rice, maize, millet, guinea corn, etc, give one bag of the produce out

of every fifty bags of the produce to their respective chiefs from whom they acquire land to

farm.72

I
'I

I J-

This was a problematic position since traditionally, the payment of tribute

was not any fixed presentation of any kind.

Another meeting of the Nanumba Traditional Council was held on 41h June,

1973. The attention of the chiefs was drawn to the customary laws of the area and

that a declaration would be issued to that effect. It was pointed out that customary

laws were of major importance in the area, and the chiefs were informed to give

their full co-operation by helping in the compilation of the customary laws. But

there was an agreement emanating from suggestions by various chiefs that a special

committee should be appointed to deal with the compilation of the customary laws

secretly."

On the issue of 'entertainment of aliens', Na Dasana Abudulai, Bimbilla Na

and President of the Traditional Council reminded his Divisional and Sub-Chiefs

, '

1'- .-/

II
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II
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that they were not to allow strangers to freely settle until written agreements were

entered into by them and the aliens. He further emphasized that any migrant settler

who would not do so should quit.74

There seems to have been no more organic and complete relationship

between the nationalist post-independent governments of Ghana and the Konkornba

community, between the Nanumba State and Konkomba society, than existed

between the Konkomba and the Mantambo dynastic regimes of the pre-European

and colonial period. In the latter period, custom was based on unwritten contract

and law. As it has never happened centuries before, social and economic relations

that rested on status and custom were at one stroke in the post-independent era, to

be replaced by relations based on contract and law or some documentary evidence

as a natural sequel.

It was reasonably foreseeable that a relationship of this nature would have

far-reaching consequences as a host of socio-economic problems were expected. As

the 1970s drew to a close, while the Nanumba insisted on carrying out their new

contractual relationship to the letter, the Konkomba were in no mood for a

compromise. Thus, at the Bimbilla Na's palace, it was stated that:

"II

"
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If you received a stranger in your land who wants to settle, you give the stranger your

conditions for settlement. The stranger accepts those conditions and has to abide by them.

A time comes they think those conditions amount to slavery. If it happens this way you will

want to know why there has been a change. If the stranger becomes recalcitrant, there can

be a c1ash.75
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Indeed, in the late 1970s, consequent on the fact that the payment of tribute had

undergone a metamorphosis and coupled with Nanumba insistence that it must be

paid, the Konkornba interpretation was that only their ethnic group was solely

responsible. At least, that was what they thought. They complained, therefore, that

for many years, they, they had been made to work on Chiefs' farms:

If a Chief should need workers on his farm, the work should be purely communal in which

case all tribes including the Nanumba would send hands. What happens in the Nanumba

district is different. Only Konkomba do the work. Failure means untold punishment."

"II
I

II
II,

The alleged action of the Nanumba Sekpe Bandul Chief was a case in point.

The chief had ordered a Konkornba man to be beaten for failure to let his young

men return to complete work on his farm. The young men had apparently worked

half-way the previous day. Afterwards, the chief made each young mall to

contribute ten cedis to enable him (the chief) engage other workers, since they (the

Konkornba) could not continue the work. The Konkornba were said to have been

engaged in performing the funeral of a relati ve and could not continue the work."

It was not customary for someone to be beaten up for failure to pay tribute

in the form of providing young men to work on chiefs' farms. Was money paid ill

lieu of absence from working on chiefs' farms? Did the Nanumba, as well as the

different ethnic groups other than Konkornba, pay the various forms of tribute

including the assistance to chiefs on their farms throughout Nanun? The

Konkomba perception that these forms of tribute were not equitably carried out

explains their stiff resistance?

The Nanumba benefited from their domination by exacting tribute and this

skimmed off any economic surplus that was produced by the Konkomba. It was

probably on this note that one opinion saw the inter-ethnic conflicts in northern

Ghana as being reminiscent of the centuries-old ethnic hegemony which was

characterized by plunder and exploitation of the vanquished. The same source is of
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the view that there was evidence of attempts to keep one ethnic group in vassalage.

perpetually indebted to the other. In the circumstances, it was observed that the

little that the vanquished possessed went into the payment of debts, to those groups

that were considered the overlords. It was obvious that in this type of ethnic

conflict, economic motive predominated with other causes subsumed under it.78 In

otherwords, it was the case of the Marxist dictum, 'the exploitation of man bv

man'.
"--

"

The Konkomba intimated that as time went on they were made to pay

another form of tribute anytime they had a funeral to perform. They stated that

during the performance of their funerals, much food and meat was needed to feed

mourners as well as sympathizers. It was usual for cows, pigs and other animals to

be slaughtered for the occasion. The Konkomba maintain that the Nanurnba chiefs

normally demanded the hind leg of whatever animals that were killed, especially

when it involved cows. They said there were occasions some chiefs refused the

meat and the accompanying pot of pito on the grounds that the gift items were too

smal1.79 The Konkomba protest stated that, "We wish to say that the giving 01" the

hind leg is symbolic and not a source of meat supply for the chiefs' family".~o It

was evident that the Konkomba were becoming embittered, restive and

apprehensive of the increasing uncustomary exactions and practices that had now

crept into the payment of tribute in Nanun.

The Konkomba also mentioned one form of 'forced' monetary contribution

that was levied on them, particularly in the post-colonial period anytime a Very

Important Person (VIP) paid an official visit to Nanun. They said they were made

to contribute gift items, such as animals and smocks and fiscal cash to be given to

the visiting VIP, even though they were usually not invited to the meetings where

the decision to contribute was taken. Furthermore, they found it objectionable that

while they continued to make these contributions, each time a VI P arrived; they

(the Konkomba) were not involved in the decisions as to what items to be given out

as gifts.
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It was claimed that the Konkomba were not even recognized or seen as

having made any contributions when the VIP arrived. They felt strongly that such
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contributions ought to be made by all ethnic groups in Nanun.81 In other words. the

Konkomba alone should not shoulder the burden imposed on anun on the

.'I occasion of visiting VIPs. The Parliamentary Committee should have made every

effort to find out the truth about this issue. Whatever the case might have been.

such allegations could not be proven. It rather signified the suspicions, mistrust and

sour relations that had become a common place in the relationship between

Konkomba and Nanumba as the 1970s drew to a close.

,
~,,

:- -

There was nothing unusual for the Konkomba, considered as tenants 01'

settler farmers, to pay tribute in Nanun and in any of the centralized states 0('

Dagbon, Mamprugu, and Gonja. It had been the custom wherever settlers were

found. Had the payment of tribute been kept within customary bounds, perhaps it

would not have become a source of Konkomba intense resentment. According to

Marshall Adam:

,
" I

Hostilities started when a few of them got education in the Western sense. Such early

literate Konkomba did not bother about their origins or the conditions under which their

fore-fathers came into Nanun. For example, they did not see any reason why a chief should

call them to labour on his farm or pay tribute to a chief in the form of crops harvested.

They did not understand why any VIP coming to Nanun they were called upon to

contribute for the upkeep of the visitor.s2

Peter Clarke has observed Arab migration to the Western Sahara from

Morocco by the fifteenth century. He said when they began moving south into the

Western Sahara:, ..,-/

These Arab groups carried arms and were noted for thei I' ski II as warriors. Moreover, they

enjoyed a number of privileges including their right to levy a fee (gharama) on their

tributaries in return for protection against armed attack. They also enjoyed the privilege of

using the camps of their tributaries when they were travelling. This relationship at times led

to tension and conflict between protectors and protected."
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In a similar vein, one of the specific events which converted background

pre-conditions into an immediate state of crisis in Nanun was the abuse of the

customary practices of tri bute payment.

But conflict would have been mitigated if there were Konkomba

representatives on the Nanumba State Council. The minutes of the fourth meeting

of the Council held on is" August, 196 I, revealed that the issue of Konkornba
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representation on the Council actually featured as an item on the agenda. It was

stated that since the item touched on secrecy the full Council resolved itself into a

Committee. The Committee did not find the issue difficult to solve. This showed

that it was a common problem that concerned all chiefs, including Divisional and

Sub-chiefs in whose jurisdiction Konkombas lived.84 The minutes read:
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The Committee then finally resolved that the secretary sends out a summons for a meeting

to every chief in possession of Konkornbas, and that they each bring two elders of

Konkomba to the meeting on the 29th August 1961. The Konkombas and the State Counci I

will then sort out a suitable Konkomba representative to serve on the State CouncilS)

Konkomba representation on the Nanumba State Council was again

discussed at the fifth meeting. Shortly after this item was introduced, the Juo Na

questioned the necessity of having a Konkomoba on the Nanun State Counci I. A

letter from the D.C's Office explained:

----"'"

Since the Konkomba constitute one-third of the Nanumba District, it was advisable to have

a representative on the State Council. That in so doing the State will not only be enlisting

the fullest co-operation of the Konkomba, but in addition it would be seen as promoting the

principles of socialism and thereby carrying out effectively the policies of the

Government.86
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The President of the Nanumba State Council questioned how the

Konkomba representative was "to govern" the Konkomba. Mr Sumani Bukari, the

D.C explained that the Konkomba representative was not to govern the Konkomba

as a head chief, but was to serve on the State Council and carry out the modern

policies of the Government, and to guard the customary interest of Konkornba

traditions. He added that sub-chiefs and divisional chiefs will not in anyway be

deprived of their influence over their Konkomba subjects. On the contrary, they

will be enlisting their fullest co-operation." The District Commissioner could be

seen charting a liberal course, while the chiefs exhibited conservatism. It was

perhaps to ensure the full co-operation of the Konkomba on the fee-free education

programme. This could only be through a recognized and influential Konkomba

representative who would serve on the State Council. Apart from that, formal free

education would instill a sense of equality and justice and other democratic

principles for all in the Nanumba State.
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In his contribution, the Juo Na put it that he would not in any way advise

members to enlist a Konkomba representative on the State Council:
The Konkomba are strangers to the Nanumba District. It would be impossible to choose a

Konkomba representative to the satisfaction of his other brethren since the Konkornba in

the Nanumba State come from different homes, and towns and in some cases their tribes

and customs differ.88

II

The Juo Na was supported by the Gambuga Na. He added that if anv

quarters refused to support this, they in turn would refuse any policy that those

quarters may put to them. He emphasized that: "The question of a Konkornba

representative be put away' forever.i"

However, the Dakparn Na had a contrary view. He advised members to

forget the old custom of strangers being in anun, but to take the whole State as

one. He added that in the National House of Chiefs, Parliament, and such other

institutions, all the various ethnic groups in Ghana were represented. To him. since

some members did not understand the ardent need of a Konkomba representative. it

would only be fair that the matter be adjourned till the next meeting. This would

make room for private consultations to be held among chiefs.

The Juo Na supported deferment of the issue and the motion \\ as

unanimously carried.9o It would be recalled that in the 1950s, the Konkomba

petition to be represented in the Dagomba State Counsil was not granted. and

nothing was ever heard about the issue. Also in the late 1960s in Nan un, the issue

of Konkomba representation was put to rest in the form of an adjourned motion in

the State Council. No mention was ever made of it at the approach of the 1980s.

Americans in the late 1770s assumed the position that no taxes should be

levied on them by the British legislature in which they were not represented. The

rallying cry of the colonists, "No taxation without representation", produced

boycotts and riots, culminating into the Boston Tea Party, and precipitated the

American War of Independence. Thus, it is hardly an exaggeration to state that by

the late 1970s, conflict between Konkornba and Nanumba would have been

mitigated had there been a representation of the former in the Nanumba State

Council. The Konkomba would have felt consulted, consensus procedures would
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have been followed and they (the Konkomba) would have reposed confidence In

the traditional system under which they lived.

Marshall has it that when matters come to a head the Nanumba chiefs used

to call the recalcitrant Konkomba to order. Nanumba chiefs used to confront the

Konkomba for refusing to abide by laid down conditions. Each time the vocal

individuals or groups of Konkonmba were called, they either flatly refused to

honour the invitation or when they attended they used to say that God created the

land and nobody should tax them for tilling it.91

Ibrahim Haruna located the bone of contention:
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The issue at stake is, to all intents and purposes not a chieftaincy one. It is purely a feudal

problem between the Konkomba settler farmers and the Nanumba land owners. The crux of

the matter is that, much as the Konkomba have not disputed the Nanumba ownership of the

land on which they settle in the Bimbilla area, their contention is that the Nanumba custom

appertaining to land tenure are rather harsh and want them watered down. The Nanumba on

the other hand insist that since the customs bind both the natives and settler - farmers, they

do not see the reason why the Konkornbas should protest, while the indigenous people are

complying with them.92
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The custom relating to land that was referred to was nothing other than the

payment of tribute in various forms by the Konkomba to the Nanumba royal estate.

Bening has drawn attention that world attention was focused on the Ghana-Togo

boundary during the ] 981 armed conflict between the Nanumba and the settler

Konkomba over forced communal labour for the chief of Bimbilla. Several

settlements were destroyed and over a thousand people were killed. There were

allegations that the Konkombas from Togo fought alongside their kinsmen in

Ghana. There were claims of foreign influence in the conflict and there were

allegations that some of the Ghanian Konkomba demanded secession which caused

some friction with Togo.93 Perhaps, the abuse of the practice, in the nature of the

uncustomary way in which it was sometimes effected, must have driven the

Konkomba to consider payment of tribute as a crushing economic burden in the

Marxian sense. Economic issues are mainly the controlling forces in every society.

whether in a monetary or a subsistence economy. Indeed, whenever and wherever a
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revolutionary convulsion develops, there is usually an economic want or issue in

the back ground.

Fage has it that the seventeenth century Denkyira State, for instance,

contented itself to merely levying tribute on her conquered people. This led to the

declaration of independence by the young kingdom of Asante." In the twilight of

the 1970s, the waters of paying tribute in wh ich the Nanumba aristocracy sought to

fish had become very much troubled. Perhaps, their insistence in fishing in them

led to the conflagration in which Nanun was plunged.
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7.4 CHIEFS IN NATIONAL POLITICS: AND THE KONKOMBA IN THE
PERIPHERY

Ibrahim Haruna, a Regional Minister for the Northern Region in the Limann

Administration, contended that the cause of the inter-ethnic war between the

Konkomba and the Nanumba was not one of chieftaincy. However, the evidence

produced so far bordered on that institution's role in national life and the inability

of the Konkomba form of chieftaincy to be recognized at the national, regional and

local levels.

II ,
I

The institution of chieftaincy, as it has been argued, was not all together

foreign to the Konkomba traditional political system. The conquest of the

Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups had super - imposed the

predominantly monolithic type of chieftaincy associated with the central ized

political systems on the Konkomba and the so called 'minority' groups of people in

the Northern Region of Ghana. This form of government, which was favoured by

the British colonial administration, was hierarchically and territorically organized

according to divisions and sub-divisions with the king at the apex. After the

conquest, this form of chieftaincy over-shadowed or eclispsed the Konkomba

traditional political system."

German intrusion and SOjourn as colonizers in Northern Togo to some

extent did not gloss over the Konkomba traditional authorities and the Konkomba

maintained their identity. But the British system of direct and indirect rule, for their
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own interest, had curiously contributed to entrench Konkomba surbordination to

the Dagomba in particular. The demise of British colonialism in the Gold Coast

could be seen in the political activities in the late I940s up to 1951 which Apter has

described as 'political institutional transfer'{" After 1951, the role of chieftaincy

still loomed large up to the time of independence and even in the aftermath. This

could be seen in the electoral processes and political party activities in which the

Konkomba actively partook and most of which was underlaid with ethnicism.

When Ibrahim Haruna contended in 1981 that the issue at stake in Nanun was not

I
11

II

II

one of chieftaincy, he must have been in error.

As already indicated, there were no constituency demarcations for the North

In the 1951 election (Map 7). In September, 1953 the Van Lare Commission

recommended that the Northern Territories be allocated twenty-six seats in the new

Legislative Assembly, the membership of which would be 104.97 The ethnic tinge

could be observed when petitions were sent to the Commission, not to be

unmindful of local particularism such as differences in custom, language, and

taboos. Invariably, some ethnic groups, particularly the minorities did not want to

come together with their neighbours in the same electoral area, as they would be at

a disadvantage. The Amenfi and Aowin situation was a case in point." The chiefs

and people of the latter state objected to their merger with the people of the former.

The Aowins stated, among other issues, that the customs, language, taboos and the

like were by no means akin to those of the Amenfi, that the situation wrongly

nursed inferiority complex among the Aowins, and that the Aowins would forever

lose their identity.

What seems clear was that in drawing the electoral map, local chiefdoms

remained intact. Throughout the country the traditional state boundaries were

followed as much as possible when the electoral districts were created. Even

though the Konkomba differed in custom, language, tradition and that historically,

sour relations existed between them and the Dagomba, they were merged into the

electoral district of Dagomba East. The demarcations more of less followed the

boundaries of chiefdoms, adhering more to chiefly power than anything else. The

electoral areas of 1954 are shown on Map 8.
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Map 7: Parliamentary Constituencies in Ghana 1951
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1: Kumasi 11- Atwima Amanse
2: Sekondi- Takoradi 12: Juaben-Edweso
3: Cape Coast 13: Abura Asebu
4: Accra 14: Saltpond
5: Ekumfi-Enyan 15: Akwapim South
6: Agona 16: Akwapim North
7: Agona Swedru 17: New Juaben
8: Awutu 18: Yilo-Krobo

Source: Bening R, B" Evolution of Electoral Constituencies in Ghana, 1950 - 1982,
1993
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Map 8: Parliamentary Constituencies in Ghana 1954 and 1956
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In the Northern Region, the constituencies or electoral districts were

structured on the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja chieftaincies. They

were the very demarcations that were used to carry the country through the two

general elections of 1954 and 1956.

Since chieftaincy was not associated with the Konkomba, no constituency

was created for them. Dennis Austin has pointed out what could be gained if a

constituency were created for a people:

In a narrow sense, it was the first country - wide election to be held by direct ballot in

single -member constituencies. A place in the new assembly was a source of pride to a

district. It also carried with it the hope of material benefits, not only for the successful

candidate, but for the particular district in which he was born. For to have ones own village

candidate elected could affect the siting of a local court, district council headquarters. a

new school, a borehole, a power station. In short a candidate was an investment and the

dividends could be high."

'I
,I

The electoral districts thus afforded the Konkomba no opportunity to come

to limelight in the Legislative Assembly, neither could they lay claim to the

amenities associated with a newly created constituency. This was the case until

Ghana was turned into a one -party state in 1964 and the following year a

constituency was created for the Konkomba based on Saboba.

A fresh development that had long since appeared on the political horizon

of northern Ghana was the emergence of political parties. The United Gold Goast

Convention (UGCC) established a branch of its party in Tamale in 1948. Ebenezer

Adam had joined the U.G.C.C in Kurnasi where he had been working as a teacher.

In 1949, the leaders of the U.G.C.C toured the North after which the interest of

some literates from the area was aroused and they became interested in playing

partisan politics actively by being drawn to join the Convention. Apart from

Ebenezer Adam, a Dagomba (who got transferred from Kumasi to Tamale) those

from the North who joined the U.G.C.C included A.A Chambas (Nanumba) R.S

lddrisu (Dagomba), S.I. Iddrisu (Dagomba) Issahaku de Limann(Mamprusi), LA.

Mahama (Gonja), J.A. Zingnaa (Dagornba) and A.P.S. Terrnaghre (Dagao)IOO

However, by 1951 some MLAs from the orth had already identified

themselves with the Convention People's Party (CPP) that was formed by Kwarne

'I
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Nkrumah in June, 1949. Ehenezer Adam belonged to Nkrumah's Committee of

Youth Organisations (C.Y.O) while in Kumasi. He had attended the Saltpond

meeting with R.S Iddrisu in July, 1949, where the final break occurred between the

U.G.C.C and the Nkrumaists. Both of them threw in their lot with the c.P.P that

I

I
- ->/

emerged and started its organization in northern Ghana, establishing a headquarters

in Tamale. Even though it faced organizational and other related problems (the

chiefs, for instance, were against it) many people of Northern extraction joined it.

This was because it was a commoner's party opposed to privilege and eager to

defend the rights of the ordinary man. Consequently, some Konkomba felt

persuaded to join the C.P.P's rank and file.After all it was a party for the ordinary

man.l'" particularly the under -privileged.

An outstanding development in the North in this transitional period was the

emergence of a Northern Peoples' Party (N.P.P). The N.P.P had its key aims and

objectives which included the following: "To see that there is respect for chiefs and

elders in the country" and to see that the best of the country's traditional

institutions and customs and cultures are preserved,·.102 The invaluable and

indispensable role played by the institution of chieftaincy was thus recognized.

even though the Konkomba version of it did not draw the attention of the British

colonial administration.
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Most of the key executive members of the N.P.P were drawn from eminent

chiefs, their sons, close relatives and spokemen that hailed from the North It could

be observed that all such people and the like knew how to utilize the divisions of

their chiefdoms and their ambitions to their advantage. They were of royal descent.

Therefore, the essential aspect of the 1954 electioneering campaign was the

relationship between the candidate and the traditional authorities in the North. It

even came to light that the N.P.P was linked with the N.T.C, indeed, most 01' the

contestants were members of that body which was the same in 1951, and that the

party had the blessing of the northern chiefs. 103The N,P.P manifesto called for

increased support for the chiefs in northern Ghana. The Party proposed substantial

grants for the salaries of chiefs in order that they may preserve "this sacred trust in

our heritage". The N.P.P noted: "On the question of Chiefs taking sides in politics,

, '. ,
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I
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it would be suicidal for any chief to stay indifferent". 104 Asamoah notes that

because of the strangle-hold Dagomba chieftaincy held over the Konkornba. the

tendency for them was to sympathize with the NPP, since it was the party of the Ya

Na 105.

1,-,
~II

Another political party, the Togoland Congress (TC) headed by S.G Antol'

came into existence. Its irredentist activities were brought to bear on the people in

northern Ghana. The TC sought the unification of British and French Togolands.

The campaign strategy of the T.C in the Northern section of British Togoland was

that since some ethnic groups were subject peoples assimilated for purposes of

traditional allegiance in Dagbon, Mamprugu, Nanun, and Gonja, those subject

groups of people should vote to join the French side. By political action in the

forthcoming plebiscite, they could at one stroke secure their independence from the

centralized kingdoms. The TC could report to the United Nations Visiting Mission

about a northern problem:

".• 1'1

I
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II

It is clear from the latest 1948 Census figures that about 106,000 B'Mobas, Konkornbas.

Chokosis, Kotokolis and Bassaris who have their tribes extended to French Togoland with

about the same number of population have been subordinated to the interest of only about

43,000 Dagombas with related tribes in the Gold Coast (Mamprusis and Gonjas) who

favour integration with the Gold Coast. The position in the North is that the Togoland

chiefs are subject to chiefs from the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast and a pecu] iar

kind of feudalism still exist. '06
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The TC intensified its campaign, including the dropping of leaflets in the

North-Easrern corridor, to such a point that some of the subject groups of people

that included the Konkomba opted for separation in order to join their kith and kin

in the French Mandated Area of Togoland. This made them to join the TC as an

escape route to avoid the hegemony of the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba, and

Gonja on the British side.107 The upper echelon of the TC was Ewe and the party

did not impact very much on the North.

The election results in 1954 and again III 1956 were clear for everyone to

see. In 1954, sixteen of the twenty-six MLAs in the North were either chiefs or

sons of chiefs. The situation did not change so much in the 1956 elections. Almost

all those who represented the North during this period in regional and national

'I
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political institutions were either chiefs, sons of chiefs or more distant relatives of

chiefs or the grandsons of chiefs who were formally educated. 108 In the case of the

present day Northern Region of Ghana, these belonged in the main to the

Dagomba, Nanumba, Mamprusi and Gonja groups of people. The importance of

chieftaincy at the national level could not be over -emphasized. Konkornba

representation was conspicuously absent during these years. This was the result of

the British education policy in the N0l1h.

David Apter thinks that the partisan struggles at the local level indicated

most effectively the threads of relationship, differing orientation constructs, and the

interplay of local and central politics at a level where conflicts over substantive

authority was by no means resolved. Such conflicts indicated the more widespread

public affiliations in the Gold Coast, and that this could be taken to mean that

where the chief was strong and non-c.p.P., his subjects still provided him

traditional support. 109 Apter could not have been more apt and clearer. But he turns

around to argue that in northern Ghana, where little impact was made upon

traditional institutions until recently, some of the indigenous groups of people, such

as the Konkomba and Frafra were to a considerable extent apathetic. Apter asserts

that the political system of such groups had been the least articulated in Western

terms and that they had almost non-existent indigenous political structures. I III

From available evidence the Konkomba have their own traditional political

system. Groups of people with a similar political structure in the present day Upper

West and Upper East Regions were keen participants in national level and regional

politics. The Konkomba could not be said to have been apathetic because they

actively exercised their franchise in the 1954 elections. They presented a candidate

for that election who was said to have run his c.P.P opponent very hard. even

though he lost out. III. They again participated in the 1956 elections and in the

plesbicite that was organized by the United Nations Organization in order to

determine the integration or otherwise of the British and French Mandated

Territories of Togo land. Their inability to make an impact on their national politics

in the period of 'political institutional transfer' must be sought elsewhere and not in

apathy as Apter would have us believe.
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The Konkomba were not represented in the State or, Traditional and the

District Councils that were created at the local level in Northern Ghana. They had

no membership in the NTC until its dissolution in 1958. These were the very

institutions that provided the candidature for the Electoral College on the basis of

indirect election to the newly created Legislative Assembly for the whole country

for the first time in 1951. In the delimitation of northern Ghana into single-member

territorial constituencies or electoral districts for elections by direct ballot in 1954,

the Konkomba were merged with Mamprugu and Dagbon.

With the advent of partisan politics, it could be seen that Konkomba

participation albeit at the lower ranks, was among c.P.P, N.P.P., and T.C. J.H.

Allasani in both the 1954 and 1956 elections, as the Dagomba c.P.P. candidate

managed to win, thanks to the large number of Konkomba votes in his

constituency. 112. Thus, Apter's conclusion that the Konkomba were without a

traditional political structure and that they were apathetic during this period was not

borne out by the facts, even though this is contentious. The Konkornba were unable

to make an impact on the national political scene and even at the local and regional

levels because their form of chieftaincy or their traditional political system which

had been first subjugated by the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups

in the pre-colonial era, was equally side-stepped by British colonialism and it

virtually reached the point of oblivion. But the importance of chieftaincy in the

period of 'political institutional transfer' could not be over-looked. Its essential role

as Ghana prepared for independence was not in doubt. The Konkornba must have

realized that their form of chieftaincy had been put into some kind of a politically

gilded iron-cage.

It was perhaps on this realization that they made attempts, in the period

immediately before the independence of Ghana, to break out from such political

strangehold for their form of chieftaincy to be recognized, and for them to make an

impact on the national, regional and local levels. The announcement in the NTTC

in 1949 about their "insolence", and refusal to pay any kind of taxes to the Ya Na.

and the Zabzugu Affair in 1951, were cases in point.113
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Konkomba machinations in Mamprusi East will also be instanced here. In

the Bimbago erea, one Sugom asserted that he was the chief of the Konkomba. He

attempted in March, 1957, to impose his chiefly rule on the Bimoba and moved to

settle among the community in order to effectively ensure his rule.'!" The Bimoba

resisted fiercely and protested:

"

We have never been subjects of chief Sugon Konkomba since 1891 to this present day nor

has any Konkornba chief ever forced his say into the Bimoba section for a settlement. We

respect the law and object to any form of violence. Chief Sugorn has attempted to exi bit his

dictatorial powers, which we do not regard. We beg to appeal that we do not like this chief

Sugon to settle amongst us. We are therefore appealing to the authorities concerned to warn

this chief Sugorn Konkornba not to attempt any further treachery by the aid of his subjects

and the local authority Police to tresspass to our section with threats. Nothing good will

come out of this but unpleasant consequences. I IS

I

III
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The Bimoba further complained that the Konkomba chiefs intention to

settle amongst them had an ulterior motive. They considered it as a move, with a

firm view, to deprive their own Bimoba chief, Bagridana, from his customary rites.

which they were bitterly against. "We are fully aware of the dangers and difficulties

surrounding the Konkomba chiefs intention," the Bimoba petition continued,

"hence this protest to the central Government to take the necessary precautions

before it is too late".116 The Konkomba chiefs action did not only receive the

support of his Konkomba compatriots, but the Bimoba feared further moves would

be backed or connived at by the local security agents, the N.A police 117

It could also be considered as a move by the Konkornba to ensure that their

form of chieftaincy or traditional political system was recognized. They were

prepared at a local level, that is, East Mamprusi, to rather lord it over their kindred

group, the Bimoba. This occurred on the heels of Ghana's independence. Perhaps.

the philosophy of their agitation, rather like that of Bismark and German

Unification, necessarily entailed an armed struggle, that is, the use of force .. which

the Bimoba foresaw.

If that were the case, anybody with a nodding acquaintance with Konkomba

affairs would realize that there was going to be a general Konkomba upheaval

wherever they lived in present day Northern Region of Ghana. In the dire struggle

,I
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for the independence of this country, the battle cries had been "Self-Government

Now", 'Freedom', and 'Independence'. Nkrumah was heard saying: "We prefer

self-government with danger to servitude in tranquility".118 All these came in the

form of political education of the electorate on the eve of Ghana's independence

which had echoed throughout the length and breadth of the country.

The Konkomba must have started their agitation not only to be independent

from the centralized kingdoms of Mamprugu, Oagbon, Nanun and Gonja, but for

their chieftaincy to be also recognized by other ethnic groups wherever they lived.

This could happen by their engagement in inter-ethnic conflicts and armed

confrontations. It needed the shrewdness, sensibility, diplomacy, radicalism and

strong hand of a leader of the first national ist government, such as Kwarne

Nkrumah, to keep ethnic sentiments at bay. The Konkomba move in Mamprusi

East, for instance, constituted a threat to national security to which the Osagyefo

was very sensitive. Thus, from the inception of his rule down to the time of his

being ousted from office, the North in particular and perhaps the country as a whole

experienced a lull in inter-ethnic conflicts.

In Mamprugu East, the Nayiri considered both the Bimoba and the Kornba

(Konkomba) as his children who were brazing up for battle:
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He did not take sides in the dispute, but urged and persuaded his subject Bimoba and

Kpinkpana to exercise restraint and keep the peace. As a father, he brought both sides to

order such that bloodshed was avoided in Marnprugu'!",

According to Issaka Salifu, the Mamprusi in general were not so neutral as

the Nayiri: Some of them threw in their support either for the Bimoba or the Kornba, But

a majority of the Mamprusi was in support of the Bimoba but not overtly, they considered

the Komba as the most troublesome tribe in the whole of Mamprugu.V"

Thus, by the use of diplomacy combined with chiefly authority and the

level-headedness of the Mamprusi, an armed conflict between the Konkornba and

the Bimoba was averted in Mamprugu at the time.

However, it must be noted that, notwithstanding several vicissitudes since

the post-independent era down to the June 4th upheaval, chieftaincy were not a

dying nobility. The institution of chieftaincy was not a lighted candle which any

political wind could easily blow off. "Because of its democratic nature chieftaincy
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in Ghana is capable of adopting itself to changing times and circumstances'v!" For

whether it was a civilian government that was in power or a military regime, chiefs

and the institution of chieftaincy, remained in the Ghanaian political scene like the

rock of Gilbratar. Such utterances in favour of chieftaincy were sounded loud and

clear into the ears of these groups of people in the North considered as "without

chiefs", which included the Konkomba. By the late 1970s at the time Ghana's

Third Republic was usshered in under the Presidency of Hilla Limann, there was a

Konkomba agitation that they should be allowed to pay allegiance to their own

traditional leaders who should be recognized as their chiefs.122

The Konkomba wanted their chiefs to command respect and enJoy

legitimacy not only among Konkombas but they should be recognized as such by

other ethnic groups such as the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja. They

wanted their chiefs to have control over their population at the local level: they

wanted a representation in the Northern Regional House of Chiefs and they wanted

their chiefs to constitute part of the ruling class.123 In other words, Konkornba

agitation was for their form of chieftaincy to be recognized at the national, regional,

and local levels. The local level meant not only in Kekpokparn, but wherever they

had settled in Dagbon, Nanun, Marnprugu, Gonja and even beyond to areas sLlch as

northern Volta and Brong-Ahafo Regions. In 1981, matters of recognition of

Konkomba chieftaincy came to a head in Nanun that led to an inter-ethnic conflict

and armed confrontation.
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In 1957, the episode of the Konkornba chief, Sugom, who in Mamprusi East

at Bimbago wanted to impose his chiefly power over the Birnoba, has already been

recounted. In the post-colonial state, Konkornba agitation for their chieftaincy to be

recognized could have broken out in the form of a rebellion at any place they had

settled in the Northern Region of Ghana. Even though by 1981, the waters in

Nanun appeared calm, it is not for nothing that by that time, warning lights and the

threatre for agitation for the recognition of Konkornba chieftaincy had shifted there.

One reason that Nanun became an ethnic hot-bed was the fact that the

.. '

conflict was an expression largely in cultural terms. It was the politicization of

culture (or the politics of culture) in which both Konkornba and Nanumba resorted
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to a strong ethnically defined support base. Up to 1980, in Nanun, problems arising

in Konkomba communities often resulted in querrels, fighting, and homicide

among adult males. Disputes arising therin were either sent to the police whereby

the parties were arranged before the regular courts and tried or they were sent to

traditional courts for arbitration by Nanumba chiefs. It is asserted that both

Konkomba complainant and the accused were usually found guilty and fined in

Nanumba courts. 124 Adam Bukari observed that:
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It is the Nanumba we have had conflicts with. It started in 1981. There was too much
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exploitation of the Konkomba by the Nanumba, The exploitation was just too much. There

was an elderly man in Birnbilla called Ali. The Konkomba wanted him to be their leader ill

order that he might administer their customary law. Very unfortunately, the Nanurnba did

not want him to be the Konkomba chief. Our marriage customs are entirely different from

the Dagomba and Nanumba. Both Nanumba chiefs and government court magistrates

exploited the Konkomba settlers. Since Ali was well vested in Konkornba custom, it was

felt that any time they had problems he could solve them. If he considered that a case was

beyond his power to be resolved, he could refer it to the appropriate quarters, that is, either

to the Bimbilla Na or to the police or for that matter the COUltS.125

_./

It seems clear that the Konkomba wanted their own chiefs to rule them

wherever they lived. They wished that they should be allowed to choose their own

leaders at the sub-divisional level where the settlement in question was

predominantly Konkomba. Such a leader chosen by them should be given the

blessing of the Bimbilla Na. They requested that their chosen leaders may be

promoted to the District level as sons of the B imbi Iia N a to represent Kon korn ba

interest, and they demanded that they be allowed to represent the district politically

at both national and district levels.126This was not going to be feasible in Nanun

where they were considered as settler farmers, and where they had no clai 111 to

chieftaincy.

All that can be said is that is was cultural differences that had been
I

II
'----1'I

politicized.It led to political polarization and the emergence of two antagonistic

ethnic groups. Ethnic differences lead to strife when they are politicized. as

evidenced in Nanun in 198 I. It is argued that even though the Konkomba did not

want or hanker after out-right independence from the Nanun traditional

superstructure, it is correct to observe that their ultimate objective was the. exercise

I
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of chiefly power, comparable to a non-Ga chief in Accra. Power for its own sake

and in whatever form must be seen as a crucial determining factor in ethnic

relations. Aseka puts it this way:

'"
'I
I

Weber defined power as the chance of a man or a number of men to realize their own will

in a communal action against the resistance of others who are participating in the action in

line with his perception of power. Weber assumed that an actor in a social relationship is in

a position to carry out his own will despite resistance ... Arendt who perceives violence as

nothing more than the most flagrant manifestation of power agrees with C.Wright Mills

that all politics is a struggle for power and the ultimate of power is violence.':"

",i,
I

It could be observed that by 1981 the Konkomba saw a chance to realize

their own will of having their form of chieftaincy recognized even though they did

not have traditional chiefs in Nanun. They determined on a collective action and

they wished to carry out their will nothwithstanding any resistance from Nanun

aristocracy. Although the Konkomba did not bring any form of chieftaincy into

Nanun, it was a struggle for power, chiefly power that manifested and culminated

into violence in Nanun. The Konkomba felt dominated by the Nanumba and

domination is one of the most important elements for social action.The Konkomba

who belong to the so-called 'acephalous' groups of people must have perceived

that they had been marginalised and would continue to be so since their form of

chieftaincy was not recognized at the national, regional and local level. Chieftaincy

heightened inter-ethnic conflict and raised the stakes of armed confrontation such

that by 1981 the battle line between Konkornba and Nanumba had already been

drawn. In the next chapter, Konkornba disturbances, the development of Konkornba

consciousness and the formation of a Konkornba Youth Association shall be
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examined.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

•
I'

THE GUNS GO OFF: THE KONKOMBA AND NANUMBA CLASH: IlJ81

I,, ,
I,
III

8.1. INTRODUCTION

The essence of this chapter is to focus attention on Konkomba disturbances

in the past, the development of Konkomba consciousness and the formation of a

Konkomba Youth Association. These issues, together with land ownership.

payment of tribute, and chiefs in national politics and the Konkomba in the

periphery, as discussed in the previous chapter. contributed signally to an armed

conflict in 1981 in which the Konkomba for the first time clashed with the

Nanumba in the Northern Region of Ghana. The course of the armed con frontation

is also discussed in the chapter.

8.2 KONKOMBA INTRA-ETHNIC DISTURBA CES"

George Ekem Ferguson observed that in the pre-European era. inter-ethnic

feuds in the interior of the Gold Coast were retained and handed down to posterity

According to him, feuding and inter-ethnic warfare were rampant among residents

of the area during the period. 1 Just as one ethnic group made war upon the other.

there were also intra-ethnic feuding and fighting. It was particularly discernible

among the Konkomba in the colonial times. Crowder maintains that under the

German regime inter-ethnic warfare was discouraged." However, Tarnakolc

observed intra-ethnic conflict among the Konkomba whom he said the Germans

were wont to punish lightly by way of "Labour with hunger." He disclosed that

one time, that proved futile as a punitive measure and the Germans severe!.

punished the Konkomba.3

The Konkomba thus fell victim to the harshness of German administrative

atrocities comparable to what they meted out to the inhabitants of their colonies in

Namibia, Cameroon and German East Africa.

Konkomba intra-ethnic warfare or disturbances now came into full glare

during the British and French period. They were considered as the 'Irish' 01'

Togoland." ]t was observed that at the bottom of most of their disturbances 01'
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feuds was pure love of fighting for fighting sake. The young Konkomba man had

recourse to his bow and poisoned arrows asjoyously and light-heartedly as the Irish

man to his 'Shillelah,.5 They were considered as a people who set little value on

human life. In 1917, a remark made by a Konkomba man with regard to alarm

dispute was typical of their attitude to life: "Better a few dead men than an empty

stomach. ,,6

I,

This was, however, an expression of the problem of survival as regards

ownership and use of land for the cultivation of food crops. To the Konkomba. it

did not matter if some people lost their lives when land ownership was the issue.

Failure to secure land spelt hunger in which case it were better lives were lost. To

fight and kill because of land was considered impelling. In May, 1919, this attitude

was demonstrated again in a dispute that involved two Konkomba communities.

The Chief Commissioner and the D.C. for Vendi met the headmen of Kutja and

Butum together with their people.

After the meeting, the headman of Tschangpon came forward and

complained that the Waiubu people were gathering their fruits from the dawadawa

trees on his land. On account of the trouble between these two villages in January

the previous year, his people did not wish the Waiubu people to have the fruits.

The headman of Waiubu was told that he was to inform his people that they were

not to collect the dawadawa fruits. He was urged to get them to apologize to the

Tschangpon and to be friends again. It was decided to station a constable

temporarily at Tschangpon. It was realized that if prompt steps were not taken

Waiubu and Tschangpon would soon be at each other's throats,"

In 1926, a riot took place at Kugnau in Konkomba country in which lour

men were killed and four others wounded. The quarrel arose between two men

over the possession of a mud-fish. During the same period, another riot took place

between a section of Kuntuli and one of Tschegbani. Four men were killed and

eighteen wounded. This quarrel was said to have started over a man digging lip a

white ants nest for his fowls in another man's farm. Eight men were arrestee! and

dealt with." Taking part in an affray was common among the Konkomba. These

affrays were blamed on Konkomba lack of civilization and education. There exist

I,
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abundant records of their feuds, inter-village fighting, intra-ethnic wars, all kinds of

homicides and violence among them."

A description of the methods employed by the Konkomba in their inter-

village fights which they regarded in the light of a national sport is informative:

- -

The fight with bows and arrows, the latter tipped with strophanthus poison and conflicts

appear to follow a certain well-defined rules. They advance on each other over the open

grassland in two long lines each man selecting an antagonist, making use of wharex er COI er

the scrubs affords until he is within range. He then shoots and runs back to take cover.

The fighting men are followed by a line of non-combatants, old men and women who carry

pots of water, native medicine and instruments with which to battle and clean the wounds.

As soon as a man is hit, he at once drops out of the fight and makes for his particular

attendants to have his wound cleaned and the anti-dote applied. Occasionally, the flesh

around the wound is cut right out. The fight continues until one or the other side is tired.

but no close fighting takes place."

However, Konkomba disturbances, in the first place, were centered on land.

According to Marwick, Konrad Lorenz and his disciples have demonstrated how

nasty a creature the human animal is. They have described the conditions in which

this nastiness is liable to break out in the form of large-scale violence or war. One

of such conditions they see to be over-crowding. I I Konkomba country was seen as.

indeed, overcrowded. The Konkomba have been observed as having a tendency to

stay at home. Once a man obtained family land there was no likelihood of his

leaving home. The result was, "The frequent murders in Konkomba country which

can nearly always be traced to some quarrel over land.,,12 Land was the crux of the

matter and in the face of an increasing population, intra-Konkomba clashes could

be viewed in the light of the Darwinian phrase - 'the survival of the fittest'.

Konkomba intra-ethnic violence was also attributed to women. In Read's

I
'I

1

'I

opinion, women were regarded with such respect that an injury to one compelled

the affected men to fight with wrong-doers, hence, the frequency of their

internecine disturbance and the difficulty in preventing their recurrence. 13 MLlr~jers.

cold-blooded and deliberately planned, were rampant. They were comparable to

the vendettas of Corsica and the Hillman of Arnerica.l" Tait attributed most or
1-Konkomba quarrels to women. )
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In the third place, Konkomba disturbances could be attributed to witchcraft.

So great is his imagination that he goes to the extreme lengths and even kills the

supposed wizard who is frequently disclosed through the agency of dreams.

Another belief bordering on witchcraft was expressed through what was know n as

corpse-knocking. Evered Poole, the District Political Officer (D. P.O.) for Yendi

referred to it as 'Afunsoa custom.' 16 Short commented that:

Another form of murder is committed when a person dying naturally - a difficult thing lor

a Konkomba to understand - names another as the cause of his or her death. And the

widely prevalent accusation of the dead body knocking or standing in front of its slayer is

to be found in this country.l"

,r---

The belief in witchcraft could be seen as the Konkornba way of explaining

the "how" and "why" of events that occurred which they could not properly

understand. The connection or relation between Konkomba intra-ethnic

disturbances with their inter-ethnic conflicts in the Northern Region of Ghana was

that they (the Konkomba) were used to constant affrays which made them agile.

They could accommodate hardships in the rural milieu. In general. the root of

armed conflict can be seen as a vestigial instinct of pugnacity or bellicosity that has

survived from man's animalistic roots. Aggression is, therefore, a dominant

impulse that is triggered by disputes that proves the necessary rationalization or'

violence,

"

The question boils down to whether some cultures are more aggressive than

others. Tacitus gave a classic account of the German propensity for war: "Many

noble youth, if the land of their birth is stagnating in a protracted peace,

deliberately seek out other tribes where some war is afoot. The Germans have no

taste for peace .. .they hate peace".18 Aggression is, therefore, seen to be inherent in

German culture.

Comparatively, various Konkomba cultural attributes can be related to the

occurrence of aggressive behavior taking the frequency of violence as an indication

of the Konkomba cultural propensity for war. As a matter of degree, the

Konkomba is more aggressive and war-prone than his Nanurnba counterpart.

Down to the post-independence period they had not purged themselves from the

violent spleen and vis-a-vis other ethnic groups, such the Nanumba, they. could
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have an easy recourse to violence in order to redress their grievances. In the post-

colonial era, issues of land ownership, payment of tribute and recognition of their

form of chieftaincy seem to have constituted their major grievances.

It was perhaps on that score that the Konkomba considered themselves an

oppressed people. As Nzongola-Ntalaja has noted:

f I
,

Oppressed people all over the world and in all historical epochs have resisted their

conditions of exploitation and oppression by upholding visions of a brighter future of

equality, justice and material prosperity, and these ideological resistances of the oppressed

as well as their egalitarian ideal ... have found expression in a variety of protest

movements with radical ideologies."

In line with this notion, the Konkomba have had to resist the conditions in

which they found themselves: they had to be led into a promising future in order

that they would feel the ideal of egalitarianism. This was done in various forms but

cast in a revolutionary mould.

- --
8.3 KONKOMBA RENAISSANCE

A revolution need not be bloody and violent. It could be gradual, steadily

on course but without blood-shed. The Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions in

England in the eighteenth century (even though they were not social revol Litions

they had social implications) and the National Redemption Council (NRC)

revolution in Ghana in January 1972. In the main, these succeeded to a very much

large extent without blood-letting on a large scale. Even when it assumes violent

proportions, there can be no revolution without a Renaissance. There must

necessarily be an intellectual component to offer political education and mass

mobilization that leads to the revolutionary ferment. In Czarist Russia, the vacuum

was filled by personalities such as Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin. Cabral has also

demonstrated the major lessons in political education and mass mobilization.

According to him, both are necessary ingredients that must precede armed struggle.

The people must understand why they need to accept sacrifices, including

death, to further the cause of liberation. Effective mobilization, as the most

important determination of the success of his struggle, must be a learning process.

for the people who must discover the real benefits for which they must struggle.
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Cabral says that: "Instead of talking down to the masses, revolutionary organizers

have to play the role of intellectual midwives a lit Socrates to allow the former to

discover the truth on their own, both mentally and through experience.v"

Political education and mobilization found expression in what can be

termed as Konkomba nationalism. Adu Boahene's view on nationalism is of

abiding interest" While Fredrick and Foltz have expressed their idea of a nation."

for his purpose Nzongola-Ntalaja considers ethnic nationalism as implying at the

very least:

An aspiration to regional autonomy in a multi-national state, and as a maximal project a

commitment to independent nationhood. In the latter case, the people involved \\ auld

attain this objective either by creating a state of their own or by joining an already existing

state to which they are ethnically related."

1- ..--

In the case of the Konkornba, by 1981, their aspiration did not hanker a fter

a nation -state; as a people, they desired social and economic development, but

they did not wish to achieve political freedom outside the Ghanaian nation-state.

Konkomba nationalism was equally not the type that envisioned regional autonomy

in Ghana, neither did they wish to create their own state nor did they want to join

an already existing state such as the Republic of Togo where they have their kith

and kin.

1

'i

Konkomba nationalism consisted of a combination of ethnic, linguistic,

religious, historical and cultural identities for which they sought local autonomy

within a regional context. It was a Renaissance or a rebirth of Konkornba culture

as they turned to modernity for a source of inspiration to modify their own culture

in a contest distinct from any other. This Renaissance led to political education and

mass mobilization, a development which was brought about in various ways. They

wanted, for instance that, their chiefs should be recognized in Kekpokparn and

wherever they lived and this could not have happened in Nanun without an armed

conflict where the Konkomba were settler farmers.

1"
1
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8.4 THE COMING OF CHRISTIANITY: EFFECT ON THE KONKOMBA

In general, Christian missionary activities were slowed down in Northern

Ghana by British colonial administrators, perhaps for fear of offending Muslim

sensibilities. However, one of such ways which led to Konkomba political

education and mass mobilization was through religion, namely the agency and

agents of Christianity. According to one source, even though over eighty percent

of the Konkomba are adhere~ts of the African Traditional Religion, some

Konkomba were converted to Christianity in recent years." The British

administration, for instance, did not only restrict the expansion of the activities of

the Catholic White Fathers who had started work in the area by 1906, they were

equally hostile to the establishment of other Christian Missions?5 In 1911, W. R.

Griffins of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission extensively toured the North. He

decided to sent two priests to start pioneering work. The Governor was expected to

ease the terms for the acquisition of land for mission buildings at Wa and Tamale.

But the Chief Commissioner observed that: "The introduction into a country such

as this of numerous denominations tend to confuse the natives of the spread of

Christianity among them.,,26

Between 1912 and 1920, the difficulties encountered by the Wesleyan

Methodist Missionaries in their attempt at proselytization probably explains why

other Christian Missionary organizations operating in Asante and the Colony did

not attempt to maintain any foothold in the North.27 The situation could not,

however, remain the same. The Christian faith was gradually introduced into

Northern Ghana and eventually filtered into Konkomba country.

The Basel Mission was first to attempt to work in Eastern Dagbon. In 1912,

they opened a station in Yendi. Four years later they had to wind Up.28 The most

meaningful proselytization in Eastern Dagbon was started by the Assembly of God

Mission.

The Assembly of God Mission work was pioneered by Lloyd Shirer, an

American Mission who moved to the Gold Coast after serving in Upper Volta

(Burkina Faso). Between 1931 and 1949, Shirer worked in Yendi.29 Some
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Konkomba who had settled there were among the first converts. In 1931,

Christianity was introduced into Konkombaland by Pastor Goodwin of the

Assemblies of God Mission. By 1934, it was reported that in Dagbon, that Mission

had continued to operate in Vendi.

The staff had been increased by the arrival from America of two

Sisters.3o British authorities expressed interest in their work, a change in attitude.

Perhaps, it was expected that in due course it would be possible that the Assembly

of God Mission would give their attention to the Christianization of the Konkomba.

By 1947, Saboba became a main mission station."

Another source of profound Christian influence that came into

Konkombaland was from the Catholic Mission. By the 1930s, there W~1S ~I

congregation of the Catholic Mission in Tamale. but it was not until 1947 that two

priests, McCoy and Haskew were stationed there. In 1950, the Catholic Diocese of

Tamale was established. Ten years later, the Catholics invited the S.V.D. Mission

to be in charge of the Vendi District. Father Erb is on record to have been very

instrumental in planting the Catholic faith among the Konkomba.32

Also, the Bremen Mission which was based in Ho in the Volta Region had

earlier extended its missionary activities to the German portion of Northern

Togoland that encompassed Konkomba country. The German missionaries were

expelled in the course of World War I.

However, by the 1940s, the Ewe-led Presbyterian Church which had

emerged from the Bremen Mission opened a station in Kpandai. In 1952, main

stations were established in Vendi and in 1955, stations were opened in Birnbilla

and Saboba respectively, and these areas had a sizeable Konkornba population and

many of them became converts.

By the 1960s, the Evangelical Presbyterian Church had paid pastors at

Saboba and in five other Konkornba towns in the 1970s. A missionary couple was

assigned to the whole of the Saboba area." Barker notes: "The Presbyterian

Church has made headway among northern peoples and using northern languages.

This work is based on the pastoral districts of Vendi, Bimbilla, Saboba aile!

Cheriponi.v'"

__ --.1

I
I,

I
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In any case, by 1981, all these Christian Missions were effectively at work

in Eastern Oagbon, Nanun, East Gonja and Marnprusi East which were all areas or

Konkornba settlement. In the rural areas, the catechist was the principal agenr or

evangelism. By this time, some Konkornba had not only been converted, but they

were actively practising Christianity. For in instance, Sampson Mankrorn and J.

W. Mahama were Konkornbas who were active in the Assembly of God and

Presbyterian Church respectively. The latter had been ordained as a Pastor. In

Nanun, while the Konkomba were associated with Christianity, the Nanurnba were

acknowledged as Muslims. Thus, the Christian religion was, and remained one 01'

the essential distinguishing marks of Konkornba identity as a group and a basic

ingredient of their "civilization."

Peter Clarke perceives an antagonistic relation between the Christian

missionary and Islam; in a very real sense, Christian missionary encounters with

Islam produced a clash at the cultural level. The missionary believed God had

worked wonders for European civilization centuries ago when by means of

Christianity, He transformed the English, the French and other European 'savages'

and 'barbarians' into cultural and civilized people. Now the same process could

speedily be got underway in Africa. European civilization was, of course.

considered to be the highest form of civilization, and in refusing to accept it.

Muslims were perpetuating the 'evils' generated by an inferior form of

civilization.35

Ii
I"
I'i
\

,

I:
I'
I
I

It could be said that by 1981, the Christian Missionaries and those

Konkomba who God had, through Christianity, transformed from 'savages' and

'barbarians' into a cultured and civilized people as perceived by Clarke, constituted

a society that was not very much merged with the Nanun chiefly and Muslim

society. But as Clarke has also noted, Christianity often bore the appearance in

Africa of a religion that had, for its primary object, the loosening if not the

complete undermining of social norms, 36 just as the same way Islam does. It was

presented as a religion in conflict with African society and its values. while

upholding many of the values of the European society. For instance. Christianity

taught that all human beings were equal before God. When its autonomous
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universalist character did manifest itself, it produced tension and hostility between

Konkomba and Nanumba in Nanun.

I: -'-~.
I,
/1
/1:
1 ,

"i I
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I

1

In so far as the Christian religion was concerned, indigenous African

authorities had their misgivings and considered it a subversive element: The local

chiefs and traditional priests viewed this mass movement with alarm believing that

the new Christians would no longer respect their authority or perform their

obligations.V

In one part of northern Ghana, the missions or the Bishop sought from the

colonial authorities 'the complete condemnation of local law and custom and

showed entire disregard for the chiefs' side of the question. The Bishop explained:

"The African who becomes a Christian abandons the beliefs and customs that make

up pagan worship and submits himself to the Christian law.,,38

From all accounts, strain and tension came to characterize relations betw een

Nanun chiefs and the Konkomba some of whom were exposed to Christianity.

This is borne out by the comment that: "The Nanumba said we (Konkornba) as

Christians were no more trying to serve their chiefs. They (the Nanurnba) wert' not

happy and that the Konkornba must came back and serve them whether we liked it
or not.,,39

<I

1 -'

The role of Christianity, and for that matter religion as a whole, and its

contribution to nation-building and nationalism had been well underscored by

various scholars, such as Peter Clarke, Ibn Khaldun and Emile Durkheim.4()

Durkheim the sociologist maintained that religion cemented social relations, made

and remade 'the soul of the collectivity and of individuals' and strengthened the

bonds attaching the individual to the society of which he is a member.

Religion brings people together in society and the people "become

conscious of the groups they form, from the simplest to the most elevated.,,41 R. N.

Bellah has it that, it is the American way of life, described as a civil religion which

serves to unite Americans." According to D. E. Smith: "Almost everywhere one

cares to look in the so-called developed and developing worlds, religions have

helped provide some if not all the leaders, symbols, rituals and cohesion found ill
:J.
,

'I
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nationalist movements.v'? Christianity, and for that matter, religion IS thus

considered as a vital force in nation-building and nationalism

Alongside proselytisation, the Christian Missions provided infrastructural

services in various forms in their spheres of operation. Medical services were

provided by the establishment of clinics, dressing stations, leprosaria, maternity and

children centres. For instance, the Assembly of God Mission operated a clinic at

Saboba among the Konkomba. The Evangelical Presbyterian Church established

agricultural stations at Saboba, Vendi and Langbinsi." The Missionaries trained

artisans and other technical and medical personnel among their coverts that

included the Konkomba. Some Christian Konkomba converts served or did work

II

II
I
I

~.

II

in various capacities as cooks, masons, carpenters, ward assistants, watchmen,

tractor operators and vehicle drivers.

Thus, there were economic prizes to be won by becoming a Christian in the

form of labour employment that brought monetary income. Opportunities were

made available to, say, the Konkomba Christian convert, to individually improve

his or her quality of life, and that of the family without necessarily being highly

educated in the Western sense. A lower echelon Konkomba Christian elite was

•1,,/
I'I,
I'
I

I:

created whom others would ad 111 ire, listen to and emulate. Apart from such

economic advantages there remained the moral, intellectual, cultural and political

gains concomitant with conversion to Christianity .

The Konkomba who belonged to the Christian group awoke to or were seen

objecting to, as much as anything else, the paternalism and what they perceived as

the autocratic and exploitative manner their kinsmen were subjected to. Joseph

Kamuzu lamented:

I
I'

J am a Christian. For a long time we and the Nanumba were one. But the Nanumba had

been cheating us. For instance, when our women went to the market, it could be Bimbilla

or Makayili, it was the Nanumba women who determined prices. In the sale of grain.

Nanumba women did the measurement in a manner that favoured them. In most cases they

dictated the amount that they paid to Konkomba women. Our women had nothing to say.

Some of us who have seen the light started telling our people that there were certain things

going wrong and we must wake up. As I grew Lip I was told our people Lise (sic) to farm

for Ya Na, Suson Na, Demon a, Bimbilla a and other Oagomba and anumba chiefs.

When Christianity and civilization came all these stopped. Yet they do not regard LIS as
,

'I
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human beings. Only the Konkomba did the farming for Dagornba and Nanumba chiefs.

My grandfather took part. I am a Christian. We started telling our people that enough was

enough. Such things brought about war between us which started in Nanun in 1981.15

'II,

Such utterances were a clear proof, if any such proof were ever needed. that

Christianity did not only provide the Konkomba with a forum for exercising

responsibility and managing their own affairs, but it contributed significantly to

their political education and mass mobilization, and Konkomba nationalism as it

happened in other places such as Burma and India. The result was often a social

cleavage between Konkomba and Nanumba which led to the outbreak of communal

violence in Nanun in 1981.

II
I

There were two main Christian Missions in Nanun, namely the Catholic

Church and the Evangelical Presbyterian Mission. One thing to note about the

attitude of Christian Missions toward Konkornba and Nanumba relations in Nanun

was that it was quite ambivalent.
ln Church, on the one hand, they would preach that in so far as Christianity is concerned,

and in respect to customary services to Nanumba chiefs, whether Konkornba or Nanumba.

Christians should 'Render to Caesar the things that are Caesars" and to God the things are

Gods,' in conformity with Christian principles. On the other hand, the clergy would point

out that the abuses entailed in the payment of tribute, such as involving money. was

uncustomary and contrary to natural justice particularly in the main, it was the Konkornba

that were involved in carrying them OUt.46

In the opinion of Felix Mahama, there were very few Nanumbas who were

Christians. The majority of them were government workers in Nanun. 47 Thus

while in the open the Christian Missions endeavoured to be neutral, their sympathy

was inclined to the Konkomba whom they supported in various ways.

8.5 ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION AND THE RISE OF KONKOMBA

CONSCIOUSNESS

Another source of influence on Konkomba consciousness was the

transformation of the economy. The pre-colonial economy was one of subsistence.

The colonial period brought in its wake a monetary economy. The Konkornba

were part of the transformation that this entai led.
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Under the German regime and later the British administration. Africans

were used for compulsory labour. This was the first phase of the transformation

into the exchange economy in which the Konkornba participated, even though the

labour was unpaid.

Paid labour, however, was an essential feature of the transformation from

the subsistence economy. The Konkomba were paid for their labour. On s"
August, 1918, for instance, when the British colonial administration commenced

work on the Kulkpeni to Yendi road, sixty men, all Konkornba, came from twelve

different villages. The good turn out was attributed to the fact that the men had

been informed that monetary payment would be made. When they were paid on

the third day of work, it gave them, it was said, the greatest satisfaction.48 Even

when the DPO was absent from Yendi, forty Konkornbas from Gushiegu came to

work. They were sent to gravel the Demon road. On the return of the Officer. he

called the men and then made payment in cash to them. On 16th September, 1918.

a group of Konkomba was paid in cash for their six days labour. They were

equally said to have been delighted at the money paid to them.49

While taxation was one other means that forced the people of northern

Ghana, and for that matter the Konkomba, into the exchange economy, Konkomba

agricultural activities served the same purpose. It was observed that the Konkornba

of the Oti Plain were contributing to the feeding of Yendi, Tamale and Kumasi in

terms of the supply of food stuff. Ebenezer Adam remarked at Saboba that the

Konkomba were noted for their hard work in agricultural activities and encouraged

them to keep it Up.50 According to Alhassan Bawa:

11:
1"
\ '

_J
i'
I"

A Konkomba can make a yam farm of forty-five thousand mounds and over. YOLI rnav

think it is a community farm. Standing at one end of the farm, one would not be able to see

the end of a Konkomba man's farm. One such successful Konkomba man has a storey

building in a village where he settled to farm between Saboba and Cheriponi. He has

become very rich."

I
I'I,

:"J.

Indeed, some Konkomba farmers in Kekpokparn have brought tractors for

large-scale farming. They have become financially well-off.

As integration into the world's economy was being fostered, Konkornba

out-migration to other parts of the Northern Region of Ghana and beyond was also
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I' underway. In 1937, it was reported that the Konkomba were settling down and

forsaking their annual display of exuberance of spirits which in the past had

resulted in one or two of them being brought upon charges of murderr" Another

source noted that:

He is tending to more peaceful pursuits and devotes himself to working for hire on

Oagomba farms. Considerable numbers are now leaving their village and making farm

settlements in the more fertile country on the side of the main road in the Krachi district.".-J

I
I,

II

I',
Iii

; I
1'1
'I. ,

Konkomba out-migration was mainly for economic pursuits, the proverbial

greener pastures, for monetary gains, as recognized by Tait.

Barker could say that Konkomba migrant farmers had spread out over an

area ten times the size of their homeland. His demarcation of their settlement area

J
\

started from Vendi in the north to Nkwanta in the east and from Kintampo and

Attebubu in the south-west to part of northern Volta, Brong Ahafo and Ashanti

Regions." Thus it would be realized that Konkomba movement included areas out

of Dagbon, Nanun, Mamprusi, and Gonja jurisdiction and influence. Their

movements extended to Brong Ahafo, Ashanti and Volta Regions and into the

Afram Plains District of the Eastern Region.

One characteristic about Konkomba migrant food farmers in the above-

mentioned areas was their relative success and economic prosperity, as attested by

Tait. Adam Baako was not happy. He complained that they (Dagombas) heard

that the Konkomba said they (the Oagomba) were not farmers; that it was the

Konkombas who farm to feed them. Adam considered this unfair and untrue.f On

the part of Marshall, he said the Konkomba came from a poor homeland to a rich

land area. They were industrious to the extent that when wealth entered their hands

they rose above the normal and they began to raise their shoulders.i" It was said of

the Gonja that they did not pay due attention to farming. It is a more critical

observation than the Catholic source that declared that the Gonja were never an

agricultural people,57 and Esther Goody bears eloquent witness to Gonja negative

attitude towards farming.t"

Victor Kpekur is of the opinion that the Gonja did very little farming and

that they were rather inclined to hunting. Konkomba migrant food farmers

accumulated wealth which did not reflect on them. They possessed tractors, they
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I' were transport owners, and they had corn mills and the bank account of some of

them run into several millions of cedis. Konkomba vehicles conveyed their

agricultural produce to Accra, Kumasi, Tamale and other urban centres. They

became mindful of the fact that they are an exploited group. They have, therefore

established a flourishing yam market in Accra ostensibly referred to as 'Konkomba

market', and the whole- sale dealers are predominantly Konkomba. They prociuce

the yam in great quantities in rural Ghana and market it through whole-sale units to

traders in Accra who buy for the purpose of retail trader" Thus, the Konkomba

imbibed the ideal of individualism which was encouraged and supported by the

economic realities of commercial capitalism.

The chief way in which food farming, especially the cultivation and trading

in yam, affected Konkomba economic transformation was in its conferring new

wealth or economic power upon a growing Konkomba middle class. This

comprised enterprising Konkomba food farmers and traders. There emerged, so to

speak, a Konkomba petit-bourgeoisie that turned out to be one of the prime movers

of socio-economic change. As 'captains of agriculture', they were new men. the

first generation of a new class. They were increasingly taking their place alongside

the older established businessmen in northern Ghana. But as Thomson draws

attention: "Revolutions may begin, as wars often begin, not because people

positively want them. They happen because people want other things that. in

certain set of circumstances, implicate them in a revolution or in a war.,,60

The new Konkomba wealth did not or may not have wished for a crisis or a

war. They demanded greater political representation and power, effective

decentralization or local autonomy for their ethnic homeland, and social

recognition for those of them whose energies and enterprise brought them into

economic prosperity and prominence. The conjuncture of these circumstances

implicated them in a crisis in Nanun in 1981. It was the result of a new tide of

Konkomba opinion, hostile to the existing order, which had its roots in Konkomba

agrarian prosperity.

Konkomba new wealth or middle class, together with their peasantry were

basically rural. But as the Watson Commission pointed out:
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We are aware that a wide gulf separates thought in the towns with thought in the

hinterland. But we are satisfied that much of what is thought in the towns today reaches an

ever widening circle. A great questioning has everywhere arisen particularly among the

classes with little or no say in affairs. It has to be answered and in our view can only be

answered by some radical change."

Franz Fanon, known for his identification of the peasantry as 'the only

spontaneous revolutionary force' and his disparaging remarks about urban dwellers

was realistically aware of peasant organization and leadership limitations. He

frankly admitted that the revolutionary cadre had to be recruited from urban

dwellers. 62 The Konkomba urban dwellers provided the anchorage, organization

and co-ordination of their kinsmen in Kekpokpam and of those who were settler

farmers elsewhere in the 'Diaspora'. The urban elements among them were the

torchbearers of Konkomba Renaissance since they were in touch with events in the

outside world and could read between the lines as to what was happening around

them. Richard Sandbrook had equally emphasized on the role urban intellectuals

play in leading organized protest and revolutions.r' Among these Konkomba urban

dwellers was an educated class in the Western sense.

8.6 EDUCATION AND THE GROWTH OF KONKOMBA

CONSCIOUSNESS

It was Western education that contributed more to the development of

Konkomba consciousness than anything else. The isolationist colonial policies had

kept Christian Missionaries and their education enterprises at bay as long as they

could. The few schools that were opened and maintained for a long time resulted

in the delay in the advent of Western education to the Konkomba in particular and

northern Ghana in general. It was particularly true of the north German Togoland

which later became part of the British Mandated Territory.

The situation began to change for the better. In Eastern Dagbon, as well as

Nanun for instance, there was an experiment in community formal education.

Literate ex-service men who could teach were attached to schools. The Dagomba

District had five such teachers out of which one was employed at the Yendi

Primary School. Another occasionally assisted in organizing night schools at
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Vendi. The Konkomba had a good number of ex-service men. They helped to

organize night classes for their kinsmen. Konkomba pupils who were relatively

older ended up completing the regular school.

It is on record that among other projects, classes were held on a small scale

in Vendi. The Konkomba were said to have organized classes for their children on

their own and they paid the teachers from their own resources. The practice was

said to have continued down to the 1980s. Indeed, Ti ifu attested that at one ti me he

was one of such teachers.i"
"II,,', Meanwhile, in 1951, the nationalist government of the CPP launched an

Accelerated Development Plan for Education. This saw a new epoch in the

provision of education facilities in northern Ghana. Under the Plan new schools

were opened in typical Konkomba areas. Some were under trees as it happened in

other parts of the country. For instance, in January 1951, the first Primary school

was established in Konkomba country by the Local Authority system. By 1955, it

could be reported that in the list of principal projects undertaken by the Local

Authorities, new Primary Day Schools were opened at Vendi (Zohe), Sarnbu.

Wulensi, Demon and Lungni by the Dagornba District Council.65 From all

indication formal education was brought to the doorsteps of people that included

the Konkomba. The Nkrumah regime in its wisdom passed the Ghana Education

Act (1961) which made education fee-free and compulsory. In the same year the

government opened the first Middle Schools in Saboba.66 Ebenezer Adam told the

Konkomba in 1964:

I,:
I',
I
,I

,.,
I:

You must send your children to school to benefit from the government free education

policy. The imperialist denied you education but Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrurnah has

opened the gates of education for you. Saboba is well noted for its self-help projects.

Among the projects you have completed are a Post Office, a Court, Police Barracks,

several schools and Teachers' Quarters. At present, you are engaged in building a District

Commissioner's Office with government assistance of one thousand pounds. This is all

achievement and I take this opportunity to congratulate the people of this area."I-I:
The Konkomba had begun to take advantage of the opportunities that

Western education could offer as best as they could. According to Rev . .I. W.

Mahama, the E. P. Church was established in Saboba in 1970 and that manv
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"I"Ii,. , schools were opened in and around the Vendi area. Other Christian Missionaries .

particularly the Catholic Church, followed suit.68

Under the Ghana Education Trust which was established in 1960, more

Secondary Schools were opened in northern Ghana. These included Ghana College

(Tamale), Navrongo Secondary School (Navrongo), and Bawku Secondary School

(Bawku). A Technical School was opened in Tamale which came to be known as

Tamale Technical Institute. Richard Sandbrook remarks that:

~,

"

In the 1960s a rapid expansion of the Ghanaian educational system occurred: enrolment in

publicly supported secondary schools grew from 14000 to 56800 in 1972.... Yet this

enlargement apparently failed to enhance equality of opportunity. A large-scale sample

survey of secondary students in 1974 led to the conclusion that recruitment. .. is noticeable

less fluid than it was in 1961, despite large-scale expansion that theoretically allows tor

increased democratization of access. Rather than serving to broaden the base of

recruitment, expansion has made it comparatively less likely that children from rural and 01'

low socio-economic backgrounds would receive places in the nation's secondary schools.

This suggests that the secondary level of the education system is acting increasingly to

reproduce social inequality rather than offer opportunities for rnobility.i"

Notwithstanding these comments, opportunities were more relatively

widened than before for people to acquire Western education in secondary schools

in northern Ghana that included the Konkomba. Solomon Karboni from Saboba.

for instance, attended Ghana College in Tamale and Jejeti Taponja finished the

Navrongo School. In any case, more secondary schools were opened at Yendi,

Salaga, Damango and Nalerigu, and in 1967, St. Joseph Technical Institute was

opened in Saboba. Thus opportunities were provided for more people in the

Northern Region to have access to second cycle education, and the Konkomba

could not be left out.

,·1
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Also, more Teacher Training Colleges were added to those in Tamale.

Navrongo and Pusiga. They were opened at Tumu, Wa and Bolgatanga in the then

Upper Region. The Evangelical Presbyterian Mission opened a Training College at

Bimbilla. Attebubu and Darnbai in the Brong-Ahafo and Volta Regions

respectively were blessed with Training Colleges. Anthony Asamoah who was the

first National Secretary of the Konkornba Youth association, trained as teacher at

Attebubu.70
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Thus, by the second half of the 1970s, through such expansion in basic and

second cycle education institutions, the Konkomba had produced a sizeable number

of Western educatged class up to university level. Apart from those mentioned in

the previous chapter, there was a line up of well educated Konkombas that included

Bukari Adam, Moses Mabenga Bukari, Jacob Jejeti Taponja, Kenneth Wujanji,

Samuel Dalafu, Anthony Asamoah, Solomon Karboni, the Ndonibes, and Mark

Ali.71 They were socialized individuals and Western education brought about social

change in them. Western education inspired them with confidence in the present

and the future and a sense of group loyalty that directed political action.

While Philip Foster has concluded that the creation of this new status

hierarchy was bound to lead to tension between the emergent educated groups and

tribal units,72 Dennis Austin made a simple calculation, "The more education. the

more revolution't." This would suggest that the Konkomba educated class could

take up issues not only with their own traditional authorities but with those of the

Mamprusi, Dagornba, Nanumba and Gonja groups; once the Konkornba had

become more educated, a revolution could not be ruled out.

Ajayi and Webster have found it necessary to distinguish the new elite of

Africa from the old. They have contended that whi Ie some traditional African

communities were stratified, others were not. In either case, an old elite was

discernible. Muslim and some other communities, according to them, have their

own parameters for elitisrn.i" However, in classifying the new elites in Africa.

these same scholars have pointed at European introduction into the continent or

new values, new ways of acquiring status and irnitability. In their view, the class of

people who were attracted to these new ideas and who have imbibed them most

became the elite that has been so crucial in the development and modernization of

contemporary Africa.

Ajayi and Webster have emphasized that in the rise of this new class'. the

very presence of European impact has been important: "But the most important

single factor has been education, particularly secondary and higher education.Y"

This falls in line with the studies of scholars such as George Lencowski and others

for the Middle East,76 Busia77 and Kimble.78
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By the criterion of education, both secondary and tertiary, the Konkornba

formal educated class would be considered as an educated elite in the proper sense

of the term. It was a young Konkornba educated elite and they lived in the cities.

urban centres and towns such as Accra, Kurnasi, Tamale as professionals and

officials. They wee not only comparable to Franz Fanon's urban dwellers, but they

were in the category of Richard Sanbrook's alienated urban intellectuals capable of

leading revolutions. Konkomba elites wanted a radical change. They were

basically Christian or they had an inclination to Christianity. In the Northern

Region of Ghana, Konkomba Christian elites now shared a second language -

English - with the Muslim elite of the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonia

complex. As the 1980s approached, political memory interacted with experiences

of the past. New socially constructed identities emerged and became the basis of a

consciousness that found expression in the rise of a Konkomba Youth Association.

'I
,I

8.7 THE FORMATION OF A KONKOMBA YOUTH ASSOCIATION

(KOYA)

'I

Immanuel Walterstein has asserted that the Western educated Africans

formed social clubs, dancing classes and literacy discussion circles. They formed

these associations in order to play the European games they had learnt at school

and to associate with each other. A group could be formed on ethnic basis and

would set itself the explicit task of raising the educational and social level 0" its

home village. It was hoped that the association as an instrument of modernization

would be brought to the rural areas, to establish an acceptance role for the educated

elite in traditional society from the point of view of both the educated and the

traditionalists who had imbedded organizational skills, and had gradually escaped

from the confines within which the colonial government wished to keep them and

b I· .. d 79ecame po rucize .

A notable feature of the educated elite in British West Africa had been their

\;:
'I

II
II
IL....-_ .........•I

I

youthful nature, and their ethnic consciousness. This drove them further to form

youth associations along ethnic lines. The period after the First World War was

marked by the formation of a number of youth conferences and discussion groups.
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throughout British West Africa. Dennis Austin has also observed that the

commoners began to turn to new forms of organization. The instruments lay close

to hand. Local scholars' unions, literacy and debating clubs, youth movements and

improvement societies had already begun to be formed in the state capitals and

market centres at least, as early as the 1920s. This accounted for the great flooding

of elementary school leavers following from the primary schools into the southern

towns and villages of the Gold Coast in the 1930s and the 1940s.8o

However, it was noticeable that in the 1930s, there was a reaction against

the older politicians in Nigeria, Ghana and Sierra Leone. This came about through

the organization of Youth Leagues. They were partly seen as opposed to the

conservatism of the old. They also partly sought to interest many more people than

before in politics. It was said of the Youth Leagues that they tried to get away 1'1'0111

the idea that political protest should be the monopoly of the top elite. The Youth

Leagues tried to study the problems of their own countries from a broader

perspective."

In 1938, the reaction against the older pol iticians in the Gold Coast became

manifest when J. B. Danquah organized the Gold Coast Youth Conference. Soon

after that, there began a great proliferation of youth associations in the Gold Coast.

In 1949, K warne Nkrumah made use of the local youth associations to form the

basis of a new movement, the Committee of Youth Organ isation (CYO). Nkrumah

rode on the back of these CYOs to form the CPP.82 Youth Associations had become

a national feature throughout the Gold coast as they turned out to be powerful

pressure groups in national life.

The formation of Youth associations equally had its impact on northern

Ghana. They were the brain-child of the educated elite from the area. Indeed.

Ladouceur notes that:

II

I
I

1

I,

I,

II
1'1
II

The only instance of organized political activity by educated Northerners before the

Second World War occurred about 1936. A number of Northern literates, mostly teachers,

concerned about the backwardness of the Northern Territories, formed an association in

Tamale for the purpose of promoting northern interests, particularly the acceleration of

education. The association was small and isolated, and its members made no attempt to

II

I
,),-J:,~

'I
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contact the chiefs in order to form a united front. The chiefs were all illiterate then. and

many did not see much value in literacy education"

In any case the colonial regime saw the formation of the association as

constituting a threat:

The association's demand for more schools could lead to more explicitly political interest.

along the lines of similar associations in the Colony, such as the Aborigines' Rights'

Protection society. The Chief Commissioner of the orthern Territories, E. Jones,

,

"

together with the Senior Provincial Inspector of Schools, moved against the association.

first by warnings and intimidation, then by penalties and transfers of the teachers involved.

Since all the members were civil servants, the association was soon disbanded."

The action of the colonial government did not offer a deterrent to the

formation of youth associations in the North as they came to the notice of Tait:

",I
One trait of this group is that they tend to compete for power and influence in their

localities with those representing the status quo, i.e, chiefs, Tindana, community Elders,

etc ... they form Youth Associations ostensibly for development purpose though local

politics soon becomes their primary occupation."

Actually, in the early 1950s, Tait could say that there had appeared a

number of what he termed the so-called Youth Associations. He observed that the

Dagornba Youth Association had supported the Chief of Kpaten in the succession

dispute even after the Dagornba State Council had ruled that chief out. The Youth

Association had produced and circulated a number of memoranda in support of

their candidate for the Nam.86
,

/1
, ' ....•-

I:
I

I,
I'

Thus, the Dagornba Youth Association could serve as an example of those

associations that had the tendency to compete for power and influence in its

locality, trying to compete with traditional authorities and thereby giving priority to

local politics to the neglect of development, just as it was the case of some other

Youth Associations.

In 1958, with the dissolution of the NTC as an active political body. people

of northern extraction sought a different organizational base which would respond

to their needs. The first attempt was the Northern Youth Group (NYG). It \\as

formed along the lines of similar youth associations in the country. But this

movement did not metamorphose into a political body intended to be used to

"

"

II
II

'I,
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contest elections at national level. This was because Northerners of different

political shades joined the NYG.87

Even after the formation of the NYG, other Youth Associations existed and

functioned actively alongside it in northern Ghana. For instance, there was the

Frafra Youth Association (FY A). It supported the government proposal to spl it the

Mamprusi District Council. The major complaints of the FY A were that the

Mamprusi District Council was dominated by the Mamprusi through the ayiri and

the Clerk of Council, Mumuni Bawumia; that monies collected in the Frafra area

was spent in Mamprugu; and that preference was given to the Mamprusi when

employment was available."

Also, there existed the Bimoba Youth Association (BY A). Led by .I. P.

Kona, the BY A endeavoured to capitalize on Bimoba discontent over their

subordinated status in Mamprugu. Kona sought to bring about secessions from the

Gold Coast and together with the TC to join the French Trust Territory in

Togoland/" Thus, in carrying out their aims and objectives no Youth Association in

Northern Ghana was prepared to be out done by the other. The welfare of their

members was of paramount importance, no matter how parochial or ethnic-based

they were.

In so far as the Konkomba were concerned, Tait asserted that they had never

been known to come together in any spectacular way in the past to discuss their

common problems in order to solve them. He claims further that there was no

evidence that Konkomba groups did ever join in international warfare and that this

had accounted for their defeat at the hands of the Dagomba in the pre-European era.

Tait, however, was prophetic that it was possible to conceive of a wider Konkomba

association.I'' Thus, it came about that the Konkomba were not to be left out or the

ethno-centric youth associations that had emerged in northern Ghana.

In 1955, the Konkomba Youth and Improvement Association (K YIA)" was

formed. There was the notion that the KY IA was primarily an organ to voice the

feelings of the Konkomba in Eastern Dagbon. It was an important new factor in

the political field of that area: "The roots of the Association may be found in the

"

; i
I

I

,

I'I
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,
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maturing social and separatist aspirations of the Konkomba which arise from the

growing conviction of their own individuality as a tribe separate.'?"

The conclusion can be that the movement was likely to have political

ramifications. The organization of the Konkomba into a single movement, gave a

coherent voice to their collective grievances. It could also be considered a

manifestation of Konkomba political leadership, in fact, the emergence of a

Konkomba political elite. No sooner was the KV[A formed than it petitioned that

the Nambiri Na, a Konkomba chief, should represent them in the Dagomba State

Council instead of the Sunson Na (the Dagomba divisional Chief under whose

jurisdiction they lived). The petition read:

I

" ----
,

I'. '
i'

There are traditional and customary rites of our people such as marriage, funeral and other

rites which are not known to the Dagomba. When they are done by the Konkornba. it

becomes an offence before the Sunson Na or the immediate Dagomba Headman."

.1

The Konkomba felt that if the Nambiri Na (a Konkomba) represented them,

he could help solve traditional and customary problems affecting them. The

Nambiri Na was a Dagomba recognized Konkomba Headman whom the

Konkomba duely considered him as their chief. However, the KY[A was not

purported to have national and regional dimensions. It sought to bring about

changes that could be expected or were permissible, and could aptly be considered

as a loose pressure group. It was set up to achieve a specifically limited objective

or to champion a narrow cause which was defined not in terms of the common

interest of its members nationally, but in relation to their shared attitudes. It existed

as long as its objective or cause remained unattained and by the classification and

categorization of Castles, it was an attitude group,93 and not an outright political

pressure group. For example, it neither obtained Konkomba representation at the

Dagomba State Council nor in the NTC.

Just at the time the KY[A was tottering and could barely survive, the CPP

government unveiled a radical programme. Its national objective as Ghana attained

independence was to secure and maintain the complete unity of the people of all the

regions. There could be no room for ethnocentricism. Included in the Party's aims

and objective were: to establish a socialist state in which all men and women shall

have equal opportunity; to work with other national ist. democratic and social ist

'~ ..-A,
II

"
II

II

II

"

I'
"

II
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movements in Africa and other continents with a view to abolishing imperialism.

colonialism, racialism, tribalism, and all forms of national and racial suppression.

Moreover, in November, 1957, the CCP government introduced the

Avoidance of Discrimination Bill. It forbade the existence and formation of

political parties seeking representation in Parliament, of a regional, religious or

ethnic nature. The Bill was passed within ten days.94 Henceforward. the

government had no patience for ethnic and regional based associations, such as the

NYG, FYA, and KYIA, even though some of them managed to survive during the

Nkrumah regime.

Above all, Nkrumah created a one-party state. In his view, the new African

states needed strong governments which were best provided for by concentrating

authority within a single party. The CPP monopolized life in the state. In the one

party state, farmers came under the umbrella organization, the United Ghana

Farmers' Council (U.G.F.C). There was also the Workers' Brigade. All workers

were brought under the Trade Union Congress (TUC). The youth were organized

into the Ghana Young Pioneers. A Preventive Detention Act (PDA) was in vogue.

Under it any person could be imprisoned without trial at the least suspicion of

disloyalty to the state. In the light of all these, the Nkrumah regime swept away

regional, sectional and ethno-centric based associations in its advance towards

national unity.

But after the overthrow of Kwame Nkrumah in February, 1966. the

pendulum swung back violently in the direction of freedom ofassociation.95

The formation of some associations after the downfall of the krumah

"

"

I'
I

regime had political, regional and ethnic undertones. There was a Northern Youth

Association or Organisation as early as 1954, but it ceased to function when the

Northern Peoples' Party was established. Ladouceur writes:

The Northern Youth Association of the late 19605 represented the entry into pol itics or a

second generation of Northerners and the revival of a northern regional spirit similar to that

which characterized the older generation in the early 1950s. 96

" I

The brains behind this upsurge after the collapse of the First Republic \\ere

people of northern extraction who were active in the NLC created bodies or on their

fringe. They included S. D. Dombo, Abeifaa Karbo, Hilla Limann, and- lmoro
,I
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Salifu. They felt that northern Ghana must equally have a regional association,

similar to those that existed in other regions. It was a means by which the voice of

the north could be heard in national affairs, particularly 111 the allocation of

development expenditure, and they also felt the need to involve younger

northerners in quasi-political activities and to reforge their own links with the rural

areas of the North.

, ,

"

Tn the 1970s, apart from the existence of the NY A whose stalwarts were

based mainly in Accra, there was a recrudescence of the formation of youth

associations in the North. For instance, in 1977, a Konkomba Youth Association

(KaY A) came into existence at Saboba. Apart from a national executive, it

established branches throughout the country, particularly in areas where the

Konkomba lived. The professed aims and objectives of Kay A were: to promote

understanding and a sense of oneness among the Konkomba at home and abroad; to

promote the advancement of both formal and informal education among the

Konkomba; to participate and playa role in national affairs and to explore avenues

of reforming and up-dating some of the Konkornba customs and practices to be in

conformity with the dictates of the time." Kay A was formed to serve as a mouth-

piece of the Konkomba:

"

.,

'i
,

It became necessary to organize Konkombas because although Konkombas are industrious

and many of them are rich as a result, their wealth was used for less productive purposes.

People of other tribes took advantage of this misuse of resources to exploit them the more.

According to Wujanji, before the first meeting of Kay A in Bimbilla. a

delegation of three Konkornbas called on the Birnbilla Na in his palace where the

N . h' bl . 99a gave It rs essmg.

However, a scrutiny of Kay A aims and objectives and the declaration of

the first National President, when taken together, were nothing short of the

politicization ofa youth association. It was an echo of J. B. Oanquah's exhortation

and clarion call to the Youth:
Liberty is power. Freedom is power. Education is power. Not power in vacuum bUI

power in an organized community where your capacity, your attainments, your resources

can be of beneficial use. When therefore we cry for a better system of education, when we

t
I'·

i
II

"
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cry for liberty and freedom, what we are crying for is this, that this community should be

so highly organized that our capacity to do the things we like to do can be practicalised.'!"

Just as Danquah wanted a politicization of the youth, Kay A was in for

ethnic politicization.'?' David Abernethy has succinctly described this process:

'I
)1
~I I

~ I

What was the best course of action to the urban migrant who was acutely concerned lest his

ethnic group fall behind in the struggle for wealth, power and status? Certainly the rural

masses had to be informed of the problem. If the masses were not aware of their ethniciry,

then they would have to learn who they really were through the efforts of 'ethnic

missionaries' returning to the homeland. These 'missionaries' would also have to outline a

strategy by which the ethnic group, once fully conscious of its unity and its potential could

compete with its rivals.l'"

" '

I II
II

--"'-"I
I

From the postulations of Danquah, Ntalaja and Abernethy, Kay A

consciously set out on a path of ethnic politicization and evangelization. Ethnic

missionaries, in the words of Abernethy, returned to Kekpokpam. For instance.

Kay A considered the Konkomba customary marriage a vexed issue:

The most popular is the bethrothal system. This system has a lot of problems with it. The

girl grows only to refuse to be married to her betrothed husband and rather having some

one else. Problems from these are normally either sent to the police which end up in the

court before Lay Magistrates or to the Nanumba chiefs ... in such cases the Konkombas

spend a lot of rnoney.Y'

~

II,
I,

II
II

In other words, when a bethrothed girl grows up and rnarrres a different

man, the betrothed husband invariably becomes aggrieved. In trying to seek

redress, such a man may report the matter to the police, who Kay A alleges,

demanded money from the complainant before the culprit could be arrested and

prosecuted. Kay A further alleged that when such cases appeared before a Court

Magistrate, monies were collected from the Konkornba before a favourable

judgment was given. More often than not, whether before a Magistrate or a

Nanumba chieftain, there was usually a travesty of justice on account of the lack of

knowledge of Konkornba customary law.104

The instance has been related of how a court Magistrate in Bimbilla ended

up marrying a Konkomba woman over whom two Konkornba suitors were

quarrelling. It was equally alleged that the particular Lay Magistrate was wont to

demanding cows from the Konkomba before he would give them a favourable

II

II
1,1
II1.
II

I
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judgment. Thus, in 1977 at the KOY A inaugural ceremony in Saboba, a

communique was issued concerning the bethrothal system. KOY A and Konkornba

traditional authorities came to an agreement that girls at the age of eighteen and

below already betrothed and whose marriages have not yet been consummated

should have their betrothal declared null and void. Ethnic evangelization came to

light when KOY A avowed that this would be extended to wherever the Konkornba

were settled. 105

- /-

KOY A also intimated that their people have their peculiar customary laws

as regards adultery. It was claimed that the Konkomba in Nanun were being

routinely condemned to pay a fine of two hundred cedis in addition to a cow in

adultery cases whenever such cases concerning Konkornbas were brought before

Nanumba chiefs. KOY A considered such fines abhorrent and inconsistent with

Konkomba customary law in so far as adultery was concerned.l'"

It would be recalled that in the 1960s and 1970s, the Nanumba aristocracy

was falling foul of the Konkornba settler community with regard to the payment of

tribute on which the former took an entrenched position on the insistence that it had

to be paid. It was also the case that a consensus on Konkomba representation in the

Nanun State Council had reached a stalemate and a deadlock. It could also be seen

that the KOY A assumed a revolutionary spirit on its formation in 1977 as it was

bent on the reform of Konkomba custom. KOY A executive members, backed by

a crust of formally educated people with a Western outlook, were intensely self-

conscious of their kinsmen's custom in the modern world. The trend towards

I '

"
I:
•

replacing their betrothal marriage system and that their adultery cases should

follow their own customary law was a Konkornba cultural efflorescence which had

taken a critical and irreverent attitude towards Nanumba hegemony. This situation

was partly the cause of the horrific communal violence that erupted between the

Konkomba and the Nanumba in Nanun in 1981.

KOY A also brought to light the issue of chieftaincy. The Konkornba In

Nanun preferred settling in small groups because offarming and rearing of animals.

When their settlements grew or expanded, Nanumba princes were imposed on them

as chiefs, a practice that equally took place in Gonja and Mamprugu. KOY A took
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the position that the Konkomba had no quarrel over the practice. The Association

pointed out that this was, however, one of the Konkomba grievances:

The Konkombas are not allowed to choose their own chiefs and elders who will arbitrate

petty quarrels among them but are required to send every small case to the Nanumba chief.

The Nanumba chief could sit on referred cases. We find this as a deliberate attempt to

exploit the Konkomba.l'"

If KOY A expressed great concern over this, then it was not only a case of

ethnic politicization, but the hypothesis that the Konkomba intended using their

own traditional political system or their own form of chieftaincy to project

themselves at the national, regional and local levels has been vindicated. This very

denial had humstrung them to do so in the period of 'political institutional transfer'

in Apter's phrase. It was the declared aim of KOYA to participate and playa role

in national affairs. It must be reiterated that the contention that the issue had

nothing to do with chieftaincy cannot hold water. It was one issue that held sway

until the guns went off in 1981.

8.8 THE GUNS GO OFF IN NANUN

On 26th October, 1979, barely two years after the formation of KOYA, a

meeting of the Bimbilla branch was held. There was nothing unusual about the

meeting. KOY A had on its agenda discussions that would transcend the boundaries

of Bimbilla. It was on this score that VIPs were invited from within Bimbilla and

outside to attend the said meeting. These included Honourable Marshall Abu

Adam (M.P. for Nanun), Nyel the District Chief Executive for Nanun, Nadi Nana

(the Konkomba chief at Banda in the Volta Region), the Information Officer for

Nanun, the Superintendent of Police for the District, a representative each from the

Catholic and Evangelical Presbyterian Missions in Bimbilla. All Konkomba elders

in Bimbilla were present at the meeting.i'"

At the meeting, the aims and objectives of KOY A were outlined. Marshall

Abu Adam (MP) was said to have lauded the proposal for reforms. At the end, a

Committee was set up to plan ahead for another KOY A meeting to be held at

Kpandai in East Gonja. It was clear that KOY A was becoming Pan-Konkomba at

all fronts. On 29th October, 1978, the Kpandai meeting came off, and at the end a
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Resolution of Intent to reform the obnoxious aspects of Konkomba custom with

reference particularly to betrothal of marriage was passed. On ao" October, 1979,

the Kpandai Resolution was published.l'" The point at issue was whether KOY A

had the legal right to abolish Konkomba customs. From the point of view of

African traditional practices and usages, they had no such legal right.

It appears the Resolution set the dogs of crisis barking and snarling ill

Nanun. There the Bimbilla Na and his chiefs and elders drew the attention or the

'I

,"

KaY A (Bimbilla Branch) that if the Kpandai resolution were to be mutually

binding on all Konkombas, it should have been adopted by the National Delegates

Conference. It was considered that a resolution on customary reforms of a

sweeping nature to be legally binding needed sixty signatories. Those signing must

be above 45 years. It was further pointed out that the right to do anything with

custom was the exclusive preserve of chiefs and elders and that an invitation should

have been extended to all Konkomba chiefs, elders and clan heads to address the

issue.

, I
I I,

The executive members of KaY A (Bimbilla Branch) were said to have

conceded that this was an anomaly. The salvos seemed to have begun, for the

Bimbilla Branch of KaY A also questioned whether they had no legal right to

reform their own custom. This in turn was upheld that they had every right to do

SO.IIOThe interesting issue to note here is that even though KaY A had no legal

right to abolish Konkomba custom however obnoxious, the idea was accepted.

The next stage of the drama now centered on the court Magistrate In

Bimbilla whom the Konkomba alleged that he extorted monies from them before

passing favourable judgment. He was said to have specially invited Ali, the head

of the Konkomba settler community in Bimbilla and its immediate environs for

questioning. Ali was called upon to explain what the Konkomba aimed at b) the

Kpandai Resolution. The court Magistrate wondered why he was not consulted Oil

such volatile issues, and why legal services were not sought. The legal luminary ill

his own right now gave Ali a chisel warning and promised him that if KaY A

continued such activities, he would find no alternative but to report them to the

Bimbilla Na.111

'I
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The MP for Nanun now took his turn. On 20th November, 1979, Marshall

Abu Adam was instrumental in arranging a meeting with Executive Members of

KaY A (Bimbilla Branch). At the same meeting, the DCE (Nan un), the Chairman

of the Peoples' National Party (PNP) for Nanun, and a delegation of the Birnbilla

Na and the Police were in attendance. The Konkornba alleged that at that meeting,

members of their executive (KaY A, Bimbilla Branch) were kept in a separate

room. The intention was for them to be interviewed one after the other. When this

was realized, the Executive Members objected to what they considered to be

'divide and rule'; they immediately boycotted the meeting by leaving the premises.

Two days later, the Executive Member of KaY A (Bimbi lIa Branch) \\ ere

called upon by Marshall Abu Adam to produce evidence of proper registration or

their Association. In the event of failure to produce a valid certificate, the

proscription of KaY A in Nanun would follow. The Bimbilla KaY A Executive

Members conveniently referred the Honourable MP to their National Executive for

the necessary details.112

Again, on 26th November, 1979, the Birnbilla KaY A branch Executive

Members were invited to the Bimbilla Na's palace for a discussion. When two or

them, Ali and E. Y. Mahama turned up, the Na refused them audience. The reason

was that he needed five of them. They were ordered to leave the palace premises.

However, the following day they were sent for but on reaching the Na's palace,

they were informed that they could not be attended to but that a suitable time wou Id

be arranged whereby they would be sent for. The Konkomba alleged that.

henceforward, they were persistently and consciously harassed in Nanun.113

The crux of the matter was that KaY A was organized in such a way that it

re-awakened in the Konkomba their natural right to be ruled by their own leaders .

The Bimbilla, branch of KaY A whether rightly or wrongly had elected or rather

regarded one Ali Kamishegu as their 'chief. The Konkomba virtually stopped

sending their cases to court or to the Nanurnba chiefs. They had simply assumed a

spirit of defiance. At one stroke, the Birnbilla Na must have realized that there was

going to be a 'state within his state'. The organization of KaY A penetrated ev ery

nook and corner of Nanun with village, town, and zonal branches. Members

,
"
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eagerly and voluntarily contributed monetary dues to fund their Association at

various levels. The Birnbilla Na, his divisional and sub-chiefs, and headmen now

made a volte-face in their attitude towards KOY A in their jurisdiction. Kenneth

Wujanji, KOY A's National President had cause to complain that:

, ,
The Nanumbas have directly or indirectly restricted the KOY A from holding meetings.

Early this year, the Konkomba at Chechege organized a meeting and invited the KOY A

branch in Bimbilla. The Youth Leaders of the KOYA branch in Bimbilla invited the
,
1 I
"1
·,1

Chairman of the Nanumba State Council to go alongside with them to witness and to report

back to the Nanumbas if necessary. I 14

It was clear that the Nanumba, particularly the youth and the aristocracy had

become suspicious of the discussions that went on during Konkornba meetings.

Marshall Abu Adam unveiled Nanumba suspicions that:

_ .J

By 1981 agitation got to a level that Nanumba chiefs were drawing the attention of central

government to events. No satisfactory answer was received to prevent any escalation of

the problem. There was no response from government circles. They often held the KOY A

meetings at Saboba or elsewhere and high government officials attended. On the surface,

no malicious issues were discussed, but after the departure of government officials. they

issued hostile letters to the Dagornba and anumba There were some misgivings about

these meetings because some of their elders reported back the evil deliberations and

intentions that often took place during their meetings.IIS

"

,
.'1
I

Perhaps it was thought that KOY A often met to strategize on how to rebel against

Dagomba and Nanumba suzerainty.

The Bimbilla Na did not only decl ine permission for the Chechege meeting

and of such meetings to be held on his land, but the chairman incurred the full brunt

of righteous indignation and sharp reprimand from the Na. He accused the

Bimbilla council chairman of collecting bribes from the Konkombas and allowing

them to hold rneetings.i'" Thus by 1981, the Konkomba settler community in

Nanun did not only feel deprived of their right to choose their own leaders, they

also felt that their freedom of association and the right to hold meetings had- been

infringed upon. They looked forward to the day they would throw off the Nanurnba

yoke.

,
,

,I
II

Konkomba harassment now took various forms and alarming proportions

Ali Kameshegu, for example, to whom all Konkornbas in Birnbilla now paid
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I allegiance, was continually "deported" from one town or village to the other. On

one occasion, the Nanumba packed him bag and baggage into a tractor to

Nakpayili. On another occasion, he was sent to Pusiga (a village in Nanun); and it

was even said that he was once sent to Saboba.

,
I

-c.,,
I

II
I,

, I
"

"
,

I

The Bimbilla Na declared him a persona non grata. Ali was told that his

safety in Bimbilla could not be guaranteed. Occasionally, Ali either came back to

Bimbilla all by himself, or the Konkomba elected to bring him back. Ali filed a

writ at the Tamale High Court to pursue his case lawfully. A report of KOY A

activities was also made to the Regional Minister when he visited Bimbilla.

The Na and his people were told to put the matter into writing.117 It seems

clear that it would not be long when the Konkomba and their hosts would he at

each others throats.

The Executive of the KOY A branch in Accra received the information that the

'I
"

I I __ .!'...
II,
I

Konkomba in Nanun were being harassed and that their fundamental rights were

being trampled upon. They dispatched a fact-finding mission to Bimbil!a. On I Sl

December, 1979, the mission, after it had been re-constituted in Tamale, met the

Bimbilla branch Executive members of KOY A at Bimbilla, and were given a

briefing of all that had transpired. Batu Tibiru ostensibly the president of the

Bimbilla branch of KOY A sought advice as regards Konkomba harassment in

Nanun. They were duly advised to be patient and allow the Association to sort

things out. They were told not to act on hearsay, but to go about their normal

business until they were presented with an expulsion order from the Na and his

elders. Information was current that an order to expel the Konkornba had been

prepared, only it had not been served on them.

The Konkomba were told that since no action, whether legal or political,

could be taken without the expulsion order, widespread rurnours should be ignored

or disregarded. The assurance was that: "Trust that the Association wi II- take

prompt action whenever your rights as citizens were threatened.v'I'' Furthermore.

the Konkomba in Bimbilla were told to refrain from any violence that would make

them aggressors. A motion was upheld for a courtesy call to be paid on the

Bimbilla Na in order to hear his version. The Accra delegation accompanied by~
• I--

.1/
"

II
'I
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KOY A Executive Members (Bimbilla branch) actually went to meet the Na and to

interact with him.119

But the dark portents of an armed conflict were In sight when a crowd of

Nanumba youth disrupted the meeting and obstructed the mission's movement.

The Konkomba delegation was held up for some time before they were allowed to

move away from the palace. A member of KOY A mission said:

The delegation decided to calion the Bimbilla Na to explain the position of the KOYA. but

was rather attacked, chased away and Batu's car was damaged. We were told in plain

language that no negotiation was possible with slaves. Either we accepted his instructions

or leave his land. '20

", :
!i" ,

, ,
I,:

'I

~ 'J.. .);.
, ,
I"

I
,0

I' , ~JI, ,

A report was made to Daniel Ngula a Konkomba opinion leader in Tamale.

He was told that there was going to be war, and that he should contact the Regional

Administration in order to avert it. Ngula wrote to the Regional Office reponing

the situation and asking them to step in. No reply came from the Regional Of lice .

Even though hostility was at fever heat, it was learnt that the police and the D.CE.

were strongly against any violent action against the minority settler Konkornba
• 121community.

It was a situation full of danger. Both sides were strong-headed and appeared

slithering down on an inclined plane towards an armed show down. The fact

finding KOY A mission on its way back passed through Salaga, stopping at every

Konkomba village and advising them against any hasty action.122 Back in Accra.

the mission gave its recommendation that:

i:
~

I
I"~

Although at present there seems no evidence to prove that an expulsion order had been

issued or the activities of the Association banned, yet from the experiences of the mission

at the palace there is a real possibility of such actions being taken in the near future. The

National Executives is strongly advised to adopt wait and see tactics, but a letter should be

sent to Bimbilla to reassure our members there that we shall never abandon them in their

hour of need. 123

The National President of KOY A on receipt of the report decided on Jrd

December, 1979, to write to the Birnbilla branch declaring the Association's

support for them in any struggle to defend their rights as 'citizens'. Copies of such

a letter were sent to the D.C.E., the court Magistrate, and the police, all in Bimbilla.

The National President was to pay an emergency visit to Nanun so as to see if he
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could reduce the tension there. He also decided to consult Gbewaa Chambers in

Tamale for the necessary legal advice and the Association was to stand by for any

I· 124eventua ity.

It is hardly an exaggeration to observe that Youth Associations contributed

an impetus of their own to the outbreak of violence between the Konkomba and the

Nanumba in particular, and the inter-ethnic armed conflicts in the Northern Region

in general. The assertion that the Association shall never abandon the Bimbilla

branch also seems to mean that if anything happened that branch would find a

knight in "shinning armour" by their side to defend them. It has been asserted also

that it was the Nanumba Youth Association that contributed signally to disrupt the

Bimbilla Na's meeting with the KOY A mission. The meeting was purpoted to

resolve the issue at stake.

KOY A has it that if it had received the necessary co-operation from the

Nanumba Youth Association, the unfortunate armed confrontation could have been

avoided.l'" At a meeting that was organized by the Northern Regional Security

Committee (REGSEC) with Executive members of all Youth Associations in the

Region, including those of the Konkomba and Nanumba, the need to keep the

peace was impressed upon them. The Regional Minister declared:

The meeting was arranged as a result of intelligence reports received by REGSEC that

some Youth Associations in the Region were often behind the rampant inter-tribal conllicts

erupting of late .... I wish to emphasize that REGSEC decided to focus attention 011 the

Youth because it is convinced that they are more often than not the instigators of the nasty

incidents we have been witnessing nowadays.V"

,
l

I "
4'1,

·'1.~
/

Another opinion has it that it was the mistreatment of the Konkomba by the

Nanumba that appeared to have galvanized the Konkomba youth into forming a

Konkornba Youth Association; that one of the first demands of the Association was

that the Konkomba should have their own ch iefs. It was suggested that it should be

possible to insulate these groups from tormenting trouble through a proper

definition of their roles backed by legislative action. 127

Thus, as the 1980s dawned, a situation full of peril had developed in Nanun.

In Bimbilla, Ali Kamishegu now lived under police protection. It was said he woke

up each day only to go to the police to sit down until night fell. Batu Tibiru. a
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Konkomba licensed arms dealer in Bimbilla was said to have traded in fire-arms

which were solely distributed to his kinsmen. It was argued that since the

Konkornba lived in the most remote parts of Nanun, 'mostly in the bush', they

needed fire-arms to protect themselves against wild animals that also took a toll on

their livestock and destroyed their crops.

The two ethnic groups meanwhile began to bark and snarl at each other as

the Nanurnba persistently harassed the Konkornba in various ways. For instance, in

January, 1980, Ali Kamishegu was exiled to Makayili. All his belongings were put

into a tractor and he himself bundled into it and sent there. 128 There were seemingly

calm waters as both ethnic groups developed sour relations to the point that they sat

on an active volcano and patiently waited for its eruption.

By the beginning of 1981, tension had so mounted in Nanun that there hung

in the atmosphere of that state the sour smell of an armed confl ict. The tension had

simply added fuel to a fire already smouldering. It would soon burst into a flame

by a single event. It needed only a spark to set Nanun ablaze; the spark could

emanate from an isolated cause which has always been the immediate occasion for

important movements in history such as revolutions wars, riots or rebellions.

As George Rude has intimated:

/,

In its more characteristic form, the riot or rebellion developed from comparatively smart

beginnings in a market, a public house, a barker's, a butcher's or a wine shop, or was

'triggered' by a chance work or act of provocation, and by such and other means III ight

assume a dimension and momentum that no one, not even the most experienced of leaders,

could have planned or expected. 129

The immediate occasion for this unprecedented conflagration in Nanun has

been a matter for conjecture. The precipitation factor has often been traced to a

pito room brawl. It occurred between Mohammed Abukari (son of Bimbilla Na,

Abdulai Dasana) and a Konkomba young man (who was the son of Ali

Kamishegu). The bone of contention was over a Konkomba young lady.

sojourning in Bimbilla. According to Sylvester Leero the lady came from southern

Ghana to visit her relatives in Bimbilla.130 Komia Penty also has it that hath

Mharnmed Abukari and the Konkomba lady were students who were on holidays at

Bimbilla.131

I'
! '
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On 23rd April, 1981, the young lady was in the company of some

Konkomba young men in Ali Karnishegus house drinking pito. Mohammed

Abukari and other Nanumba young men in a group also entered Ali's house to

drink some of the pito. Mohammed Abukari attempted to woo the Konkomba

young lady, but rather received a rebuff. He was alleged to have loudly made a

remark, "Even a Konkomba lady" which, to the other Konkomba young men. was

denigrating to the Konkomba as an ethnic group. A misunderstanding then ensured

between Mohammed Abukari and Ali's son. This resulted into a scuffle and the

II
II

former was said to have used a stick to hit Ali's son, who retaliated, by using an

offensive weapon, probably a knife, to stab the Bimbilla Na's son.

Abukari rushed home to his mother to relate what took place. At the sight

of the inflicted wound on her son, Abukari's mother raised an alarm that echoed

throughout the Bimbilla Na's palace. She was said to have added an affront to the

Na: "You sit down there and call yourself a chief. Look, it is your son a

Konkomba has stabbed.,,132 It started at about 8.00 p.m that fateful day. However.

it was not pito per se or the drinking of it that occasioned the crisis as some sources

would have as believe. The real bone of contention was the Konkomba lady. It is

rare for a Konkomba to marry a Nanumba woman. It is preferable to refer to the

armed conflict that ensued as a "Lady's war" and not "pito war" since the quarrel
1'3that arose was not over pito. "

Meanwhile, the other Nanumba young men in whose company Abukari had

entered Ali's house, gave the perpetrator a hot pursuit until he took refuge in Ratu

Tibiru's house. There were already some Konkomba staying in Batu's house

considered to be one of the standard ones in Bimbilla. Tempers began to rise. but

the Na advised restraint, in order that the matter could be settled the next day. In

consultation with his personal Secretary, Mohammed Seidu (who was widely

known to be friendly to Konkombas in Bimbilla) elected to go to Batu's house to

assure the Konkomba who had gathered there to remain calm. But that was to be

his end.

I

I'

I"

I
I
, I

1 i
11

)

More Konkombas had taken refuge at Tibiru's house. Seidu and a group of'

Nanumbas forced the gate to Batu's house open. When he entered, he \\ as
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immediately gunned down by a Konkomba man called Donkor. As the news of

Seidu's unprovoked killing spread, tempers continued to rise to a point of hysteria

on both sides. The Nanumba agitated that the Konkomba must leave Bimbilla. 1q

When the Bimbilla Na heard of the fate that had befallen his Secretary. he

did not hesitate to perform the Nanumba war ritual by sitting on the sacred stone of

his ancestors, the danger-signal that was had been declared. The war drums of

Nanun were sounded and the Birnbilla Na ordered the extermination of those

"cats"(the Konkomba) from his jurisdiction.l " Events had crowded upon each

other with unusual rapidity into an armed clash between the Konkomba and

Nanumba.

The misunderstanding that arose between the sons of the Bimbilla Na and

Ali merit closer attention, because, only in the light of it can the confused and

troubled events of April, 1981 in Bimbilla, which led to the debacle, be interpreted.

The D.C.E. remarked that:
I
l' The effect of this incident evoked the ethnic emotions of both Nanumba and Konkomba.

t
/

The immediate causes of this internecine, fratricidal conflict. ... the two notable incidents in

the conflict at Bimbilla and Wulensi in April and June were from seemingly trivial causes

which evoked pent-up tribal feelings on both sides of the ethnic group's involved.l"

Throughout the night of 23rd April, 1981, there was sporadic shooting

between the two ethnic groups, while the Nanumba unleashed the worst arson and

pillage on the Konkomba. The fighting continued until the following day when it

was protracted by Nanumba armed warriors who rampaged throughout the town in

search of the Konkomba. It was said that the side which suffered most was the

Konkomba. Some of them, who had been wounded, sought refuge at the Bimbilla

police station. By 9.00 am, that day, the Nanumba warriors besieged the police

station. The police force at Bimbilla was totally helpless and had to call for re-

inforcement from Yendi.137 It was said that the re-inforcement arrived in the nick of

time and the besieging warriors broke off. By noon, 24th April, 1981, the official

record was five dead and several others injured, who were in the main, Konkornba.

The Nanumba warriors had on that day gone to Gaburuya, a nearby

Konkomba village and all the 27 houses there were burnt to the ground. One

Konkomba was killed and all livestock taken away.l " The official record or the

, I
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number of death kept varying from one account to the other. Komia Penty averred

that: "Seven Konkomba lay dead on the ground, the first night and as the rampage

went on, the number increased to thirteen; there must have been many more that

were not even noticed". 139

II
I
I,

The Konkomba had to flee from Bimbilla. It was a matter of if you would

not go, then give me way to pass. Most of them fled in the direction of Darnanko

and Kpasa, especially to those parts of the Nanumba Traditional Area which

formed part of the Nkwanta District of the Volta Region. The area was inhabited

by a good number of the Konkomba, and sprinklings ofNanumba and Dagornba.

During the Bimbilla rampage, the son of a Konkomba elder at Damanko,

who was attending a course organized for pupil teachers, was killed. The death of

the teacher and the news of the Bimbilla rampage made the Konkomba in the

Damanko - Kpasa area to rise up and carry out a reprisal. On 25th April, 1981. they

killed the few Nanumba and Dagomba in that area and took over their lands.14o

Thus, that part of the administrative area of the Volta Region had been drawn into

the imbroglio.

Information about the fighting in Bimbilla reached the Regional

Administration in Tamale on 24th April, 1981. An emergency REGSEC meeting

was convened to deal with the situation. It was stated that:

,
I'

J'
I
II
I,
I

REGSEC took immediate steps to cause to mobilize and dispatch police re-inforcement to

Birnbilla. Follow up meetings of the REGSEC were held throughout the week, and the

following week, daily, to appraise reports, give direction and consider ways and means to

defuse the conflict and the resultant tension.I~1

/

In view of the gravity of the situation, a more Senior Police Officer 01· the

rank of a Chief Superintendent was sent to Bimbilla on 25th April, 1981, to take

charge of the place temporarily until the situation reverted to normal.

Reinforcement of the police was also called earlier on through the Inspector-

General of Police (IGP). The Chief Superintendent went to Bimbilla with some

police reinforcement from Tamale. A letter from Ibrahim Haruna, the Regional

Minister was sent to the Bimbilla Na, advising restraint and the maintenance 01'

peace and order. A matter for concern was that, the Chief Superintendent noticed

on arrival at Bimbilla that about 140 warriors had been mobilized by the anumba.
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,I to fight the Konkomba. But on receiving the Minister's letter, the people were said

to have abandoned the idea. The Chief Superintendent toured some villages in the

area to assess the situation.l'"

r»

I~,

The Nanumba were in no mood for a compromise. They were confident of

a 'Blitzkrieg' against the Konkomba. The mounted road blocks throughout their

area 111 search of Konkomba from the vehicles that were plying the routes into

Nanun. It was alleged that the Konkomba when found were maltreated.f" '

The situation in Nanun was no easy task for the police force on duty to

control. Reinforcements were received from Sunyani, Kumasi and Wa which were

supported by two armoured cars. With the increased men from outside contingents.

police patrols were organized to all important villages to forestall any eventuality.

The Chief Superintendent of police also visited some villages in the company otthc

M.P. for Nanumba, and two influential leaders of the KOY A to talk to both

Nanumba and Konkomba to stop fighting.

While the M.P for Nanumba, Marshall Abu Adam made exhortation to his

people to smoke the peace pipe, Kenneth Wujanji and Jacob Jejeti Taponja toured

areas inhabited by the Konkomba to appeal to them to bury the hatchet. An appeal

was made to the Bimbilla Na to be calm and to use his fatherly wisdom and tact to

restrain his people from pursuing further bloody confrontation with the Konkornba.

All these appeals and efforts were said to have cut a responsive chord in the peace

effort and that they had succeeded in defusing the tension.144

In pursuit of the peace, the Northern REGSEC visited Bimbilla, Charnba,

Dakpam, Wulensi and Lungni, which were possible areas of conflagrations. to

speak to Konkomba, Nanumba and other ethnic groups. They were told to

maintain the peace and to defuse the tension. It was said that the tour was

successful and that there were assurances from both sides of a desire to live in

peace. It was realized that by s" May, 1981. thanks to the peace initiatives taken

by the Northern Regional Administration, the REGSEC and voluntarv

collaborators, tension had died down considerably. It was found expedient that

since the problem was not confined to the Northern Region alone, the Volta

I,

I'
l'

, '
!

"
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Regional Security Council be invited to a joint meeting to discuss common

strategies to deal with the problerns.!"

However, the seemingly defused tension or calm atmosphere was perhaps

only the calm before the storm. There was renewed Konkomba harassment and

maltreatment, a continuation of what had been the situation since the outbreak of

violence. For instance, it was reported that the Nanumba blocked the road near the

Bimbilla Training College. It was intimated that the Nanumba:H' , _ J'

Searched the vehicle on which Konkombas were travelling, they took ¢400.00 from one

Konkomba and cut his back with a knife. The Nanumba State Council Chairman conlided

in me that he knew of the blockade, but the purpose was to uncover arms being taken

across by the Konkornba.v"

ij"

I'
II

There was a stabbing of a Konkomba which the Justice and Peace

Commission of the Catholic Church referred to, but the incident did not occur in a

pito room as that report stated. But it was evident that rumblings of war lay

dangerously beneath the surface of what appeared to have been a defused tension.

On another incident which occurred the Nanumba at Birnbilla were alleged to have

beaten a Konkomba young man from Dipali until he vomited blood. But the

Nanumba Chief at Makayili, the Konkomba were on the brink of a retaliation.lf It

seems the situation had lost none of its capabilities for producing an armed

confrontation between the Nanumba and the Konkomba.

It was quite politic when a joint meeting of the Regional Security Councils

of the Northern and Volta Regions took place on zo" May, 1981. It was decided

that a joint team should travel to Bimbilla in the Northern Region and Darnanko

and Kpasa in the Volta Region to talk to the Bimbilla Na and the traditional

authority of the Konkomba, to maintain the peace. As regards reports of refugees

that had fled across the border to Togo, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was to be

contacted for their repatriation. Both Regions were to organize relief and

rehabilitation of the victims of the clashes as soon as conditions were sate and

congenial to do so. All these plans and decisions taken were irnplernented.i'"

But the hardened attitude and indulging hostility between the two groups

appeared never to have stopped. On 22nd May. 1981, Sey, a Konkornba at Charnba

was invited and detained by the pol ice at the request of the Dakparn Na, and his

, ,

~,
I
i I

!
•
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I
I,
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people. There seemed no reason intrinsically why such an arrest was made. except

on grounds of the accumulating fears and distrust that had been built up between

the two groups of people. Again it was reported that five Konkomba women from

Chamba had in that period been arrested at Bimbilla. They were allegedly beaten.

robbed of their monies and belongings and worse of all raped. Sey was said to

have reported this matter to the police at Chamba. The Konkomba could not be

exonerated either from similar atrocities.l'" Notwithstanding all efforts that had

been put in place since the outbreak of hosti Iities, there had not grown up any habit

of persistently seeking pacifist ways and means of conflict resolution. There was

no general attitude to substitute for diplomacy anything other than a resort to arms.

On 31st May, 1981, bizarre event now occurred in Bimbilla. The Birnbil!a

Na, Abdulai Dasana and the Kpatihi Na (Chief King-maker) died or was it that they

committed suicide. On the same day, at the same hour, and almost at the same

minute, after they had been seen in a chat on that same day. ISO While on a visit to

Bimbilla the next day, the Regional Minister conveyed the condolences of His

Excellency, President Hilla Limann to the bereaved families. At both funeral

houses where people had gathered, he stated that since the late Birnbilla Na stood

for peace throughout his reign, the best tribute the people could pay him was to

maintain that peace, and that anything to the contrary would mar all the good works

the late chief had done. It was indicated that at first, the people did not appear to

see eye to eye with the President. But after a lengthy discussion they saw the

wisdom in the piece of advice, and agreed to let sleeping dogs lie. They also

promised not to do anything that would revive hostilities between them and any

other tribe. lsl

,

I.:

I

I
1 '
I

j
II

,
, I,

The Nanumba promise to the Regional Minister was rather more honoured

in the breach than in the observance. The two ethnic groups had become sworn

enemies. It could not be assessed as to whether the weights in the scales of their

military power was so evenly balanced that an armed conflict could establish the

victory of one over the other, since they had not met in battle since after the pre-

colonial era. Yet, on is" June, 1981, the Nanumba mobilized a fighting force of

I'
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about a thousand warnors. Under the command of T. B. Damba, they went III

pursuit of the Konkornba,

The huge force moved through Lipasi, burning down everything before

them. They launched an attack on Bandajor, to which they delivered a knock-out

blow. They crossed the River Oti at Chechege and over ran Damanko. with

appalling slaughter and with minimal, if any, causalities. It was estimated that only

one Nanumba warrior died in the expedition. Also, Damba and his fighting men

were said to have brought back a lot of booty in the form of cattle and livestock.

after the Damanko onslaught. ls2

The Nanumba military expedition in the direction of Damanko galvanized

the Konkomba into a large-scale war. The Konkornba seemed to have then opened

a three-pronged attack on the Nanurnba. One Konkornba front advanced on

Bimbilla from Chamba, in the direction of Salaga; a second front was launched

from Lungni that headed towards Birnbilla and a third force operated from Kpasa

and Damanko with Birnbilla as the ultimate target.

From these directions, it was the cherished ambition of the Konkornba to

over-ran the whole of the Nanumba State. A clarion call was made to all

Konkornbas everywhere to join their fighting force at any front and to take every

Nanumba village or town before them. They would fight to the gates of Birnbilla.

Each front would then sent to ask the Nanurnba whether the Konkornba had had no

right to choose their own leaders. If they hesitated, all fronts would press on

Bimbilla and sack the Nanumba from their own capital.l "

But from all indications, the Konkornba war machine was not three-pronged

as it was thought. Rather, they mobilized and concerntrated their warriors in the

Damanko-Kpasa area. A vehicle from Wulensi, driven by a Nanurnba was

returning from Accra and made a stop at Lungni. There was a confrontation

between this driver who was killed by the Konkornba. Nyel, the DCE, stated that

when the news of the death of the driver reached Wulensi, the Nanumba rose in

arms to avenge his death. 154

What sounds credible was that the anumba driver had ran into the

Konkomba fighting force that was on the march. They knew that if he reached

, ,
II
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Wulensi ahead of them, which was their target, he would sound the alarm bells to

the Nanumba whom the Konkomba wanted to take unawares. In any case. the

Konkomba force, greater than the Nanumba war apparatus that was sent against

Damanko, managed to reach Wulensi. The DCE for Bimbilla reported.

Severe fighting broke out between the Nanurnbas and the Konkornbas on Friday, 19th June.

1981, at Wulensi ... Konkornbas in the surrounding areas mobilized and besieged Wulensi.

About eight thousand men surrounded the town. For two days the town was under siege.

The police armoured car had to come back to Birnbilla to collect more bullets. It was at

this time that Wullensi fell. Several people were killed and thousands of others escaped. It

is feared that several dead bodies are in houses which have been burnt and in the bushi'

i;,
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I
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where actual war was fought before the town fell. The full assessment is yet to be made,

Wulensi is completely destroyed. Several thousands of refugees who fled Wulensi,

Nakpayili and other villages around are now in Bimbilla town and Yendi.155

Another message read:

,
"

Wulensi has been ransacked. Several people have been killed. Grateful dispatch all

sanitary trucks designed to carry dead bodies from Western Dagomba District Council to

carry the dead bodies to hospital. Military intervention is still awaited.l'"

The Konkomba war machine then marched on Dakpam which fell almost

without a blow. It proceeded on Chamba and the few Nanumba were no match for

the Konkomba advancing pincers. The devastating Konkomba force now headed

towards Bimbilla. It was at this time, the zo" of June, 198], that the Assistant

Commissioner of Police (Northern Region) went to Salaga to assess the

situation. From there he sent a wireless message to the Regional Minister

(Northern Region) thus: "Information has it that Konkombas from Chamba have

advanced as far as Dakpam to attack Bimbilla. All villages, towns in Nanumba

area in immediate danger. Solicit military assistance.v+"

The Konkomba sweeping force was now infesting Bimbilla. Dark clouds

hung over Nanun, reputed to be one of the most tranquil and stable Districts ill the

Northern Region. Another report of the turmoil cautioned: "The general fear is

that Bimbilla will be attacked and destroyed. An attempt was made to invade

Bimbilla. On 22nd June, 1981, at about 4.00 p.m. two thousand armed Konkornbas

besieged the town and made an attempt to capture it." 158
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The single Konkomba fighting force that destroyed Wulensi thronged the

length and breath of Nanun. ]f the Konkomba attacking machine was three-

pronged as suggested by Taponja it was not a unified force from the outset. It was

estimated that about eight thousand warriors marched against Wulensi, a smaller

town than Bimbilla. It was most unlikely that the Konkomba would have reduced

their fighting force to about two thousand (assuming it was a single force) when

they were about to take on Bimbilla, the Nanumba State capital which was bigger

than Wulensi.

The position must have been that there was an attack by the Konkornba

from Chamba. The force that destroyed Wulensi was able to join up with the front

from Chamba which then began its march on Bimbilla. It must be noted that the

jurisdiction of the Nakpa Na was untrod by enemy foot. The Nakpa Na was said to

be so powerful spiritually that he blinded the Konkornba warriors and thus foiled

any attempted attack on him. The Konkornba must have chosen not to attack the

Nakpa Na and his people. Perhaps to the Konkornba, the fall of Bimbilla took

precedence over Nakpa.

The Regional Police command was detailed to move to Birnbilla to

supervise the direction of police operations. Fear, panic and general dislocation

now gripped Bimbilla. Women, children and the aged took refuge at the Catholic

Mission premises, in the Evangelical Presbyterian Station, and some went to the

Training College where the students were on vacation.

The Konkomba were known to be Catholics or inclined to Christianity and

it was unlikely that they would attack a Christian Mission Station. They were not

also likely to attack the Training College which was established by the E. P.

Mission and associated with government. However, some able-bodied Nanumba

were said to have been combat-ready as they took up positions to defend their
. 1 159capita town.

It was apparent that the situation was getting out of hand and beyond the

scope of the police. Clearance was sought from Accra and a detachment of troops

from the Sixth Battalion of Infantry, Kamina Barracks, was dispatched to Bimbilla

to assist the police restore peace and order. The Officer Commanding the troops

. ,
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met the huge Konkomba fighting force that had quartered at 'Brigade', a stone

throw outside Bimbilla. The military officers informed the Konkomba war leaders

that they had a message from President Hilla Limann. At their war cry, the huge

force rose up to take the message. The Officer Commanding the detachment from

Tamale said the number of Konkornba fighting men that got up made him to

shudder.16o It was estimated to be above the two thousand official estimation.

The Konkomba were told that President Limann had requested that they

should lay down their arms. They repl ied that they had great respect for President

Hilla Limann. KOY A leadership was at hand to ask their fuming compatriots to

extend an olive branch to the enemy. John Golan, the Catholic priest and the pastor

for the Evangelical Presbyterian Church both stationed in Bimbilla were called in

to add their voices. Also, on Tuesday, 23rd June, 1981, further military re-

enforcement was received from Tamale.

In addition, five armoured vehicles, one Army Officer and some men from

the Reece Regiment at Sunyani reached Bimbilla the following day. The military

then interposed between the factions at war. Konkornba intention to continue

fighting petered out; they agreed to a cease fire and then demobilized. But the

military cum police occupation forces continued to conduct patrols to every nook

and corner of Nan un. The security agencies were said to be keeping their ears very

close to the ground. On 29th June, 1981, at an emergency meeting, the Regional

House of Chiefs appointed a three-man fact-finding committee to visit Nanun and

report to the House before the committee appointed by the National House of

Chiefs would arrive to mediate in the conflict.

The REGSEC held a meeting at which it was said that there were frank

exchanges of views among the Youth Associations and that some foundation had

been laid for peace in so far as inter-ethnic conflicts in the Northern Region was

concerned. There was a Government delegation from Accra which was led by the

Minister for Defence. It arrived in Tamale to meet the REGSEC to assess the

situation. They were briefed by the REGSEC on the security measures taken so far

to arrest further confrontations between the two factions. The members of the

delegation expressed satisfaction with steps so far taken to preserve the peace. The
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REGSEC visited Yendi, Bimbilla, Wulensi and akpayili to enable them have a

first hand observation of the area and to make appropriate operational measures.l'"

Also, a four-member committee was appointed by the M.Ps who hail from

northern Ghana to investigate the Konkomba - Nanumba armed confrontation. In

July, 1981, President Limann paid a working visit to the affected areas or the

conflict. The President set up a Commission of Inquiry under the Chairmanship or
Justice Lamptey, a High Court Judge, to investigate the causes of the conflict. I'his

was to be done through due consultation with all parties concerned. The

Commission of Inquiry was to recommend to the Limann Administration ho« best

unity, reconciliation and a lasting peace could be restored in anun. On 31 ,1

August, 1981, this Commission was duly inaugurated at Bimbilla.

At the advent of the 31s1 December Revolution nothing was heard anymore

about its sittings. The Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC) government

just simply told the warring factions to keep the peace.l'" This amounted to a

prioritization of the peace. Such a situation did not make for justice to be done

which is a value of prime importance. People may only forgive but cannot easily

forget the harrowing incidents and experiences of the recent past. Since the issue

of justice was not addressed the peace was a shaky one.

So to sum up, the Konkornba intra-ethnic disturbances of the past made

them to be used to constant affrays which made them agile. The disturbances

centred on issues concerning land, women and witchcraft. Their aggressiveness

and war-proness cast them in a mould that easily made them have recourse to

violence. This was extrapolated onto their inter-ethnic relations in order to address

their concerns. A renaissance or re-awakening was needed for the Konkornba to

embark on an ethnic mobilization and a nationalism that sought local autonomy

within a regional context. Konkomba re-awakening was brought about through the

impact of Christianity, the effect of economic transformation, and the result or

formal education. This led to the formation of a Konkomba Youth Association that

~,

championed their cause or perceived Konkomba oppression in Nanun that

occasioned the debacle in 9181.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study set out to achieve a number of objectives. These are the

establishment of British direct rule in northern Ghana and the extent to which the

Konkomba were subjected to the kingdoms of the traditional states, that is, Dagbon,

Mamprugu, Nanun and Gonja during that period. It scrutinizes the policies pursued

by Britain and how these affected the relationship between the Konkomba and the

traditional states that were established in present day Northern Region of Ghana.

The discussions on the introduction and the main features of the policy of indirect

rule has established or ascertained the extent to which the Konkomba \\ ere

subordinated to the centralized kingdoms of the Marnprusi, Dagornba, Nanumba

and Gonja groups.

The British economic and educational policies that were pursued in

northern Ghana created a fertile ground that led to tension and hostility between the

Konkomba and the traditional states of Dagbon, Mamprugu, Nanun and Gonia.

Konkomba inter-ethnic armed confrontations or otherwise with these central izcd

t '~,

\ I·,

states during the colonial period has been examined.

It has been found expedient in the study to undertake an assessment 0" the

lines of fracture that existed between the subject groups of people, particularly the

Konkomba, vis-a-vis the centralized states. The Konkomba disturbances during the

colonial period, their renaissance and the formation of a Konkomba Youth

Association have been discussed, and an account of the Konkomba-Nanumba c lash

in 1981 has also been related.

·,,
I·,,

By 1902, the British colonial regime had, through various ways, established

control over northern Ghana. This had been done through treaty-making

diplomacy, military conquest and the niceties of legal instruments. They began to

rule the area by evolving various policies. Northern Ghana was divided into three

Provinces, namely, North-Eastern, North- Western, and Southern Provinces. These

were in turn divided into Districts.
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In the North-Eastern and Southern Provinces, the British were wont to

naming the administrative districts after the ethnic names of the traditional states or
the Dagornba, Mamprusi and Gonja. Even though these names had already been

crystallized by the time of the advent of British rule, this had the effect of over-

shadowing the so-called 'acephalous' and 'minority' groups of people that included

the Konkornba. The so-called stateless communities considered such nomenclature

provocative, objectionable and one way that secured their subordination.

This however, was not the case in the Northern- Western Provinces where

the districts were named after the major towns of Wa, Lawra and Tumu. thus

eliciting no ethnic resentment. But a worrisome dimension was that British land

policy persistently denied the African people of their ancestral lands. There \\ as a

general ambiguity as to the absolute ownership of land. This fostered Konkornba

perception that they possessed the allodial title to land in Kekpokpam which was

diametrically opposed to the view held by the Mamprusi, Dagornba, Nanurnba and

Gonja groups of people in the Northern Region of Ghana.

The British found it expedient to pursue a pol icy of relying and co-

operating with the chiefs in northern Ghana as agents of their administration. The

British thought there were really no 'big' chiefs in the area. They went ahead and

created Paramount Chiefs using their own parameters. In all these exercises. the

Konkornba were left out, perhaps because, they were already a subject group 01'

people under the Mamprusi, Dagornba, Nanumba and Gonja.

Despite the fact that the Konkomba were a distinct ethnic group with their

own traditional political system, no effort was made to grant them autonomy.

Rather they were brought under the suzerainty of their overlords. For instance,

Sunson, Zabzugu, Demon, Gushiegu and Nakpali were all Konkomba divisions

over which Dagbon chiefs ruled, and the British gave their blessing to this situation

and as much as possible maintained the status quo. As a result, there wa-, all

inherent antagonism between the Dagomba and the Konkomba.

In the North-Western Province the attempt to create a single centralized

state did not materialize:
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The Dagaare and Sissala Chiefs, particularly in the Lawra and Turnu Districts refused to

accept the Wa Na as their Paramount Chief on the grounds that they and their people were

never under his rule. I

This action did not engender any ethnic animosities. The opposite would

have been the outcome if official policy had been accepted by the other ethnic

groups.

.'

It was equally a different picture in northern Togo. The Germans had not

allowed Dagomba rulership over the Konkomba, as each ethnic community was

made independent of the other. The French who took over from the Germans had

not only recognized Konkomba chieftaincy, but the status of a chief was reduced to

subaltern level so as to make the institution unattractive and unenviable by African

traditional standards. The Ya Na did not exercise any authority in northern Togo

before the First World War. Chieftaincy was therefore not a bone of contention

between the Konkornba and other ethnic groups there.

For several decades, the British embarked on a policy of consolidating their

administration in northern Ghana through a series of conferences held for re-

defining the new roles for the Nayiri, Ya Na. Yagbunwura and the Wa Na. This

however, turned out to have a disastrous repercussion on the traditional authorities

and people of the un-centralized societies. The Konkomba were no exception.

Representatives of the latter groups of people were usually not invited to the

conferences. Yet, this process of rationalization ended up in the assimilation ofthe

so-called 'acephalous' and 'minority' groups of people who should have been

separate, and this equally engendered ethnic antagonism between the Konkomba

and the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups.

The Konkomba were not considered for imperial awards like the other

minority groups in the Northern Region. Only in one case did they receive a

medallion which was of a lower status that merited a sub-chief. In the same \ cin.

I

I:
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I
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when the opportunity was given to the traditional rulers of both central ized and L11l-

centralized societies of northern Ghana to visit Kurnasi in order to meet His R()) al

Highness, the Prince of Wales, Konkomba traditional authorities were denied the

chance. This could be considered discriminatory and served as a source of'

frustration. Meanwhile, they were subjected to appear before the courts of their
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over-lords in civil and criminal cases in wanton disregard of their own laws.

customs and traditions, which they resented. It would be that as a conquered group

their traditional political system was consigned to oblivion.

The conclusion must be that Konkomba relations with the centralized

kingdoms, vis-a-vis British policies on nomenclature of administrative districts.

ambiguity In land administration, relying and co-operating with chiefs,

consolidation of administration through conferences. discriminatory imperial

awards, and Konkomba judicial subjection to the courts of their overlords, was one

of bitterness, turbulence and rancor which have been outlined in chapter one.

The idea of indirect rule in northern Ghana was mooted by Governor

Guggisberg. From the outset, there was fierce resistance to its introduction. The

opposition was led by A. H. C. Walker-Leigh, the Chief Commissioner or the

Northern Territories. The opponents to the policy offered useful alternative pieces

of advice as to the implementation of the idea. Only if they had been adhered 10. it

would have helped to change the situation of the subsequent subjection of groups of

people that included the Konkomba, to the suzerainty of the Mamprusi, Dagornba.

and Gonja groups.

Preparation for its introduction took various forms. It entailed the necessirv

of finding out the customs, traditional constitutions and the history of the groups of

people in northern Ghana through conferences and research; but no study of the

Konkornba was undertaken. Even when David Tait devoted his attention to them

, '
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by which time indirect rule had petered out, his findings did not present them III

any good light so as to fit into the British scheme of things in northern Ghana. It

was a clear case of 'Studied Neglect'. A people can be embittered when it IS

realized that they have been side-stepped by their white rulers.

Conferences were held for Dagbon, Gonja, Marnprugu, Kusasi, and Wa in

the early 1930s.2 In the present day Northern Region of Ghana, it was onl , in

Mamprugu that a tinge of democratic liberalism could be observed. An invitation

was extended to the Bimoba and the Konkornba. In Dagbon and Gonja, the so-

called 'acephalous' and 'minority' groups, such as the Konkomba, were ignored.'

The outcome of the conferences was the consolidating of British rule in northern

, I

:""-_-":', I
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Ghana, and the incorporation of the subject groups of people that included the

Konkomba into Dagbon, Mamprugu and Gonja had come full cycle, all in the

interest of British colonialism.

, ,

Such outright incorporation could not occur in present day Upper West

Region of Ghana. The Dagara of Lawra and the Sissala of Tumu flatly refused to

be incorporated into Wa. Subsequently, there was equally resistance to the policy

of incorporation when the Kasena, Nankani and Builsa defied the Nayiri. In any

case, such incorporation was unthinkable in Northern Togo where some Konkornba

lived under French rule. There, the policy was the balkanization of African

chiefdoms. Thus no groups of people could be incorporated, one into the other. so

as to constitute resentment among African peoples.

Under indirect rule, neither a N.A. nor a Subordinate-N.A. was established

for the Konkomba. They were thus denied the autonomy that was entai led, as the

policy turned out to be a revival of the traditional states of Dagbon, Mamprugu,

Nanun and Gonja.

When the NTTC and the NTC evolved out of the .A. system, Konkornba

participation could not be felt as a result of their non-membership. Thus when that

political structure was used as a forum for the integration of northern Ghana into

the rest of the country, the Konkomba were conspicuously absent. With other so-

called 'acephalous' and 'minority' groups of people, the Konkomba were not

propelled into the national arena of politics, neither could their weight or influence

be felt at the regional or local levels. Konkomba aloofness or neglect was well

manifested. Their non-participation in the evolution of new structures in the

political development of northern Ghana was tantamount to their being politically

alienated which was crises-laden," at the time the Gold Coast attained internal self-

,~,
•
~ I
i I

'I ./

),..,

government.

The Native Tribunals which dispensed justice according to tradition and

customary law turned out to be monuments of inefficiency, corruption. and

extortion that exploited the Konkomba. Meanwhile, the Konkomba had 110

representation in the Tribunals. It was Iittle wonder that they sometimes defied

court orders. This situation contrasted well with the French system of justice In
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northern Togo, which took no cognizance of native courts;' a process which did not

antagonize one ethnic group to the other. In any case, French colonial policy

differed to a large extent from that of the British.

The administrative districts of present day Northern Region of Ghana

continued to carry the ethnic names of the Mamprusi, Dagomba and Gonja groups.

The Konkomba regarded the system of naming not only objectionable but

confiscatory of their lands. The Konkomba, in particular. found this fundamentally

at variance with their own ethnic identity and a challenge to the absolute ownership

of their perceived homeland (Kekpokpam). However, British colonial land policy

in northern Ghana up to the time the Gold Coast achieved internal self-government

remained as ambiguous as ever with regard to the absolute title to land. Fhis

ambiguity perhaps led the Konkomba to arrogate to themselves the paramount title

to their land. Inter-ethnic conflicts and armed confrontations have often been the

result as the Sambuli episode of May, 1946, as related in the sixth chapter, would

testify.

The British put in place economic policies in northern Ghana. The

development of the resources of the area was considered a top priority. Ho\\ ever.

from the outset, the perception of the British administration, demonstrated b) the

utterances of their officials, such as Governor Hodgson, painted a gloomy picture.

In the field of agriculture, strenuous efforts were made, aimed at the

development of cash crop production such as cotton, tobacco, indigo, shea-nut

output and shea-butter extraction. Consequent on the half-hearted approach these

laudable schemes came crushing down.

The most resounding success story of the colonial era was the cattle

immunization and campaign against rinderpest. This won the hearts of the people.

In Eastern Dagbon, the exercise re-kindled pre-colonial Dagomba dominance over

the Konkomba. The latter were not only expected to serve their Dagomba over-

lords in the immunization camps, they were exploited. Actually, in 1940, large-

scale trouble occurred. There was an armed confrontation between Dagomba and

Konkomba which Martinson refers to as the 'Cow War'. This was, the Segbcri

(Dzagberi) crisis, as told in chapter six. Konkomba exploitation and extortion was

~:
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unknown to British officials until matters came to a head. Tait observed this kind

of exploitation," which can culminate into violence.

In spite of the great potential in agricultural resources, the British

administration, as stated earlier, saw northern Ghana as an economic desert. As in

the case of Kekpokpam, even though agricultural potential could be discerned in

the production of guinea corn, yam and livestock, it was equally a clear ca:r_il.L

'Studied Neglect'. This partly accounted for Konkomba out-migration fron(their

perceived homeland to other parts of the North, and even to Brong-A)1afo and

Volta Regions. The Konkomba were savanna nomads comparable to desert

nomads, such as the Zenata and Sanhaja.' The latter were trouble shooters of a

nomadic people whose trouble-proness as they migrated, were similar to that 01' the

Konkomba. This is because the Konkomba came into competition for the natural

resources, such as land, in the areas of the traditional states to which they had

migrated.

By the time of British departure from the Gold Coast, it could be concluded

that their agricultural and land policies had contributed to the relative

impoverishment of northern Ghana.s It weighed upon the people to the point of

self-destruction in the nature of inter-ethnic conflicts and armed confrontations.

Oyeneye and Peil have cited the case of the Tivs and the Jukun who have locked

horns over land in Central Nigeria since 1959,9 to the detriment of development.

Once Pax Britanica held sway in northern Ghana, land policy and administration

was manipulated. Thus, there existed a social order devoid of colossal inter-ethnic

armed confrontations arising out of disputes over natural resources. With the exit

of the British, African nationalist governments proved incapable of pulling the

strings. This made inter-ethnic conflicts and armed confrontation more likely in the

post-colonial era whereby the Konkomba got involved.

The British colonial administration initially seemed to have paid attention to

the development of a transport and communication system in the North. From the

outset, the telegraph line reached Gambaga. At least, Northcott determined to open

up the area through road construction.i" When the headquarters was moved to

Tamale, it was hoped that it would be linked with the District capitals of Gambaga.
I'

I
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Wa and Navrongo by a network of roads. Labour on road construction was

considered as voluntary, even though it entailed compulsion. Chiefs compelled

their people to construct roads. D.Cs were instructed to ensure road construction,

using the labour of the ethnic groups through which the road passed. Some

Konkomba were known to have resisted compulsory labour Llsed for the

construction of roads. This attracted severe penalties. For instance after the Segberi

(Dzagberi) crisis, the Konkomba were punished to provide labour for the

construction of the Wapuli-Saboba road. I I But they also readily made their labour

available for road construction that was paid for.12

After the Second World War, very little was added to the state of road

network until the exit of the British from the Gold Coast. By the nature of their

settlements, the Konkomba relied on bush paths. Their settlements were isolated

from those of the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba, and Gonja groups. There was

no effective means of transport and communication between these two groups of

people. On the whole, Konkombaland shared in the general neglect in terms of'

transport and communication as it was not properly connected to any part of the

Gold Coast.

I;
~,.

• I

I

Thus the failure by the British to develop a good road network did not only

de-emphasize an integrated regional development, but also that there existed a

communication gap between the Konkornba and the Mamprusi, Dagornba,

Nanumba and Gonja groups. Jt was conclusive that the situation rather buttressed

the theory of cognitive dissonance that psychologically produced unnecessary leal's

and other escalatory processes that were expressed in the form of inter-ethn ic

tension between the Konkomba and the traditional states of the Marnprusi,

Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja groups in the post-independence period.

With regard to British fiscal policy in northern Ghana, Northcott envisioned

the development of trade. Chiefs received tribute from their subjects during the

pre-colonial era. It was thought that the introduction of a 'maintenance tax' to take

the place of tribute payment was prudent. An elaborate assessment of the pre-

colonial tax structure was undertaken and comprehensive preparations were made

towards the adaption of a tax system.':' In the course of it, the British actually

I
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succeeded in subordinating the so-called 'acephalous' and 'minority' groups of

people, such as the Konkomba, once more to pay tribute to the centralized states.

Extortionate chiefs who resorted to the practice brought about the sour relationship

that developed between them and the subject groups of people that included the

Konkomba, as British colonial administration in northern Ghana evolved a policy

that led to the introduction of direct taxation.

On 30th July, 1932, a Native Treasury Ordinance was passed which

introduced direct taxation in the North. It was fixed at different rates for various

areas. For example, while the tax in Dagbon was two shillings, the Konkomba paid

one shilling." Even though the bulk of revenue derived from direct taxation. other

sources such as cattle tax existed. The Konkomba accepted direct taxation. Since

the Konkomba in Dagbon were neither represented in the Traditional Council nor

were their traditional authorities paid any salary;" it was a case of taxation without

representation which was inherently revolutionary as borne out by the American

War of Independence. Konkomba resistance to French taxation took the form of

out-migration to the British side of the Gold Coast.

Direct taxation was concomitant with the obligatory payment of tribute.

The traditional payment of the 'Kobga' became institutionalized to the point 01'

exploitation as well-attested by the Mbadugu Affair related in chapter six. Bv

1951, as the colonial dependency drew to a close, Dagomba extortion 01' the

Konkomba did not stop. Konkomba reaction was unleashed in various forms ,IS in

the case of Gushiego and Zabzugu. Even workers of various categories or the

colonial dependency, such as policemen and court officials joined in extorting the

Konkomba.16 Conclusively, the situation that the Konkomba paid tribute to the

aristocracies of the centralized states of Dagbon, Mamprugu, Nanun and Gonia

alongside direct taxation both of which they (the Konkomba) did not derive any

direct benefits, was conflict-prone.

The British developed a policy of recruitment of labour force from northern

Ghana to the South. 1t assumed a compulsory nature and was used in the cocoa

industry, mines, railways and carrier transport. Governors supported the

recruitment scheme and gave instructions to Chief Commissioners of the lorthern
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Territories in this regard. D.Cs were officially roped in to supervise. Chiefs were

compelled to obey colonial government orders to recruit labour, and they could be

reprimanded if they showed any reluctance as it happened in the case of the

Sandema Nab. While some traditional rulers resisted the scheme, some British

officials, such as the D.C. for Vendi and North Mamprugu, considered the whole

exercise abhorrent and illegal.l '

The subject groups of people, such as the Konkornba, in present day

Northern Region of Ghana, complained that they bore the brunt of forced labour. It

was rare, according to them, for people of the traditional states to be recruited 1'01'

forced labour."

Indirect rule did not replace force labour as was envisaged. Chiefs could

use it to settle personal scores against their subjects. Only chiefs who constituted

N. As benefited in monetary terms with regard to the number of people they

recruited. Thus, it was the chiefs of the Mamprusi, Dagomba, Nanumba and Gonja

groups who were the beneficiaries. Subject groups of people that included the

Konkomba, considered forced labour, which they did to enhance British

colonialism under the tutelage of the traditional states, as a form of subordination

and denigration which constituted a fertile ground for inter-ethnic conflicts and

armed confrontations.

People of northern extraction were carried away into military and police

service of the Gold Coast. Between 1899-190 I, when the Gold Coast Regiment of

the West African Frontier Force undertook a recruitment drive, all the men hailed

from the North. They were praised for their excellent performance, 19 which was

note-worthy when the First World War broke out. The Allied Forces over-rail

German Togo and Sergeant Grunshie is reputed to have released the first shot that

led to the first major turning point to the Allied victory. By this time. the (iold

Coast Regiment comprised mainly men of northern extraction who earned praises

for their excellent performance at home and abroad.i"

The Konkomba were recruited in their numbers into the Gold Coast army

and police service and they performed creditably. Medals that were won by some

of them are still held in the possession of their sons. Their ex-service men arc
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believed to offer military training to their youth in the bush who then CaIT) out

inter-ethnic wars in the Northern Region of Ghana.

British recruitment of soldiers from the North to tight in wars has set the

Nawuri at daggers drawn with the Gonja. The former assert that they were

deceived by the Gonja into contributing money for the prosecuting of the Second

World War in lieu of men, only to realize that they have had to contribute men

again which hurt them.21 The Gonja are aware of this but their explanation is that

they went in for Mossis, who turned out to be unfit. This necessitated the double-

cross which the Nawuris have since then not taken kindly to it, and who, over the

years, have won the sympathy and support of the Konkornba. They ally with the

Nawuris against the Gonja in inter-ethnic violence.

In the pre-European period, Africans provided the individual with :1Il

acceptable form of education. Europeans sought the social transformation of the

people of northern Ghana through formal education. During the German rule.

however, formal education opportunities were limited in northern Togo, the area

was considered as a labour reserve,22 was closed to Europeans, and missionaries

could not open schools. It was common knowledge that no Konkomba, and for that

matter any other ethnic group, benefited from formal education in northern Togo hv

the time the Germans made their exit.

On the British side, between 1907-1925, the Catholic Mission and the

British colonial government opened seven Primary Schools in the North. But it

was not until 1927 that a Senior Primary School was established in Tamale to cater

for the whole area?3 Formal education was initially intended to be the exclusive

preserve of the sons of chiefs and their close relatives. For Governor Guggisberg.

Achimota College was of such priority that educational advancement in northern

Ghana did not matter, and missionary efforts at opening more schools in the area

were equally frustrated. The few government schools were located at the

administrative centres.i" and were out of reach from some ethnic groups that

included the Konkomba. Very few Konkomba obtained formal education in the

period of British direct rule.
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Indirect rule brought prospects for the development of formal education in

the North. N.As did not only take over existing schools, but new ones were opened

as in the case of Vendi and Kpembe by 1937, and among others, at Yeji, Krachi 25

and Bimbilla by 1948. The British saw to it that in the opening of new Schools the

N.As took priority over missionaries. But the chiefs were also commended for their

enthusiasm in the development of formal education. Meanwhile, since there was

only one Senior Primary School in Tamale;" about fifty percent of children

dropped out of school at Standard Three CI 11).

In 1936, the White Fathers opened a Middle School in Navrongo. By the

time Ghana attained independence in 1957,26 Middle Schools were opened in the

North, in addition to the establishment of a Veterinary Laboratory and School at

Pong-Tamale. Notwithstanding the perceived accelerated expansion, it cou lei be

seen that the structure and content of the educational system in the North was rather

very limited in scope. Until the 1950s, when the Gold Coast attained internal self-

government, no priority was given to second cycle education. By that time there

were only two Secondary Schools and three teacher training colleges in the whole

of northern Ghana. By 1960, when Ghana attained Republican status, there were

only two people of northern extraction who had had University education." The

social transformation the British sought through formal education of the people 0 f

the area remained a trickle. There in lay the difficulty in the emergence of a

sizeable number of an educated class that could constitute a political elite by the

1950s.

In the same vein, the educational status of the Konkomba since the colonial

period could be described as low. They should then have emulated the Urhobo

initiative.i" They were unable to combine their efforts for their own educational

advancement, neither did they harness their societal economy in that direction

which the Urhobo initiative entailed. The Konkomba did not possess a sizeable

number of an educated class. It was difficult for them to develop an educated elite

who would have nurtured political elite to blaze the trail to freedom. This awaited

the rise of Konkomba consciousness or enlightenment which was well-fostered

through formal education. Thus, the official marginalization and neglect of the
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North in general, and the Konkomba in particular, in terms of the provrsion of

formal education was a situation pregnant with volatility, capable of erupting into

violence. Some of these have been discussed in chapter six.

In any case, British colonial policy in the Gold Coast in the 1940s

underwent drastic transformation both at the local and the central government

levels. At the same time, the ethnic system prevailing in the country remained

unchanged. The ethnic differences in the system as regards land issues, tribute

payment and chieftaincy affairs were inherently volatile, as they engender ethnic

conflict, as outlined in chapter seven. In post-independent Ghana, such conflicts

have erupted. The Konkomba have been involved in the inter-ethnic armed

confl icts in the Northern Region of Ghana.

By the opening of the 1980s, it would appear there was no bad blood bred

between Konkomba and Nanumba in Nanun. Both groups interacted and co-

operated in almost every sphere of human endeavour. Nobody wanted war, just as

nobody expected war. But underneath the Nanun state hung the darkest clouds that

had the potentiality of erupting into a conflagration unprecedented in that area. [11

1981, it happened as demonstrated in chapter eight. The youth of both sides

clashed in a titanic duel. The intervention of Ghana's security personnel left 110

victor nor vanquished.

The prevailing non-interference attitude of the governments of Ghana in

traditional matters is very necessary and commendable for peace since the inter-

ethnic violence in the North is gradually taking a political dimension. If care is not

taken, these inter-ethnic conflicts can plunge the country into armed confrontat ions

as it is happening in other parts of the African continent. However, when inter-

ethnic armed confrontations occur, it devolves on the government of the day to set

up a Committee of Inquiry to investigate the debacle. Notwithstanding their

unpalatable nature, government should immediately carry out the recommendations

emanating from the investigating Committee. No government in Ghana has had the

political will to penalize or even reprimand the leaders of any ethnic group 01·

groups identified as the belligerents. Since no group or groups have never been

identified as having commenced the aggression, they have always gone awuv
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unpunished. A sense of heroism has always been the case which encourages

further aggression.

Nearly all the inter-ethnic conflicts in northern Ghana have always hinged

around the sacred institution of chieftaincy. This is also inextricably linked to the

issue of ownership ofland. It has been exacerbated by the findings of the Alhassan

Committee that was appointed in 1978 to examine the issue of land owners and

tenancy in the then Northern and Upper Regions. The Tindana as the custodian of

land is not taken very seriously in some areas. The 1992 Constitution or the

Republic of Ghana vested all land in northern Ghana in the hands of the chiefs.

Access to land and its use has been one of the causes of the inter-ethnic conflicts ill

the area. But most customary land law has become old-fashioned or outmoded. It

is imperative and it is hereby recommended that Traditional Councils in the 1'-onh

should be summoned and mandated to draw up new and different customary land

law in view of the changes that have taken place in society. These changes \\ hen

made should be surrendered to the various Regional Houses of Chiefs for their

further study. They should be thoroughly discussed and when accepted they should

be lodged with the Traditional Councils, Metropolitan, Municipal and District

Assemblies, and the Regional Co-ordinating Councils. Copies should be deposited

at the Regional and National Houses of Ch iefs.

Any settler who intends to acquire land for commercial or agricultural

purposes should contact the Assemblies as the case may be. Necessarv

documentation should follow, such as the filling of forms. The settler should be

told in no uncertain terms, the conditions for the land acquisition, and these should

be documented. The traditional authorities should then allocate the land.

However, rent should be collected by officials of the Assemblies. They

should take an agreed fee for development projects in the Assembly areas, and part

given to the traditional authorities. This would bring to an end, exploitation b.' the

chiefs, and at the same time make land easily available for development. Settler or

tenant farmers should also be made aware of their responsibilities, thus debarring

them from taking the law into their own hands.
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Also, there is the need to create more paramount chiefs in the North,

particularly for all the major ethnic groups in the Northern Region of Ghana. The

body that constitutes the Regional House of Ch iefs needs to be stretched so (IS to

reflect the non-homogenous nature of each Region. At the time this study set out,

in the Northern Region, there were five Paramount Chiefs in the Northern Regional

House of Chiefs, out of the about eighteen major ethnic groups. It was agreed to

increase the number of paramountcies, but as at now, it is not clear whether the

personalities selected to be Paramount Chiefs from the other ethnic groups have

been gazette, and thus recognized. As it stood, decisions taken by the Northern

Regional House of Chiefs are supposed to be binding on all. How do those ethnic

groups who are not represented regard these decisions? Those who are not

represented regard these decisions in the same way as people of the Gold Coast

regarded the decisions of the British colonial dependency. They saw the Northern

Regional House of Chiefs as a place where utterances are made by people who did

not represent them, indeed a garnishing of colonialism. Effective representation

would serve as admirable brakes to inter-ethnic conflicts in the North that border on

chieftaincy.

The inter-ethnic conflicts in the North can be resolved within the social

environment. All the peace efforts should be done in the traditional context 0" the

parties involved. Researchers and peace-base Non-Governmental Organisaiions

(NGOs), both local and international, need to collaborate. Researchers would then

feed these NGOs with all the information needed to manage these confl icis.

Traditional rulers, opinion leaders, neutral expert negotiators of international

repute, and neutral venues should be used in resolving inter-ethnic contl icts.

Finally, government has a responsibility to ensure that peace prevails in the North

and so to contribute funds for research into inter-ethnic conflicts and armed

confrontations.
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APPEND[X I
1

,I
I
1 THE URHOBO INITIATIVE

,
\

Urhobo is one of the medium-size ethnic groups in Nigeria, in the south

western corner of the country. Like the Ibos and Ibibios. with whom they suffered

a common disadvantage of having been shut off from direct contract with the

European Atlantic Coast (from about 1500 to 1890), the Urhobos were considered

backward at the onset of British colonial rule of Nigeria at the turn of the twentieth

century. They were virtually despised by early British administrators who

preferred to rule the Urhobos through chiefly personnel for the smaller but

distinguished neighbouring ethnic group, the Itsekiri. By the 1930s, unlike their

neighbours the Binis and the ltsekiri, the Urhobos had not a single university

graduate. Opportunities for secondary school education for their children were

severely limited. It was clear to them that they could not rely on the colonial

government for their progress and that if they were to reverse their lowly rating

they would have to upgrade their fortunes by collective means. By the mid-1930s.

they formed the Urhobo Progress Union charged with the responsibilit , of

managing their public affairs and of planning for their collective advancement.

"I'

Despite the adverse impact of the Second World War on the Nigerian

economy, the Urhobo Progress Union embarked on an ambitious programme of

awarding university scholarship to persons who would eventually run their own

ethnic secondary school. Collecting little sums of money from every able-bodied

adult, including those who were not paying government taxes at the time. the

Urhobo Progress Union mobilized enough resources to send two Urhobos to

Cambridge University and Durham University in the United Kingdom during the

war years. The first of these returned in 1947 and the second in 1948 and these two

publicly trained men were the first Urhobo University graduates! They opened the

gates of Urhobo College in 1948 to a flood of education-starved young men. It

turned out to be the largest secondary school in the area in the 1950s, also rival ing

the Government College nearby at Ughelli (which was owned and operated b) the

colonial state) in terms of the quality of its students. It is a testimony of the
1

,I
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significance of the public finance that the Urhobo Progress Union could manage

that in Nigeria aggregate terms, in modern times, Urhobos are surpassed only bv

the much larger Yoruba and Ibo ethnic groups with respect to the number of their

University professors, many of whom had their secondary education cheaply at

Urhobo College, Through their collective efforts managed by the Urhobo Progress

Union, they have merged as one of the most developed ethnic groups in Nigeria at

the present time. The funds involved in these programmes were vast and the

organization required for administering them were quite complex. There were some

paid officials who organised public meetings and standing committees that

discussed the affairs and finances of the Urhobo Progress Union and Urhobo

"

College.
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APPENDIX II

ETHNIC CONFLICTS IN NORTHERN GHANA SINCE 1980

GROUP GROUP AREA YEAR

I. Gonja vrs Bator Kafeba 1980
2. Gonja vrs Vagala Tuna 1980
3. Mmprusi vrs Kusasi Bawku 1980
4. Wala vrs Wala Wa 1980
5. Nanumba vrs Konkomba Nanun 1981
6. Bimoba vrs Komba Bimbago 1986
7. Gonja vrs Nawuri Kpandai 1991
8. Gonja vrs Nohumuru East Gonja 1991
9. Dagomba vrs Dagomba Voggu 1991
10. Dagomba vrs Dagomba Zabzugu 1991
II. Gonja vrs Konkomba Salaga 1992
12. Gonja vrs Nawuri Kpandai 1992
13. Gonja vrs Nohumuru East Gonja 1992
14. Gonja vrs Gonja Yapie 1992

,",-, 15. Gonja vrs Gonja Kusawgu 1992
16. Gonja vrs Nohumuru East Gonja 1992
17. Gonja vrs Gonja Daboya 1994
18. Nanumba vrs Konkomba Nanun 1994
19. Dagomba vrs Konkomba Dagbon 1994
20. Gonja vrs Konkomba Gonja 1994
21 Dagomba vrs Dagomba Yendi 2002
22. Konkomba vrs Nawuri Kitare 2002

Source: Field Survey, 2003
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